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he audiophile in the plaid shirt and
gray Dockers had his hand up.
Moderator Jonathan Scull handed
him the roving microphone, and the Stereophile writers on the podium at HI-FI '99's
Sunday afternoon "Ask the Editors" session
shifted in their chairs. "This one's for John
Atkinson," came the windup. The other
writers relaxed; Istarted to sweat. Then
the pitch: "How come Stereophile issues are
so small these days?"
And as you can see from the letters in this
issue discussing the 124-page July Stereophile
(p.9), it is indeed true that the magazine's
covers arc closer together this year. But so
are all the audio magazines' covers.
As Imentioned in July's "As We See It,"
the US high-end audio industry has been
having an uncertain time of it since the
Far Eastern financial crisis. That crisis was
triggered by, of all things, the devaluation
of the Thai baht in July 1997, which temporarily reduced the size of the industry's
global customer base. Couple that with
the current shift of the audio market toward home-theater sales, competition for
leisure time and discretionary spending
from the Internet and other activities, the
audio industry's possible over-reliance on
the baby-boom generation for customers,
and the market confusion regarding new
audio formats, and it should come as no
surprise that specialty audio magazines, all
of which derive asignificant proportion of
their income from advertising revenue,'
can't help but be affected by the financial
temperature of the audio industry.
Stereophile may currently be publishing
smaller issues each month, but both Fi and
The Tracking Angle closed their doors in
1999; The Absolute Sound went out of business in early 1998 (though it has since
been revived as abimonthly with an injection of capital from new owners); The
Audio Adventure renamed itself Play in the
summer of 1997, then disappeared; and
while Listener, Ultimate Audio, The Audiophile Voice, and The Sensible Sound are still
publishing quarterly or bimonthly, they
are doing so with limited advertising support. (That other purported quarterly, The
Audio Critic, has managed to publish only
five issues in the past six years.)
Even the other major monthly US players in our arena, Audio and Stereo Review,
have downsized. Audio, for example, as
well as publishing magazines with an
average size of 96 pages in 1999 (compared with Stereophile's 180 pages), has
reduced its publishing frequency from
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monthly to 10 issues per year. Stereo Review
reviewers will be pursuing amore proactive
merged with Video magazine in February
strategy with respect to the components we
to form Sound & Vision, which also pubchoose to review And the year 2000 will see
lishes 10 issues ayear, and now devotes a further editorial improvements so that we
significant proportion of its content to
can keep on giving our readers more of what
video, home theater, and "convergence"
they are entitled to.
multimedia products.
As anyone who logs on to the Internet
newsgroups knows, Stereophile's content
and its editorial policies seem to be an endless source of curiosity for some people.
Whatever the medium
Similarly, some of the magazines with
which we share our enthusiasm for recordvia which audiophiles
ed music have recently devoted many column inches to what their editors and writchoose to enjoy their
ers feel Stereophile is doing wrong. Igenerally do not respond to such criticism —
music—be it two-channel what we do, and how and why we do it,
should be apparent from reading any issue
or surround-sound, CD,
of the magazine. But as the sheer quantity
of carping about Stereophile's 800-lb gorillaSACD, DVD-A, MP3, LP,
like presence in the high-end audio community seems to be reaching critical mass,
or whatever—you will be
Ihave the following comments to make:
•When you read criticisms of Stereophile on
able to read about it and
the Net or in other magazines, consider the
source! Despite what others might imply
how to get the best
and you might read, this magazine's
growth and success have been due to two
from it in Stereophile.
simple things: J. Gordon Holes vision in
1962 that the best way to assess audio
equipment was to listen to it; and year after
Since Stereophile went from digest to fullyear after year of 60-hour weeks put in by
size format in January 1994, its issues have
the most dedicated and talented team of
comprised amix of 50% editorial pages
people with which Ihave had the privilege
and 50% advertising pages. In the boom
of working.
days of the mid-'90s, this led us to publish
•Some industry commentators have conmonster issues of up to 356 pages! How- jectured that Stereophile's owner, Emap
ever, with the reduced amount of advertisPetersen, wishes to dumb down the maging we currently feature, preserving this
azine. To reassure those with such conratio means that our issues have been
cerns: Iguided Stereophile's content for 12
smaller than our owner, Emap Petersen,
years prior to Petersen's acquisition of the
would like or feels appropriate to publish.
magazine, and, as the relevant Petersen
At aseries of strategic planning meetings
manager, Iwill guide that content for
that took place in Santa Fe at the end ofJune,
many years to come. Iproduce the magaPetersen VP Jackie Augustine, who's in
zine that Ipersonally want to read, and I
charge of the company's High Technology
intend to keep on doing so.
Group (of which Stereophile is part2), decided
•
Jackie Augustine, this magazine's executo increase the amount of editorial content
tive publisher, believes in Stereophile's misin Stereophile when necessary, starting with
sion (and also continues the Stereophile traour August issue. Under the guidance of our
dition of working long, antisocial hours).
new senior editor, Jonathan Scull (again, see
Other than slight changes in course dictatthis issue's "Letters"), the magazine's tram of ed by the inevitable changes in the highend audio industry and the technology
available to it, our goal remains the same:
Whatever the medium via which audio1A report on NPR's Morning Edition on July 8stated
that over 75% of US newspaper revenues come from
philes choose to enjoy their music — be it
advertising, and over 50% of magazine revenues.
two-channel or surround-sound, CD,
2The other titles arc Stereophile Guide to Home Theater,
SACD, DVD-A, MP3, LP, or whatever—
Home Theater, Home Theater Buyer's Guide, Home Theater
you will be able to read about it and how
Interiors, Photographic, Digital Home Entertainment, Mobile
Group's:Me and Portable Gunputing
to get the best from it in Stereophile.
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Letters
Enjoyed HI-Fl '99
Editor:
Ienjoyed HI-FI '99 in Chicago in May.
Icompliment you, your staff, and the
exhibitors for afirst-rate program. The
concerts, in particular, were first-rate —
Iwill certainly buy the Stereophile CD of
the Antony Michaelson Clarinet Quintet concert when you release it.
Clyde A. Rhodes
Apple Valley, MN
crhodes@fiontiernetmet
Although Idid record Antony Michaelson
performing the Brahms and Mozart clarinet
quintets in concert at HI-FI '99, the Stereophile CD, scheduled for release this winter,
will be from sessions recorded at Chad Kassem's Blue Heaven Studio in Kansas just
before the Chicago show.
—JA
How about more pictures?
Editor:
After reading Stereophile for the past few
months, it has hit me what is wrong...
there are no pictures, specifically in your
product reviews. You will have an excellent and detailed review on apiece of
hardware, but only one photo of the
product. If you are reviewing apair of
speakers it would be nice to see ashot
with and without the eles, perhaps a
back view, or maybe aclose-up of adriver or port Something that will give the
reader an illustration of the workmanship
or the finish. Perhaps even awide shot of
the speakers in the system they are being
reviewed on.
Mark Grabow
East Islip, NY.
markg@i-200acom
Starting with our November issue, we will be
including more photographic detail.
—JA
Fat is where it's at!
Editor:
In today's society, thin is in. But Ithink
that this catchphrase was in reference to
humans, not magazines. Where is the
rest of my July Stereophile?
Michael Fremees excellent "Analog
Corner" perhaps provides areader's best
due as to what happened to the rest of the
July issue. He condudes, "Fm over my
word limit and Ihaven't gotten to ..." Well,
the rest of us haven't gotten to it yet, eithet
Stereophile, September 1999

This },ves the word "corner" in "Analog
Corner" an entirely new meaning!
Come on, Stereophile, fat is where it's at!
Please bring back the whole magazine.
Ma/ Fuller
wolli,boro, NH
Where is the other half?
Editor:
What asurprise —I think I'm missing
the other half of my July Stereophile. I've
never experienced this! At any rate, if this
is the complete package, Ireally feel
sorry for the poor souls who dropped
$6.95. Ibet they're scratching their heads
and thinking, "What is the value of adollar?" Isuppose it will come pretty close to
getting you agallon of gas — that is, unless you use "high-end" gas.
Karson G. Kollker
KarKol@aotcom
Bring back the nudie ads
Editor:
Now that your magazine has consistently shrunk in size, maybe you can start
bringing back those ads from Cello and
Energy that showed naked women. That
way, when we're done reading those few
pages, we'll have another incentive to
want to reread what there is.
Rodojlo' Bonnin (devoted subscriber)
hi tend @adminfsti.edu
See this month's As We See It"for some discussion of this subject.
—John Atkinson

ter listener, helped me get the best out of
my mid-fi system, and turned me on to
some great music! Tweaking my speaker placement and rigging ahomemade
isolation base for my turntable have
been the biggest help for my system.
(Well, that and cleaning the contacts.) I
could hear the midbass bloat when I
switched phono cartridges, and knew to
try moving my speakers out away from
the back wall to even it out. Thank you,
Stereophile— you taught me all this.
Stereophile introduced me to Tom
Waits, Son Volt, Cassandra Wilson, and
aJohn Marks Christmas CD. If Itook
the time to look through my records, I
would have more to thank you for. I
renewed my subscription today — it had
run out, Ididn't cancel in afit of pique —
and look forward to more from you on
this wonderful hobby.
Pry Monroe
Trey@nashville.com
lime to rename Stereophile?
Editor:
Ithink that nothing better epitomizes
the continuing decline of Stereophile into
the silly morass of tweak audiophilia
than the recent appointment ofJonathan
Scull as senior editor. Iwould rather sit
as office boy at the journal of the Audio
Engineering Society than reign supreme on
the dunghill that has become Stereophile.
Rename it StereoPile and complete the
fait accompli!
Glenn O. Strauss
glenn.strauss@pmusa.com

Is Scull cheap?
Enjoys Stereophile
Editor:
Editor:
Ienjoy Stereophile. It has made me abet- Now thatJonathan Scull is responsible for
organizing equipment reports, does this
mean that there won't be any reviews of
Letters to the Editor should be sent
modestly priced equipment in your magazine? We all know how much Scull
to The Editor, Stereophile, P.O. Box
loves to test megabuck equipment. All
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529.
Fax: (505) 983-6327. E-mail:
this from aguy who's too cheap to even
pay for aticket to see Jim Hall at the
Letters@stereophile.com. Unless
marked otherwise, all letters are
Village Vanguard.
Steve Wolfe
Nonvalk, CT
assumed to be for possible pubwolfest@pb.com
lication. If you have problems with
your subscription, call (800) 666Is Scull's derrière getting bigger?
3746 or visit www.stereopliile.com.
Editor:
Please note: We are unable to anSo Jonathan Scull arrives late for asoldswer requests for information on
out jazz event at the venerable Village
specific products or systems.
Vanguard, growls at his colleague for sen-
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Letters
sibly getting seated, and ends up in the
back row. From here we leap to an attack
on home theater as something less noble
than listening to old-fashioned twochannel stereo music.
There is so much in Jonathan's June
"As We See It" to disagree with. Not
every live music event is bereft of "wonder, emotion, and nobility," just as not
every recording provides these qualities
(in fact, most do not).
Further, others knowledgeable in
such matters (J. Gordon Holt and, in the
very same issue, Larry Archibald) predict
the coming demise of stereo, as music
recording mixers learn to use surround
sound as their film brethren have. Why
can't we enjoy both music and film? Mr.
Scull has looked down from his perch
before at those of us who try to capture
the magic of classic films in the home.
Not all of us watch junk, and many of us
have extensive laserdisc or DVD collections of wonderful movies that evoke
wonder, emotion, and nobility.
Further, just because we pursue audio
and video goals in multichannel doesn't
mean we have abandoned stereo. I
myself not only have atotally separate
music room (thousands of music recordings, Maggies, tubes, etc.), but Ialso
have aseparate system for my collection
of 78s! And Ihave amono Advent 400
in my bedroom and aboombox in my
kitchen. Ienjoy all this stuff, and certainly don't look down on those who
singularly pursue stereo music perfection, or those who watch movies every
night (I guess because Ido both).
So, Mr. Scull, you can sit in your 'jammies in your Ribbon Chair and let your
bigger-than-normal derrière get bigger
as you fuss over the loaned high-end
equipment, but let the rest of us pursue
the many facets of this hobby without
your sermons.
Richard P. Clancy
Ashland, MA
Ric_Clanty@harvardpilgrim.org
It's about the music!
Editor:
Ihave been reading with interest the
many discussions on the goal of hi-fi in
the reproduction of music. And the validity of recorded vs live music. And
Jonathan Scull's impassioned June editorial comparing adisastrous dip into alive
concert venue with listening to chosen
performances on his "hyper-tweaked"
system. And, finally, mention of the
comparison of music to art (in some
other publication!). The concept that
even the best reproduction of art is pale
compared to the real thing has been
extended to music as an argument that
Stereophile, September 1999

all recorded music has less value than the
live performance.
Isn't there asingle large fact missing
from all this? Paintings and music are
fundamentally different. While we can
all enjoy adecent reproduction and get
an idea of the artist's intent, we can also,
with luck, money, time, and persistence,
often enjoy the original.
But the musical performance is gone.
No matter how good aperson's memory, the few people who participated in it
can only reminisce: "I was there..."
Recordings, however, capture forever
this transitory experience.
A recording, therefore, is all we have
left of that unique performance, and
makes it available to many. Even an imperfect recording serves avaluable purpose. Obviously, the better the fidelity,
the more happy we will be. But who
would want to trash all the wonderful
musical performances available to us,
even in such totally "alien" (to hi-fi enthusiasts) formats as player-piano rolls,
wax drums, etc.?
Modern technology has given us
methods of improving old recordings to
alevel of "listenability" that allows us to
hear the music adequately. We can enjoy
and compare multiple interpretations of
works. By listening to the greatest soloists and orchestras of the past, we will
develop abetter understanding of the
music and improve our critical faculties
to the point that we can differentiate a
good interpretation or performance
from aless good one. This is obviously
impractical with live music alone!
It often amazes hi-fi enthusiasts that
many professional musicians have "crappy" reproduction systems (by hi-fi standards). Invariably, they will tell you they
listen beyond the equipment to the music
itself. Our auditory system (ears and
brain) is wonderfully capable of filtering
out the "noise" and focusing on the information, if we allow it to. So it is possible
to enjoy an imperfectly reproduced performance. We just need to want to!
These ramblings might seem to be
dumping on the hi-fi enthusiast. Not at
all. The better the reproduction chain, the
more information (music, ambience, etc.)
will be retrieved. Ihave been hooked on
hi-fi since my first Linn/Naim system,
purchased in the late 70s. But the recording/reproduction chain is just ameans to
the end of listening to music. We should
never forget that. Recorded music is all
that the vast majority of people have access to, and the "live music only" egoists
should remember this.
We need recordings! The better they
are, the happier we will be. The better

our systems can handle imperfect recordings and let the music come
through, the better off we are. So, Iwill
continue to read and enjoy the pages of
Stereophile and its quirky bunch of reviewers (while constantly being frustrated by
wondering which of the speakers is better, when similarly priced speakers are
given glowing reviews by different reviewers in the same issue), and no doubt
will be sucked into every high-end store
Ipass for alisten, often coming to the
conclusion that the differences between
good equipment are small, and unimportant when you look beyond them
to the performance!
My personal feeling is that the more
tolerant we are of imperfect reproduction and the more we train ourselves to
listen through the reproduction errors to
the music itself, the happier we will be.
But without the original recording, all
the high technology has no point. Better
ascratchy mono 78 or an (eelc 8-track
than no music at all!
Doug Aitken
Houston, TX
daitken@sicgar-land.anadrills1b.com
Stop bemoaning your fate
Editor:
Ihave been reading your magazine for
about ayear now, and if there is only
one thing I've learned from you about
the world of "high-end" audio, it's that
it's doomed to die aslow and agonizing
death. Instead of celebrating the joy of
listening to good music through good
equipment, your publication seems obsessed with dwelling on the impending
death of the hobby that you are supposed to be encouraging. It's almost as if
you are counting down the days until
your publisher inevitably shuts you
down. Reading your magazine is positively depressing!
Igather that Stereophile is ahighly influential journal for the audio industry,
probably its premier publication. Why,
then, are you discouraging people from
getting involved in this rewarding
hobby that so many love so much? Ifear
you are generating aself-fulfilling prophecy. Enough already!
Iwill now take my turn atop the soapbox and tell you how to save Stereophile,
and possibly the entire world of "highend" audio. Your magazine and the industry fail with young(er) consumers like
myself because you just don't understand
them. You do not market your products
toward this group. The market has
moved way beyond your silly obsessions
(vinyl, tubes, classical music), yet you
continue to focus too much attention on
dinosaur technology and music. It's not
11
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Letters
the 1950s anymore, folks!
Follow these steps, and Iguarantee
you will dramatically increase your sales
among young(er) consumers.
1) Waste no space on any product with
aprice tag higher than $10,000. What
better way to turn off apotential new
reader than to continue to highlight products they will never even hear, let alone
purchase. Do you want to make amagazine for the 10 aging millionaires who can
afford such equipment, or for the mass of
people who just want something better
than the crappy Bose system they saw at
Best Buy? It is the search for something
better that leads newbies to apublication
like Stereophile in the first place. When
they see reviews of $35,000 speakers
being held up as that "something bet-ten"
Ibet 99.9% drop your magazine and head
straight back to Good Guys.
2) Stop pushing vinyl! Most of my
generation have never purchased an LP!
It is laughable and even bizarre that acertain group of people continue to fetishize
atechnology that died 15 years ago!
3) Get rid of the tubes! When Ifirst
saw apicture of apiece of tube gear reviewed in your mag, Ilaughed out loud!
It looked like something Dr. Frankenstein used to bring his creature to life.
Most of my generation have never seen
apiece of tube gear, have no idea that
they are still being manufactured, and
will never buy one.
4) Embrace multichannel home theater and shun stereo-only gear. Why on
earth would anyone even consider buying apreamp that is not also ahometheater processor? Stop reviewing separate preamps and integrated amps. No
one from my generation will buy aseparate system for two-channel playback
and another for home theater. However,
we will buy ahome-theater processor
that can also be used for two-channel
stereo. Recognize this distinction.
5) Embrace rock'n'roll, for crying out
loud! Realize that the definition of
"good music" is not necessarily synonymous with classical. In case you hadn't
noticed, "popular music" today is rock'n'roll, R&B, electronica, and even
(brace yourselves) rap! Yet you continue
to focus rather snobbishly on classical, as
if this is the only legitimate form of
"good music" suitable to be played on
expensive equipment. What rock you
do feature generally consists of Bob
Dylan's or Bonnie Raitt's new CD, not
anything that might be construed as
new or cutting edge. Both your equipment reviewers and your record reviewers need abetter understanding of what
young(er) people are listening to.
Stereophile, September 1999

If you continue to follow the path
that you are on, Iguarantee that your
dire predictions will all come true. You
are your own worst enemy. Yes, "highend" audio as presented in Stereophile is,
in fact, dying. However, people's love of
"good music" played back on a"good
system" will continue. All you have to
do is redefine what you call "good
music" as well as what you call a"good
system." If your magazine in fact defines
"high-end" audio, Isay "good riddance."
Some other, more savvy publisher will
come along with abetter journal that
eats your lunch. If you want to survive
and grow, you will have to stop publishing amagazine for yourselves and start
publishing one for your audience.
Stop bemoaning your fate and do
something about it!
Mark Lawton
Marnawton@Dialogiccom
Is the end near?
Editor:
Is the end near for the High End? No! All
you have to do is look on the Web and
you will find plenty of high-end activity.
Is the end near for your idea of the
High End? Yes! You constantly bemoan
the lack of interest in our hobby, yet you
continually review equipment that does
not even fit the budgets of the very affluent. Two years ago, when Istarted to
notice quality audio for the playing of
high-quality acoustical music, Ithought
all the equipment was priced too high.
Now Isee that some things in life are
worth the price of admission, but when
you review speakers that are in the price
range of anice luxury car, then fail to
mention that there are speakers in the
price range of living-room furniture
that will "blow them away," you are
spelling your own doom.
One more thing, and Iwill go back to
listening to my cheap stereo, which
sounds great. My hero, Sam Tellig, in the
July issue has sold me out! He reports on
an amp that costs $30,000. Sam, is there
no end to this madness?
Jim Lee
(a new audiophile who loves to hear great
acoustical music at areasonable price)
jrlaudio@bellsouth.net

very important to me (and people like
me) because you feed our interests — a
real reason people get pissed when the
magazine doesn't arrive on time.
That's why it's vitally important to
continue to test and report on the very
best, and to use the best equipment to
test the cheaper components. Isee this
as immersion. Without the benchmark,
what will the reference be?
Ihave learned alot from you all,
which never would have happened if
you hadn't done the shows, reviewed
the very best, and interviewed those in
the know. Because of Stereophile, Iknow
what to listen for when Imake the 220mile trek to Dallas to hear the next potential purchase.
Those who complain need to take a
short sabbatical here in Bossier City,
Louisiana. They will find, as Ihave, what
it's like to live in an audio wasteland.
Then and only then will they have areal
appreciation for what you do.
Jim
Bossier City, LA
k32Iewis@cwix.com

Scientists vs audiophiles
Editor:
In George Reisch's "Undercurrents"
(Stereophile,July 1999) he asserts that the
"prejudices" of the engineers and scientists who bash audiophiles are based on
theoretical knowledge as opposed to the
firsthand experience of listening to
high-end systems.
It is my somewhat educated guess that
if you took most of these dissenting scientists and engineers and sat them down
in front of agood audio system, they
would not be able to immediately hear
exactly how or why it was good. It takes
years of educating your ear to hear the
fine differences in audio systems. Most of
them would probably have difficulty
telling the difference between cables. Remember back to when you first began
trying to distinguish the differences between far more dramatic components
like speakers. Ithink they're defensive
and frustrated, and, rather than admitting
that something might exist that they're
missing, they dismiss the fact that anything exists at all, and say that we're fools
We need the High End
who are imagining it.
Lcittor:
It reminds me very much of people
Iused to follow all motorcycle racing in who go to museums and have no idea
my younger days when Ihad the time, why Picasso, Pollock, or Rothko are
had bikes, etc. Iused to get every peri- good painters. They're seeing exactly
odical out there and read them from what we're seeing, but they're seeing it
cover to cover. Now Ilook to those pre- quite differently. Many of these people
cious moments when Ican relax for a (perhaps the educated ones are the most
moment and listen to my hi-fi and read defensive) claim that the rest of us must
my Stereophile (damned multitasking). As be fools for valuing this art so highly.
aresult, you and your compatriots are We have been hoodwinked. We cannot
13
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see that the emperor has no clothes on.
Some of these left-brain guys may not
have very developed right brains. They
may never be able to see why Picasso is
agreat painter or hear why ahigh-end
audio system is worth the extra price we
pay for it. Some people who are incapable of love deny that the rest of us
might actually be able to feel it. You
probably won't convince most of them.
However, I'm not saying you should quit
trying. From time to time it is awonderful experience to introduce someone
to anew aesthetic experience.
David Del Bourg°
Woodland Hills
Ddelbourgo@aol.com

lab or as heard by auditioners who are
familiar with the values of live music, is
no longer a desired end — this in an
industry that started with the goal of
creating greater accuracy in the reproduction of the classical repertoire.
Ihave not mentioned the ever-moreexpensive "boxes" (which is all that
most of them appear to be, falling into
what Iterm in my writings "reactive"
systems). However, Ihave talked with
many people who are in and of the industry, and who uniformly mention that
these new speakers sound "impressive"
but hardly resemble the sounds and
timbres of live instruments!
Mr. Hardesty mentions something I
find most interesting: Not one of these
The future of audio
speakers is time- or phase-accurate (or,
is multichannel?
as Iprefer to say, "choate"). Yet over the
Editor:
years Ihave found, and can prove under
Inoted an attempt to relate to the adlaboratory conditions, that such accuravantages of DVD-Audio recordings in
cy is vital for the closest approach to
the June Stereophile. However, the equip"live" values. Among other matters
ment reviews were devoted to loudspeakabout which Ihave written is that series
ers and obsolete two-channel equipcrossover networks, provided the drivment. As one of your earliest subscribers,
ers arc proper, produce the highest level
Icannot justify continuation of my subof time accuracy — and, by actual meascription after it expires this summer. The
surement, more dynamic range — from
future of audio is multichannel, powered
agiven program! This is easy to underby one of the better receivers as the constand. Now, why didn't any of these sotrol center. Expensive CD players are
called advanced speakers show evidence
antiquated, as confirmed to me by alarge
of attention to the lack of compression
high-end dealer who is having trouble
that is possible today, more so than in
dumping his stock of these items.
the days of parallel networks, sharp or
Many people believe DVD players
slow as they might be?
like the Pioneer PD-414 play CDs betAmong others in the industry are a
ter than the esoteric stuff. Ican attest to
few who answer my queries regarding
my personal experience: the Pioneer has
what happens to these expensive and
bested both the inexpensive JoLida and
frustrating "advanced" designs. Iam told
aplayer in Stereophile's Class A category.
that these speakers have the following
Why would anyone spend big bucks for histories: The first owner who purchases
no return?
what seemed to be the new "hi-fi stanIagree that the decade has spawned a dard" grows disenchanted in avery short
Golden Age of Audio because the avertime, and moves onward. The result is a
age consumer can get good sound at a very large and constantly growing invenreasonable price. It will be amatter of tory of used loudspeakers among spetime for the newest formats to become
cialized dealers, who then resell them to
more affordable. Meanwhile, Iwill enthe still-enchanted, who then become
joy playing afew music DVDs and hundisenchanted, and it goes on and on.
dreds of CDs through the various opConsumers who still manage to find
tions offered by my Harman/Kardon
me mention their disgust and disenreceiver and PD-414.
Dave chantment with an industry that has
ritadian@velocity.net switched from asearch for the "truth" in
music to being just another consumerThis, Bud, was for you
product industry. As does Mr. Hardesty,
Editor:
Iwonder whether this could be one facIwas pleasantly surprised on reading tor in the obvious decline in the fortunes
the letter of Richard J. Hardesty in the
of the industry.
Irving M (Bud) Fried
July Stereophile (p.10), for he voices some
Wynnewood, PA
of the same thinking that Ihave expressed in my writings and individually
Mikey's militant self-righteousness
Editor:
to many people who contact me these
days. For it appears that accuracy of Reading "Letters" in the May Stereophile, I
reproduction, either as measured in the
felt the need to comment on Michael
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Fremer's militant self-righteousness. Michael, the whole MP3 thing is harclly an
audiophile concern! How many people do
you know who consider themselves audiophiles who have ever setionsOistened to the
format. It is obviously that the data compression involved in making an MP3 leads
to loss of sound quality and/or accuracy.
Get alittle perspective Michael! Take a
look around you and count the VPIs,
Nagras, and Conrad Johnsons. For that
matter, count the BMWs and genuine
Sony Walkmans. It seems to me that with
the possible exception of Sam Tellig and
Lisa Astor, Stereophile writers have become
so ensconced in their ultra high-end
world that they can't see anything else.
Not only are they failing to take the "rest
of the world" into any account, however
minimal, they are also defending their
ignorance with elitist zeal.
Istill enjoy Stereophiles comprehensive
and plentiful equipment reviews — don't
cancel my subscription just yet. But if I
want editorials on audio, I'll go somewhere else, thank you. Perhaps the Timm
Or better yet, Ultimate Audio magazine.
Matt Wimmer
wimmer@panthermiddlebuty.edu
Mr. WiMMer is an occasional contributor to
Ultimate Audio.
—JA
Fremer vs MP3
Editor:
In reference to Mr. Fremer's battle with
certain New York limes writers to elaborate on MP3 technology's sonic weaknesses (Stereophile, March 1999): Forget
it, Mike — the vast majority of those
who will use MP3 or similar technology will never notice, nor would they
care about its shortcomings.
Face it—to the normal person high
fidelity is anything noticeably better than
AM on acheap boombox, and the dream
system is whatever is the most prestigiously badged receiver, CD changer, and
speakers (12" woofer, please) that they
could find on sale at the discount outlet
Really, as long as there is no glaring distortion (loud AC hum, for example) and
there are alot of knobs, aremote, decently loud midbass but not too much top
octave, and the components say something like "Pioneer" or "Bose" instead of
"K-Fi" or "Wal-Woof' on their fronts,
then they have arrived. Remember, the
dream system also needs to fit on the
shelf or in the comer.
Ithink the allure of MP3 is twofold.
First, it is free to those with the right computer, and we do love free stuff. And pirating is bad-boy fun! Second, it allows
cybemerds anew collecting hobby. They
Stereophile, September 1999

Meet B&W's new DM 600 Series 2 loudspeakers.
The ultimate in high performance engineering
without the high price tag. Quite simply, we
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Wish you could hear more? Listen to them at your
authorized B&W dealer.
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Letters
that perspective. The most important
characteristic of agreat pop song is its
uniqueness. Bill Lloyd's songs are definitely catchy and smart, and let me make
it clear that Ireally enjoy them.
But jangly 12-string guitars, backingchorus "ah-ah"s, and "Gee, aren't I
clever" lyrics do not necessarily define a
great pop song. The imagination of a
pop song's creators to produce melodies
and arrangements that stand out on
their own, and to combine talented performances with distinctive singing and
playing, make shaping agreat pop song
an elusive art. There was asmall group
of gentlemen back in London, England
during the 1960s who were able to do
this with ascary consistency. However,
it still happens today, and quite alot
more often than Ifeel Mr. Baird would
believe. Bill Lloyd may very well be a
good pop-song writer, but he's not the
only one, not by along shot.
Ifind it ironic that an audio magazine
that would pose the question "Where is
the next generation of audiophiles coming from?" would be so out of touch
with the vast range of popular music
available today. It seems one cannot read
Michael writes more on the subject ofMP3 in Stereophile's reviews without an obligathis month's "Analog Comer"
—JA tory reference to Texas, Louisiana, or
Tennessee, and the cynicism directed
A musical mistake?
toward any music that doesn't fall into
Editor:
this range of styles is puzzling. Mn Baird
Iwould like to start off by saying that I obviously has his own preferences,
believe one of life's greatest pleasures is which is more than understandable and
hearing agreat pop song for the very respected, but Icannot help conclude
first time. As one listens, each note that he views his own opinions on music
seems to uncannily fall perfectly in place, as absolute, and feels contempt toward
and, as the chorus clicks in, it's like being anything that doesn't meet his preferred
hit between the eyeballs with aball-peen tastes. Isec afortysomething who wishes today's music was like it was when he
hammer ofjoy ... really.
Imention this because Irecently was younger, which seems reflected in
picked up copies of Bill Lloyd's Set to Pop the reviews that Stereophik prints.
and Stand* on the Shoulders of Giants, and
Pop and rock music arc defined by the
though they are very good records and time and the culture within which they
undoubtedly recommendable, Iam abit are born. One can argue that agreat
puzzled by Robert Baird's overwhelm- piece of music is timeless, but it is always
ing enthusiasm for them (Stereophile, arepresentation of its own time. We may
May 1999, p.145). More important, this insist that the music we grew up with is
has reminded me of how disappointing and always will be great, but how do we
react to the music our parents loved
Sterrophile's Rock section has become.
In his "Recording of the Month" when they were young? Ifeel that Mr.
review of Lloyd's SOTSOG, Mr. Baird Baird has mistaken today's music to be
makes suggestions for what is needed to less than what it once was, when really
create agood power-pop song and ends he is simply no longer able to relate to
by referring to the "science" of pop that part of today's culture. Ithink that
music-making. Ibelieve that his com- Stereophile should be more concerned
ments imply formulaic music-making by about where music is going than pining
Henry Husar
means of dropping known parameters over what it used to be.
HertryHusar@Caleca
into an equation to produce adesired
result. Iknow he didn't quite mean it in
Perhaps not
that way, but the music being reviewed
in Stereophile has become so homoge- Editor:
nized that Icouldn't help but see it from
I
just wanted to thank Robert Baird for

are vying to see who can have the most
singles archived, who was first to tag and
distribute the new release from whomever; how well they have everything indexed
and cross-referenced, and the like — sort
of like baseball cards, or Beades 45s back
in the '60s. As fir as fidelity is concerned,
they probably don't even have time to listen to the stuff. When they do, it is on the
computer with surround ambience and
other manipulations.
The New York Times writers that MF
engages are simply competing to scoop
the new and cool, semi-underground,
high-tech fad. They don't care to be critical reporters — they are new and cool.
How can they afford to whine about the
negatives? Given that MP3 on the computer with 3D processing sounds cooler
than the old car radio or a$25 Walkman,
then it is high (enough) fidelity.
Iappreciate hearing about the new
technology from an audiophile perspective, so thank you for the information.
But let's not lose sleep over the NY Times.
Be nice to them and maybe they will
give us their old LPs.
David Young
DPY@aol.corn
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reviewing such an amazing album. My
taste in music is hard to pin down, but I
was impressed by Bill Lloyd's Standing
on the Shoulders of Giants (Koch LOCCD-8035). Iteach high-school art, and
Itook the album with me to class this
morning and had anumber of students
ask who it was, where Igot it, and if
there were other copies at the store. In
the days before corporate radio and
MTV, this is how Iheard of new music.
There is an audience out there for
good music if young people know
where to find it. Perhaps this is one of
the goals of an audiophile — to share the
knowledge of good music of all types.
The album reminded me of so many
different groups: the Windbreakers,
Chris Isaak, and on and on. The recording quality is amazing as well. Iguess
the next task will be to find Lloyd's earlier efforts.
Idoubt you take suggestions, but if
you find the time, take alisten to David
Sylvian's Dead Bees on aCake. The sound
is hard to describe — more like his earlier efforts — and the recording quality is
great. Thank you again for the review.
Dan Krueger
semdos@ptdprolog.net

Ok, we
admit it,
we're
cheating
We designed
the Excalibur II to
outperform our
competitors best
offerings. Then,
we shamelessly
priced this cable at a
mere $225
We apologize if this
offends your sense of
fairness and good
sportsmanship.
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US: TEXAS
Barry Willis
Since the earliest days of stereo — the
first experiments with more than singlechannel sound happened back in the
1930s at Bell Labs in the US and EMI in
England — recording and playback have
been based on ahorizontal model: leftcenter-right, left-rear, right-rear. "Laterality," as it's sometimes called, can be
exploited very well in creating plausible
sensations of spatial events, especially by
film-industry sound engineers. The
believable reproduction of music is considerably more problematic.
In the real world, sounds come at us
from all directions — not merely from
front, sides, and back, but from above
and below as well. Psychoacoustics
experts, forward-thinking engineers,
and even some audiophiles have long
recognized the absence of vertical information as one of the biggest obstacles to
truly realistic sound reproduction.
Enter Tomlinson Holman. The legendary engineer — he designed the
APT-Holman preamp and is the "TH"
in Lucasfilm's THX —is again pushing
audio's perceptual envelope with what
he calls a"10.2-channel" system. With
twice as many channels as Dolby
Digital's 5.1, including two channels of
ultra-low bass, Holman's system encodes, decodes, and accurately corre-

lates vertical as well as horizontal sound
cues. Those who've heard his system
have raved about its realism. Stereophile
Guide to Home Theatet's Tom Norton,
who heard apreliminary demo of the
system at last January's CES, said "It was
the most amazing multichannel sound I
have ever heard. Iwas simply in the
space occupied by the performers, with
no sensation at all of the locations of the
speakers or the size of the listening
room ... there were live music recordings that sounded ...live."
In early July, Holman's new company,
Los Angeles-based TMH Corporation,
conducted its first public demonstration
of 10.2 at an electronics store in San
Antonio, Texas. Approximately 100 people heard the demo at Bjorn's Audio
Video, an event deemed noteworthy
enough to warrant amention in the Wall
Street Journal. TMH was due to conduct
more demonstrations at locations
throughout the country in the summer
in hopes of generating interest among
consumers and manufacturers. This fascinating development promises to explore
one of the last great frontiers in audio,
and will be followed closely by Stereophile.
US: NEW YORK
Jon Iverson
The Internet is beginning to pose quite
adilemma for high-end audio manufac-

Update
turers, especially ones with limited distribution in major markets such as the
US. Do you risk alienating potential
bricks-and-mortar dealers in an effort to
gain widespread exposure by offering
your products online? Or do you slowly build distribution through the traditional stores that for years have been
high-end audio's haven?
Several companies are now opting for
an online strategy and have signed exclusive and selective North and South
American distiibution rights with Cool
Audio.com. CoolAudio.com claims that
by combining the convenience of the
Internet with alocal dealer/installer network, they'll be able to provide sufficient
levels of customer service and support,
both on- and offline, for the audio and
video home-entertainment market. The
CoolAudio store was scheduled to go
on line in early August
Manufacturers making the jump to
online sales include Chord Electronics,
Roksan, Wilson Benesch, BC-Acoustique, and Andes, an Estonian speaker
manufacturer that uses afacility formerly used to produce Soviet MiG fighter
jets. In addition to these brands, Cool
Audio.com says it will also offer Toshiba
and Harman/Kardon.
Although CoolAudio.com is headquartered in New York, fulfillment and
customer-support operations are plan-

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
Steven Stoner the when, when; and who at
(505) 983-6327 at least eight weeks bdore
the month of the event. The deadline for the
November 1999 issue is September I, 1999.
Mark the fax `Attention Steven Stoner—
Dealer Bulletin Board." We will fax back a
confirmation. Ifyou do not receive confirmation
within 24 hours, pleasefax us again.
ARIZONA

• The Arizona Audiophile Society
sponsors monthly audio and hometheater meetings and events. For
information, call (623) 516-4960, or
Stereophile, September 1999

e-mail AzAudioS@aol.com.

436-3679 or mannyacosta@worldnet.
attnet, or visit www.sfas.org.

CONNECTICUT

• For information about the Connecticut Audio Society, visit www.theatom.corn/cas, or call Carl Richard at
(860) 745-5937.

ILLINOIS

• Sunday, September 19, 2-5pm: The
Chicago Audio Society is sponsoring
Bobby Palkovic of Merlin Music
Systems and Judd Barber of Joule
FLORIDA
Electra for a seminar at the Dance
• Saturday, August 31: The South Building in Des Plaines. Nonmembers
Florida Audio Society is sponsoring a are welcome. For more information, call
seminar featuring Mike VansEvers, Brian at (847) 382-8433, or visit www.
xnet.com/-bpwalsh/casiitml.
who will demonstrate his company's
Pandora power cords, Spatial Lens, and • Audio Consultants is sponsoring the
following events. Call the appropriate
Window System. For more informastores for information and reservations:
tion, contact Manny Acosta at (954)
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The Music You
Listen To Says A
Lot About You.

How

You Listen Says

Even More.

CAD-300-SE
Signature
15-Watt
Single-Ended
Mono-Blocs

An important event in music history
occurred when Beethoven gave us his love
letters in music.
Without adoubt, the most important
event in the history of Cary Audio was the
creation, in 1989, of the single-ended, class
A, zero feedback triode amplifier: the
CAD-300-SE. Ever since, the Cary sound has
given amuch greater meaning and purpose
to music reproduction in homes •
throughout the world.
The distinguishing
characteristic of the Cary
sound is the ease, warmth,
and emotional impact
the music will have on
you, the listener. Cary
Audio is honored to
help you share
musical history.
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Cary, NC 27511

Phone: 919-481-4494 • Fax: 919-460-3828
www.caryaudio.com
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nightcaps in peace, secure in the knowledge that the new owner has no plans
to monkey around with their favorite
bedtime reading.
Founded in the early 1920s by author
Sir Compton MacKenzie, in more than
75 years of successful operation under
three successive generations of the Pollard family, Gramophone has earned an
unparalleled reputation and success in
its field. But it's asuccess that asmall,
independent publishing house is ill
equipped to exploit as the commercial
world increasingly "goes global." (The
parallels with Stereophile's recent takeover are obvious.)
Chairman Tony Pollard recently celebrated his 70th birthday, and is reportedly happy to take awell-earned retirement. His son, editorial director Chris
Pollard, simply felt the time was right
UNITED KINGDOM
for Gramophone to become part of a
Paul Messenger
larger group. Last year's televised and
"Good grief!" was my and John Atkin- Gramophone-sponsored Classical Music
son's collective response, on hearing Awards were an undoubted success, but
also proved rather a strain on the
that Haymarket Magazines had purresources of an operation of modest
chased Gramophone Publications.
Minds boggled at the very idea of the
size. Haymarkees promotional muscle
is much better suited to run and capitalvenerable old lady of classical-music
ize on such an annual event.
criticism getting into bed with the much
younger, altogether brasher, and unUnlike in the US, where subscripashamedly populist What Hi-Fi?, market tions dominate the scene, British magazines depend heavily on over-theleader among UK hi-fi mags. As
counter newsstand sales, and here the
Haymarket enigmatically put it, "With
distribution strengths of amajor player
its emphasis on in-depth reviewing,
like Haymarket will be amajor bonus —
Gramophone itself has great synergy with
not just for Gramophone itself, but also
other tides in the Haymarket portfolio,
for the various niche quarterlies the
such as What Hi-Fi? magazine."
company produces, all of which operate
Further pondering and afew phone
calls later, the prospect had become a profitably. When Imentioned Songlines,
Gramophone's new world/ethnic music
lot less weird. In the short to medium
quarterly, Chris Pollard said he reckterm, at least, it looks as though Gramooned this could end up being one of the
phone's loyal readers can don their
ned in Seattle, Washington and Fredricksburg, Virginia. The company also
states that it is building a nationwide
dealer/installer organization to augment its service and support network.
The company claims its website will
be designed for novices and experts
alike, and "the product content will be
free of technical jargon." The site, currently under development, is planning
to offer both real-time online and telephone technical support seven days a
week. To this end, CoolAudio.com says
it is actively recruiting anational network of audio/video dealers and system
installers to support customers at the
local level. The company's intention is
to offer on-site installation and repair
services through affiliate "C,00lDealers"
and "CoolInstallers."

Update

jewels in the Gramophone crown. The
first two issues were distributed only
through subscriptions and record stores,
yet completely sold out their 12,500copy print runs.
Though Chris Pollard himself will be
retained as aconsultant, and hopes to
play apart in transferring Gramophone's
corporate ethos to its new owners, he
envisages playing adecidedly peripheral
role from now on. However, there are
no plans to change the current management or facilities, or move Gramophone
from its new Sudbury offices in North
London, all of which are parts of the
deal. (In any case, no space is available in
Haymarkees Teddington headquarters
near London's Heathrow Airport.)
Gramophone's collection of 75,000 CDs
is also included in the sale, as an essential part of ongoing editorial activity.
The priceless and indisputably
unique vinyl archive, however — currently housed in climate-controlled
barns at the bottom of Chris Pollard's
garden — is being retained by the Pollard family. The plan is to find some
way of keeping the Gramophone Collection together and making this invaluable resource more accessible to accredited academics and researchers, perhaps
through the EMI Sound Foundation,
the National Sound Archive, or another
such institution.
US: VIRGINIA/CALIFORNIA
Jon Iverson
Some people news: Loudspeaker designer Bill Eggleston has joined Cello Technologies Corporation. He will oversee
the development of anew line of nocompromise loudspeakers, according to a
company press release dated July 1.

Calendar
• Tuesday, September 21, 7-9pm,
Evanston, (847) 864-9565: Johnny
Williams of Velodyne will discuss subwoofer basics, including the subwoofees
role in the home-theater system and how
to choose the right one for your needs.
• Wednesday, September 22, 7-9pm,
Libertyville, (847) 362-5594: Johnny
Williams of Veiodyne.
• Tuesday, October 19, 7-9pm,
Chicago, (312) 642-5950: John McIntosh of B&W Loudspeakers will
introduce the B&W Nautilus series.
e Wednesday, October 20, 7-9pm,
Hinsdale, (630) 789-1990: John McIntosh of B&W Loudspeakers.
Stereophile, September 1999

LOUISIANA

• For information about Big Boys
Audio Toys Society, New Orleans' first
and only high-end audio club, e-mail
stodcjoc@hotmail.com.
MINNESOTA

• Tuesday, September 21, 7pm: The
Audio Society of Minnesota is sponsoring Bobby Palkovic of Merlin Music
Systems and Judd Barber of Joule
Electra for a seminar at the Pavek
Broadcast Museum, 3515 Raleigh
Avenue South, St. Louis Park. For more
information, call (612) 825-6806, or
visit www.visi.com/- asm.

NEW YORK

• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Musicalaudiophile
Society, the Audiophile Society, and the
Gotham Audio Society, call David
Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
•For information on Audio Syndrome
(East Meadow, Nassau County), a
monthly club catering to obsessivecompulsive audio neurotics from
September through June, call Roy
Harris at (516) 489-9576.
•Thursday, September 16, 7pm: Audio
Outlet (69 S. Moger, Mt. Kisco) will
host Keith Dowd of Mark Levinson
Audio Systems and Trent Workman
21
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Eggleston designed the Andra loudspeaker, which was voted Stereophik's
"Product of the Year" for 1997.
"I am very pleased to be apart of the
Cello development team," Eggleston
said. "I look forward to the opportunity
to expand Cello's product line, and to
further increase the company's role as
the technological leader in this arca."
The highly regarded designer is no
longer associated with EgglestonWorks,
the company he founded. Cello's president, David Daniels, said landing
Eggleston was a"significant step toward
solidifying Cello's position as the
provider of the best loudspeaker technologies in the world."
In addition to forging ahead with a
new loudspeaker development program, Cello has a digital technology
division in the Research Triangle of
North Carolina, and demonstration
centers in Aspen, Houston, Dallas, Ft.
Lauderdale, Seattle, Los Angeles, and
New York. The company's factory remains in New Haven, Connecticut,
where it has been since its creation by
audio legend Mark Levinson in the
mid-1980s. Now headquartered in Falls
Church, Virginia, Cello Music & Film
Systems Inc. officially changed its name
on July 1to Cello Technologies Corporation, "to better reflect the broad
range of products and services we provide our clients." High-end audio veteran Peter McGrath is director of business
development.
In June, tube maven David Manley
resigned as president of Manley Laboratories and assigned his total shares in
the company to ex-wife EveAnna Manley as part of an agreement signed June
10, 1999. EveAnna Manley has officially

assumed the duties of president, CEO,
and sole owner of Manley Laboratories,
Inc. A press release stated that David
Manley is no longer associated or affiliated with Manley Laboratories, Inc., and
that EveAnna has been de facto operating
CEO of the company since David's
departure in 1996.
The company, which claims to have
grown 75% over the last three years,
manufactures vacuum-tube products
under the Manley and Langevin brand
names for both the consumer and proaudio markets. Products developed by
Manley's design team, headed by Craig
Hutchison and assisted by Baltazar
Hernandez, include the Manley Voxbox, the Stingray Integrated Amplifier,
and the Manley Massive Passive Stereo
Equalizer. Stereophile's John Atkinson
made use of the transparent-sounding
Manley ELOP (ELectro-OPtical) tube
limiter during the mixing of the magazine's recent Rendtzvous jazz CD.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Norman Mordaunt, the founder and
inspiration behind the Mordaunt-Short
loudspeaker brand and one of the pioneers of British hi-fi, died in April 1999.
Born in 1911, Mordaunt was with
Decca in the late 1940s, during the
development of Pr
. recording and the
LP, and worked with BSR and Tannoy
before starting up the Mordaunt brand.
Best remembered for his highly regarded Arundel loudspeaker with its Kelly
ribbon tweeter, Mordaunt eventually
teamed up with Rodney Short. He
retired in the early 1970s, when
Mordaunt-Short moved from London
to Petersfield.

Update

US/JAPAN

Jon Iverson
TDK introduced extended-capacity,
80-minute/700MB multimedia and
music CD-R discs in July. The new
discs add 50MB, or 6minutes of stereo
music capacity, to the conventional 74minute/650MB CD-R disc. TDK says
it is the first manufacturer to offer
extended-capacity CD-Rs, and points
out that it has been supplying recording
studios with 80-minute CD-Rs for
music-mastering applications since
1996. (Stereophile's new 77+ minute
Bravo! CD, for example, featured elsewhere in this issue, was mastered on a
700MB TDK CD-K)
The company says its decision to
bring extended-capacity technology to
consumer markets follows the publication earlier this spring of updated
industry standards (Orange Book, Part
II) for 80-minute discs. The new
CDR-80 (multimedia) and CDTWIN-R80 (home music) discs differ
chiefly from 74-minute discs in the
pitch (fineness) of the data track
inscribed on the disc. Since data
recorded on aCD-R follow asingle,
spiral track from the disc's center to its
perimeter, a finer track pitch allows
more data to be written on the disc.
This finer track pitch could make
the 80-minute discs incompatible with
some recorders and players. In addition, because some computer recording software does not support 80minute/700MB CD-Rs, TDK claims
that users might have to update their
software accordingly, or contact the
software manufacturer to establish
compatibility. Both 80- and 74-minute
Certified Plus CD-Rs use TDK's

Calendar
of Wilson Audio. New products from
both companies will be introduced.
Please call (914) 666-0550 for information and reservations.
PENNSYLVANIA

• Thursday, August 26, 7pm: Audio
Imaees (2337 MacArthur Road, Whitehall) will host aseminar featuring Kevin
Voecks of Revel Loudspeakers and
Dana Carlson of Madrigal Audio Labs.
Refreshments will be served. Please call
(610) 437-1200 for reservations.
WASHINGTON

• Thursday, September 9, 7pm: The
Stereophile, September 1999

Pa* NW Audio Society and Wired
Technologies are sponsoring aseminar
on various audio/video topics, including
THX, small-room acoustics, home
automation, and future proofing. The
event will be held at PAS's Mercer
Island location, 4545 Island Crest Way.
For more information, contact PAS representatives at (425) 481-8512 or (425)
823-2538.
• Stereophile recording artist Robert
Silverman will perform the Beethoven
Piano Sonata cycle at Seattle's Frye
Museum on the following weekends
(Saturday and Sunday): September 11
and 12; 18 and 19; 25 and 26; October

2and 3. For more information, call the
museum at (206) 622-9250.
CANADA

Fairview HiFi (892 Brant Street, Burlington, Ontario), is sponsoring the following seminars. Please call (905) 6811872 for more information:
•Thursday, October 14, 6-10pm: New
home-theater separates from Anthem
by Sonic Frontiers.
• Thursday, October 21, 6-10pm:
Sonic Frontiers' complete line of tube
equipment.
•Thursday, October 28, 6-10pm: Nairn
Audio and JMIab Loudspeakers.
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REACHING BEYOND.
Again and again reviewers rate the performance of the PSB Stratus Series
equal to that of loudspeakers many times their price -an out of this world value.
"The midrange was clean and uncolored, the stereo
imaging well defined and stable, and the bass generous
.
without being boomy....This is one fine design.... The Gold'
is going to put aserious crimp in the sales of its more
expensive competitors. Enthusiastically recommended"
John Atkinson, Stereophile, Vol.20 No.1 0

PAPS
888 772 0000
www.psbspeakers.com
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"IsoPure" metal-stabilized cyanine
recording dye, as well as a"HardHat"
protective coating.
US: SILICON VALLEY
Barry Willis &Jon Iverson
MP3, the hottest upstart in the digital
audio market, got abig boost in June
when Diamond Multimedia Systems
Inc. announced the next generation of
its popular Rio digital music player, the
Rio PMP 500, due to arrive in stores
this fall.
At $269, the new PMP 500 offers several advantages over its predecessor, the
PMP 300. The 500 can handle up to two
hours of music in the MP3 format, or in
several other formats, including Microsoft's Windows Media Audio. The device will play copyright-protected tunes
regardless of the standard that is ultimately adopted by the music industry,
company officials claim. It's also compatible with Macintosh computers. The first
Rio worked only with computers running Windows operating systems.
The original Rio and the associated
rage for downloading music from the
Internet blind-sided the music-industry
establishment in 1998, when the little
player first went on sale. Music on CDs
can be copied as digital files, compressed into the MP3 format, and transferred over the Internet to music fans
anywhere in the world. The music industry has been scrambling ever since to
come up with aworkable solution to
the problem of copyright infringement.
Diamond sold approximately 200,000
of the Rio PMP 300 players, which are
still available at $119 each. Only nonencrypted music can be played on them.
Almost concurrently with the announcement of its new player, Diamond Multimedia agreed to be purchased by graphics chipmaker S3 Inc., of
Santa Clara, California. Diamond will
be acquired for stock variously reported
at between $160 million and $180 million in value. In addition to its Rio digital music players, Diamond makes 3-D
graphics accelerator boards for computers, which account for up to 70% of its
business, and is also moving into wireless communications. S3, a company
only one third the size of the one it is
acquiring, will integrate its chips into
Diamond's boards.
Diamond now operates RioPort, a
website selling music, audio books, foreign-language courses, and other audiorelated products. Other companies are
jumping on the MP3 phenomenon,
among them Creative Labs (of Soundblaster PC card fame), Sensory Science,
Stereophile, September 1999

and Sony Corporation, all of whom have
digital music players in development.
Another newcomer is MP3kit.com,
which offers a small, inexpensive PC
board that can plug into an IDE harddisk drive to create along-playing MP3
machine. Properly configured, the MP3
kit can hold up to 12 hours of music.

The original Rio and
the associated rage for
downloading music from
the Internet blind-sided
the music-industry
establishment in 1998.
At last June's MP3 Summit 99 conference in San Diego, ReQuest announced
the AudioReQuest, astereo component
resembling aCD player that the company says can store, organize, and play up to
150 hours (roughly 2000 four-minute
songs!) of MP3-quality digital music
using a high-capacity hard drive. Designed specifically to connect with homeentertainment systems, the AudioReQuest is the first consumer product that
uses the MP3 (MPEG ILayer 3 compression) format to encode audio CDs
directly into digitally compressed music.
The unit includes aCD player.
The company plans for the AudioReQuest to be available this fall at an
estimated retail price of $599.95. ReQuest says that the player provides connectivity to MiniDisc, DA'T, and amplifiers through digital inputs and outputs, and that it includes aremote. The
recorder also has aline-in input, as well
as aparallel connection for downloading digital music directly from aPC or
the Internet.
The company website offers an
explanation of how the new device
hopes to deal with the thorny copyright
issues that landed Diamond Multimedia, makers of the Rio portable, in
court with the RIAA: "Unlike the
Diamond Rio, we are not disputing the
fact that we are a digital recording
device. Although AudioReQuest digitally records music for archival backup
purposes, we cannot be sued because
we will fully comply with the Audio
Home Recording Act of 1992 by paying
the royalties associated with the product
to the recording industry, which is reflected in the price of the product. We

Update

will also incorporate Serial Copy Management System (SCMS) verification
into AudioReQuest, again to fully conform with the 1992 Recording Act."
The last hat thrown into the digital
download playback ring was that of
Iomega Corporation, which on June 30
announced athree-way agreement with
Liquid Audio and Internet music site
Rock.com to develop technology that
will turn the company's popular Zip,
Jaz, and Clik! drives into portable, copyright-secure music devices. "Iomega is
excited to be apart of this groundbreaking solution to offer secure and portable
storage for digital music," said David
Henry, an Iomega vice president. "With
unique serialization on all 150 million
Zip, Jaz, and Clik! disks in the marketplace, 'omega provides an excellent
solution for devices requiring SDMIcompliant portable media." 100MB Zip
disks, which retail at about $15 each, can
hold up to 20 songs, according to the
announcement.
THE NETHERLANDS
Peter van VIRliensviaard
Before Philips sold its recording branch,
PolyGram, to Seagram, the division had
slimmed down its classical music recording facilities, not for quality reasons
but for the sake of financial efficiency.
Paul Messenger reported on the demise
of the famous Decca Recording Centre
in the UK ("Industry Update," December 1997), and the Philips Classics recording operation in the Netherlands
had folded by the end of 1998. After a
two-year process of discouragement and
controlled erosion, what remained of
the Philips Classics staff took over the
building and equipment in Baarn and
now operate under the name Polyhymnia International By.
But something very special had taken
place between 1990 and 1995, when
Philips' early recordings of the Kirov
Opera were made. Though Sarah Bryan
Miller favorably reviewed anumber of
Philips Classics Kirovs in the October
1998 Stereophile (p.155), she paid little attention to the recording techniques
used. This is not surprising — almost no
one knows how those recordings were
made. The PolyGram management
might have known, but they themselves
didn't understand why the Kirov recordings were so special, and so never
mentioned it in their marketing. Iknew
only bits and pieces until recently, when
Ihad along talk with Onno Scholtze,
Philips Classics' main balance engineer
at the time, who explained how the Kirov sound came into existence.
25
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Up until 1990, Philips Classics' standard recording practice had been atypical multimike setup: cardioids, plus a
wide-spaced stereo pair of omnis to add
some sort of spatial impression. Over
the years, however, Scholtze had become more and more frustrated with
the limitations of this approach, and
even more so after his occasional experiences with Jaap de Jong, arecording
engineer whose self-designed and -built
all-tube equipment featured (very unusually) passive mixing circuitry and
unbalanced mike inputs and cables, and
sounded disturbingly good.
Two other factors paved the way to
the Kirov sound. First, after achange of
management at Philips Classics, the
new directors urged the recording staff
to try to make better recordings, to
make the Philips Classics label stick out
among its competitors. Second, Kirov
director Valery Gergiev had just come
under contract with Philips Classics.
So when Scholtze went to London in
1989 to record Gergiev conducting the
London Symphony in Mussorgsky's
Pictures at an Exhibition, he hired —
against the management's preferences —
de Jong's equipment. The results were
promising. But the real breakthrough
came when Philips Classics decided to
create awhole series of recordings of
Gergiev conducting the famous Kirov
choir and orchestra on their home
ground, Leningrad's Mariinsky Theater.
When Scholtze first entered the
Mariinsky, he was so impressed with
the theater's magnificent acoustics that
he decided to try aminimal mike setup:
four omnis in a line in front of the
orchestra, in an array called OHNO.
This array, approximately 3m wide,
uses aclosely spaced stereo pair in the
middle, placed 1.5m behind the conductor at aheight of 3m. No equalization or compression are used — the
four mike signals are fed straight into
the recorder. As adjusting the balance is
not possible in post-production, the
orchestra has to get the sound right. For
the Kirov sessions, the floor was covered with canvas to minimize unwanted reflections, the clarinet player was
put on awooden box to lift him above
the orchestra, the basses were grouped
around the right-hand mike, etc.
This is how Scholtze recorded Prokofiev's Romeo andJuliet in 1990, arecording that proved very successful. To take
things even further, Scholtze decided to
hire de Jong's tube equipment again,
instead of the Studer console used for
Romeo andJuliet. The next recording was
of Mussorgsky's Khovanshchina, in 1991.
26

As this was to be alive recording videotaped for TV, no mikes could be in
sight. An OHNO array in the orchestra
pit was already a problem, but what
about the choir on stage? Scholtze and
de Jong ventured anew variant: asecond OHNO array, flat on the floor at
the lip of the stage. These omnis would
then operate as pressure-zone micro-

To characterize
the Kirov sound
is not easy.
How to describe
naturalness?
phones, or PZMs. Originally, given the
fact that this was arecording of alive
performance, a multitrack recording
had been planned to facilitate post-production. At the last moment, however,
the Mariinsky's power supply proved
too weak to drive the heavy multitrack
machines; instead, a stereo mix was
done on location, directly into aDAT
recorder. However, because Scholtze
fell ill on the eve of the recording, this
heroic task was executed by one of his
trainees, Erdo Groot. The Kirov sound
was born!
For the recording of Prokofiev's War
and Peace (1991), Scholtze went one step
further: he sank the microphones into
the stage floor, which thus became an
integral part of the recording system.
Again, adirect on-location stereo mix
was made.
Rimsky-Korsakov's Sadko was next,
in 1993. Like Khovanshchina, it was
recorded live, this time in cooperation
with Japanese broadcaster NHK for
HDTV. The stereo TV mix was done
on location and the stereo CD mix was
done later, digitally, at the Philips
Classics facilities in Baarn, Netherlands.
NHK, impressed, copied the OHNO
recording method and still uses it today.
In 1994 followed the live recording
of Tchaikovsky's The Nutcracker (Viktor
Fedotov conducting), and in 1995 live
recordings at the Rimsky-Korsakov
Festival (though only The Ligend of the
Invisible City of Kittzh was issued on
CD). In 1995 Scholtze recorded Verdi's
La Forza del Destino in aunique version
especially adapted by Verdi for the
Mariinsky. In 1996 Scholtze was forced
to retire from Philips Classics, but his
former colleagues respectfully continued to apply his techniques in subsequent recordings. Philips had its own

custom-built solid-state electronics
ready by then, also of very high quality.
Valery Gergiev continues to regularly
record with Jaap de Jong.
To characterize the Kirov sound is not
easy. How to describe naturalness? These
recordings sound totally different from
the usual multimiked classical recordings.
You hear no microphones, only voices,
instruments, and the hall. Listen to one of
these Kirov recordings on agood playback system and atrue theater ambience
floats in front of you.
The Kirov recordings arc unique and
irreplaceable, not only for the loving
care given to the recording technique,
but also because many good Kirov voices have since been lured away to the
West, partially robbing the company of
its original power.
Here is ashort discography from this
period. All are Philips Classics releases:
Mussorgsky, Khovanshchina, 432 147-2
Mussorgsky, Pictures at an Exhibition, 426
437-2
Prokofiev, Romeo andJuliet, 432 166-2
Prokofiev, War and Peace, 434 097-2
Rimsky-Korsakov, The Lend of the
Invisible City ofKitezh, 462 225-2
Rimsky-Korsakov, Sadko, 442 138-2
Tchaikovsky, The Nutcracker, 070 173-1
(DVD video)
VERDI, La Forza del Destino, 446 951-2
And a later recording, one of my
favorites, made in Baden-Baden by Jaap
de Jong:
Tchaikovsky, The Nutcracker, 462 114-2.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
It doesn't seem like 25 years since
speaker engineer Billy Woodman left
Goodmans and moved to the West
Country to found ATC, a company
whose specialty has been the making of
high-quality drive-units for the professional market. To celebrate its Silver
Jubilee, ATC is introducing the SCM70
SL, which it regards as its first true
audiophile loudspeaker.
Many audiophiles have been happily
using ATC's big studio monitors for
years, of course, and ATC makes realwood-finish versions that look better in
the home than pro-style textured black.
But large stand-mount three-ways —like
the venerable SCM50 and SCM100 —
arc awkward by today's aesthetic standards. ATC itself refers to these models
as "utilitarian boxes [that are] visually and
domestically obsolete." Hence the new
SCM70 SL, a
70-liter floorstander
that, although based on the company's
core drive-unit technology, features radically new cabinetwork.
Stereophile, September 1999

mphonie
Fantastique!
Berlioz wrote amasterpiece.
We play it with the same passion.
Asymphony worthy of the name.
High fidelity equipment worthy of the music.
Rotel's RCD-99 I, aCD player worthy of your attention.
Custom-wound toriodal transformers. 1-1DCD® capability.
Twenty-bit Burr-Brown PCM-63

DIA

converters. Adjustable

dither to fine-tune system sound. An analog stage carefully
crafted from the finest parts available. Balanced and single
ended outputs for maximum flexibility.
All this because Rotel listens. Just as Berlioz broke new
ground in percussive orchestration, we break new ground
with exceptionally detailed yet cohesive reproduction.
Regardless of whose music you want to hear.
Berlioz and Rotel. Prize-winning compositions.
Award-winning components.
Hi Fi Fantastique.

54 Concord Street
N. Reading, MA 01864-2699
Phone: 978.664.3820
Fax: 978.664.4109
www.rotel.com
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AUDIO ADVENTURE'S MANUFACTURER OF THE YEAR

(Obsessed

with

sound)

op open the hood of our new audio/video controller and the heart of any techie is bound to skip abeat.
But what's really exciting is what all this sensational technology does for the rest of us. Our AVC-2500 is the
most advanced surround processor, dual-zone control preamplifier, D to A converter, and tuner available in
one compact unit.
The AVC-2500 takes the challenge out of controlling complex entertainment systems. Take, for example, its ability
to assign any digital source to more than one input. Switch from stereo music to amulti channel movie with no
more than one tap of your index finger.
And it gets even better. Now you can position your subwoofer where it sounds the best—even if it's close to your
chair. Your sub's output is automatically measured and precisely delayed so it will arrive in sync with the other
channels for pin-point accuracy.
Getting this much performance from your home theater has never been so intuitive or easy. For more
information, visit our website. And be prepared to arouse your higher—and lower—sensibilities.
• Compatible with HDTV

• Precision 24-bit digital processing using three Motorola 56009s

• Six audio/video inputs, six audio inputs, eight digital inputs

• Discrete circuits in analog line stages,four layer mil-spec circuit boards

• Digital source components and surround modes assignable to any inputs

• Automatic calibration of levels and delay timesfor all six channels

• Easy custom naming of inputs and radio stations

• Omnidirectional calibration microphone with 25 foot cord included

• Convenient automatic audio and video input selection

• Dual zone independent control over two audio and video systems

• Composite-video, S-video, and Component -video input switching

• FM/AM broadcast reference quality tuner, 20 station presets

• Informative on -screen display and backlit learning remote control

• 5.1 channel analog inputs and upgrade program forfuture technologies

• Dolby Digital, DTS, Dolby Surround with automatic mode selection

• High performance matching RF demodulator available

• tucasfilmTHX ultra performance certification and conic enhancements

• 10-year Parasound limited warranty

Parasound Products Inc. •www.parasound.corn

950 Battery Street •San Francisco, CA 94111 •800-822-8802 •In Canada. call 604-988-2966
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But while a better-looking speaker
was one of the design aims, the
SCM70's novel construction and semielliptical cross-section promise good
acoustic performance as well. Extruded
aluminum sections are used for the rear
panel and radiused front edges, while
the baffle, curved side panels, top, and
base are of MDF, the base finished in
molded Corlan. The drive-units are
ATC's Super Linear 12" bass driver, and
new versions of the company's 3" softdome midrange and 1" soft-dome
tweeter. The 70SL will be available in
passive and — something of an ATC
specialty — active versions, the latter
with 200W/100W/50W amplification.
Initial production will be alimited
edition of 50 active pairs, finished in silver and grays to mark the anniversary,
at aUK price of £9500/pair. Other finishes will be available; you can probably
specify acolor to match your wallpaper,
if you want.
US: GEORGIA
Barry Willis
Is there a computer in your audio
future? Meridian thinks so. An expensive new flagship disc player hints at
things to come at more affordable
prices. Working at the far edge of the
digital playback frontier, the UK company has just announced its 800 Reference, anew combination CD/DVD
player, built like acomputer, that should
take digital audio and video playback to
anew level.
Guided by AES Fellow Bob Stuart,
chairman of the Acoustic Renaissance
for Audio, Meridian has consistently
worked toward extracting higher levels
of resolution from encoded bits. Playback servomechanisms, control software, digital conversion, resolution enhancement, and digital interfaces have
all been improved in Meridian's laboratories near Cambridge, England.
The 800 Reference is unique in
claiming the absolute best performance
from both CD audio and DVD video. A
DVD-ROM drive is the heart of the
machine, capable of reading CD, CD-R,
CD-V, or DVD discs, and all decoding
and data manipulation take place on
replaceable plug-in circuit cards — as in
acomputer. A slot is also available for a
second drive. (Dare we suggest that a
DVD burner might one day occupy that
spot?) Operating software upgrades will
be available to owners, who can download the codes directly from Meridian's
website into the 800 via an RS-232 connector on the back panel.
Stuart and crew say they have taken
Stereophile, September 1999

all the necessary precautions regarding
the unit's mechanical stability. The company, however, stresses that the 800's
vanishingly low specified rates of jitter
and error are due to "three levels of
memory-based de-jittering, as well as
three layers of error correction, to guarantee the lowest jitter and highest data
integrity possible." The 800's memory
architecture "completely eliminates"
such problems, the company emphasizes. A key member of the DVD Audio
Group, Stuart succeeded in having
Meridian's Lossless Packing (MLP) system accepted as an industry standard:
MLP has been selected as the definitive
coding system for the DVD-Audio format, due next year.
Compatible with all digital surround
processors and video-display devices,
according to the company, the 800 will
also work as apreamplifier with any of
Meridian's Digital Active loudspeakers
or can drive apower amp in anonMeridian setup. Video capability is said
to be as perfect as is now possible, with
provisions made for upgradeability:
"For the first time ever, movie buffs can
achieve picture quality close to the original formats, bypassing all the depredations of analog storage ... and video
interchange." Supported audio formats
include Dolby Digital (AC-3), MPEG
Surround, MPEG Extended for 7.1channel movie sound, MPEG Audio,
and DTS for movies, music and performance videos, and extended digital formats, including MLP and 961cHz or
882kHz 24-bit PCM.
The 800 Reference will accept any
800-series input card to configure it for
high-quality two-channel use. The suggested retail price varies from $12,000 to
$16,000, depending on configuration.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
The British hi-fi trade is mourning the
recent loss of one of its best-respected
dealers, Brian Peaston. With apersonality as large as his enormous frame,
Brian founded Holborn Hi-Fi in farflung Aberdeen, in the north of Scotland, in 1973 — good timing on his
part, as the North Sea oil industry was
just beginning to boom. Health problems led to his retirement from the
business last year. Still, the need to book
two aircraft seats to travel down to
London never deterred Brian from
being fully involved in his industry.
He'll be remembered as one who
always made up his own mind, and was
never shy of expressing an honest and
forthright opinion.

Update

US: BOSTON
Barry Willis
If Lydstrom, Inc. has anything to do
with it, the next hot ticket in home
audio won't be just another CD player,
but amusical database manager capable
of organizing and playing as many as
5000 songs, from CDs or from Internet
downloads. The Boston, Massachusettsbased company announced June 30 that
it has licensed Lucent Technologies'
Enhanced Perceptual Audio Coder
(ePAC) for inclusion in aproduct as yet
unnamed but projected to be available
by Christmas 1999.
The device is "targeted at the growing market for networked home entertainment systems," according to anews
release, and will manage massive music
collections in "a simple and intuitive
manner." The Lydstrom device isn't a
monster CD jukebox, but will archive
music by copying from CDs, MP3s, or
other digital audio formats. The resulting library will then be accessible via a
touchscreen from "anywhere in the
house," the company claims — anywhere, presumably, where there is an
appropriate terminal.
"Media-less archiving" of music collections is another purported advantage, although the copies, no matter how compressed, will still have to have some sort of
physical existence —presumably, on a
hard-disk drive or some other type of
rewritable storage. It's atad hyperbolic to
imply that music files comprising digital
bits reside in the ether. That particular
breakthrough is still in the distant future.
Lucent claims its ePAC is "the highest-quality digital audio codec in the
industry." The Lydstrom system is intended to be used with audio equipment
of higher quality than the sonic horrors
attached to most computers. Company
spokesmen say it offers a "true highfidelity experience" — far better than
MP3, according to Lydstrom's director
of advanced research, Ashwin Kochiyil
Philips: "Current implementations of
online music utilize technologies such as
MP3 that were never meant to render
high-fidelity sound through quality
stereo systems. ePAC helps us to create a
high-fidelity listening experience, while
still providing the greatly increased storage capacity that audio compression
offers — something that has never
occurred before."
Lydstrom is among the first companies to recognize the growing market
for "consumer-friendly devices that can
address the need for Internet/PC/
home stereo convergence," according to
Rachel Wallcden, director of audio for
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Lucenes New Ventures Group. "The
quality benefits of ePAC over competitive solutions become even more apparent when the music is played through a
proper stereo," she says. "The combination of ePAC and Lydstrom's next-generation player promises to set the standard for consumer home-audio convergence devices."
US: VIRGINIA
Barry Willis
The world's third largest music company
has thrown its massive weight behind
Internet audio. On June 10, EMI Recorded Music, adivision of EMI Group
plc, announced a five-year licensing
agreement with Reston, Virginia-based
Musicmaker.com, amajor custom CD
compilation service and digital download
site. EMI has not simply made its enormous catalog available to the service —it
has also bought into Musicmaker.com
with a50% equity stake.
Musicmaker.com currently offers
more than 20,000 licensed songs in
three secure digital downloading formats: Liquid Audio, Microsoft MS
Audio 4.0, and Musicmaker.com's own
secure MP3 format, according to acompany press release. Once an industrywide copyright-secure standard is finalized, probably later this year, more than
150,000 songs will be accessible at
Musicmaker.com, making it the largest
music library in the world for custom
compilation.
EMI is well regarded among music
fans for the generally high quality of its
recordings, which feature some of the
biggest names in the music business.
Labels under the EMI umbrella include
Angel, Capitol, Blue Note, EMI, Priority, and Virgin, an array encompassing
almost every genre of music: pop, rock,
jazz, classical, urban, dance, Christian,
and country. The company has an international reach, with operations in more
than 50 countries.
Raju Puthukarai, president of
Musicmaker.com, said, "We are pleased
that our first relationship with amajor
music company is with EMI Recorded
Music. We believe that the EMI partnership, combined with our exclusive
marketing agreements with Columbia
House and others, will ensure that
Musicmaker.com becomes aleader in
the digital distribution field. We are
confident this is going to be an agreeable and fruitful relationship." Puthukarai was formerly president of
RCA/BMG Music and Video Club,
and president of Warner Music Media.
In related news, the Secure Digital
Stereophile, September 1999

Music Initiative, aconsortium of 140
music, software, and hardware companies, has made asignificant move away
from its original intent to block the distribution of free music on the Internet.
It announced at the end ofJune that its
forthcoming specification for music
software and hardware will accommodate the "legacy content" already in
existence. There are reportedly as many
as 500,000 songs available in the MP3
format, and they will continue to be
available even as new, robustly encrypted music comes onto the market.
The Secure Digital Music Initiative
arose after the Recording Industry
Association of America lost its legal batde against the upstart format. The consensus at SDMI is that MP3 music files
are of such low resolution —despite
claims of "CD quality" — that SDMI's
efforts are instead best directed toward
copyright security for future, higherfidelity digital formats.
Leonardo Chiariglione, a Telecom
Italia SpA engineer who was akey developer of MP3, was recruited to oversee the
development of the SDMI specifications,
due to be released soon. "Record companies realized that past is past," he said.
"There is virtually no means to protect
past content already out on the Web. This
way, future content will be screened."
MP3 will therefore be "grandfathered in" to the industry's next generation of digital audio products. A twophase strategy will allow portable
devices to play songs with or without
copyright protection. Later versions of
players, such as Diamond's new PMP
500, will be required to block pirated
versions of protected music.
Backers of the compromise solution
include major music labels Universal
Music, Bertelsmann Music Group
(BMG), EMI, Sony Music Entertainment, and Warner Music (a division
of Tune Warner Inc.). Standards for a
screening technology that will let nextgeneration devices know when an illegal
version of asong is being loaded are still
under discussion. BMG recently announced its intention to sell music over
the Internet, and many companies arc
rushing into the digital download market with software and hardware, including Microsoft, IBM, Thomson SA,
Samsung, Creative Labs, and others.
There is no doubt that the market for
digital music is enormous, with billions
of dollars in future business at stake.
Some observers note, however, that the
proliferation of formats and devices
could backfire by creating confusion
among consumers.
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Stockton, CA (209) 477-5566
House of Natural Sound
North Hollywood, CA (818) 765-1991
Stereo HiFi Center
Torrance, CA (310) 373-6796

Florida
Cooper for Stereo
Clearwater, FL (727) 572-0052
Sound Performance
Coral Gables, FL (305) 446-8055

Illinois
Audio Consultants:
Chicago, IL (312) 642-5950
Evanston, IL (847) 864-9565
Hinsdale, IL (630) 789-1990
Libertyville, IL (847) 362-5594
Audio Image
Chicago, IL (773) 334-2400

New York
Audio Classics, Ltd.:
Vestal, NY (607) 766-3501
Harvey Electronics:
Lyndhurst, NY (201) 842-0660
Fairfield, NJ (973) 276-1677
New York, NY (212) 575-5000
Mt. Kisco, NY (914) 241-1230
Greenwich, CT (203) 622-0324
Greenvale, NY (516) 625-4468
Paramus, NJ (201) 652-2882
New York, NY (212) 228-5354
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epower and majesty of an orchestra. And nothing

compares to the sonic picture of the event as stunningly portrayed by
the Grande Utopia or its sibling, the Utopia. The technological
breakthroughs that made them possible -W sandwich cone laminate,
Telar 57 high frequency driver and the luscious exotic hardwood
cabinets -are now available in three new Utopias -the Mezzo, the Mini
and the Sub Utopia. Smaller in size and scale, these new loudspeakers
earn the designation "Utopia" with their natural performance of music.

110411._

Batons are optional.

Grande Utopia
$70 000

Mezzo Utopia
S13 000

Utopia
S30 000

Mini Utopia
S6500

for more information call 1-800-663-9352
USA: Audio Plus Services P.O. Box 3047 Plattsburgh NY 12901
Fax: 450-585-5862 www.audioplusservices.com
Canada: Plurison C.P. 537 Station Youville Montreal Qc H2P 2W1 450-585-0098
Fax: 450-585-5862 www.plurison.com
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IVE watts," Iexulted.
My friend Marc and Iwere
listening to the latest version
of the Audio Electronic Supply SE-1
power amplifier with upgraded transformers and KR 2A3 output tubes.'
Much to Marc's amazement, this little
SW dynamo was driving the B&W 805
Nautilus speakers to reasonable soundpressure levels. So much for B&W's suggested minimum amplification of 50W.
Curiously, the SE-1 could sound quite
dynamic, and just when you might expect it to run into trouble — with piano
recordings, for instance. I'll return to this
in aminute.
Marc agreed: The sound was stunning.
Great transparency. (Resolution-FIrrunediac-y=Transparenc-y. At least in my lexicon.) Superb harmonic presentation. Surprisingly tight bass, as long as Ididn't
crank up the volume too loud.
Could the owner of a B&W 805
Nautilus live with this little 5W amp? I
think Icould —if my living room were
alittle smaller than 13' by 22'. Marc's
living room is.
"Roll over your Boulder!" Iadvised.
Iwas joking. Marc owns an oldermodel Boulder amp that he likes very
much —and so, for that matter, do I.
But Marc is considering the Audio Electronic Supply SE-1 for asecond system
in his spare room, or for his office.
Iplayed the SE-1 for my pal Pavel, a
big-time computer consultant who used
to live in Moscow and now flies all over
the world installing networks and debugging systems. Of course, Pavel is on
the edge of all the latest technology, so I
loved showing him the SE-1 with the
2A3 output tube, first introduced by
RCA in the early 1930s. Idemonstrated
the SE-1 for him by running apatch
cord from the soundcard of Marina's
Gateway laptop.
"What every computer nerd needs," I
told him. "This is the way to listen to
Real Audio and MP3."
"Ridiculous," he said.
Ha! Iput Dennis Had onto this caper.
Had is the designer of the SE-1 — you
1Audio Electronic Supply, 111-A Woodwinds Industrial
Court, Cary, NC 27511. Tel: (919) 460-6461. Fax: (919)
460-3828. Wh: www.audioelectronicsupply.com.
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Audio Electronic Supply SE -I 2A3 power amplifier

green-eye tube ($45), apair of 022g,
600VDC oil caps ($60), and gold-plated
copper speaker output posts ($31). A
4/8 ohm speaker switch is now standard. Total cost: $1280 kit or $1480 assembled, plus shipping.
You needn't stop there.
You could go whole hog and get the
ultimate version of the SE-1 for around
$3000. This version has avastly upgraded, fully regulated solid-state power
supply on aspecl chassis, and larger
transformers on the amp itself.
"A customer made me do it," explained Had.
There have been lots of customers.
First introduced in 1994, the SE-1 has
Old and improved
True, the SE-1 2A3 is asmall amp. But
become something of acult classic with
the price is small, too — especially for a aworldwide following. So far, Audio
single-ended triode (SET) tube amp.
Electronic Supply has sold nearly 5000
SE-ls, all direct to consumers.
And the base price has hardly budged
Not selling through dealers has its
since Dennis Had first introduced the
advantages —low price and home trial
amplifier five years ago, in 1994 —
(unless you buy the kit version) —and
$699 for the kit, $800 assembled, with
one disadvantage: You don't get to hear
two 6SL7 input (driver) tubes but withit before you order, unless you hear it
out output tubes. Options, however,
first at afriend's. If you buy the built
have mushroomed.
version, you can return it to AES (in
To the base price, this old and
improved version adds a headphone
original condition) after 30 days for a
jack with switch (a good buy at $45), a refund. You're out only the shipping.
matched pair of KR Enterprises 2A3
But if you buy the kit, once you start
output tubes ($400 — ouch!), a6AF6G
working on it, it's yours. If you get
probably know him from Cary Audio
Design. Audio Electronic Supply is the
division of Cary that sells directly to
consumers — mostly kits, but built-up
versions of their products, too. Had is
now running an SE-1 directly off the
soundcard of his iMac.
"If this catches on, you could sell
bajillions of these," Itold him.
The first time Iwrote about the SE-1
(Vol.17 No.11), Iflipped over it. Iwrote
it up again just last year (Vo121 No.5),
when Ifirst used the amp with apair of
Chinese 2A3 direct-heated output tubes.
Now it's like awhole new amp.
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"The GCD-750's DIA converter isfirst-class."
Lawrence W. Johnson, for AutlioVideo Interiors (January 1999)

"Vocals were simply terrific with the ADCOM."
Wayne Garcia, Fi (February 1999)

"The GCD-750 simply sounded musical."
Anthony H. Cordesman, AUDIO (March 1999)

GCD-750 Simply Outstanding.
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stuck, you can have AES complete the
kit for you for no more than the difference you would have paid for abuilt
unit in the first place.
Iknow—kits are popular in some
quarters. Had estimates that it would
take anovice about 20 hours to build an
SE-1 kit, for asaving of about $200. Ten
bucks an hour? I'll let the skilled folks in
Cary, North Carolina do the work, thank
you — they know exactly what they're
doing. It takes them much less than the
20 or more hours it would take me.
The new version of the SE-1 incorporates so many changes that it's virtually awhole new product, and makes last
year's review obsolete.
The output transformers have been
upgraded, for starters. Dennis Had explains: "The output transformers in the
SE-1 are now wound in the same fashion as in the Cary Audio designs ... in a
bi-filar configuration, using wire with
high-voltage acrylic insulation.
"In other words, the primary and secondary wires are wound together without separate insulating material between windings. This yields a much
better coupling of the two windings. Of
course, there are many times more primary turns of the smaller-gauge wire
than the heavier-gauge 4 and 8 ohm
output windings. The output-transformer core material is now grain-oriented silicon steel for low loss."
The power-supply transformer has
been changed too.
In addition to the power-supply
transformer, earlier versions of the SE-1
had asmall, separate bias-supply transformer. In the latest version, the powersupply transformer has aseparate winding to supply voltage to the bias supply.
This freed up space inside the SE-1 for
afilter choke on the high-voltage line.
"This choke lowers the noise floor
and gives us acleaner, more stable highvoltage supply," said Had. "This is desirable from an engineering standpoint, but
Ican't prove there are sonic benefits."
And anew output tube has become
available that fits the SE-1 to aT: the
KR Enterprises 2A3, made in the
Czech Republic. Hitherto, if you wanted the SE-1 with 2A3s, you were limited to Chinese tubes. Actually, the
Chinese 2A3s aren't so bad — and
they're cheap. The generic versions retail for as little as $40 amatched pair.
I've found them quite reliable, and very
close in sound to the RCA dual-plate
2A3 tubes Ihave in-house.
The green-eye tube, too, is new — or
old. It's aNew Old Stock RCA 6AF6G.
(With SET amps, new and old, backStereophiie, September 1999
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new to single-ended triodes.
In atriode output tube — the simplest kind of output tube — there are
three elements: the cathode, the control
grid, and the plate structure. The cathode filament emits negatively charged
electrons, the grid controls them and
hence modulates the audio signal, and
the positively charged plate collects
them. Voltage applied to the grid determines how many negatively charged
electrons jump from the cathode to the
collector plate, or anode. (The AC audio
voltage applied to the grid comes from
the amplifier's driver stage.)
This is why tubes are called "valves"
by the British: the control grid acts as a
valve, "opening" and "closing" to modulate the audio signal. Thus the music
is applied to the electrons emitted by
the cathode.
So what is adirect-heated triode tube?
Cathode filaments are of two types:
directly heated and indirectly heated.
Direct-heated cathodes are in the form of
filaments — consisting of acore of wire
through which DC current is passed. All
filament-type tubes have close spacing
between the filament and the grid, which
may be one reason for the
lsound
quality of such tubes. The filaments, by
the way, are what make tubes such as the
2A3 and 300B look cool: long wires
stretched like atent and glowing red.
Indirect-heated cathodes consist of a
cathode sleeve surrounded by aheater.
No emission should take place from
the heater.
As Dennis Had explained, in adualThe new KR Enterprises 2A3 tube
plate 2A3 there are two filaments, two
Tube aficionados have long prized
grids, and two plate structures wired toRCA's original monoplate 2A3 output
gether. Had describes this garden-varitube, first introduced in 1933. These are
ety 2A3 tube as being like two small
quite rare, as RCA and other 2A3 tube
tubes in parallel.
producers, such as Sylvania and RayMany SET fans know what happens
theon, switched to dual-plate construcwhen you parallel, say, two 300B output
tion later in the 1930s.
The KR Enterprises 2A3 is the first tubes. The power increases, but sound
quality seems to suffer — almost impertrue monoplate 2A3 tube in more than
ceptibly, perhaps, but suffer it does.
60 years. As constructed by Riccardo
But something else might be going on
Kron of KR, the 2A3 is basically a
scaled-down version of his 300B. (Yes, I with the 2A3. Even the dual-plate versions, including the inexpensive generic
know—in tube history, the 2A3 came
Chinese 2M, have aspecial sound qualtwo years before the 300B. With KR,
ity that is quite distinguishable from that
it's the opposite.)
of a300B — more full, more rich, less
Unfortunately, the KR 2A3 doesn't
glare. Iasked Had about this.
come cheap —$400 per matched pair,
"The cathode filament in the 2A3
whether from distributor Welborne
runs hotter than the cathode filament in
Labs (www.welbomelabs.com), Audio
the 300B. So you have amassive emisElectronic Supply, or other suppliers.
sion of electrons in the 2M flowing to a
That's 10 times what you might pay for
more closely spaced grid than on a
amatched pair of generic Chinese 2A3s.
300B. The result is amore even flow of
electrons from the cathode to the grid.
Tube basics
"There is also the matter of the differPerhaps we should pause for aquick reential between the cathode voltage and
view of basics; some readers might be

ward and forward become confused.
Progress sometimes means progress —
advances in the wire used to wind the
transformers, for instance — and sometimes regress, as with KR's decision to
build amonoplate 2A3 tube.)
"What does this green-eye tube do?"
Iasked Dennis Had.
He laughed. "Nothing. It sits there
and beats to the music. When the cat's
eye is fully closed, you have full output
power. Five watts!"
"The tube has no other purpose?"
"Just entertainment value. It looks
cool. Iwas able to get asupply of these
tubes and Ithink they look neat, so let
people enjoy them. They were originally used in FM tuners and tape recorders
to indicate signal strength."
The SE-1 is unique in that you can
use apair of 300Bs or apair of 2A3s
without re-wiring — thanks to what
Had calls a "dropping" resistor. The
dropping resistor reduces the DC filament voltage from 6VDC to 5VDC for
the cathode filaments of the 300B tubes.
This same resistor drops the 6VDC to
2.5VDC for the 2A3 tubes. Automatically. All the user need do is readjust
the bias on the tubes. You can switch
output tubes in amatter of minutes.
You might order your SE-1 with a
pair of KR 2A3 tubes and, let's say, apair
of brown-bottom Chinese 300Bs on the
side —Combination No.7 on the SE-1
menu. (Just kidding.) But it is agood
idea to have apair of spares.
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YOU'RE LISTENING TO IT: RF interference in your AC line. If you could turn it off, you'd
hear your system as it was meant to sound: clean, pure and pristine, with abackground
as black as a darkened theater and a soundstage as palpable as the real thing.
New ISM Power Products control RF and EMI with individual

CeralexTM

units on the Live,

Neutral and Ground lines. Unlike typical power conditioners, there are no low-grade
transformers, so the design is compact and RF/EMI is absorbed without restriction of
AC current flow.
The ISM Power ModuleTm ($395): for power amps, subwoofers and electrostatic
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Harmonic presentation — voices,
woodwinds, violins — is so beautiful
that you could almost cry. And might.
Is what Ihear too good to be true?
Ido not believe that the SE-1 tends to
make all recordings sound the same.
!Horns, for instance, in Georg Tintner's
Bruckner cycle on Naxos — the greatest
recorded symphony cycle of recent
years, Ithink — can have some real bite,
How the KR 2A3 came about
especially when it's the Royal Scottish
At the request of atube supplier in EnNational Orchestra playing.
gland, Riccardo ICron produced asmall
Now .... the surprises.
batch of monoplate 2A3s at his factory
The SE-1 "works" okay with the
in Prague. Kron apparently thought the
B&W Nautilus 805, even though B&W
request rather odd. Why would anyone
recommends aminimum of 50W, not
want his puny 2A3 when they could
5W Yes, Idid run out of power somehave his 300B, or his even more powertimes, and the sound could seem comful 300B LX20?
pressed during certain loud passages
Dennis Had wasn't aware of Kron's
Tmtner's Bruckner, for instance. Igot
2A3 —until he asked Kron whether he
put my Sennheiser HD 600 headphones
could produce one.
when Iwas really bothered by it. Most
"I've already made some," Kron replied.
of the time Iwasn't
Like Kron, Had was more interested
Bass was surprisingly tight — not the
in the 300B than the 2A3. While Had
"bass all over the place" of typical tube
designed the SE-1 so it could use the
amps, even those with much more
2A3, he did soasan afterthought. Apair
power. Sometimes the bass was shockof generic Chinese 2A3 output tubes
ingly good in its solidity, definition, and
are really cheap, after all — less than half
especially pitch. Don't crank up the
the price of the cheapest 300Bs.
sound and expect miracles, however.
It was yours truly who got Had fired
Does the amp clip?
up over the 2A3. Iheard the special
Sure, it clips on loud orchestral passound qualities of even the generic Chisages — but gently, mostly noticeable as
nese 2A3 and started badgering him
greining-in of dynamics. If it bugs me,
about it. For awhile, Iwouldn't talk
fturn down the sound or reach for the
Listening to the new version
with him about anything but the 2A3.
phones. Most of the time Ican live
For most of my listening, Iused the
Had fessed up: he hadn't listened
with it. And on many recordings —
Rotel RCD 971 or the Micromega
much to the 2A3.
chamber music, orchestral works for
Stage 6straight into aPurest Sound SysIkept badgering him. "Look, when
smaller orchestras — I often hear no
Jean Hiraga and his crew at La Nouvelle tems Model 500 passive control unit.
compression at all.
Speakers were the B&W Nautilus 805s
Revue du Son compare SET amps, they
Quite the contrary. Sometimes Ihear
keep raving about the special qualities of and ProAc Tablette 2000 Signatures. I
(again) shocking dynamics, especially
also used my Rega 25 turntable with
the 2A3 — even though Jean Hiraga
with piano recordings. You should hear
Goldring G1042 cartridge and an EAR
called the 300B, 'the tube of the centuthe SE-1 on any good piano recording —
ry.' When Iput the 2A3 in the SE-1, I 834P phono stage.
Be very careful what you use going pick your favorite. The sound is astonhear what they're talking about."
gly real —harmonics and leadinginto the SE-1! Before, it didn't matter so
Finally, he listened.
much. If you can live with no gain, apasedge transients.
Holy Cow! Now he was on the
What's going on here? Somehow, for
sive "preamp" might be the way to go —
phone to me raving about the sound
qualities of the 2A3. And this was before unless you want to spend big bucks for bowever many immeasurable microseconds, the amp might be capable of dean active line stage. Inote that Japanese
he found out that Riccardo Kron had
livering agreat burst of power indeed.
triode fans tend to use passive control
produced anew monoplate 2A3.
Dennis Had ascribes this to the high
devices — Wavac and Sun Audio SET
current flowing through the 2A3 —that
amps, for instance.
Best sound of the show
Well, the new SE-1 has triode magic massive emission of electrons.
"I should have known," Had said. "My
It's only on loud, sustained orchestral
in spades —much more so than before.
first amplifier design was a2A3. Iwas
11 years old and Ibuilt the amp with This is great news for those who can't or passages that the amp noticeably poops
out. Anyway, you'll be enjoying the
money I had saved from my paper won't spend big bucks on an SET amp.
quieter passages so much — the delicaThere is that stunning SET immediroute. Ientered the amp in my junior
cy of the conductor's phrasing, all the
acy, now with greater resolution. In anhigh school science fair: single-ended
little recorded details you didn't notice
other word, there is more transparency.
triode, class-A, no negative feedback.
before, the ravishing beauty of the
It's less "you are there" than "they are
"On my crude test equipment Imeainstruments — that you probably won't
here." The musicians are with me in
sured about 2W of clean-sounding
rare about limited power.
the listening room, sometimes to such
442Hz test tone. The phono gain stage
So is the SE-1 an alternative to, say,
an extent that Ifeel I'm listening to
was a 6SL7 into a 6C5 driver tube.
the Cary 2A3 monoblocks, of which I
them "live."
Speaker cable was the cord from my
the bias voltage on the grid. 'With a2A3,
the cathode voltage is 2.5V, and the bias
voltage on the grid is 50V. With a300B
LX20, the DC run on the filament gives
acathode voltage of 5V, while the bias
voltage on the grid is 110V. The lower
voltages with the 2A3 appear to have an
effect on sound quality."
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Lionel train transformer."
Yes, the project won Best Sound of
the show. Actually won ablue ribbon at
the fair.
Why the 2A3 tube? Because the
Western Electric 300B cost $10 each
in 1956!
Back to the present. Had got the new
2A3 from Riccardo Kron and modded a
pair of his CAD-300SE monoblocks. This
was the genesis of the Cary SE 2A3
monoblock amp, which Ihope to get for
review soon. That's when Had really went
wild over the 2A3.
So how good is the KR 2A3 tube?
Alas, they're worth the money.
They're capable of more power than
an ordinary 2A3. With apair of generic
Chinese 2A3 output tubes, the SE-1 puts
out about 4W. With apair of KR 2A3s,
the amp puts out 5W. There's more resolution, more immediacy —ie, more
transparency — to the sound.
And that's what makes the new version of the SE-1 so superior to the old
version with generic Chinese 2A3s:
more transparency. Not just because of
the tubes, but because of the upgraded
transformers, too, which are now supplied as standard. This combination of
tubes and transformers puts the SE-1's
performance in awhole other league.
Class B, Iwould say, instead of Class C.
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auditioned an early version?
No way.
There are some limitations to the
SE-1. This is asmall stereo amp, even
when you tube it with 300Bs — one
small power supply for two channels.
The amp is almost, but not quite, the last
word in resolution and overall transparency. Of course, you could always
order the "ultimate" version of the SE-1,
with separate, fully regulated power supply and bigger trannies, for around $3k.
Perhaps every audiophile should consider buying, if not building, an SE-1.
I'm not kidding. Iam far more excited
about progress (and regress) in SET
amps, including the SE-1, than Iam
about the prospect of more perfect digital sound forever. Ithink the looming
battle of digital audio formats is mainly
about who collects how much from patent royalties over the next 20 years.
If you're astudent in adorm room or
you live in asmall apartment, the SE-1
might provide all the power you need.
Plus, you'll have aterrific headphone amp.
Better to buy an SE-1 with 5Wpc than a
mediocre amp with 100Wpc —you won't
use most of those watts anyway. Don't forget you're going to really listen to watts
one through five. Watts six through 100
are there mostly in reserve. Better five
great watts than 100 crappy ones!
You might consider the SE-1 for a
second system — in aspare room, your
summer cottage or city apartment, your
office, or wherever. If it's avery small
room, you're really in luck — this amp
will probably spring to life dynamically,
and you can experience for yourself
what the single-ended triode phenomenon is all about. If you can't handle the
fact of 5W, tell yourself you're buying a
headphone amp. Then cheat: Try your
amp with speakers.
Then badger your audiophile friends.
This is how the SET phenomenon is
spreading like wildfire. (SET is one of
the few growth areas in serious, audioonly hi-fi.) Box up the tubes carefully for
transport and take your SE-1 around —
it's light, so you can easily schlep it.
Hook it up to any speakers — the amp
might poop out, but it won't blow up.
You could do what my friend Frank
did: Buy an SE-1 for your girlfriend. (If
you want to look macho, build it for
her.) There's no reason why singleended triode must be for males only.
Indeed, the qualities of SET are precisely those that might appeal strongly to
female music-lovers: delicacy, nuance,
harmonic accuracy, beauty. (SET amplifier manufacturers, like all high-end
manufacturers, do alousy job —or no
Stereophile, September 1999

job at all —of marketing to women.)
Come on — do you have to be male to
set the bias on apair of output tubes?
You can also use the SE-1, as some
audiophiles do, as areality check. Does
that powerful amplifier you own,
whether tube or solid-state, sound all
that good? It might —Marc's Boulder
amp sounds just fine, but its strengths
are different from what you find in an
SET amp. Marc shouldn't roll over his
Boulder, necessarily. Or how about that
expensive new amplifier you're thinking about buying?
Speakers to consider for the SE-1?
The aforementioned B&W 805
Nautilus ($1995/pair plus stands), if you
have asmall room. Or the ProAc Tablette 2000 Signature ($1700/pair plus
stands), which, despite its 87dB sensitivity, seems to work okay on so little power.
Better still, maybe, the Soliloquy 2A3
speakers, with aclaimed sensitivity of
89dB and anominal, SET-friendly impedance of 10 ohms, and which were
specially designed to be used with a2A3
amp: $1295/pair (add $300 for the very
sturdy and handsome stands).
You might also use some highly sensitive speakers, like the various models
using one of the Lowther drive-units.
Ron Welborne of Welborne Labs offers
a speaker, the Medallion II, with a
claimed sensitivity of 106dB (available
assembled or as akit).
What to avoid with the SE-1? Fourohm speakers — even though the SE-1
now comes standard with a4/8 ohm
switch. Also, any speaker with awidely
varying impedance curve; you don't
want an "8 ohm" speaker that dips
much below 6ohms, for instance. (The
B&W Nautilus 805 dips to 5.6 ohms,
making it marginally okay—especially
in smaller rooms.)
Also, avoid any speaker that "needs"
to be played loud. You know which
these are. They're big. They're expensive. They're recommended by Jonathan
Scull. (Sorry, JS.) Such speakers aren't
going to go anywhere on 5W, although
it's fun to try. And I've already encountered two "unlikely" speakers that work
amazingly well: the Fidelio and the
Parsifal, both from Verity Audio.
Whatever speakers you choose, be
advised that SET is just not about listening at loud levels. At the risk of repeating myself: SET is not about being
"blown away." It's about being drawn in.
Seduced. Involved. It's about enjoying
the quiet passages of apiece of music
even more than the louder passages. It's
about the magic of each moment.
When you put together alittle sys-
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tem around the SE-1 (it more or less
must be alittle system), you're getting
down to essentials: the simplest possible
circuitry, including the direct-heated design of the triode output tubes; the lowest possible power without going to, say,
awind-up gramophone ("No Wpc!") —
like my pal Val, who, like Marina's
Uncle Sam, hails from Minsk. You can
issue a stinging and well-deserved
rebuke to those whose systems are...
well, grotesque by comparison.
Compared to most systems, SET systems put things on amore human scale.
SET systems make music, too many
other systems make noise. SET systems
can be small in size and relatively small
in price — your hi-fi doesn't take over
your room or your life. Hi-fi itself becomes less of acompetitive sport and
more of acivilized pleasure.
SET enthusiasts tend to be adifferent
breed of audiophile: not only less competitive but less compulsively acquisitive, more likely to modify their equipment than change it, and at least as interested in the end —musical enjoyment — as in the means to achieve it.
Back to the SE-1.
Yes, of course, you can get better
sound from amore expensive monoblock pair of SET amps — even more
resolution, abigger soundstage. But so
what? The SE-1 sounds so good, looks
so cool, and costs so little that you're almost certain to have fun with it. For
every time you miss having more
power, you'll probably have 10 instances
where you groove on the fact that
you're listening to single-ended triode.
That's what this is about.
If you really fall in love with SET, you
could get yourself amore "serious" amp
and still keep the SE-1 for asecond system or as abackup. Or as an amp to use
with your computer.
I'm trying to interest Marina's Uncle
Sam in an SE-I. Problem is, Sam never
gets rid of any speakers. When he gets a
new pair, he just adds them to what he
already has — audiophiles from Minsk
do have their eccentricities. Sam has
speakers piled on speakers — speakers
all around the room, actually. I'm not
sure this would work with 5W.
As for Pavel, Idoubt he'll ever go for
something so retro. What if his computer colleagues found out what he was listening to?
That leaves Marc.
"Your son studies cello at Juilliard.
Listen to the tonality."
Marc shook his head. It's going to
take him awhile to believe that less
is more.
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Michael

A

fter Isaw my MP3 e-mail exchange with the editor of the
"Circuits" section of the New
York Times in the February Stereophile, I
began to think that publishing it hadn't
been such agreat idea. If the exchange
had burned my bridge to the Times,
publishing it in this column had probably NATO-bombed it.
But eventually Imade peace with my
decision and forgot about it. Mikey vs
the Times was adead issue no matter
what Idid or didn't do, and at least
Stereophile subscribers got to read what
happened. Some of you thought it made
the Times look bad, some of you thought
it made me look like ahothead.
So, after all that, after explaining to the
"Circuits" editor that, whatever benefits
MP3 offers, "CD-quality" sound isn't
among them, guess what appeared on
the front page of the "Circuits" section of
Thursclay, June 17? An article titled "The
Beat Goes on Line, and Sometimes It's
Legal," by David Kushner, the lead sentence of which read "If there is a'Phantom Menace' of the Internet, it's MP3,
the compression software that enables
CD-quality music to be sent on line.
Like the filin, MP3 comes with aconsiderable amount of hyperbole, promise
and, alas, science fiction."
The guy labels MP3 "CD quality"
and then writes about hyperbole! "CD
quality" is the top banana, the commander in chief, the 300-lb gorilla, the
Cadillac of MP3 hyperbole, Kushner.
You butthead!
So of course Ifired off another e-mail:

ing experience, MP3 does not even offer
"near" CD sound, but that's an argument
in degree that will be settled only by the
individual doing the listening.
Please stop printing blatant misinformation on this subject.
Sincerely,
Michael Fremer
Senior Contributing Editor, Stereophile

Fremer

it's portable," the oldster would say, "but
the sound is like fingernails on achalkboard. How can you listen to that crap? No
wonder you listen to rodenioll. You
couldn't hearjazz on that." Sound familiar?
What happened when ageneration
brought up on those little tinny-sounding portables heard areal hi-fi? Right!
The component boom of the '70s!

Byrds update
The other day Ireceived test lacquers of
The Byrds' Rfih Dimension and Younger
"CD quality," is agood
Than Yesterday LPs from Sundazed Recthing for spreading
ords. Like the first two (see the May "Analog Corner"), their sound was superb.
new music, and poses
Tomorrow rll be receiving actual 180gm
test pressings —if the results are favorable,
no threat to quality audio.
they'll go into production immediately,
and probably will be for sale by the time
In fact, it could
you read this. Watch for them.
But stay away from the Simply Vinyl
end up helping.
Byrds LP reissues — they're not cut
from master tapes, and the sound on
Younger Than Yesterday (the only one I've
heard) was truly awful. The Sundazed
A day after Isent it, Igot an e-mail
back telling me the section was "conreissues, cut by Joe Palmacdo at Sony
Studios using aScully lathe/Neumann
sidering" printing my letter. That's
nice, but what's called for as well is a cutter-head combo, are the real deal —
and "a bitch to cut analog," according to
"Correction" something like this: "An
aSundazed spokesperson.
article in the June 17 'Circuits' stated
that the compressed digital format
Two budget phono
known as MP3 offers 'CD-quality'
sections compared!
sound. This is not true. The `Circuits'
Until now, the market for phono sections
editor had previously been given this
for less than $1000 has been owned, in
information, but chose to publish the
my opinion, by the Lehmann Black
statement anyway."
That will never happen. The issue of Cube ($695 —Stereophile October 1998,
whether MP3 is or is not "CD-quality Vol21 No.10). But the competition has
heated up with the introduction of
sound" will be left as amatter of opinMusical Fidelity's X-LP2.And as Ipreion. And that is too bad.
Editor:
I've decided that MP3, though not of pared for ashootout, what should show
David Kushner ("The Beat Goes on
up but anew, improved Black Cube?
"CD quality," is agood thing for spreadLine") is correct in stating that"
MP3
comes with aconsiderable amount of ing new music, and poses no threat to The phono stage was set.
Both units were broken in using Thor
quality audio. In fact, it could end up
hyperbole ... "Ironically, the most egreAudio's Phono-Burn, even though the
helping. How? Ithink back to the 1940s
gious example of it can be found in his
Musical Fidelity unit arrived ready to
(before my time), when AM radio
lead sentence, wherein he states that
meant alarge vacuum-tube-driven con- play, according to MFs Antony MichMP3 offers "CD-quality" sound. Right.
aelson, who hand delivered it. After
sole with a10" or 12" ported speaker.
And Hyundai offers "BMW quality"
burn-in, both were left plugged in. The
transportation because it has four The sound wasn't "hi-fi," but it was rich
Black Cube was placed on Vibrapods.
and mellow.
wheels and an engine.
The listening, procedure was quite
Can you imagine amiddle-aged some[At HI-FI '99], Isat on apanel with
simple: Iplayed each demo tune twice,
one brought up on that sound enTodd Moore, a representative of Diacountering a'50s teen carrying around a once with each unit. Each phono secmond Multimedia, and he agreed that
tinny, distorted-sounding six- or eight- tion was set to 100 ohms input imMP3 does not offer "CD-quality" sound.
pedance and maximum gain for the two
To anyone interested in aquality listen- transistor radio with a1" speaker? "Sure,
Stereophile, September 1999

MP3, though not of
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low-output MC cartridges Iused: an
EMT TU2 special and aClavis D.C. Of
course, Iensured that levels were equal
for both, and made sure that each unit
had aturn at first place in the rotation to
account for sonic differences induced by
vinyl fatigue.
Iused Classic Records' 45rpm versions of Dave Brubeck's Time Out
("Take Five") and Also sprach Zarathustra
(part one), MoFi's reissue of Getz/
Gilberto ("Girl from Ipanema"), Janis
Ian's Breaking Silence ("All Roads to the
River,"), and amint British pressing of
Elvis Costello's Punch the Clock ("Let
Them All Talk"), among other selections. Audio Research's $6000 Reference phono section (currently under
review) was my ... reference.
Lehmann Audio's Black Cube is awhole lot lighter now, but it sounds just as good

The Lehmann Black Cube (Improved): When Itook the new Black
Cube out of its box Iwas surprised by
how lightweight it felt compared to the
original review sample. What had the
designer removed?
He'd changed the case to nonmagnetic aluminum and simplified the construction, removing two side walls of
the chassis bottom. Circuit changes include a reconfigured, higher-voltage
power supply and a new, supposedly
better-sounding op-amp from BurrBrown to replace the original one from
Analog Devices. (For more circuit details, see the original review.)
Once the Black Cube was broken in,
Ihooked it up with some trepidation.
I'd raved about the unit in my original
review, comparing it to phono preamps
costing twice as much. Now, spoiled by
the Audio Research Reference, Iwondered if I'd gotten completely carried
away in that original review. Oops.
It took only afew seconds of "Take
Five" to wake from that nightmare. The
new Black Cube was every bit as good
as I'd said the old one was. It developed
a soundstage off the speaker baffles
where I'm accustomed to hearing it
with more expensive phono sections,
and offered arich, sophisticated tonal
balance similar to the ARC's. Sounding
neither solid-state nor tubey, the Cube,
like the phono section built into the
Ayre K-1, sounded appropriately colorless yet sweet and full-bodied.
The $695 phono section's high-frequency presentation was open, airy, and
free of glare and grain. It was credible,
and listenable without reservation. The
Cube's dynamic performance —particularly in the bass—was as good as I'd
remembered it being. There was weight,
solidity, texture, and apleasing sense of
Stereophile, September 1999

control that let me relax into the music.
The Cube's spatial performance was
surefooted, with outstanding image
focus, appropriate size, and the kind of
three-dimensionality and image layering one gets with far more expensive
phono sections.
Ichose Elvis Costello's "Let Them
Talk" because of its musical complexity — there's ablaring horn section, an
elegantly and appropriately largesounding Beisendorfer piano, female
background singers, and a driving
drum-kit-and-electric-bass line, all expertly arranged and mixed by Clive
Langer and Alan Winstanley.
The Cube delivered it all with certainty, separating the instruments spatially and tonally while portraying the
music's dynamic rhythmic drive. No
smearing, mashing, or mushing. The
ARC Reference does it too, and even
better —but look at the price difference!
The Black Cube was atough, lowcoloration act to follow —like closing
for the Beatles — but that's where the
Musical Fidelity X-LP2 was slotted to
perform. On with the show.

deal of enthusiasm for it.
The three-chassis X-LP2 ($800) is
something else entirely. It's apure-dualmono design—each channel has its
own tubular chassis — and the outboard
X-PSU power supply is essentially a
large, high-current toroidal transformer
with four sets of outputs. (This means
that if you have another Musical Fidelity
"X"-series product, you can plug it in as
well.) Iused the power supply with
Musical Fidelity's X-24K 24-bit/96kHz
DAC along with the X-LP2.
Compared with the X-LP, the X-LP2
is said to offer improved RIAA accuracy
over awider frequency range, improved
signal/noise ratio, wider overload margin, and "perfect" imaging. According to
the accompanying literature, the X-LP2
has "lower distortion, wider bandwidth,
and better stereo separation than any
cartridge on the market, therefore any
sonic limitations are those of the cartridge, not the electronics." Hmm.
Among the unit's more interesting specs
is the high-frequency part of the RIAA

The Musical Fidelity X-LP2 (A
World Exclusive First Listen): Icovered the $295 X-LP in this column a
while back (November 1997, Vo120
No.11), and though it impressed me
as agood value for the money
and as an appropriate replacement for the Audio Alchemy
VAC-in-the-Box (though it
lacked the VAC's gain and
loading options) and was
therefore recommended, I
wasn't able to work up agreat
Musical Fidelity's three-box X-U'2
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equalization, which follows the implied
curve out to 100kHz.
The back of each channel of the XLP2 sports apushbutton for switching
between moving-coil and moving-magnet cartridges, an RCA output jack, and
two input jacks: one each for MM and
MC. There's also an MC loading switch
that lets you choose between 100, 50, 25,
and 10 ohms. Note that while 47k ohms
is, of course, available at the MM input,
if you wish to run your MC at 47k
you're out of luck. (The same is true of
the $6000 Audio Research Reference.)
The X-LP2 more than gives the Black
Cube arun for its money. Both offer
very similar overall sonic presentations,
though the X-LP2 is slightly sweeter on
top and abit richer in the midbass, but
not to the point of adding artificial
warmth or asluggish rhythmic disposition. Tonally, the X-LP2's performance
renders solid-state/tube comparisons almost meaningless — which is precisely
what Ican say about the Audio Research
Reference. (Though with better tubed
phono sections you get aquality that I
called "traction" in my review of the
Conrad-Johnson Premier 15, and more
"bloom" and liquidity.) The X-LP2 exhibited not atrace of hardness or etch on

top, and the midrange was nicely fleshed
out and harmonically complex.
The X-LP2's rendering of Classic's
45rpm version of Also sprach Zarathustra
bettered the Black Cube's, particularly in
the string tone, which was gloriously
lush and full-bodied. The Black Cube,
which has somewhat tighter, "faster"

Musical Fidelity's X-LP 2
more than gives the
Lehmann Black Cube
arun for its money.
bass, did Costello with slightly more
drive, though the X-LP2 did agreat job
of separating the instruments in space,
and of capturing the tonal essence and
weight of the Beisendorfer. Both did
"Girl from Ipanema" equally well, getting Stan Getz's feathery sax to float convincingly in three-dimensional space.
Spatially, tonally, harmonically, and
dynamically, the X-LP2 sounds as if it's
worth $1600, not $800. If you're considering spending $2000 or under, don't

Corner

buy anything until you hear it.
Once I'd finished taking notes for this
comparison, Iended up leaving the XLP2 in the system for over aweek, so
convincing and pleasing was its overall
sonic presentation. Ithink it's in the
same league as the Black Cube — and,
for that matter, the $1200 phono-section option built into the Ayre K-1.
The X-LP2 might sacrifice abit of air,
sparkle, and "speed" on top to provide
richness and freedom from grain and
sibilance, but overall it's abrilliant balancing act that provides absolutely
stunning analog performance at avery
reasonable price. $800 for athree-chassis, dual-mono design with an outboard
toroidal transformer? How can you
beat that?
Wrap-Up: Both the Lehmann Black
Cube (www.hyendaudio.com) and the
Musical Fidelity X-LP2 (available only
via mail-order from Audio Advisor,
www.audioadvisoncom) have surprisingly sophisticated power supplies and
very high build qualities. Ican't recommend one over the other because I
could live happily with either, but if you
play mostly classical music, go for the XLP2;if you listen more to rock and jazz,

111111111F
"LOW POWER, MEET HIGH EFFICIENCY"
"HIGH EFFICIENCY, MEET LOW POWER"

Introducing a single-ended triode amplifier and a high efficiency loudspeaker
cle_Égned together to defy the limits of music reproduction.
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a fresh

musical

perspective

Systems starting at $100,000

Boulder Amplifiers

3235 Prairie Avenue

Boulder, CO 80301

303.449.8220

Fax: 303.449.2987

www.boulderamp.com

Analog

In heavy rotation here recently:
1) The Afghan Whigs: 1965,
Columbia LP
2) Built to Spill: Keep It Like A
Secret, Warner Bros. CD
3) Duke Ellington: The Centennial
Edition, RCA Victor, 24 CDs
4) Ghost: SnuffBox Immanence,
Drag City LP
5) Jon Hassell: Fascinonia, Water
Lily Acoustics CD
6) Freddie Hubbard: Open
Sesame, Blue Note/Classic LP
7) Van Morrison: Back on Top,
Pointblank CD
8) Tom Petty & the Heartbreakers: Echo, Warner Bros. CD
9) Tchaikovsky: Violin Concerto
(Heifetz/CSO), RCA/Classic
LP
10) Tom Waits: Mule Variations,
Epitaph, 2LPs ("recorded,
mixed, and mastered analog")

go for the Cube. But do yourself afavor
and find away to hear both—the rest
of your system will help you choose.

VPI SDS Synchronous Motor Drive
System vs Walker Audio Precision
Isolated Power Motor Drive
Either of these motor drives will probably improve the sound of your turntable
if it's fitted with an AC synchronous
motor, but in my listening sessions I
found that they sounded different. Once
the motor has reached its target rotational speed, the SDS steps the voltage down
from 115V to your choice of eight values. It comes factory-set at 72V — the
lowest setting — which is optimum for
VPI turntables. (The idea is to drive the
platter at the lowest possible motor voltage for minimum noise and vibration.)
But 72V proved too low for the small
Simon Yorke motor, which operates at
96V via astep-down transformer and
drives a24-lb platter. Icould hand-turn
the platter to get it going, butjust touching
it would kill the sync and the motor would
begin fibrillating. For some reason Icould
not program the SDS for 96V and have it
"hold" the setting, so while waiting for a
second sample, Ilistened at 72V. The SDS
($1000) sounded slightly more liquid than
the Walker drive ($1500), which had a
slight overlay of grain, but the Walker
stomped the SDS dynamically and provided blacker blacks and more solid imaging

Corner

A second SDS arrived, set for 96V.
This was sufficient to keep sync even if
Itouched the platter with my finger,
and Iconducted another set of listening
comparisons. This time the two drives
performed about equally dynamically,
but the SDS retained its edge in terms
of liquidity. It just sounded sweeter.
Then, for some reason, the SDS reverted to 72V. By switching to 45rpm
and then back, sometimes it would revert
to 96V. But as Iwrite this it's back to 72V
no matter what Ido. Currently in the system, however, is the Basis Debut, which
reaches and holds sync at 72V with no
problem. The Debut seems to sound
marginally better with the SDS.
Given the cost difference, I'd recommend the SDS, but I'm concerned about
the voltage-drop problem if you plan on
using the SDS with other turntables. So is
Harry Weisfeld, who can't explain it
either. He's working on it. If you're aVPI
owner, I'm confident you'll hear agenuine
sonic improvement well worth the $1000.
Coming
Iov, eyou acartridge survey that Ihope
to get to next time, along with areport
on Classic Records' spectacular-sounding 45rpm limited-edition reissues.

.A Family of Winners
-As much as l
liked Magnepan's
earlier version of this system, the
3.5, Ihave to say that the MG3.6
represents aserious and heady
advance over its predecessor.
Jim Winey has incorporated
some of the tricks he learned (or
returned to, as the case may be)
in the design of the shockingly
good Maggie® 1.6 and put them
to good use here."
'Harry Pearson, The Absolute
Sound, June/July,'99

"At an unbelievable $1475 the
pair, this one (MG1.6/0R) is going
to knock 'ern dead."
'Harry Pearson, The Absolute
Sound, July/Aug.,98
"In my 20 years of involvement in
the audio hobby, Ican't think of
another product that has offered
as much performance for as little
money as the MG1.6/0R. Highly,
very highly recommended."
'Brian Damkroger, Stereophile,
January, 99

"...that's what the (MG)1.6's are-the best sound you can buy for
fifteen hundred dollars."
*Jon Valin, Fl magazine, July, '99
"...the newest model from
Magnepan, the two-way, quasiribbon-sporting MG12/0R--which
sells for the astonishingly benign
price of $950 per pair--are among
the most musically realistic
sounding speakers I've heard of
late. With that in mind, it's hard to
imagine large orchestral works
being better served than they are
by Magnepans, so lifelike and fullscale is the soundstage (which in
my room was akin to first-tier, not
orchestra, seating) and so effortless their ability to swing to full
orchestral climaxes."
*Wayne Garcia, Ft magazine,
March, '99
'Quotes reprinted with permission

MAGNEPAN

1645 Ninth Street
White Bear Lake MN 55110

1-800-474-1646 -FAX 1-651-426-0441
Visit our Website for special offers --www.magnepan.com
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NOW ABOUT
TWEETERS

Dynaudio Tweeters are hand built under laboratory conditions in
one of the coldest places on earth. They also feature our unique
Magnaflux cooling system. The heat produced by the Dynacoil
voice coil is dissipated to the magnet system through amagneticfluid cooling liquid. The magnets are tightly connected to the driver's aluminum front plate which dissipates massive amounts of
heat to the outside. That's why aDynaudio will stay cool •up to
more than 1000 watts transients. We know. Do you?

Fine

Tunes

Jonathan

p

ssst. Hey you. Yeah, you... ive know
you're atweaker. It's nothing to be
ashamed of You just wanna make it
better, right? Even as everyone around you
wants to know when enough's enough already.
While I've gotten less tweaky in my reviews,
Istill hew to the tenets of resonance tuning.
Given that tubes, capacitors, and even integrated circuits are microphoniç placement and support ofaudio gear is ofparamount concern. Icovered the basics of this two "Fine Tunes" ago, in
July, but this month's column is for tweakers
who'd like to understand more about the how
and why of it.
It's abig world, 'Toto, and many listeners and
manufacturersfeel that resonance control of any
kind, anywhere is nothing but unmitigated
malarkey. Ibelieve otherwise My best advice to
both camps? Use your ears and hear what you
wilt What follows is the received wisdom on
these matters, most of which Iagree with.
First, consider the component you're
dealing with. Is it atubed phono stage
with an ultra-sensitive, low-level signal,
or aline-level preamp/player/processor?
If the former, you'll want to decouple the
chassis from the environment —vibrations coming from buzzing transformers,
spinning discs, turntable motors, footfalls,
building shake, subways, passing trucks,
and airborne acoustic mayhem produced
by the soundfield in your listening area as
it loads up at high volume. (Think of
sound waves as water splashing around in
your listening room.)
Sorbothane-type pucks are apretty
cheap means of decoupling the chassis —
Vibrapods run only $6 each. K-A-B
Electro-Acoustics offers relatively inexpensive Sorbodune II Sonic Domes® in
three weight classes, or grab the Edmund
Scientific catalog and order up abunch of
half-hemisphere Sorbo footers for even
less. David Dlugos (planet10@pinc.com)
e-mailed agreat su le.estion for acheap
and effective footering system: Set your
gear up on sawn-in-half tennis balls!'
But even in Tweak City, controversy
reigns. Informed Sources characterize
Sorbothane-type footers — ie, those that
transform absorbed energy into heat —
as holding and releasing captured energy,
creating aghost or time-smear effect on
the sound. Itend to mount tube gear on
various types of hard-material footers
that couple the component to an energyStereophiie, September 1999
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What material footer you try depends as
well on the sound produced by asharp
rap o' the knuckles on the shelf. Do that
afew times and try to make out if the
resulting sound is ringy or resonant, or —
better, of course —dull and inert. If it
sounds solid, you might try aharder footer, if it's loose and rattly, asofter, Sorbothane-like footer might work best.
Other generalized mounting principles
include placing one of three footers under
the rotating mechanism of aCD or DVD
player. For whatever reason, three footers
You know what's coming:
usually sound better than four. (Well,
Try marbles, boys and girls. three points do define aplane.) The chassis
of some components are so live and resonant that moving the footers around can
in July's "Fine Tunes." If you try bubble, change the sound, as can the characteristic
remember its effectiveness depends on acoustic of the footer's material. (Hard
the mass of the component you're trying materials give afaster sound, soft materials
to isolate. If it's very light, the resonant awanner, slower one.)
One intriguing equipment-support
frequency of the component/bubble
wrap might be too high. But that can be product Sam Tellig wrote about last April
fine-tuned by placing additional mass on seems to attempt to bridge the gap between devices that absorb energy and
top of the component.
If your equipment is solid-sute, don't those that couple it to the supporting
imagine that footering and shelving structure. Symposium Rollerblocics supwon't help. Is the component's chassis port components on ball bearings set in
light and resonant when tapped, or does polished, oval depressions in the top of an
it have aheavy chassis and internal damp- aluminum block. Symposium claims that
ing of some kind? If it's dense, like an Rollerblodcs drain internally generated
amplifier, harder-material footers set into vibes and decouple the supported unit at
asolid platform would be best. A friend the same time. Hmmm —this reminds
of mine dropped asmall wooden cigar me that the Forsell Statement amp has a
box filled with lead shot atop afairly small bag of ball bearings that sits atop the
lightweight Arcam CD player, and cou- center front polished granite footer. The
pled that to the MDF (medium-density idea behind Forsell's balls —and, Iassume,
fiberboard) shelf in his Target stand with the Rollerblocks —is that allowing the
original Mod Squad Tiptoes. Even he, a chassis to resonate and move about slightneophyte audiophile with Rotel two- ly prevents the entire structure from oscilchannel/surround electronics, easily lating, which it might do if overdamped
heard the improvement. But don't use so and so adversely affect the sound.
You know what's coming: Try marmuch weight that it deforms the case,
which might interfere with the operation bles, boys and girls (or "aggies," as my dad
of the loading tray. As in all things, mod- called 'em). Easy and cheap enough to see
if there's any effect on the sound. In fact,
eration is advised.2
Along with PolyCrystal products and if there is adifference, you might concenDH Labs ceramic cones, Tiptoes are an trate on finding asolution that makes the
inexpensive way to go about mounting sound better, in your judgment, not just
equipment, if you'll forgive the imagery. "different" But any difference will tell
you that it works. Just be careful your precious audio component doesn't aggie off
1Check out his system, DIY projects, and the tennis
its shelf and onto the floor. Crash.
balls at http.//139.142.118.15/sites/diy/projects/did/
More resonant musings next month.
system.html.
Until
then, think up some good "you've
2Yes, Ido appreciate the irony of such sage advice
lost your marbles" jokes!
coming from me, of all people—Mr. Moderation.

absorptive she of some kind. Iuse Bright
Star air- and sand-filled products, Signal
Guard II closed-cell foam stands, Black
Diamond Racing shelves and footers, and
alot of PolyCrystal shelving and footers.
(With PolyCrystal racks you can have
your cake and eat it too; they're "delivery
systems" for substantial resonance-absorbing shelving.) In any case, you can
always try bubble wrap and/or abutcherblock equipment support as mentioned
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Finally,
THIEL engineering
brings you atrue
High Performance
multichannel
loudspeaker.
"
C)

•
our

We proudly
introduce the new

THIEL
MCS1
•Ideally suited for main, center,
and rear channel use.

o

•Very high output, high efficiency
0

•Innovative coaxial/D'Appolito time

coherent driver array and phase correct
crossover design provide exceptional
g realism

with any type of placement—

! vertical, horizontal, shelf, or stand.

e Superb THIEL manufactured ultra-low
distortion drivers provide ultimate clarity.
•Beautiful hand crafted cabinetry
integrates seamlessly into any room.

THIEL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Call or write for our 36-page full-line brochure, MCS1 design white paper, and the name of your nearest HIEL dealer.
HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •telephone: 606-254-9427 •e-mail: mailethielaudio.com •web: www.thielaudio.com

Undercurrents
George

C

all me sentimental, but I'm sad to
see turntables disappear. They
were my original calling. Back in
1973 or so, when akid from my neighborhood insisted that Isee his brother-inlaw's "fantastic stereo," Iwas entranced
by ahuge Pioneer receiver and walnut
AR3a speakers. But most alluring by far
was the Maranta turntable. Its brushed
stainless-steel controls and gleaming,
chromed tonearm made it look like
some delicate and expensive scientific instrument. Compared to the all-in-one
plastic unit Iplayed my Partridge Family
records on, the mere sight of it put me on
the audiophile path. (And Imean just the
sight of it. We weren't allowed to touch.)
Eventually, his brother-in-law played a
record for me — Gordon Lightfoot's
Endless Wire. Since that day, Ican chart the
passage of my life according to the
turntables I've owned —if it's VPI, this
must be Chicago.
Now the conventional wisdom is that
the turntable is going the way of rotary
phones and the horse and buggy. But it's
not really true. The turntable has undergone aparadigm shift (or something like
it). It's still here, but in adifferent form.
What's aparadigm shift? Good question. For almost 40 years, Thomas
Kulues concepts of paradigms and paradigm shifts, introduced in his book The
Structure of Scientific Revolutions, have
trickled into the parlance of business
coaches and self-help gums. But Kuhn
left some unanswered questions about
what, exactly, paradigms are. The best
answer I've seen was above aurinal in a
college men's room. Someone had
sketched two busts of an English poet, a
lake with two docks, and two coins:
parakeets, paradox, and paradigms.
Kuhn said scientific revolutions occur
when scientists abandon one way of
understanding, seeing, and talking about
nature (that is, one paradigm) and adopt
another. Old concepts and procedures
disappear as new ones quickly replace
them. Instead of portraying the history
of science as agradual accumulation of
knowledge — as almost all history books
did at the time —Kuhn saw lurching,
discontinuous leaps from one paradigm
to another. In fact, he claimed, old and
new paradigms are often so different
Stereophile, September 1999
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that there's no valid yardstick of progress
that marks new ones as advances over
the old. That is, the reasons scientists cite
for preferring one paradigm over another actually belong to the different paradigms in question. If there are no paradigm-independent yardsticks (and Kuhn
said there aren't), then science isn't really getting better as time marches on, it's
just getting different.

one Isaw. The scene is an odd blend of
music-making and sport. As if arriving
to play baseball (the uniform is baseball
cap and baggy jeans), turntablists come
well equipped. They've got LPs, their
favorite "slip mat" (which loosely couples the LP to the platter), and abox that
holds asmall arsenal of heacishells and
cartridges. Standing behind a row of
Technics SL-1200s (the 'table of choice),
two turntablists duel back and forth
with 60- or 90-second performances.
Judges pick the winner, who then advances to later rounds.
Beat ju lc:lers commandeer acouple
of turntables playing recorded beats.
The trick is to vary their speeds and mix
them into apulsing symphony of drums
and percussion, as if the contestant is
conducting an entire rhythm section.
Scratchers concentrate more on one
turntable at atime. As the record plays,
they'll use their hands to stop, start, and
rock the platter or LP at various speeds,
often with one hand on avolume fader
to control the sound's attack and envelope. Though Ididn't have the best
view, it looked as if they also tap and
drum on the LP with their fingertips.
The result is aloud, rhythmic collage of
sounds — called "forwards," "scribbles,"
"moving scribbles," "chirps," etc. — that
Whether or not Kuhn was right gab your spine and rock it back and
about science, something like this has forth. It's hard to describe, but there's
happened with turntables. The para- more than just rhythm in this wall of
digm shift has been happening for years, sound. A good turntablist creates tones,
but Ihad no clue until Ichanced on a textures, and colors, and weaves them
DJ expo here in Chicago. DJs don't just into the mix.
Is this afull-fledged paradigm shift?
play records anymore — they play the
turntable as amusical instrument in its There's no question that turntablists are
own right. "Scratching" first hit the playing a game completely different
mainstream on Herbie Hancock's song from ours. If you haven't seen them in
"Rockit" back in the '80s. Since then, action, the way they manipulate platters
scratching and "beat juggling" have and LPs will make you cringe. For
grown into an elaborate set of tech- audiophiles, turntables are delicate deniques for coaxing all sorts of sounds vices for extracting precious musical inand beats from turntables. When para- formation. Good LPs — well pressed,
digms shift, so do words — DJs are now well centered, and not warped — are
called "turntablists," and they're amain- rare and not to be drummed on. Once
stay of hip-hop culture. (What's that? everything's set up, aturntable is astrictYou're amiddle-aged guy who wears ly hands-off affair. But for turntablists,
Dockers and doesn't know a thing it's essentially ahands-on affair. When I
about hip-hop? Try www.hip-hop.com saw him, Q-bert (one of the scene's
heavy hitters) hunched intently over an
and check out the turntablist/DJ links.)
Turntablists do their stuff in clubs and SL-1200. Sometimes he caressed it,
at competitions (or "battles") like the sometimes his hands became afrenetic
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100% LINN
New Linn amplifier technology leaves your performance, installation,
air-con, mains supply, noise, weight and decor problems behind with
better sound, more power, higher efficiency, smaller size, lighter weight,
cooler running and hum and buzz free pitch accurate silent power.

THE

LINN

KLIMAX

LINN

the only sound °
Simply call 888-671-LINN or visit our website on www.linninc.com for reviews, dealer locations
and information on Linn whole home multi-channel total entertainment solutions.

Undercurrents
handy. Another issue is skating force —a
real problem for scratchers. When an
LP's normal rotation is suddenly reversed, the skating force that was tending
to rotate the tonearm inward (toward the
spindle) reverses and pushes the tonearm
outward. With these forces changing
On the other
hand, Kuhres idea direction so quickly, tonearrns can easily
of aparadigm shift jump out of the groove. (Think of breakdoesn't do justice ing astring in the middle of your guitar
to the logic and rationality solo.) Ordinary antiskate mechanisms are
behind this revolution in the history of no help because they apply atorque only
turntables. In away, scratchers and beat in one direction. So far, the solution is to
ju 1
4:lers have solved basic problems in track at very high weights, typically 4-6
turntable design. From an audiophile per- grams. Cartridges, styli, and LPs aren't
spective, these include pitch stability, sur- too happy about this, and die young.
Hoping that afitter turntable will surhice noise, acoustic vibration, and noise
from motors and bearings, all of which vive, Vesta recently tried to circumvent
this problem. Since skating forces arise
are based on one fact: turntables are
mechanical devices. The point at which from offset headshell angles, they're
the music encoded on an LP takes flight making a'table with astraight tonearm
into your system and begins its journey to and headshell — no offset angle. This
your ears is amechanical interface be- reduces skating forces and allows tracktween agroove and avibrating stylus. ing weights to be smaller. The price of
Designers strive to make this interface this, of course, is that the cartridge will
stable, and as immune as possible from no longer be at the optimal tangential
interference. But sources of interference angle to the record's grooves — but that's
abound: bearings rattle, motors hum, and an audiophile thing, not a turntablist
every part of aturntable vibrates, more or thing. Asking aturntablist whether his
less. The ideal turntable is aparadox: a table is a"high-fidelity" component is as
mechanical device that behaves (some- silly as asking aviolinist if she plays an
how) as if it were actually nonmedianical. "audiophile" violin. Optimal groove/styBut if you look at aturntable as amusi- lus geometry just doesn't matter.
Still, the evolution metaphor goes only
cal instrument, not as adevice for reproducing music, this paradox disappears. so far. It doesn't show how the cultural
For turntablists, aturntable's parts buzz and economic roles that turntables play
and vibrate just as they should. The sty- have changed drastically and abruptly. As
lus-groove interface shouldn't be purified high-fidelity components, they ushered
and isolated —it should be skillfully man- in the commodification of music and culipulated and controlled, like the interfaces ture. From the 1950s through the early
between fingers and guitar strings, or '80s, record companies got large and rich
by selling us LPs that brought everyone
between apiano's keys and hammers.
A better metaphor is evolution, not from Miles Davis to Lenny Bruce to the
sudden revolution. As turntables thrived Boston Symphony into our living rooms.
in the land of audiophilia, some found We paid for LPs, turntables, and phono
their way into adifferent musical eco- cartridges, but we were ultimately buysystem, the land of hip-hop, where their ing music, entertainment, and art.
Turntablists buy LPs and turntables,
musical potential was quickly recognized. The SL-1200 became the turn- too. But they don't buy music — they
tablises standard partly because Tech- make their own. Though I'm an outnics put strobe markings around the sider — not because of my Dockers, but
platter's perimeter. Originally designed because my hands would physically
for monitoring platter speed and keep- refuse to rock aplatter back and forth
ing it accurate, those raised dimples are under adelicate cantilever — it's clear
agrippy surface for controlling the plat- that turntablists are proud to have invented amusic that is new and all their
ter. All DJ turntables have them.
The SL-1200 may be the Adam and own. They did it, moreover, using the
Eve of DJ turntables (to momentarily goods (ie, turntables and LPs) of an altomix metaphors), but its progeny are gether different economic and musical
mutating. Turntablists usually rotate their paradigm — one in which aperformer's
tables 90° counterclockwise ("battle posi- image and the marketing muscle betion"), so that the tonearm is out of the hind it have more influence on success
way of their busy hands. Some manufac- than creativity and talent. Even within
turers have responded by moving con- hip-hop, turntablists struggle against the
trols to the left side, where they're more commercialism of mainstream artists,
blur. He reminded me
of Yo-Yo Ma making
love to his cello. The
sound was loud and
bombastic, but just
as riveting.

.
1
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especially gangsta rap. The creative
flame, they say, is turntablism, and they
proudly keep it burning. This is not to
say that they don't make and sell recordings — they do. The best turntablists are
also employed by name artists like Beck
and the Beastie Boys. But in its pure
form —public, spontaneous, and competitive — this music can't be bought or
sold. You have to be there.
They may have found anew life in
hip-hop, but the fact remains that
turntables are nearing extinction in the
world of high-end audio. I've said my
goodbyes and wiped atear from my
eye. (It's okay. I'm over it now, thank
you.) But it's nice to know that something remains the same, that the crowds
and bombast of turntablist competitions are still connected with — indeed,
grew out of—the audiophile's more
tranquil reveries of yore. Having
glimpsed the energy and enthusiasm of
the turntablist scene, I'm sure there are
countless 12-year-olds, forbidden to
touch their older brothers' SL-1200s,
who look at those gleaming tonearnis
with the same fascination Ihad for that
old Marantz 'table. Ibecame an audiophile. Maybe they'll become scratchers
and beat jugglers. The allure of turntables hasn't changed much.

Your search for areasonably priced
slice of pure sonic heaven is over.
Introducing the ASUSA K1011
single-ended fully integrated dual
mono amplifier (no pre-amplifier
necessary). Featuring 8watts of
zero feed back, 30013 magic that
is always apleasure to listen to.
Anytime
"Made in USA"

ASUSA
6717 NE 181' St, Kenmore, WA 98028
tel: 425-481-8866 fax: 425-485-3836
e-mail: asuasa@earthlink.net
web site: http://www.as-usa.com
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SHOW

REPORT

HI-FI '99

PART ONE

Our Kind of
Jonathan Scull,
Kalman Rubinson,
Robert Deutsch,
and Chip Stern
report from
HI-FI '99,
held in
Chicago
in May

Jonathan Scull: The Intro

•'m relatively new to the sites and sounds of
but Ido love the Palmer House
Hilton. It proved agracious host to HI-FI
'99 — afaded rose with ablush of ruddy color still
in its well-trodden, capacious corridors. Take a
back elevator down to Street Level (wherefore art
Trader Vic's, hahll, and for amoment, as the doors
slide open, it's 1930. The vast, comfortable lobby is a
trip — its vaulted faux-Sistine ceiling arching high
Tact's Millennium digital
amplifier incorporates room correction.
above always induced astate of peaceful reverie in me.
The main elevator bank handled the enthusiastic throng with room to spare. Agood thing, because overall attendance was up compared with HI-FI '98, as reported by Reliable Sources. Thick, solid, old-fashioned masonry
kept most of the sound in-room (except for Omnipresent Whomping Bass, of which there was plenty), but afew
systems were plagued with aca 80Hz resonance problem. And anumber of installations sounded abit thin, acommon problem in hotel exhibits. Only Members of the Guild Master Tuners can overcome it.
The crowd was well informed and secure in that knowledge — an interesting contrast with the more angst-ridden
Los Angeles group. Questions at the "Flay the Editors" sessions were in all cases intelligent, provocative, and
thoughtful. However self-serving the advice, Ialways exhort audiophiles to "arm" themselves by studying their
hobby/passion before jumping in or upgrading. Read the reviews (ahem), visit retailers, and take the time to audition components. In short, use your head and your ears. This, I'm overjoyed to announce, is exactly how Ifound
literally one and all of you Imet during the busy public days in Chicago. A more upbeat, educated, and dedicated
group of audiophiles there never was. In that way, HI-FI '99 was aquality affair from start to finish.
So let's begin our trek through the exhibits with Digital Kal, etc. On with the Show!

IChicago,
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Happy Showgoers enjoy their music
in the Joseph Audio/VTL room. >
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Dynaudio's Evidence impressed the heck out of Larry Greenhill. >
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Hearing is Believing... Feel the Emotions

Bryston's 9B ST delivers extraordinary quality to your entire home theatre surround sound experience.

Feel the emotions: be shocked, be happy, feel sad, scared out of your wits, surprised, be moved,

be excited, feel like you want to cry with joy. The Bryston 9B ST amplifier will awaken all of your emo-

tions in asimple elegant package designed to provide 5channels of uncompromised sound quality.

Tel 1-800-632-8217

Fax 705-742-0882

www.bryston.ca
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Kalman Rubinson: Digital Devices

sigma DAC (fast becoming de rigueur!), this elegant player is
hese are interesting times for digital equipment, and HIfully modular and can be easily (and cheaply) upgraded as the
FI '99 bore witness to that. First, standard "Red Book"
future demands. More exciting to me was the announcement
(16-bit/44.1kHz) CD technology continues to ripen —
that NAD's extremely versatile Model 118 digital preamplifier
remarkably high-quality equipment and recordings were
has been reduced in price to $1000! It's still the only Class C
everywhere. Second, the impending new digital media, Super
preamp in Stereophile's "Recommended Components" with
Audio CD and DVD-Audio, tantalized Showgoers with the
tone controls.
promise of anew era of even better music reproduction
SimAudio Moon's Canadian invasion of the High End
through higher sampling rates and multiple discrete audio
continues with the Eclipse ($4995), another fully modular
channels. (See sidebar, "Progress Report on New Digital
player. The Eclipse incorporates dual-differential 24/96 DACs
Media.") Third is the growth of advanced digital devices,
and the Philips CDM12 Pro transport mechanism, but it also
which opens possibilities in room and source correction, new
has adigital input (for, say, DVD), and promises upgradeabiliforms of amplification, and even power sources for all your
ty as standards evolve. The three Moons (CD player, preamp,
components.
power amp), teamed up with Gershmann speakers, provided
Marantz showed two new CD players: the CD-6000 OSE
some of the most dynamic sounds at the Show.
($500), meant to replace the acclaimed and popular CD67SE;
Electrocompaniet introduced their first CD player, the
and the more mainstream CD-5000. Both models will play
EMC 1Reference ($3995). This top-loading Norwegian beauCD-R and CD-RW discs as well as standard fare. Looking
ty features aunique electromechanical system to isolate the
almost too svelte and uncluttered for its capabilities, the
laser pickup, and balanced 24/96 D/A converters. Of course,
Maranta Reference Series DR-17 ($1500/black, $1600/gold)
it's modular and upgradeable. Teamed with Electrocomis the first home CD recorder to offer reliable HDCD copypaniees Nemo amps (sure to be reported on by someone else),
ing as well as playback. With convenient double-speed disc
the EMC 1and apair of Alón Circes made for atransparent
finalization, Philips' latest Bitstream DIA and AID, Marantz's
yet powerful system.
discrete output stage, and such attention to detail as adie-cast
Igot achance to see, but not hear, the absolutely luscious
transport mechanism and audiophile-grade components, the
Audio Refinement CD Complete player ($895). Based on
DR-17 could be the ultimate "Red Book" device,
designs by Yves-Bernard André and using
NAD's Silver Series was appropriately teamed
asignificant number of YBA parts,
with PSB loudspeakers, and both were promis-up er A dio CD and
5
this is couture audio at adepartdeparting style and performance beyond their mod-ment store price.
est prices. While NAD's S500 CD player
DVD-Audio tantalized
Equally interesting was the
($499) already sports a24-bit Crystal deltanew CD2020 ($850) from
Showgoers with the promise
Magnum Audio. Although
obviously based on aPhilips
of anew era of even better J machine, the CD2020 has a
zero-feedback output stage and
music reproduction.
asophisticated clock circuit with
an independent power supply.
These two players are ample evidence
of the "trickle-down" effects in styling and
technology that we're seeing infin de siècle "Red Book" audio.
The equipment rack in the Sumiko room was dominated
by anew SME turntable and some big iron from Audio
Research, but auditors were continually surprised to find that
inexpensive Thule Audio components were driving the big
Sonus Fabers or the new Vienna Acoustics Mahlers. The
Thule CD150B ($1500) was particularly delectable and stylish.
Fully differential DACs and analog stages are mated to proprietary control/servo circuitry, and the sound... Well, let's say
that the performance of these wonderful speakers did not
seem at all compromised.
, Setting price aside, Gallic influence,
f through the person ofJacques Riendeau, has
I produced the heart-stopping Orade CD
turntable. Shown just in prototype at HI-FI
a '98 and at CES, the production version is a
fitting companion to the Oracle analog
turntable, which sat next to it. Both Oracles
sang through VTL Electronics and Joseph
Audio's prototype Pearl loudspeakers.
It's not clear whether one should think of
Manley Labs' new prototype, The Wave, as a
Hales Design Group's Alexandra
DAC with analog switching, or as aline amp
(do Ihave to call it apreamp?) with an added
DAC. Nonetheless, this remote-controllable,
tube-based component appears to be asign of
Oracle's Jacques Rtendeau >

I
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the times, and, for $8000 or so, all amodern audiophile
needs between source and amps. Four digital and four analog
inputs, three sets of outputs, and aprocessor loop will be
mated with aUA AES20/HDCD chip set (24/96 on the
way) and tube stage. Remote control, too.
Of course, if you can settle for apassive line stage, one analog input, and only two digital inputs, you can get the cute
Creek 0I3H-14 for only $350! Just avolume control, an input
switch, and a24/96 DAC — it's the smallest do-it-all system
control center.
Audiophiles found it hard to pass by the mbl demo without being enticed by the unique designs. On one side of the
room was the top-end system in traditional mbl black and
gold, with the imposing mbl 101d Radialstrahler speakers
being run from the luxurious 1621 CD transport and 1611
DAC. The top-loading transport has multiple outputs,
and the DAC has multiple inputs and outputs along with j
optional volume control. On the other side was the new 1
Arctic Line silver styling, represented by the new 311d
speakers and 1500-series source components. I'm told
that all models will be available in both styles.
It seemed to me that the most ubiquitous digital
component at the Show was the Mark Levinson digital processor (read: DAC), in its 360 ($4500) and 360S
($7500) versions. With their 24/96 capability and
software upgradeability (to 192kHz PCM sampling
or DSD), these tidy DSP-based DACs, seemed to be
in almost every room not inhabited by aDAC man-

ufacturer. For those of us trying to make qualitative comparisons, that helped eliminate one variable.
Digital is sneaking into our systems in places other than
players. Since the music is already digitized, why not deal
with it that way as much as possible? Tact was doing just that.
First, they announced their new RCS 2 DD Room
Correction System ($2950), which permits the user to compensate for aroom's more pernicious traits, and to tune it
subtly to taste. Five inputs and digital volume control are
included. Second, Tact demonstrated aMk.II version of their
Millennium digital amplifier (upgrade is only $490). The
new version sports ahigher gain and output, and does sample-rate conversion for inputs up to 48kHz, with 96/192kHz
and an inbuilt RCS module promised shortly. Icould say that
this was one of the better-sounding rooms, but in this case
the room had less to do with the sound than elsewhere.
Taking arelated tack, the Wadia 790 PowerDAC,
shown in prototype at CES, was doing
the heavy lifting in the
Wilson Audio
Specialties room,
driving the newest
WATT/Puppy
speaker combo, the
v.6. In this highly
< Marantz's Reference
Series DR-17 CD-R recorder

Progress Report on New Digital Media
he makers of many of the current
TCD
players and DACs shown at

HI-FI '99 were emphasizing their products' potential for easy modification, via
hardware modules or software upgrades,
to accommodate higher sampling rates
and new physical and data formats. But
the Show was booted into the future at
an opening press conference, run by
Sony and Philips, to unveil the first
commercially available SACD player,
the Sony SCD-1, and to announce the
impending release of 40 SACD titles
from Sony, and Telarc, Mobile Fidelity, Delos, DMP, AudioQuest,
and Water Lily Acoustics.
The thrust of the presentation by
Sony's Mike Fidler was that SACD is
the extension and successor to the CD
as the "new reference standard in
audio." The initial SACD releases will
thus be two-channel, to appeal to audiophile demands for audible improvements over CD without any lossy compression, ad hoc mixdowns, or video
menus. In addition, adual-layered disc
with doubled playing time is possible.
However, the initial releases will be neither hybrid (to ensure compatibility
with standard players) nor multichannel, and both issues seemed to be somewhat contentious, even among Sony's
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partners. The lack of back-compatibility
pretty much ensures that retailers will
be faced with dual inventories and consumers with trepidation about what to
buy in the short term.
Part of the issue is the concern about
the further cost of ahybrid disc over
what is expected to be an SACD price
already in excess of $20 per disc! Paul
Reynolds described Philips' operation of
an SACD production facility and their
preparedness to support the rollout of
additional facilities as other producers
come online. He did, however, acknowledge that while Philips had the capability to make hybrid discs, the incremental
cost of the hybrid was significant at present. He predicted that it would drop as
production and experience ramped up.
Telarc's Bob Woods expressed enthusiastic support for SACD's underlying
DSD data formats and the medium's
audible superiority He also expressed
some dissatisfaction over the restriction
to two channels in the initial releases,
since he believes in and has been recording in multichannel for some time. I
think he's tapped into the growing desire
for this among audiophiles (count me in
that group). However, since there is no
SACD player capable of playing more
than two channels on the immediate

horizon, Sony is hurrying
to establish afoothold in the traditional
high-end community with the twochannel SACD.
The SCD-1 was demonstrated by
Sony and in many other rooms at HIFI '99. Although slow to read and cue
adisc (not unlike aDVD player), the
SCD-1 gave agood account of itself
with standard CDs, SACDs, and with
the CD layer of hybrid discs. Brief
comparisons using, among others, ICavi
Alexander's marvelous new Philadelphia Orchestra recording (Natures
Realm, on Water Lily Acoustics) in
CD, SACD, and 24/96 DVD versions
demonstrated the clear superiority of
the SACD medium at both the Sony
and E.A.R./Impact demo rooms.
However, the CD version sounded so
much better when Iplayed it at home
that my conclusions are guarded.
If you're an early adopter, the Sony
SCD-1 is your machine. However, be
advised that although the technology,
quality of construction, and the thrill of
the new justify its $5000 price tag, the
SCD-1 won't handle more than two
channels, and its digital output works
only for regular CDs. Upgradeability?
Undefined. Less expensive players are,
of course, promised.
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Creek's OBH-14 DAC/preamp
combines passive line stage, one
analog input, and two digital inputs
in a8350 box. >

structured
demo,
the
PowerDAC — which functions as an amplifier and was
not much smaller than the
speakers — offered control and
finesse. Price to be determined.
The most tantalizing digital
product, other than SACD or
DVD-A, was presented by the
ebullient Mark Schifter of Perpetual Technologies, an optimistic company name if I've ever heard one. It might, however,
be justified by the P-IA DSP System ($995), spoken of at CES
but not seen until HI-FI '99. Off the shelf; the P-1A offers
DSP-based sample-rate conversion (I/O up to 24/96), PLIs,
reclocking and SRAM buffers for jitter reduction, and resolution enhancement via upsampling and four pre-programmed
processing algorithms. The kicker is a$399 option that uses the
powerful Motorola DSP56362 to implement specific impulse
correction for speakers. Your speaker manufacturer provides
the pulse response data, and the filter program is downloaded
from Perpetual Technologies to the P-1A. Does it work? Well,
switching the correction in and out with apair of Vandersteen
2Ce speakers was convincing. The Vandy 2s are pretty good,

Things were equally foggy in the
DVD-Audio camp, as represented at
the Stereophile press luncheon by Jordan
Rost of the Warner Music Group and
Bob Stuart of Meridian. Rost detailed
all the wonderful capacity and flexibility
features of the new medium, including
still pictures, text, menus, video clips,
and aDVD-ROM section with aclickable browser/launcher for accessing relevant websites. When asked about how
these features will be used, he demurred and said that the spec merely
provides the tools for creative artists to
use as they see fit. Rost also emphasized
the necessity of easy load and play, with
simple CD-type navigation. As for the
audio itself; the DVD-A can include
combinations of up to six channels of
24/96 audio with Meridian Lossless
Packing (MLP), two channels of
24/192 audio, and/or Dolby DigitaL As
with SACD, copy protection is to be
presumed, though its exact nature is not
yet completely defined. The degree of
constraint on copying will be at the
option of the copyright holden
Stuart dwelt on the medium's technical capabilities, describing how DVD-A
provides not only alarge capacity for
many formats, but also asufficiently fast
stream of data for it to function in real
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but the P-1A correction kicked them up more than just a
notch. Custom programs for many speakers, faster DSP,
expanded memory, and even room correction are
promised by this Swiss Army knife of digital processors!
Cohabiting with Perpetual Technologies was the
resurgent PS Audio, now with one of its original
founders, Paul McGowan, at the helm. PSA's Power
Plant Series is agroup of power synthesizers that generate apure-sinewave signal with which to drive components. (This is areport on digital equipment, is it not?)
From the 300W P300 ($895) for source components
and small amps up to the humongous P2000 ($4950)
for almost anything that will run from awall outlet, all
four Power Plant AC synthesizers provide balanced
power while maintaining extremely low distortion and noise,
and excellent frequency stability. The output can be adjusted
up to 120Hz, with the modified power factor increasing the
effective power supply in the attached components.

Robert Deutsch: Electronics Over $3500

W

hile introducing the "Ask the Editors —.9errophile"
panel, Jonathan Scull — making his debut at HI-FI
'99 in his full-time editorial staff role — described
me as areviewer with an affinity for moderately priced "highvalue" equipment. It's adescription Iagree with. Although I
admire products designed without the constraint of financial
considerations, my sympathy is more with manufacturers
who try to provide the best possible products at prices most

time. He listed the various format capacities as follows:
Content format

Disc capacity

6 channels (24/96 encoding)

86 minutes

5.1 channels (24/96 encoding)

100 minutes

5.1 channels + 2channels

74 minutes

(24/96 encoding)
2channels (24/96 encoding)
2channels (24/192 encoding)
1channel (16/44.1 encoding)

4 hours
2 hours
25 hours(.')

A two-channel rnixdown for multichannel programs can be created on
the fly in the player (PCM) or its parameters encoded by the mixing engineer at the studio (MLP). It does seem
that this medium is extremely flexible,
and even doubled playing times can be
had with adual-layer disc. However,
although ahybrid DVD-A/CD disc
playable on "Red Book" CD players is
possible, Jost did not see that as likely,
for reasons of cost. Thus, as with
SACD, DVD-A vendors and purchasers will be faced with dual or
triple inventory. But, Jost emphasized,
future DVD players will all be universal players capable of handling DVDs,
DVD-As, and CDs. In addition, he
noted that current DVD-Video players
can play DVD-A if aDolby Digital

mix is provided on the disc.
While Sony's SCD-1 seemed to be in
nearly every other room, the only operating demo of DVD-A Ifound was in
one of the Pioneer/Elite rooms. All
the equipment here was strange to me,
from the quintet of horn-loaded
Pioneer speakers to the prototype universal DVD player. The player was truly
universal in that it was said to handle
DVD, DVD-A (natch!), CD, CD-R,
and CD-RW! Strange and foreign it
seemed, but only until Iwas wafted to
Berlin to hear the Berlin Philharmonic
perform aStrauss waltz in discrete sixchannel sound from an experimental
DVD-A. My brief exposure to this confection confirmed four things:
1) Regardless of sampling rate and
technology, the sweetness and clarity
of DVD-A (and SACD) are significant
advances on CD sound.
2) Discrete multichannel recordings
done without gimmickry enhance the
listening experience in ways that are both
objectively and emotionally satisfying.
3) Discrete multichannel, more than
high bit/sampling rates, will be immediately appealing to mass-market purchasers, who will ultimately determine
which medium triumphs.
4) Iwant it!
—Kalman Rubinson
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"Big bass, silky smooth top end, lightning fast response, great value"

ni)

"...this is unequivocally, and without adoubt, my favorite
affordable home speaker system. In my opinion, there is
no need to even audition these speakers. Just buy them!"
Joe Hageman, Home Theater Magazine

MONITOR AUDIO

"As close as it gets"

Monitor Audio USA

Box 1355, Buffalo, NY 14205

www.monitoraudio.com
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is the monstrous KR 1610 transmitter tube, which Ican
people can afford. I'm particularly puzzled by stories Ihear
imagine in atubeophile's reenactment of the mugging scene
from manufacturers whose dealers tell them that their prodin Crocodile Dundee. ("You call that atube? This is atuber)
ucts sound great, but the fact that they're modestly priced
Herron Audio aspires to an ambitious ideal: "to create
means that they lack high-end credibility, and would sell betthe finest-sounding electronics available, without regard to
ter if their prices were higher! Doing aShow report on expencost or limits imposed by previous designs." The line includes
sive electronics gave me an opportunity to see how the other
the VTSP-1 line-stage preamplifier ($3650), VTPH-1 phono
half— no, make that "the other 10%" — lives.
preamplifier ($2750 for moving-magnets, $3250 for movingProducts from Nagra are certainly in the expensive catecoils), and the M-150 monoblock power amplifiers ($5300),
gory, but the quality of their design, parts, and workmanship
now in prototype form. The system — whose analog frontis such that those who can afford these products undoubtedly
end featured aVPI turntable — did an outstandingly fine job
get their money's worth. At HI-FI '99, Nagra had the VPA
of driving apair of Ake Circe loudspeakers, but Iwish that
tube power amplifier ($13,200), MPA solid-state power
Herron Audio would avoid making exaggerated claims that
amplifier ($12,000), and the new MPA integrated amplifier
are easy to disprove, such as "Music lovers... all agree that
($14,500). All lovely stuff, but the product that had me droolthe new line of Herron Audio equipment can only be judged
ing (I was sorely tempted to slip one into my pocket when imagainst the original musical performance." It's impossible to
porter Steve Lee of Canorus was distracted) was the FL-13
get all music lovers to agree on anything!
compact analog tape recorder ($9500). Using proprietary narThe Alón Circe was being put to good use in another sysrow reel-to-reel tape running at 33/4ips with no noise reductem as well. This one used the new Electrocompaniet
tion, the PL-P is about the size of ahand-held computer. I
Nemo monoblock power amplifiers ($14,000/pair), with
expect Q to acquire one of these for James Bond.
Electrocompaniet 4.5 preamp ($1995) and Elecmbl is best known for their omnidirectional
trocompaniet EMC1 CD player ($3995).
101D loudspeaker — the one with the
midrange driver that looks like awaterLit era lly pri
ce l
ess is
The Nemo, originally designed to cornplement the B&W Nautilus loudmelon. They're actually a full-range
speaker (Jules Verne's estate was not
manufacturer, with a line that
the KR Enterprise 50Wpc
consulted), is a hilly symmetrical
includes conventional box speakers,
Kronzilla integrated amplifier:
balanced amplifier capable of
preamplifiers, amplifiers, and digital
putting out 600W. The sound
components. The system they had
It's produced in very limited
impressed me as being powerful —
set up included the 101D ($35,800),
in an iron-fist-in-a-velvet-glove way.
601CA preamplifier ($11,190), 9006
numbers, with no set
Lamm's electronics were used in
amplifier ($13,900), 1611 HR D/A
systems featuring speakers by Nearfield
converter ($14,100), and 1621 CD transselling price.
Acoustics (PipeDreams 15, $25,000) and
port ($14,900). I'm still not convinced that
Kharma (C,eramique 1.0, $14,000). In both sysyou have to spend this kind of money to get good
tems, the amplification was handled by the Lamm ML2 sinsound, but Ihave to admit that the sound in the mbl room
gle-ended triode monoblocks ($29,290/pair), supplemented
was very good indeed: open and clear, with anotable absence
in Nearfield's system by aLamm M2.1 ($7545) driving the
of electronic/mechanical artifacts.
subwoofers. Lamm also had aprototype of the new LL2 lineLiterally priceless is the KR Enterprise 50Wpc ICronzilla
stage preamplifier ($3990), to be available in August 1999.
integrated amplifier: It's produced in very limited numbers,
with no set selling price, and is available only as apromoThe sound was excellent in both systems. The ML2's output
is just 18V/pc, but it certainly doesn't sound like that. Still,
tional incentive for dealers who carry the KR Enterprise line.
nearly $30,000 for apair of low-powered SET amplifiers does
They can sell it (to the highest bidder?) only after it's been on
not strike me as conspicuously good value — especially condisplay for at least ayear. What's striking about the ICronzilla
sidering the fact that the ML2's output stage uses just a
single 6C33C-B, a fairly inexpensive tube. The
Balanced Audio Technology VIC-60, which uses
four of these tubes in afully balanced configuration,
produces 60V/pc and costs about $5000. It may well be
that the Lamm ML2 is as good as some of its reviews
claim; Ihave trouble seeing how the
price is justified by the cost of materials and construction.
The Audio-Valve line of tube
electronics from Germany is now
imported by Fanfare International.
Audio-Valve is not that well known
in North America, but it's amature
company (their patents date
back to 1982), and the
products
have
a
unique visual style.
Demonstrated by
Andy Bowman of Vintage Tube Services, surrounded by thermionic affluvia.
the ever-dapper Victor Goldstein was a
Steve Lee of Canorus, high-end
system consisting
distributor of Nagra >
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"I was losing all my friends!"
•

Matt Polk, Speaker Specialist
hen friends needed an audio system, they would turn
to me for advice. Iwas happy to help; nothing thrills
me more than helping someone discover the joy of
great sound. Imake no apologies: I'm an audiophile. When friends
asked my advice, I
steered them to the highest performance components
they could afford, which was easy when things were just 'stereo.' I
would
recommend components, give some quick set-up advice, and everybody
was happy.
Things got complicated when digital home theater came along.
The phone calls would come just as we were sitting down to dinner. 'Hey
Matt, what the %$#&! is bass management and how do Iturn it on?'
On 'Matt you creep, Ineed an electronics degree to hook this
contraption up!' Creep? Me? Ouch!

Shameless plug
So we set out to design asystem that's easy to choose, easy to set up,
and easy to use—and still delivers no-compromise performance.
Introducing something entirely new: the RM Digital Solution. It features
award-winning satellite/subwoofer speakers, aDolby* Digital preamp/
processor, and a500 watt multi-channel amplifier—integrated into
asingle system. We engineered the 'high-end' component electronics
to work specifically with the speakers. By optimizing the complete
system—from input to speakers—we not only made it easy, we also
made it sound spectacular.
So now my friends get the simplicity and high performance they want,
and Iget to eat dinner.

Obviously things aren't as simple as they used to be.
Don't get me wrong, Ilove digital surround technology,
and nothing beats the excitement of aslick action flick
on agreat home theater system. But Igot tired of making
after-dinner house calls to hook up, set up, and explain
how to use complicated home theater systems.
Yet Icouldn't bring myself to recommend
one of those 'home theater-in-a-box'
systems. They may be easy to operate,
but they fall far short of a'spine-tingling' home theater performance.
I
got to thinking, 'It doesn't have to
be this way. There's no reason why
you can't have an easy to use, high
performance home theater that
quickens your pulse, tugs on your
heartstrings, and gives you
goosebumps.'

NEW! The Polk - RM Digital Solution
system combines award-winning loud
speakers with ahigh-end, separatesquality Dolby Digital preamp/processor,
and a500 watt multi-channel power
amplifier to bring you high performance, easy to use home theater.

Free stuff
Seriously, I'm really proud
of the RMDS-1. It does so
much—and does it so well—
that Icould talk about it
for hours! Instead, call
(800) 377-7655 ext. 101
for abrochure. I'll also
send you afree copy of the
Home Theater Handbook. It's full of unbiased advice on selecting and optimizing acomponent system, if that's what you want"

5601 Metro Drive
Baltimore, MD 21215
Customer Service (800) 377-7655
Monday -Friday 9'00am to 6:00pm E.S.T.
"Polk Audio,

The Speaker Specialists" and "Polk"

are trademarks of Britannia Investment Corporation
used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated

www.polkaudio.com

The Speaker Specialists®
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His eyes widened. "Wow, you have amind like acomputer."
"If Ihad amind like acomputer, would Ibe driving a
Yellow cab in New York?"
Later that afternoon, when ayoung audio pilgrim peppered me with questions about upgrading his fledgling solidstate system with "those tube electronics you guys are always
talking about," Irealized that Stereophile subscribers have been
reading what we have to say most carefully as they set about
upgrading their audio systems.
It's precisely this friendly brand of give-and-take that characterizes the ongoing evolution of two-channel audio, and the
manufacturers are listening just as closely to Stereophile readers
as we are. High-value/high-performance electronics sang out
to consumers in Chicago like canaries in acoal mine. Their
message? For the High
Meadowlark's Blue Heron loudspeaker
End to grow and prosper,
with Nagra's VPA monoblock.
it must become even
more inclusive.
Nowhere is this fact of
life more evident than in
the burgeoning integrated
amplifier category. Luke
Manley introduced VTL's
remote-controlled, EL34powered IT-85 at the
Show. This sophisticated
new design —a fast, fatsounding
85Wpc — is
chock-full of practicality,
performance, and useful
features for a modest
$2500. As the concave
control panel subtly implies, the IT-85 is essentially aVTL MB-85 piggybacked on a full-featured, active line-stage
preamp section. In fact,
the IT-85's pre-out is a
cathode-follower buffer,
and VTL has carefully
gain-matched the IT-85
so you can mate it with
the $1750 MB-85 power
Circe speakers made good sound driven
amp, effectively upgradby Electrocompaniet amplification, thought Robert Deutsch.
ing the IT-85 to ahorizontal
biamp
controller
and
thus
increasing
efficiency and
Chip Stern: High-Value/High-Performance
minimizing crosstalk. This double-barreled combo proved a
Electronics ($3500 and under)
commanding musical complement to the Joseph Audio
RM22si loudspeakers.
salways, the art and science of listening was the key...
Meanwhile, in the Manley room, EveAnna Manley perand listening simply resonates on so many levels: lisfected her radical DJ skills ("No hi-fi music after 3pm") with
tening to the music, listening to the equipment, lisan engaging demonstration that showcased the high-end
tening to the room interactions —but mostly, listening to
prowess of her company's futuristic-looking, $2250 Stingray —
each other.
the Stealth Bomber of integrated amps. Thanks to anew,
Iknew we were on to something special in Chicago when
specially designed transformer, this quick, gutsy, high-sensian open-minded, sixtysomething audiophile took the microtivity design milks 50Wpc out of four EL84 output tubes per
phone at an "Ask the Editors" forum to urge Stereophile writchannel in Ultralinear mode. Controlling the output stage of
ers to reference more contemporary hip-hop and techno
the Stingray with her fledgling Manley Wave —a hybrid
music in our evaluations (an experiment I've since eagerly
tube preamp/DAC combo —Manley drove to perfection
implemented, with harrowing results). Afterward, an earnest,
Tannoy's imposing, super-efficient Churchill loudspeakers
scholarly gentleman approached me on the podium, quizzi(they look like bulldogs but perform like greyhounds). Most
cal disbelief on his face:
"Excuse me, Mr. Stern, but did Ionce ride in your taxi?"
tellingly, she made crafty, judicious use of ASC Tube Traps
to enhance system synergy and counteract the beach
Istrained to make the connection. "I think it was an $8.60
ball-sized bass ballast and cranky audible resonances that
fare to midtown, and we talked about gear, right?"

entirely of products imported by Fanfare: Audio-Valve
Eklipse preamp ($2950) and Challenger monoblock amplifier ($7900/pair, 140W, each tube individually biased),
Metronome Technologie digital front-end, and apair of
Confluence speakers ($4800) from France. A very European, civilized sound.
More tubes, this time from well-known therrnionic purveyor VTL: the MB-750 Reference monoblocks made
their public active debut at HI-FI '99.
These are amplifiers of
•
very high power (the 11
e
model number refers to
•
the output in watts), E
411
with double-decked con.eff
struction, two-stage softstart power up, and MIT
caps in all signal paths.
According to Luke Manley, the sound of the
Reference Series is agood
notch above the level of
VTI's Signature Series, and
was developed through a
design process that involved
intensive listening tests. For
an amplifier of this power,
size, and complexity (twelve
6550 tubes per channel), $16,500/pair
seems quite ... reasonable.
e
Over at the other Manley stronghold,
EveAnna Manley was proudly demoing
The Wave, their funky-looking prototype D/A preamp/processor. It features
analog and digital inputs, a straightthrough path for analog signals, UltraAnalog DACs for the digital ones, separate power supply, tube line stage, and
remote control. A 24/96 digital board is
in the works. And while driving apair of
ultra-sensitive Tannoy Churchills with
Manley's 250Wpc monoblocks might
seem like overkill in the power department, when you've got it, you might as
well flaunt it!
Carl Marchisotto's Alón

A
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Ten-Year Limited Warranty
Parasound products have always had
a reputation for superior quality and
now our ten-year limited warranty
backs it up. See your Parasound dealer
or visit our website for the details on a
warranty that's sure to stand the test of
time—and taste.

PARASOUND

Parasound Products Inc • www parasound corn
950 Battery Street. San Francisco, CA 94111
415-397-7100 • In Canada. call 604-988-2966

SPEED • PRECISION

MAKING THE CONNECTION
"I agree with Inner Ear publisher/editor Ernie Fisher that
the SPM is the finest cable available at any price"
BARRY WILLIS. STEREOPHILE, DECEMBER 1997

"I've never had anything quite like this happen during areview
before -one product simply blows out everything else
you have ever experienced before."
DOUG BLACKBURN ON SPM CABLES,
SOUNDSTAGE, OCTOBER 1997

"Flatline trades not one iota of sonic prowess
for its convenience. It is simply one of the
most enticing cables we've ever come across."
*****

WHAT HI-FI?

Nordost Corporation, 42
MA 01701 U.S.A.
Tel:001-508-879-1242 Fax: 001EMail: nordostflatline@msn.com
http://www.nordost.com
Nordost (UK) Ltd., Unit 7, Aber Park Industrial Estate,
Aber Road, Flint, Flintshire CH6 5EX
Tel: 01352 730251 Fax: 01352 731273
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were natural byproducts of the Palmer House Hilton's
Meanwhile, the no-compromise Vienna Acoustics Malden
heavy-walled, thickly carpeted, unforgiving rooms. These
and Sonus Faber Amati Homage loudspeakers hummed
rooms proved the undoing of many an exemplary system,
away contentedly courtesy of some impressive new Danish
and forced listeners to mentally subtract the acoustic gremseparates from Copenhagen designer Anders Thule (prolins from the gear's actual sound.
nounced Too-lay) of Thule Audio. Said to be stable down to
Meanwhile, throughout the Show, solid-state designers
2ohms, the 150Wpc Thule PA-150 B amplifier ($1750) and
raised the performance bar significantly in avariety of intePR-150 B preamp ($1500) feature differential circuitry and
grated and separates packages. In the NAD/PSB suite, Iwas
digital volume controls, so amplitude is controlled from
charmed and intrigued by the musicality and bang-for-buck
channel to channel with pinpoint accuracy — hardly the stuff
prowess of NAD's L40 CD receiver ($599 separately, $799
of budget electronics. As arule, reference-quality speakers
when packaged with apair of PSB Alpha Minis). The L40's
are pretty revealing of the quality of amplification; the Thule
elegant, understated big brothers in the Silver Series — such
combo did its duty with imperturbable musical dignity and
as the $2199, 100Wpc S300 integrated amp—sounded
threw afine soundstage.
effortless and natural driving PSB Stratus Gold i
Iwas pleased to discover that one of the leading
loudspeakers,
names in tube electronics, Sonic Frontiers, has
Over in the Gershman
returned to the high-end fold as part of Paradigm
Acoustics/SimAudio t
Reference while expanding on its high-value line of
room Ihad the luxury of
separates under the Anthem banner. The Anthem
auditioning the exceptional ‘
line is the perfect complement to Paradigm's highnew 80Wpc SimAudio
performance/high-value loudspeaker line, including
Celeste 1-5080 integrated
their new home-theater surround-sound gear. The
amp ($1299), along with the
new Anthem MCA 2, 3, and 5multichannel amps
entire range of Gershman
sell for $699, $849, and $1399, respectively, and can
loudspeakers —including the
be run balanced or single-ended. And it's worth
new SWX-1, athree-way sysreminding consumers anew that Anthem's highly
tern that couples the X-1 minipraised 200W hybrid Amp 2 ($1799), packaged
monitor to the matching SW-1
with the Anthem Pre 2($1299), is one of the great
stand/woofer. In one-on-one
values in high-end electronics.
shoot-outs with the Celeste's
Finally, Yves-Bernard André of YBA, one of
beefier brethren, the significantly
the real visionaries of solid-state design, has dismore expensive Moon series septilled his technologies over the past decade until
arates (W-5 amp, P-5 preamp)
he can offer acomparable scale of high-end pernot surprisingly offered greater
formance in adynamic, remote-controlled, 50W
heft and sharper resolution, but
Para
integrated amp costing only $999 — Audio
CadaniadAdoigitaltinlescioe4moae; ensgRrtereesnvcieidtSt'Atutnáte:o.o
sapneYa'kers, which were being.
the 1-5080 more than held its own
Refinement's The Complete Integrated Amp.
in bass control, rhythm and pacing,
In that spirit, André set out to update the original YBA 3DT amplifier and YBA 3P preamp. By
harmonicand
accuracy,
transs 41aries
parency,
threwand
an sonic
impressive
strated with electron
some circuitry from his top-of-the-line YBA Passion
s°undstage with the imposing little Gershman A:an
s nkf
tr
G
e;
t
r
I
e
de
ss
.
'
ac.
n
shenderividing
d
p
e
aradigm
asrai gns, his affordable new separates package, the YBA
And while the order of the day was clearly cost control —from
Combo 33, offers considerably more drive and dynamics at
the pure class-A gain stages to the use of discrete output devices
that magic $3500 price point. That's roughly $1000 more
for gain control —the Celeste 1-5080 offers high-end build and
than the YBA Intégré DT integrated amp, which features a
performance at an entry-level price.
superb phono section, about which Sam Tellig has levelled at
Elsewhere, an American company out of Indianapolis,
length, and which is rated Class A in Stereophiles "RecomOdyssey Design Group, has licensed technology from the
mended Components."
German Symphonic-Line —the combo of their $1195
Why pay for separates, you say?
preamp and $1295 power amp (80Wpc) proved excepOnly 50W, you ask? The Combo 33
tionally dynamic and musical. Still, for me, the most
puts out serious cwrent, and really
m
locks in the bass. While Iwas audimemorable portion of this odyssey was their blissfully•
corny CD-R demo disc — aZappa-esque collage of sound effects and wacky crossfades into
Peacock's A Closer View (ECM
musical highlights and lowlights that fine1602) with the JMlab Minitioned as atwo-minute paradigm of what
Utopia loudspeakers, a visitor
your typical high-end audio show might
r.
was heard to compliment André
sound like to visitors from Tralfalmadot
on the extension and impact of
May the farce be with you.
the matching subwoofet
How far have high-end designers come
André smiled. "It isn't on."
with solid-state separates, compared to our
Welcome to the High End,
beloved tubes? Fellow 'phile Robert
pilgrim. Go tell your Mama.
Deutsch urged me in no uncertain terms to
make tracks for the Sumiko/Sonus
j
Next month: Best Sound at the Show.
Faber/Vienna Acoustics suite, where,
much to my surprise, Isaw aset of mighty
..« Sumiko's finest: John Hunter (left)
Audio Research separates sitting in acorner,
and Stirling Trayle (right) with the
all dressed up with no place to go.
Vienna Acoustics Mahler speaker.
Stereophile, September 1999
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John Atkinson abandons
his purist roots and records
the 1998 Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival with close miking
and multitrack recorders

44

T

here, that's where
you should put the microphone —5" from
the end of my bow."
Holding his bow up at an angle, worldfamous violinist Pinchas Zukerman was helping
me set up my mikes to record the final concert
BRAVO!
from the 1998 Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival,
Ti* BUT or THE 1998 5,
,
°tuna& Music Tr
where he was to lead an ensemble in aperformance of
the Mozart G-Minor Piano Quartet Pinchas Zukerman
has been recording for 30 years, so I'd asked him if there
was amike position he'd recommend. He has found that the best position for amicrophone (he prefers
aColes ribbon) to capture the sound of his violin is always the same: "If it works, why change it?"
This year's Festival, however, brought me face-to-ear with an acoustic rendered newly uncooperative by
noise from the air-conditioning system for the Museum of Fine Arts, of which St. Francis Auditorium is a
part. The AC couldn't be turned off, the leasing arrangements for the museum's exhibitions of paintings mandating 24-hour climate control. My preferred purist, distant microphone technique, which Ihad used on
Stereophile's three previous recordings of the Festival,' would thus pick up too mua of the AC's rumble'n'roar.
Instead, Iaugmented adistant pair of microphones with individual mikes on each of the instruments. Iwas going
to mix the eight channels down to two after the performances had been assembled, and try to minimize the noise in
the rnixdown with subtle use of appropriate filtering.
The main pair of microphones for the Mozart quartet and Elgar quintet were B&K omnidirectionals, spaced 27" apart
1/brim/ (STPH007-2) features orchestral works by Copland, Milhaud, and Kohjiba; Semite (STPH009-2) chamber works by Mozart, Brahms, and Dvorak; Emote (STPH011-2),
works for piano and string quartet by Brahms and Mendelssohn. All can be ordered from the Stetrophile website: www.stereophile.com, or by calling (800) 446-3563.
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Pinchas Zukerman is featured in Mozart's
demonic G-Minor Piano Quartet. (Photos
courtesy Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival.)

and angled away from each other. This array captures aterrific sense of the
ensemble's "bloom," but the downside is that the stereo image is not particularly
well defined. In addition, while the omni mikes have an extended low-frequency
response, this readily picked up the low-frequency noise from the climate-control system pumps, which were mounted behind the stage. In the mixdown, Iused the versatile
rdp-1 digital preamplifier/eqmlinr from Z-Systems to filter out some of this noise, but
it couldn't all be removed without affecting the tonal qualities of the piano and cello.
The main pair of microphones also picked up sound from the high-volume air-conditioning
fans, mounted just outside the side door to the stage. This noise was too high in frequency to
be filtered electronically, but the layers of heavy rape Wes Phillips applied to the door seals eliminated almost all of it. Unfortunately, fire regulations prevented us from applying this treatment
during the concerts themselves; therefore, while the concert performances were captured on tape,
all the performances on this CD were recorded after the audience had left.
For Marc Neilcrug's Pueblo Children's Songs, much of whose music resides in the silences between the
notes, the (minis used as amain pair still picked up too much intrusive noise. Itherefore substituted apair
of directional cardioid mikes, about 10' away from and looking down at the stage. These were angled at
115° and had their capsules spaced by 7", the traditional ORTF configuration. This gives awell-defined stereo
image, with good rejection of low-frequency noise. While the cardioids lack the bloom of the ornni mikes, this
would not be an issue with the intimate nature of the Songs, and freed up the natural-sounding omnis to use for
Heidi Grant Murphy's voice.
For the close mikes, environmental noise would not be aproblem, as it would be suppressed in comparison
with the direct sounds of the instruments and voice. The piano was amagnificent New York Steinway D, its soundboard autographed by all the pianists who had performed on it, from VladimirAshkenazy to András Schiff. Ipicked
up its sound with an ORTF pair of cardioid mikes placed about 15" above the piano strings and looking at the width
of the soundboard. The outputs of these microphones were panned in the inixdown to full right and 20% left, so that
their piano image coincided with that produced by the main pair of microphones.
For the violins in the Elgar and the violin and viola in the Mozart, aB&K cardioid mike was placed for each in the Pinchas
Stereophile, September 1999
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Goefilz Silver Tongue
The ability of these cables to recreate a sense of depth and
space is exceeded by none that Ievaluated.
Roman Zajcew, The Absolute Sound, July 1998.

Whether your system has a
power conditioner,or not,
you're being robbed
Robbed of the potential in
your AV system without a
conditioner, robbed
of the system's
life if you do

Quiet, full-bodied, apparent dc to light extension, extreme
high resolution, wonderful spatial qualities, these cables let
the Jadis amplifiers be all they might.
Jonathan Scull, Stereophile, March 1996.
Why play with firecrackers when somebody hands you
dynamite?...The sound knocked me out. These Goertz
speaker cables and interconnects just totally surpassed
the quality of the cables Iwas using earlier.
Clement Perry, The Audiophile Voice, Volume 3, Issue 2.

Introducing
.1111!
the PS Audio
Power Plant series
Not a conditioner or filter, but
an actual power generating
station that creates perfect
low distortion AC power.

4'

.;141k44,4.t41.1.:1;"liu.41
What's inside the PS Audio
Power Plant? A stereo power
amplifier, driven by a DSP
based sine wave oscillator.

Is It Magic?

Together, they produce a
perfect AC power output that
will drive your CD player, DAC,
power amplifier, etc
Enjoy the full potential of your
system, without any downside
Remarkably better depth, bass,
impact, slam and three dimensional imaging is yours with
the Power Plant driving your
AV system
The Power Plant is brought to
you by the folks committed to
high end products without the
high price Paul McGowan, the
co-founder of PS Audio is back
For more information on the
Power Plant and the NEW
PS Audio, check out our web
site or call us

www psaudio com
toll free 877-PSAUDIO
(877-772-8340)
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(cited values of GOERTZ AG2)

Extreme Low Series
Inductance.
0.020 microH/m
•eliminates high
frequency roll-off.
Impedance Match.
2.5 ohms
•eliminates ringing and
signal reflections.
Low Loop Resistance.
7.2 mohms/m
•for a powerful bass
and mid-range.
Solid Ribbon Conductors.
0.010 x0.75"
•eliminates strand
interaction microphony.

Micro Thin Dielectric. 0.0012"
•minimizes stored charges.
•for a dead silent background
and a fast burn-in.

The signal travels through GOERTZ
cables at the same speed as in
all other cables.

No garden hoses. No fire hoses.
No strange boxes. No Snake Oil.
Available in high purity solid fine
silver and oxygen free copper.

Alpha-Core, Inc.
915 Pembroke Street,
Bridgeport, CT 06608
Tel: 800-836-5920 (USA) 203-335-6805
Fax: 203-384-8120
Made in the United States Patented Worldwide

www.alphacore.com
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Zukemian position, looking down at
The Music
the body of the instrument from about 4'
above. An AKG dynamic mike was used
BRAVO! The Best of the 1998 Santa
for the viola in the Elgar, while the quirkily
Fe Chamber Music Festival STPH014-2
named Mitey Mike II —a tiny instrumentation omnidirectional microphone —was pressed
The Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival,
into service for the cello, about 12" from that
Marc Neikrug, Artistic Director
instrument's right-hand F-hole.
Very low-noise, transformerless solid-state preampliWolfgang Arnadeus Mozart: Piano Quartet
fiers from Millennia Media were used for the piano, vioNo. 1in G Minor, K.478
26:03
lins, and viola, as well as for the main pickup in the Neikrug
Pinchas Zukerman (violin), Cynthia Phelps (viola),
work. For Heides voice, the B&K omnis fed atube preamp,
Eric Kim (cello), and Marc Neikrug (piano)
again from Millennia —the Forssell M2a —while aBryston
[l iAllegro
1
7
1
:
:
00
solid-state preamp was used for the viola in the Elgar and the
[2 Andante
34
cello. Analog/digital conversion was provided by two dCS 24729
[3 Rondo (Allegro)
bit two-channel converters, aManley 20-bit two-channel converter, and the four 20-bit converters used in the Nagra-D
Marc Neikrug: Pueblo Children's Songs
11:42
recorder. All were word-clock-synchronized to the Manley at
Heidi Grant Murphy (soprano) and
the CD's 44.1kHz rate, so that the digital data could all be propMarc Neikrug (piano)
erly aligned for the rnixdown when it was uploaded to the dig4 "Naming Chant I"
2:51
ital audio workstation.
5 "Chipmunks"
2:14
This meant that two disparate four-channel recorders could
6 "Naming Chant II"
1:23
be used for the sessions: an open-reel Nagra-D and aTascam
7 "Lullaby"
3:50
DA-38. The latter uses Hi-8 videotapes and is normally an
8 "Naming Chant III"
1:23
eight-track machine running at 16-bit resolution, but for this
project it was converted to afour-track, 24-bit machine using
Edward Elgar: Piano Quintet in
the PrismSound MR-2024T "bit splitter." (For an upcoming
A Minor, Op.84
39:07
Stereophik CD, Iused adCS 972 digital/digital converter in
Jaime Laredo and Daniel Phillips (violins), Robert
combination with the PrismSound box to use the Tascam as a
Rinehart (viola), Sharon Robinson (cello), and
two-channel, 24-bit recorder running at 882kHz sampling.)
Joseph Kalichstein (piano)
Once the recorded performance had been assembled from
14:52
[9 Moderato
the takes chosen by Marc Neikrug for the Elgar Quintet and
13:46
[10 Adagio
Pueblo Children's Songs, and by Philip Traugott for the Mozart,
10:29
[11 Finale
my production philosophy was basically the same for all three
works: mix the close-miked, individual sounds of the instru77:12
Total Playing Time:
ments and voice into the sonic picture as captured by the
main pair, adjusting the
level of each and its position in the soundstage to
reconstruct what alistener
in the "sweet spot" in the
St. Francis Auditorium
would have heard.
For the mixdown, the
eight tracks, all at 20/24bit resolution and 44.11cHz
sample rate, were kept in
the digital domain using a
Sonic Solutions digital
audio workstation with 25
gigabytes of hard drive. I
used the Z-Systems rdp-1
to apply as much filtering
of the LF noise as Ifelt subjectively acceptable when
the distant microphone
tracks were uploaded to
hard disk. Ialso used the
Sonic's DSP to synthesize a
9Hz notch filter to reduce
the level of some subsonic
ringing from the Shure
mikes — even with wind
screens, the flow of cold air
Pinchas Zukerman and his longtime collaborator, Marc Neikrug, rehearse in St Francis Auditorium.
from AC vents above the
Stereophile, September 1999
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Bravo!

stage was causing some flapping of the
mike diaphragms. If you have reflex
speakers, you will see the woofer cones
moving in response to the residual 9Hz signal.
The two-channel master sounded too dry if the
distant mikes' contribution was low enough to keep
the residual air-conditioning noise at asuitably low
level. Itherefore used ajudicious amount of artificial
reverberation from aLexicon digital processor. Again, the
signal was kept in the digital domain and the reverberation
parameters were carefully adjusted to match the natural ambient sound of the hall, to help blend the sounds of the closemiked instruments with the balance as picked up by the main
microphone pair.
Close mikes, multitrack recording, eqmlization, artificial
reverberation —as Isaid above, this is abig philosophical change
from the purist, documentary approach Iprefer for classical
recording. It is actually the way rock recordings are produced.
But, given the changes in the hall's conditions and intrinsic
sound, it was necessary.
For the Mozart Quartet, Ichose asomewhat close balance,
the brilliance of the sound matching the virtuosity of both the
scoring and the playing. (My thanks to BMG's Philip Traugott
for his invaluable help and su 14: estions regarding the balance in
the Mozart.) The crystalline clarity of the sound of Marc
Neilcrug's Steinway is well suited to what might be regarded as
asmall-scale piano concerto. For the symphonic-scaled Elga4 I
decided on more of acontribution from the main pair of omni
mikes; hence, this work's soundstage is not so precisely defined
as the Mozart's. The heavier-set, more Romantic nature of
Elgar's orchestration benefits from the correspondingly lusher
balance, with the downside that slightly more of the lowfrequency rumble can occasionally be heard.
In between these two larger-scale works is placed the delicious miniature of the Pueblo Children's Songs, balanced at its
natural level, with Heidi Grant Murphy's liquid soprano set

CD cover painting: Dan Namingha, New Mexico Dusk #2 (1998).
The artist created this stunning new image for the 1999 season of the
Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival. It is available from the Festival as a
poster and as note cards.
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against the tapestry of Marc's piano,
its conventionally sounded notes punctuated by "stopped" notes.
Bravo! has been the most intensive of all of
Stereophilès recording projects, but Ibelieve
the sonic results reflect the superb musicianship
captured on those magical Santa Fe evenings in
July and August 1998.
—John Atkinson

The Music
Quartet No.1 in G Minor for Violin, Viola, Cello er
Piano, K478 (1785)
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756-1791)

I

n1785, Mozart began work on aset of six piano quartets, to
be brought out by Anton Hoffmeister, an eager young composer who made his money publishing music. The first of
the cycle, K.478 in G Minor, was completed by mid-October of
that year, asequel in the key of E-flat followed in June.
Mozart never composed the four remaining works, and
thus we have one of music's great unanswered questions.
Some would have it that Hoffmeister begged off after being
scared by an article in the Journal des Lux-us und der Moden that
praised the new quartet (whether in G Minor or E-flat is not
specified) for its "artful composition," then gave it the kiss of
death by adding that "[the work,] which demands the greatest
precision on the part of all four players, could only be enjoyed
by musical experts even in perfect rendition." Another theory
has it that Mozart was too busy working on other things —Le
Nozze di Figaro, for instance, and the piano concertos K.482,
488, and 491 — not to mention his deep involvement with the
Masonic order. Or it could be that Hoffineister's "payment" of
two ducats (less than five dollars) for the G-Minor Quartet
was abit on the stingy side.
But back to the Quartet. If the E-flat Quartet is Figaro, the GMinor is pure Don Giovanni Nowhere is that more truc than
in the first movement — apiece of heroic strength in demonic
G Minor, cut from the same cloth as the Don Giovanni overture.
All four players plunge into the opening theme in vehement
unison, the piano answering with an idea built with adescending scale and mordents. After aseries of sequences based on the
opening idea, the music moves to the relative major. Here the
idea is reiterated in more lyrical fashion by the piano, buoyed
by an Alberti bass, with acountermelody from the viola.
The second subject, stated in thirds, is an idea characterized
by rhythmic syncopations. Mozart introduces a third and
fourth idea before the exposition section draws to aclose. The
development begins lyrically, then reaches dramatic heights
as the strings finally state the rhythm of the opening idea
while the piano punctuates with upward scales. Recapitulation is more or less standard, with everything reappearing
in the G-Minor "home" key. There also is an extended coda
based on the main idea, in which the piano takes its answers
further and further afield tonally.
The Andante second movement provides soothing relief
after the anguish of the first. Its initial theme, started by the
piano and followed by all the instruments together, is based on
the thirds of the first movement. Immediately thereafter an
idea appears in running notes, forming abasic motion for the
entire movement. There is no development section to speak
of, but—as is the norm for Mozart's slow movements—the
recapitulation is embroidered modestly.
The Rondo's "Allegretto" marking and the chromaticism of
the main theme give an indication of Mozart's mood here —
mirth tinged by nostalgia. At one point there is abrief quotaStereophile, September 1999
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Ok, we
admit it,
we're
cheating.

I Great Sound
Runs In The F mily

We designed
the Excalibt,r II to
outperform our
competitors best
offerings. Then,
we shamelessly
priced this cable at a
mere $225.10.0.0..
We apologize if this
offends your sense of
fairness and good
sportsmanship.

1
AVANCE

Toll Free

1-888-464-8202
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80 King Spring Road, Windsor Locks
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The Sigma Series from Avance Priced from $499 to $1,599 per pair.
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red the Complete
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From the instant of awhisper

To the explosion of apassion
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Time stands still

The experience of a lifetime
Every time
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non from aquintet by Johann Christian
Bach. Most uncharacteristically for
Mozart, this theme is alluded to but never
developed, or for that matter even restated.
This must have made the fastidious Mozart feel
guilty, for he prompdy made amends to his
respected older colleague by devising a monothematic rondo (the D Major; K.485) that uses nothing but the usurped fragment.
-Harris Goldsmith
Pueblo Children's Songs (1995)
Marc Neikrug (b. 1946)

I

wrote
Grant Murphy
the Pueblo
commissioned
Children's Songs
them
in July
to honor
of 1995:
the birth
Heidi
of

her son, Christopher. The texts were collected by my
mother-in-law, a resident of Santa Clara Pueblo in New
Mexico. Some of the songs are in English, with afew Tewa
words; others are presented entirely in Tewa. Tewa is the language spoken by the six pueblos directly north of Santa Fe, as
well as by one of the Hopi villages.
As an infant, each Pueblo child is taken outside early in the
morning for anaming ceremony. A chant is sung to the rising
sun in the four primary directions. On this recording, the first
time the chant is sung, it is in English: the Tewa words used in
the text are Akhon Poui, which means "Flower toward the
South meadows," and Kunu, "a dark green rock." The second
time through, the chant is entirely in Tewa.
The "Chipmunks" song begins with atranslation of its text —
"Tiny hailstones are slapping the ground, arguing. It's time for
me to lay you little chipmunks down to sleep." The "Naming
Chant II" is entirely in Tewa.
-Marc Neikrug
Quintet in A Minorfor Two Violins, Viola, Cello, & Piano,
op. 84 (1918-19)
Edward Elgar (1857-1934)

I

n 1918, it seemed to Elgar that the world was crumbling.
Four years of war had left him — as it had so many others
— weary and numb from the crush of events. Many of his
friends of German ancestry were given abad time in England;
others were killed or maimed in action. Socialism was on the
rise in Britain, and the 61-year-old Elgar believed his beloved
Edwardian world was drawing to aclose. Surgery to remove his
infected tonsils cured the problem of his unsettled health, but
did little to alleviate his depression. His music seemed anachronistic, aremnant of stuffy conservatism in an era of polychords
and dodecaphony, and he composed little of importance.
Thinking that aplace in the country might offer some
relief from London, that April the Elgars rented Brinkwells, a
capacious thatch-roofed cottage near the West Sussex village
of Fittleworth. The transformations in the composer's physical and emotional conditions were swift and beneficent. The
fresh country air, long walks, and freedom from the stress of
city life restored him remarkably, and by summer he was
planning four new works, his first important compositions
since Falstaff was completed in 1913: aviolin sonata, astring
quartet, apiano quintet, and aconcerto for cello.
Elgar began the Piano Quintet that summer and worked
on it, along with the String Quartet and the Violin Sonata, for
the rest of the year. (They were assigned, respectively, the
opus numbers 84, 83, and 82.) He finished the Quintet early
on, and aprivate performance was given in London on April
26, 1919 by the British String Quartet (Albert Sammons,
W.H. Reed, Raymond Jeremy, and Felix Salmond), and
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pianist William Murdoch. The performance inspired George Bernard Shaw
to write along, admiring letter to Elgar —
"the Quintet knocked me over at once," he
allowed — and served as the basis of awarm,
lifelong friendship between the two.
The Piano Quintet received its public premiere
at London's Wigmore Hall on May 21. Alice Elgar
commented in her diary about its "wonderful weird
beginning ... evidently reminiscence of sinister trees &
impression of Flexham Park." The first movement follows
afully developed sonata form framed by aghostly strain that
superimposes aprocessional of thematic fragments in the
strings on aslow-moving piano chant melody.
The main theme, given in anewly vitalized tempo by the
full ensemble, is marked by troubled sentiments and implied
tragedy. The second theme appears in an unsettled major
tonality after atiny but distinctive passage of saccharin harmonies in the strings. The development section, launched by
the recall of the chant-introduction, incorporates all of the
principal thematic materials; then the ghostly processional
hovers once again to bring the strange and haunting movement to amysterious close.
The Adagio is tranquil and lyrical in its outer sections and
more animated and rhythmically intense in its central episode. The finale returns to the woodland mood (and some of
the thematic material) of the first movement, though it is
more confident in nature and optimistic in outlook. In his
fine biography of Elgar, Percy M. Young wrote that "in some
ways, the Adagio may be ranked as Elgar's greatest single
movement," and it held aspecial place in the composer's
affections as well. When Elgar became mortally ill in 1933, an
executive with HMV Records made aspecial recording of
the Quintet for the composer, and musician Billy Reed
reported that "[Elgar] could not refrain from weeping whenever the slow movement was reached."
—Richard E. Rodda
The Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival Artists
he artists on this CD are some of the finest chamber
musicians performing in the US. Featured are: Heidi
Grant Murphy (soprano) and Marc Neikrug (piano) in
Marc Neikrug's Pueblo Children's Songs; Pinchas Zukerman
(violin), Cynthia Phelps (viola), Eric Kim (cello), and Marc
Neikrug (piano) in the Mozart G-Minor Quarte and Jaime
Laredo and Daniel Phillips (violins), Robert Rinehart (viola),
Sharon Robinson (cello), and Joseph ICalichstein (piano) in
the Elgar Piano Quintet.

T

Pinchas Zukerman (violin) was
born in Tel Aviv in 1948, and
began his musical training with his
father, first on recorder, then clarinet, and ultimately violin. He
came to America in 1962 to study
with Ivan Galamian at Juilliard. As
achamber musician, he has collaborated with Daniel Barenboim,
Itzhak Perlman, the late Jacqueline
du Pré, Zubin Mehta, Jean-Pierre
Rampal, Isaac Stern, the Guarneri
and Tokyo quartets, Midori, Yo-Yo Ma, Emmanuel Ax, Yefim
Bronfinan, Ralph Kirshbaum, and Shlomo Mintz. Zukerman
has conducted many of the world's leading orchestras, including the Chicago, Boston, National, San Francisco, Montreal,
and Toronto Symphonies; the New York, Los Angeles, and
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Berlin Philharmonics; and the National
Arts Centre Orchestra.
Zukerman's recordings for Angel, CBS.
DG, London, Philips, and RCA have won
two Grammy awards and 21 Grammy nominations. In January 1998, BMG released his latest—
the Beethoven Triple Concerto with cellist Ralph
Kirshbaum and pianist John Browning, and the
Brahms Double Concerto with Ralph Kirshbaum, both
accompanied by Christoph Eschenbach conducting the
London Symphony. It was nominated for a1999 Grammy.

Marc Neiltrug (piano), artistic
director of the Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival, is a pianist and
composer of international acclaim.
His compositions range from
chamber music to symphonic
works and opera, including
71trough Roses and Los Alamos. He
has received commissions for:
Pueblo Children's Songs (1995) from
soprano Heidi Grant Murphy, featured on this CD; Piano Concerto No. 1(1996), from the
Aldeburgh Festival; and Viola Quintet (1995), for performances by the Tokyo String Quartet and Pinchas Zukerman.
His new violin concerto was performed by Pinchas Zukerman
and the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra in February 1999.
As apianist, Neikrug performs regularly throughout the
world, and has collaborated with Pinchas Zukerman for over
20 years. Together they have made numerous recordings for
CBS and Philips, and have recently embarked on several
ambitious projects for BMG Classics, including recording the
complete repertoire of sonatas for violin and piano.
Cynthia Phelps (viola) has
appeared internationally as soloist
with the Minnesota Orchestra,
Hong Kong Philharmonic, Orquesta Sinfonica de Bilbao, and San
Diego Symphony, among many
others. In coming seasons, she performs twice with the New York
Philharmonic: in the Benjamin
Lees Concerto for String Quartet
and Orchestra, and in anew concerto written for her and Rebecca Young by Sofia Gubaidulina. She has been heard on NPR, PBS's MacNeil/Lehrer
Ness's/sour, CBS's Sunday Morning, Radio France, and RAI
(Italy). She appeared on aLivefrom Lincoln Center telecast with
the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center, and has toured
North and South America, Israel, and Germany with Pinchas
Zukerman and Itzhak Perlman as amember of the Zukerman
and Friends Ensemble. She has also performed with the
Guarneri String Quartet, and at the Schleswig-Holstein,
Naples, Cremona, Marlboro, Seattle, La Jolla, Santa Fe, and
Bravo! Colorado Festivals.
Following her solo recording debut on Cala Records,
Phelps recorded concertos by Bartók and Serly in Spain. She
can also be heard on the Marlboro Recording Society,
Polyvideo, Nuova Era, Virgin Classics, and Covenant labels.
Eric Kim (cello) was born of Korean parents in New York
City. He grew up in Illinois, where he began his music studies
at age 10 with Dr. Tanya L. Carey. He received his Bachelor and
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Master
of
Music degrees
at the Juilliard
School, where he
studied with Leonard
Rose,
Lynn
Harrell, and Channing
Robbins. At age 15, he
made his solo debut with the
Chicago Symphony.
Now principal cellist with the
Cincinnati Symphony, Kim has performed extensively
throughout the US, Europe, and the Middle and Far East as a
recitalist, chamber musician, and soloist with orchestra. He has
appeared as soloist with the symphony orchestras of Cincinnati, Denver; and San Diego, and has collaborated with conductors Zubin Mehta, Jesús López-Cobos, and Sergiu
C,ornissiona. Active as achamber musician, Kim has performed
with Emmanuel Ax, Misha Dichten Philippe Entremont, Lynn
Harrell, and Kathleen Battle, and recently made his Carnegie
Hall chamber-music debut with Itzhak Perlman and Pinchas
Zukerman, among others.
Heidi Grant Murphy (soprano)
has appeared with the Metropolitan
Opera, Salzburg Festival, Frankfurt
Opera, Netherlands Opera, Theatre
Royal de la Monnaie, and the
Brussels and Santa Fe operas. She
has been engaged as soloist with the
Vienna and New York Philharmonics, the Chicago, Boston, San
Francisco, St. Louis, Houston, Pittsburgh, and Atlanta Symphonies,
and the English Chamber and
Philadelphia Orchestras. Murphy's 1989 Metropolitan Opera
debut was in Die Frau ohne Schatten. She has since performed
numerous roles there, including Susanna in Le Nozze di Figaro,
Parnina in Die Zaubeete, Sophie in Der Rosenkavalier, Sister
Constance in Dialogues ofthe Carmelites, Nanetta in Falstaff Ilia in
Idomeneo, and Fialcermilli in Arabella. She has sung the role of
Celia in Mozart's Ludo Silla at the Salzburg Festival and with
the Frankfurt Opera, and Sophie in Salzburg's new production
of Der Rosenkavalier. Her appearance at the 1998 Festival was
made possible in part by the Marvin Sloves Vocal Performance
Fund of the permanent Endowment.
Jaime Laredo (violin) was born
in Cochabamba, Bolivia. He has
been engaged and re-engaged by
all of America's major orchestras,
including those of Boston, Chicago, Cleveland, New York, and
Philadelphia, among others, with
such conductors as Daniel Barenboim, Zubin Mehta, Segi Ozawa,
Leonard Slatkin, Leopold Stokowski, and George Szell. He has performed as soloist and conductor with the London and BBC
Symphonies, the English Chamber Orchestra, the Academy
of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, the Helsinki and Royal
Philharmonics, and the Scottish Chamber Orchestra. He has
also received aGrammy Award and the Deutsche Schallplatten Prize for discs on the CBS and RCA labels, including
the complete Bach Sonatas on CBS Masterworks with the
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late Glenn Gould.
Laredo's most recent releases include
the complete Schubert works for violin
and piano with Stephanie Brown, and
Virtuoso!, acollection of favorite violin encores
(Dorian). Among others are Mozart's Sityimia
Comminute and Concertoue with Cho-Liang Lin for
Sony Classical, and all-star piano quartet recordings
with Emmanuel Ax, Isaac Stern, and Yo-Yo Ma, featuring the music of Brahms, Mozart, Beethoven,
Schumann, and Fauré.

Daniel Phillips (violin), awinner
of the Young Concert Artists
International Auditions, has performed recitals at New York's
Alice Tully Hall and the 92nd
Street Y, and has appeared with
many of the country's symphony
orchestras, including those of St.
Louis, Houston, Pittsburgh, Phoenix, and San Antonio, as well as the
Bern Symphony Orchestra in
Switzerland. He also has performed at the Santa Fe Chamber
Music Festival, the Marlboro and Spoleto Festivals, the
Lockenhaus Kammermusikfest, and the International

Musicians Seminar in Prussia Cove,
England. He is currently soloist with the
well-known Bach Aria Group, and has
toured and recorded in quartet with Gidon
Kremer, Kim Kashkashian, and Yo-Yo Ma.
Phillips studied at Juilliard with Ivan Galamian, and has coached with Sándor Végh. He is a
founder of the Orion String Quartet (which recently recorded Wynton Marsalis' first string quartet for
Sony), and is professor of violin at Purchase College, and
at the Aaron Copland School of Music at Queens College.

Robert Rinehart (viola), anative of
San Francisco, studied violin at the
San Francisco Conservatory of Music
with Isadore Tuddeman, and at the
Curtis Institute in Philadelphia,
where his teachers included Ivan
Galamian, Jaime Laredo, and Felix
Galimir. He was afounding member
of the Ridge String Quartet, which,
during its 10-year career, performed
in every major music center in the
United States, as well as in Europe, Australia, Canada, and Japan.
The Quartet's recording of the Dvorak piano quintets with
Rudolf Firkusny for RCA Victor won the Diapason d'04 and

Who Did What, Where, When, and With What
(piano main pair, Neikrug; piano/violin/viola, Mozart; piano/violins, Elgar);
Millennia/Forssell M2a microphone
preamplifier (soprano, Neikrug); Bryston BMP-2 microphone preamplifier
(viola, Elgar; cello, Mozart/Elgar);
Nagra microphone preamplifiers & 20bit A/D converters (main pair,
Mozart/Elgar); dCS 904D 24-bit, twochannel A/D converter (soprano,
Neikrug; violin/viola, Mozart; violins,
Elgar); dCS 902D 24-bit, two-channel
A/D converter (piano, Neikrug/
Recorded at St. Francis Auditorium,
Mozart/Elgar); Manley 20-bit, twoMuseum of Fine Arts, Santa Fe, New
channel A/D converter (viola, Elgar,
Mexico, July 30 & 31, August 13, 16 & 17,
cello; Mozart/Elgar); Meridian 518
1998
Mastering Converter (reclocking);
Apogee Wyde-Eye, Canare, and MadRecording equipment: two Shure
rigal AES/EBU digital cables; Nagra-D
SM-81 cardioid microphones (piano
open-reel, four-track digital tape
ORTF pair, Mozart/Elgar; main
ORTF pain Neikrug); two Brüel & recorder (piano, Neilcrug/Mozart/Elgar,
soprano, Neikrug; main pain Mozart/
IÇjaer 4006 1
2 "omnidirectional micro/
Elgar); Tascam DA-38 MDM recorder
phones (main pais; Mozart/Elgar, sopwith PrismSound MR-2024T bit splitrano, Neikrug); two Brüel & Kjaer
ter, four tracks at 24-bit resolution
4011 1
2 "cardioid microphones (violins,
/
Elgar; violin/viola, Mozart, piano
(main pair, Neikrug; violins/viola/cello,
Mozart/Elgar); BASF 931 (Nagra) &
ORTF pair, Neikrug); AICG D190E
Sony P6-120HMPX (Tascam) tape;
dynamic cardioid (viola, Elgar); Mitey
Mike II (cello, Mozart/Elgar); Beyer- Mackie MS1202VLZ mixer (monitoring); Sennheiser HD-580 & HD-600
dynamic, Cardas 300B, Canare, Conand Stax Lambda Pro headphones;
quest, and AudioQuest Lapis balanced
HeadRoom Max and Naim headphone
microphone cables; Millennia Media
amplifiers.
HV-3B microphone preamplifiers

Production: Marc Neikrug (Elgar,
Neikrug) & Philip Traugott (Mozart),
with Matthew S. Snyder (Neikrug)
Executive Director, Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival: Erich A.
Vollmer
Engineering/Editing/Mixing:
John Atkinson
Assistant Engineer: Wes Phillips
Piano Technician: Michael Blackwell
Page Turner: Kent Williamson
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Editing, mixing, and mastering
equipment: Sonic Solutions SonicStudio v.52.1 eight-channel digital
audio workstation with 24GB hard
drive; Meridian 518 Mastering Converter (24-bit/16-bit conversion); Digital Domain VSP/S digital data
switching unir, Dorrough AES/EBU
level meter; Audio Engineering Associates Stereoscope; Lexicon PCM-90
digital reverberator, Z-Systems RDP-1
digital equalizer/preamplifier; B&W
Silver Signature loudspeakers & Revel
Ultima Gem loudspeakers/Sub-15
subwoofer, driven by Mark Levinson
No33H amplifiers (mixing).
Our special thanks to: Steven K.
Lee (Canorus); John La Grou (Millennia Media); Karen Richardson
(Bryston); Dr. Glenn Zelniker (ZSystems); Robert Kelly (Data Conversion Systems); Janice Smith (Prism
Media Products); Kevin Voecks (Revel
Loudspeakers); George Cardas (Cardas); Bill Low (AudioQuest); Bob
Stuart (Meridian); Les Edelberg (Audio Power Industries); Bryan Shaw
(Digital Brothers); Gretchen Grogan
(Stereophile), and the staffs of Stereophile
and the Santa Fe Chamber Music Festival for their time and enthusiasm.
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received a1992 Grammy nomination.
Rinehart is a member of the New
York Philharmonic, which he joined in
1992 as a violist. He has performed at
Chamber Music Northwest, the La Jolla
Summerfest, the Spoleto Festival, the Santa Fe
Chamber Music Festival, and with the Chamber
Music Society of Lincoln Center.

Sharon Robinson (cello)
gave her first concert when she
was seven, and has since received
numerous honors and awards. In
the US, she has appeared as soloist
with the National Symphony and
Minnesota Orchestras, the Los
Angeles Philharmonic, and the
Baltimore, Dallas, Houston, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, and San Francisco
Symphonies; and in Europe with
the London Symphony and the English and Scottish Chamber
Orchestras. She has been heard in recital throughout Europe,
as well as in every major US city. Her festival engagements
have included Spoleto, Mostly Mozart, Aspen, London's
South Bank, Madeira, Granada, Edinburgh, and Prague's
Autumn Festival, where she recently performed the Dvorák
Cello Concerto at the famous Dvorák Hall.
Robinson's recordings include the Vivaldi Cello Sonatas
with Anthony Newman on the Moss label; a Grenadilla
recording of solo cello works by Debussy, Fauré, Ravel, and
Rorem; and aCD that is being reissued on the Arabesque

label featuring duos by Handel,
Kodály, Mozart, and Ravel performed
with her husband, violinist Jaime Laredo.

Joseph Kalidistein
(piano) was born in Tel
Aviv in 1946 and came
to New York in 1962 to
study with Edward Steuermann and llona ICabos at the
Juilliard School. His New York
recital debut was so successful that
Leonard Bernstein invited him to
appear on CBS television with the
New York Philharmonic in aspecial
Beethoven program. He has since developed an exceptional
reputation as both asoloist and achamber musician. His concert and recital appearances have taken him to the great concert
halls of New York, Boston, Cleveland, Chicago, Philadelphia,
Berlin, London, Amsterdam, Brussels, Vienna, Barcelona, and
Salzburg, as well as Australia, Scandinavia, Finland, Japan,
Central America, and his native Israel. He has appeared with
such conductors as Daniel Barenboim, Pierre Boulez, Sergiu
Comissiona, James Conlon, James DePreist, Edo de Waart,
Lawrence Foster, Erich Leinsdorf, Eduardo Mata, Zubin
Mehta, André Previn, Kurt Sanderling, Leonard Slatkin,
George Szell, and David Zinman.
As asoloist, Kafichstein has recorded for RCA, Erato, and
Vanguard; recent releases include both Mendelssohn piano
concertos (Nimbus), and solo works of Schumann and
Schubert (Audiofon).
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For the fourth time, Stereophile's John Atkinson has recorded the best of the
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Shannon
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Jeff Rowland Design Group Coherence
preamplifier &Cadence moving-coil phono stage

Rowland Coherence preamplifier and Cadence phono preamplifier

T

he Jeff Rowland Design Group
has long been renowned for the
exquisite quality of its chassis. The
company was one of the first to promote fully balanced topologies in preamplifiers and amplifiers in the highend market, one of the first to offer a
sonically acceptable remote control, and

Coherence: Three-piece solid-state,
transformer-balanced, line-level remote-control preamplifier. Inputs and
outputs on XLR connectors (pin 3
wired as noninverting). Volume control range: 63.5dB in 0.5dB steps. Preset gain range: 0-20dB. Frequency response: 0.5Hz-160kHz, —3dB. Channel separation; >110dB, 20Hz-20kHz.
Input impedance: switchable between 18k and 600 ohms. Maximum
input level: 13V RMS (OdB gain). Output noise level: 12pV, 20Hz-20kHz
(OdB gain). S/N ratio; >96dB. Power
supply: AC-assisted, microprocessorbased rechargeable battery power
supply, using two 12V, 7.2 amp/hour,
maintenance-free, lead-acid batteries.
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one of the few to offer abattery power
option for their amplifier line.
In the past few years Jeff Rowland
has revamped his entire product line in
an effort to elevate performance to the
highest level. For his new preamps, he
has reexamined mechanical, thermal,
electrical, and interface parameters in

Battery service life: 5-8 years. Power
consumption: 40W max, IOW nominal.
Dimensions: 17.5" W by 3.7" H by
10" D (with power supply). Combined weight: 83 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
C0080 (Coherence), D0080 (power
supply), auditioning; C0585 (Coherence), D0585 (power supply),
measuring.
Price: $14,500 with power supply.
Cadence:
balanced
moving-coil
phono stage with internal step-up
transformers and four levels of selectable cartridge loading/amplifier gain.
Frequency response: 0.5Hz-180kHz
(RIM accuracy guaranteed to within

order to minimize the impact of vibration, electrical resonances, excess energy-storage effects, and susceptibility to
the performance-degrading impact of
RFI/EMI. At the same time, the products had to be both buildable and serviceable, if not exactly "affordable,"
while possessing the Rowland Group's

0.1dB, 20Hz-20kHz).
Dimensions: 17.5" W by 3.7" H by 5"
D. Weight: 35 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
P0048, auditioning; P0216, measuring.
Price: $3300. Optional standalone
battery power supply, $3400; optional standalone AC supply (if Coherence not used), $950.
Approximate number of dealers:
35.
Manufacturer: Jeff Rowland Design
Group, P.O. Box 7231, Colorado
Springs, CO 80933. Tel: (719) 4731181. Fax: (719) 633-4158. Website:
www.jeffrowland.com.
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undeniable aesthetic panache.
peared in the interim, and the CoherThe Coherence preamplifier and
ence itself underwent refinement, to
companion Cadence phono stage are
Series 2status.
the crown jewels of Rowland's current
lineup. The massive, two-piece, lineMechanical design
level Coherence and the equally solid , The Coherence and Cadence are housed
Cadence combine brute-force design
in three separate enclosures machined
solutions, cutting-edge finesse, and venfrom solid billets of 6061 T-6 aluminum.
erable techniques of old newly reThe line-stage chassis are the same height
vamped, all in ahighly modular and and width as the Cadence phono stage,
flexible layout.
but the latter is 5" shallower. As aresult,
Ibought Rowland's original flagship
the two Coherence main chassis weigh
Coherence battery-powered preamp for an incredible 88 lbs, while the Cadence is
my reference system not long after its
astill hefty 35 lbs. These breathtakingly
introduction almost four years ago. Had
beautiful enclosures could probably surit not been for the distractions of my
vive anearfield nuclear explosion.
house-building project, I'd have had this
The Cadence's rear panel is more
report to you long ago. The silver lining
than 1" thick and provides access to a
from this delay is that the companion
pair of internal cylindrical step-up transCadence moving-coil phono stage apformers nestled within holes routed out

of the main body's rear panel. These
transformers straddle a small circuit
board that rests within its own milledout socket and contains the active components. The rear panel also features
two pairs of input and output XLRs, a5pin XLR power-supply connector, and a
grounding stud. A single central button
and minuscule green LEDs on the front
panel select and signal four levels of cartridge loading and configuration of the
unit's moving-coil step-up transformers.
The Coherence's main faceplate features aremovable center section sporting an attenuator knob and very highquality selection buttons and rocker
switches. It can either be left in place or
used as astandalone, full-function, wired
remote control —perhaps mounted on a
tripod beside your listening chair. Inside

Measurements
Coherence
Although the Coherence can be used
with single-ended-to-balanced adapters,
it is atrue balanced design, so all the measurements were done in balanced mode.
The Coherence inverted signal polarity,
as Jeff Rowland adheres to the older US
convention ofwiring pin 3of the XLR to
be "hot" rather than pin 2, as the AES
now recommends. The input impedance
was 11k ohms in the normal setting, 690'
ohms in "terminated" mode; the output
impedance was alow 55 ohms across the
audio band.
The volume control operated in
accurate 0.5dB steps up to an indicated
maximum setting of "63.5." As supplied, the voltage gain was unity, but up
to 20dB can be dialed-in for each input.
This was an accurate 20dB, meaning
that an indicated "43.5" was the unitygain volume-control setting when the
gain was as high as it would go. The
noise floor with the inputs shorted was
low in level, but did vary with the volume-control and gain settings. With
maximum gain but the volume control
set to minimum, the S/N ratios were
87dB (wideband), 99.8dB (22Hz22kHz), and 102dB (A-weighted), all
ref. 1V output. Keeping the conditions
the same but setting the control to its
maximum worsened all the above figures by around 19dB.
The Coherence's frequency response
(fig.1) was perfecdy flat up to 201cHz, with
agende rolloff to -1dB at 1001d-lz aftet
The channel separation was superb, at better than 110dB below licHz, with only a
slight decrease above the audioband.
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The preamplifier was also very linear. Fig2 shows the spectrum of a
50Hz sinewave reproduced at avery
high level into 100k ohms. Both the
second and third harmonics (100Hz
and 150Hz, respectively) are around
-83dB (0.007%) — ie, very low. In addition, the distortion level didn't increase
when the load was reduced to amuch
more demanding 600 ohms. However,
if the THD+noise is plotted against frequency at this high output level — 5V is
.000.00

C0.•ene • •re.0•11

more than twice as high as the preamplifier will be asked to deliver in practice — the distortion increased dramatically in the low bass (fig3, top trace below 30Hz). This is due to an increase in
odd-order harmonics at these low frequencies, presumably due to the input
transformer starting to saturate. If the
output level is reduced to amore typical
1V (fig3, bottom trace below 30Hz),
the increase in distortion in the low bass
is benign. (The higher level of distortion
612•290.19 112.2nd Ceer9nce 191,11,1 r•
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Rowland Coherence, frequency response
into 100k ohms (top) and 600 ohms
(bottom). (0.5dB/vertical div.)

Fig.3 Rowland Coherence, THD+noise (
0
/o) vs
frequency at SV (top below 30Hz) and
1V into 100k ohms.
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Fig.2 Rowland Coherence, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 5V into 100k ohms
(linear frequency scale).

Fig.4 Rowland Coherence, distortion (
0
/0) vs
output voltage into 100k ohms/600
ohms at (from top to bottom) 20Hz,
20kHz, and IkHz.
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Coherence/Cadence
the main chassis are six separate "corrals"
— three per channel —milled out from
the top to house separate machined aluminum modules containing the I/O
transformers and active circuitry.
A connector for the external power
supply and seven pairs of high-quality
XLR inputs populate the rear panel,
along with two pairs of record outputs
and two pairs of main outputs —the latter to facilitate system biamping.
The degradation in performance that
can occur when connecting singleended products to (typically) actively
balanced gear is not an issue with the
Coherence. This is true not only because
of the use of transformer coupling and
Rowland's high-quality RCA-to-XLR
adapters, but because the all-too-common "Pin 1Problem" has been elirninat-

cd: pin 1of the XLR inputs, which carries the shield current, connects directly
to the chassis instead of allowing this
unwanted source of noise to penetrate
the enclosure and mingle with the audio
signal's ground paths — a source of
countless headaches and sonic compromises in both the pro and consumer
audio worlds. As aresult, the chassis acts
as an extension of the interconnect
shield, as it should. Prospective owners
who plan on keeping other components
that lack XLR connections, yet who are
averse to adapters, can simply have their
cables re-terminated with XLRs on one
end and RCAs on the other. When having new cables made, just follow Rowland's XLR I/O convention: pin 3noninverting, pin 2inverting, which is the
opposite of the AES standard.

Inside the Coherence
All I/O connectors in the Coherence
are soldered directly to anarrow PC
board spanning the inside rear panel.
This board also contains high-quality
switching relays that allow independent
listen and record functions on each
input. In addition, since the relays route
agiven signal to asingle pair of Jensen
input transformers per channel, only
the selected input is connected at any
one time. All other inputs might as well
not exist electrically, greatly reducing
the opportunity for cross-contamination
during playback of the selected source.
This rear board also contains one of
three Microchip PIC microprocessors
used in the Coherence; the other two
reside within the power-supply chassis
and the front faceplate. Communication

at higher frequencies in this graph is
actually due to the apparent rise in the
noise floor at the lower output level and
should be ignored.)
At 1kHz, the Coherence could output around 15V before clipping (fig.4,
bottom trace), even into 600 ohms. But
at 20Hz (fig.4, top trace) the maximum
output was about 8V, as expected from
fig3. Again, this difference will be irrelevant in practice.

Finally, Shannon Dickson made
much of the Rowland's rejection of
common-mode noise on its balanced
inputs. Itherefore ran asweep, examining the Coherence's rejection of avery
high common-mode signal, 1V, present
on both pin 2 and pin 3 of the input
XLR. The results with the volume control set to its maximum and the gain set
to 20dB are shown in fig.5 (bottom
traces). Below 10kHz, the leakage is
below the preamplifier's noise floor.
Above that frequency there is agradual
drop in the rejection ratio, somewhat
different in the two channels, to 53dB at
200kHz, which is still excellent. This is
the first preamplifier whose commonmode rejection ratio (CMRR) Ihave
measured, so Irepeated the test under
identical conditions for the only other
fully balanced preamplifier Ihad to
hand — the Mark Levinson No.3805
sample that Ipurchased in 1998. The
CMRR for this all-active balanced circuit is better than the noise floor below
3IcHz, with then a6dB/octave decrease

to 48dB at 200kHz. The Rowland is
slightly better than the Levinson at
ultrasonic common-mode rejection, but
I'm not sure what influence, if any, this
has on sound quality.
The Coherence not only features
looks to die for, but its measured performance is also superb.
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Fig.5 Rowland Coherence, common-mode
rejection ratio (CMRR) vs frequency with
a 1V common-mode signal, maximum
gain, volume control at maximum (bottom), compared with Mark Levinson
No.3805 (top).
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Cadence
Imeasured the Cadence only in the
mode in which it will most likely be
used: the "Lo-Gain Amp/Hi-Load" setting suitable for use with typical MC
cartridges. The voltage gain in this
mode was 62.4dB, the output impedance alow 79 ohms. Despite the high
gain, noise levels were very low. The
unweighted signal/noise ratios ref. 1V
output were 70dB (10Hz-5001cHz) and
71.7dB (22Hz-221cHz), these improving
to 78dB when A-weighted.
The Cadence's RIAA error is shown
in fig.6. A slight channel imbalance
(0.09dB) can be seen, as can aslight
rolloff (-0.6dB) at 201cHz. The distortion
levels are very low, as is seen in the output spectrum with the Cadence reproducing 50Hz at avery high level of 6.7V
(fig.7). Referenced to astandard MC output level of 500p.V at lIcHz, the measured overload margin was around 20cIB
across the audio band—which is good.
—John Atkinson

.1.901
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1011

Fig.6 Rowland Cadence, frequency response
into 100k ohms, "Lo-Gain/Hi-Load"
(0.5dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.7 Rowland Cadence, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 6.7V into 100k
ohms (linear frequency scale).
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among all three chips is via I
2C data
links and provides individual adjustment of each input for gain, absolute
polarity, left-right balance, mono-stereo,
and input impedance (selectable between the default setting of 18k ohms
and ararely used 600 ohms). Any of
these parameters can be set for each
input independent of all others, and all
are automatically memorized and recalled when switching from one source
to another, eliminating unpleasant surprises when changing from alow-gain
phono input to alouder CD source.
An important sonic feature, and abig
improvement over Rowland's Consummate preamp, is that within five seconds
of engaging any function, all three

microprocessors revert to anonclocking
"sleep" mode, thereby eliminating the

tore is also carried over to asmall, elegantly machined remote display connected to the system with telephone
An important sonic
cable. This is not atypical multiplexedstyle display, which can generate alot of
feature is that within five
interference noise. Instead, you get
easy-to-read LEDs showing relative volseconds of engaging
ume level. The last number entered remains displayed at all times (though the
any function, all three
control circuit goes to sleep within five
seconds of any change).
microprocessors
In addition to the detachable front faceanonclocking
plate, Rowland ships aslim, hand-held
wireless remote with areduced feature set
"sleep" mode.
offering input selection, gain adjustment
in 0.5ciB steps, balance control, and mute.
possibility of digital noise contaminating Personally, I'd trade the two Balance butthe music signal. The sleep-mode fea- tons for remote polarity selection. In any

revert

to

Transformers and the Audio Interface: AQuestion of Balance
he majority ofJeff Rowland's new
T
products are equipped with linelevel input transformers. In the early

days of stereo, the use of transformercoupling components in the recording
studio was the norm. Nearly all of the
most prized recordings of the late
1950s and '60s were captured through
awhole chain of these passive devices.
Because at that time construction of
good line-level transformers was more
of an art than ascience, quality was
understandably variable. In addition,
limitations in material quality, knowledge, and precision equipment led to
products that were good at isolating
one component from another and preventing unwanted hum, but often suffered from limited bandwidth, core saturation, audible hysteresis, and excess
phase-distortion anomalies. Combined
with high cost, these flaws led to arapid
reduction in the use of line-level transformers after the appearance of cheap
silicon differential amplifiers, claimed
to be "electronic transformers."
Unfortunately, the majority of these
active-differential input topologies fell
short of meeting the essential transformer requirement of rejecting unwanted in-band (and some out-ofband) spurious signals. Meanwhile,
tremendous progress has been made
in the past 25 years in transformer
design, quality of core materials, and
precise winding technologies. To be
sure, many poor-quality audio transformers are still sold, but the few commercial reference-grade devices —
such as those made by Jensen Trans-
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formers — are extremely consistent,
and have largely addressed the performance drawbacks of the old days
while enhancing the beneficial qualities inherent to these devices. But
they're still very expensive.
The Jensen JT-10-KBD, used in the
Coherence, sports areported bandwidth of 03Hz-160kHz, and adeviation from linear phase (DLP) of less
than 1° across the audible band. (DLP
is atrue measure of phase distortion.)
This is accomplished by taking what
used to be adisadvantage of transformers —a degree of intrinsic leakage inductance and capacitive coupling between the primary and secondary windings —and shaping those
reactances through specific winding
techniques to form asecond-order
Bessel low-pass filter when the DC
resistance of the device is taken into
consideration. As aresult, ultrasonic
transformer resonances that can intermodulate with subsequent, poorly filtered amplifying stages are eliminated.
Another key benefit of this inherent
low-pass filter is good RFI/EMI rejection up to aclaimed 30MHz.
Jensen states that their large, highquality nickel-alloy cores make saturation anonissue, even at inputs as high
as +22dBu — far above any homeplayback SPL As aresult, transformergenerated distortion is effectively
quelled at any realistic signal level.
If all of this wasn't enough benefit
from asimple passive device that requires no trimming and lasts alifetime, the primary benefit of an input

transformer is its outstanding common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR).
Transformers vs diff-amps
A fundamental limitation of most
actively balanced input circuits compared to agood input transformer is
revealed by examining abasic misconception of what constitutes abalanced interface. Semantics is part of
the problem — balanced operation
implies acircuit capable of robust
common-mode rejection (CMR),
regardless of its signal symmetry. (Signal symmetry is achieved at any point
along the signal path when the positive and negative legs of anormalmode signal are of equal amplitude
but opposite polarity with respect to
ground reference.) It's also important
to distinguish between balanced topology within acomponent, where
symmetry can play akey role, and the
limited value of symmetry through
the analog interface. If perfect-differential signal symmetry is maintained
throughout acomponent—no small
feat—benefits such as improved
power-supply rejection and reduction
of even-order distortion can occur.
Unfortunately, many active or discrete interface designs were built
based on the erroneous assumption
that signal symmetry alone ensured
good balanced operation, and thus a
high CMRR. In reality, commonmode rejection is not an inherent advantage of signal symmetry. Hence, a
purely symmetrical interface is not
inherently balanced. On the other
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Coherence/Cadence
event, it's easy to accidentally hit aBalance
button instead of Volume on the remote;
double-check the tiny front-panel indicator lights occasionally.
Modular design
The six aluminum modules that form
the heart of the Coherence are mounted to the chassis floor with elastomeric
grommets for maximum isolation and
rigidity. Indeed, this preamp showed the
least sensitivity to external vibration of
any electronic component I've had in
my system. All modules are connected
to each other, and to the I/O board on
the back panel, with fine-gauge, tightly
twisted Cardas hookup wire. Rowland
feels that combining asmall, tight loop

hand, fully differential balanced systems done right, such as Rowland's
new gear, maintain both good symmetry throughout the signal path
and robust CMR at the interface.
Transformers can have an edge
over active circuitry because CMR
within the interface is due to the relative ratio of the common-mode
impedances between the output and
input circuits of two components —
cables included. Only when the
source impedances from the positive
and negative leg of each channel to
ground are tightly matched can unwanted in-band hum and noise be
rejected. In addition, any balanced
interface scheme is least sensitive to
degradation when the ratio of the
pair of source impedances and pair
of load impedances are widely different from one another. A typical
diff-amp has an input impedance
range of from around 5k ohms to
50k ohms, resulting in arelatively
narrow ratio with typical source impedance values in real systems. As a
consequence, even small imbalances
ofjust afew ohms between the two
legs of asignal, as are often encountered in the field, can markedly
degrade CMR.
The disparity between real-world
performance and lab measurements
illustrates the problem. When most
components with diff-amp inputs are
tested with perfectly balanced source
impedances, such as from the output
of an Audio Precision set or with the
two inputs tied together, the high
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arca for the active circuitry, with twisted
round wire to connect it all together,
maximizes effective speed while minimizing RFI and magnetic coupling to
the circuitry.
Where asingle input transformer for
each channel would have been adequate, Rowland went all out and used
two Jensen JT-10-KBD transformers per
channel, these contained within the far
left and right modules. With apair of
these devices per side, the output of
each forms an extra pair of crosscoupled, opposite-polarity signals to
ensure adifferential signal path all the
way through the preamp, while also
providing the vital mode conversion
and resulting common-mode rejection

CMRR touted by the duff-amp vendors can indeed be achieved. This
often leads to surprise when some of
these products are inserted into difficult, "noisy" systems but still exhibit
hum and buzz problems.
By contrast, agood input transformer has extremely high commonmode input impedance of 50 megohms or more, ensuring very high
actual CMRR regardless of the
degree of imbalance of the source.
Herein lies the transformer's fundamental advantage; indeed, even when
driven by asingle-ended component
with asource impedance imbalance
of 1k ohms or more, the ratio of this
figure relative to 50 megoluns is still
so high that 90dB of real-world
CMR is still possible. Thus, amodern
transformer-coupled input qualifies
as atruly universal interface capable
of delivering consistently high performance, whether the source be singleended or balanced.
Of course, there's much more to
this story, and issues like proper "Pin
1" termination are equally important
considerations in interface performance.' Also, THAT Corp. (www.
thatcorp.com) recently introduced a
new, patented active input circuit
that's said to offer most of the benefits (excluding galvanic isolation) of a
true transformer, and for afraction
of the cost.
-Shannon Dickson
1 See the "Technical Discussions" link at Jeff
Rowland Design Group's website (wwwjeff
rowland.com).

(CM R) just before each channel feeds
separate stereo attenuators. These transformers also provide isolation and compensation for the key amplifier circuitry,
located on the same small circuit board
as the attenuator within the second set
of sealed modules.
A large Jensen JT-11-DM line-level
output transformer, complete with
15MHz bandwidth and ultra-low phase
distortion, is found in each of the two
innermost modules. This is avery different animal from an input transformer, or the type of output transformer typically used to couple the output of atube amplifier to areactive
loudspeaker. While they're sonically less
important than at the inputs, Rowland
insists that these output transformers
ensure the best possible balance of the
signal feeding the downstream component, while also reducing "backdoor"
contamination. (See sidebar, "Transformers and the Audio Interface.")
Synergistic serendipity
Unlike the MDAC often recruited for
use as avolume control in other remote-controlled preamps, the Coherence employs Crystal Semiconductor
CS-3310 digitally controlled stereo analog attenuators. The CS-3310 is specifically designed for superior sonic performance, yet without the inherent disadvantages of aDAC used for volume
control: routing the music signal
through aseries of poor-quality polysilicon resistors and CMOS switches,
excess "zipper noise," and coarse steps
of attenuation. In addition, Rowland
claims that aspecial synergy occurs between the input transformers and these
attenuators in the Coherence.
In spite of the many advantages of the
CS-3310, one of the chip's few limitations is that it can handle only amoderate input voltage (around 8V peak-topeak) without overloading. However,
since the two attenuators are preceded
by transformers with aI2dB step-down,
they won't be overdriven.
The Coherence's active circuitry employs an ultra-high-speed current-feedback amplifier block built around the
excellent AD-815 chip from Analog
Devices. This amplifier's transimpedance
topology essentially comprises an input
buffer followed by acurrent mirror, then
an output buffer. An AD-815 has alarge
open-loop bandwidth, aslew rate of
nearly 1000V/p.s, and robust stability
while driving reactive loads. It also offers
unusually high output capability —up to
awhopping 500mA — and can sustain
linear current drive into widely varying
87

loads —even down to around 8ohms!
Furthermore, the A1)-815 is not slewrate-limited, as avoltage-feedback design can be: as the signal voltage varies,
the slew rate remains stable. This leads to
improved settling time and reduced
energy storage, with their associated
smearing effects. The Jensen input cansformers inherently form aBessel lowpass filter as well, providing the necessary
bandwidth-limiting function for the signal and obviating the need for any additional signal-filtering components to protect the amplifier. Rowland claims that
this feature, combined with careful compensation and bypass of the amplifier's
power-supply pins, helped achieve his
design goal of ablazingly fast, highly stable, and linear preamp with robust immunity from spurious high-frequency
artifacts and EMI —all key parameters
for superior sound quality under realworld conditions.

signed the system to prevent discharging below 50% of full charge. Once
you've gone that far—which takes
between 14 and 18 hours of pure DC
operation — the charger automatically
kicks in, and you're back in float mode
without having skipped abeat. Ifound
that if you run the Cadence and Coherence simultaneously, you should manually return the power supply to AC
mode before going to bed to prevent
automatic cycling. Otherwise, you may
lose your memory settings after the
charger reboots.

Clean power
Any amplifier or preamp is essentially a
DC power supply modulated by the
AC signal. This makes the quality of the
power supply avital issue. You often
hear sophisticated, well-designed AC
supplies described as being "almost as
good as apure battery," and the best of
these designs indeed come very close.
Rowland uses the real McCoy.
Inside the chassis of the power supply, which handles both the Coherence
and Cadence, alarge potted toroidal
transformer is mounted in adeep central well and flanked by apair of Panasonic 12V, 72 amp/hour, rechargeable
lead-acid batteries in their own machined corrals. These form afull-function, high-quality AC power supply that
also acts as asophisticated, microprocessor-controlled battery charger. The
main technical advantage derived from
abattery-powered preamp stems from
its inherently low noise and very low
source impedance, maintained over a
wide frequency range. In addition, pure
DC operation avoids the conducted and
radiated noise typically produced by
rectifiers and regulators.
In this design, the preamp and phono
stage always use battery power. Even
when in AC mode, the power supply is
simply float-charging the batteries while
both, in parallel, supply juice to the circuitry. As aresult, even while recharging
the batteries, you'll still achieve almost
all the sonic benefits of battery power.
Lead-acid batteries lack the "memory"
effect of nicads, but good design practice and battery longevity dictate that
you not deep-cycle them. Rowland de-

you'll still achieve almost
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In this design, the

preamp and phono stage
always use battery power.
As aresult, even while

recharging the batteries,
all the sonic benefits
of battery power.
Step-up with Cadence
The circuit design and parts selection of
the Cadence moving-coil phono stage
match the Coherence in quality, sophistication, and simplicity.
The prime criterion for superb moving-coil amplification is the ability to
extract and preserve the dynamic integrity of aminute, sub-millivolt signal
while precisely mapping the RIAA curve.
This is no trivial task, but one ideally suited for astep-up transformer —provided
it's carefully designed and matched to
the range of cartridge parameters it's
likely to see, as well as to the following
amplification stage. A moving-coil cartridge is an inherently balanced device.
Rowland took advantage of this by
encouraging Jensen to design aspecial
MC step-up transformer optimized for
acircuit of low impedance and very low
noise. This is unlike most step-up devices, which are followed by ahigh-impedance amplification stage.
The resulting Jensen JT-346-AX stepup transformers sport avery wide bandwidth of over 200kHz, "almost immeasurable" phase distortion, and an extremely high Common-Mode Rejection
Ratio (CMRR): from 145dB at 60Hz to
106dB at 3IcHz! High CMR can be particularly important in aphono stage due
to the considerable amount of commonmode noise that often contaminates the

low-level signals in tonearm leads.
The two transformers are completely
encased in their own triple-mu-metal,
double-copper-plated nested shields
and are not ground-referenced, in order
to prevent ground-current leakage from
contaminating such fragile signals. The
transformers can also be optimized to
essentially any MC cartridge on the
market by choosing one of four ranges
via the Cadence's front-panel button.
The low-gain setting has two impedance ranges: 250 and 400 ohms, ideal
for cartridges whose DC resistance
ranges from 5to 25 ohms; and from 25
to 60 ohms and above. The high-gain
setting also has two levels: for cartridge
resistances of 3 ohms and below, and
those between 3and 5ohms.
The transformers are followed by an
AD-797 op-amp chip, used to shape the
bottom half of the RIAA frequency
curve (50Hz-2.12kHz). Above this frequency, the RIAA shaping is done with
apurely passive topology using topquality components. Unlike typical,
series-feedback active equalization,
which tends to cause arising response
above 20kHz, passive handling at the
top end of the RIAA slope allows the
ultrasonic response to continue to drop
off at 6dB/octave.
Following the RIAA stage, avery
robust INA-103 instrumentation amplifier buffers the unit's output and allows
the Cadence to drive long lines and
capacitive loads with relative ease. The
Cadence can be powered by the second
output on the Coherence's battery
power supply, or can be bought as a
standalone unit with either its own battery or an AC-only supply.
A sonic reference
The credo to which any top-drawer preamplifier must aspire is also of paramount
importance to me as a reviewer and
music lover: First, do no harm. While no
preamp I've evaluated is truly transparent,
afew at the upper end of the quality scale
come close —and not all of them cost a
small fortune. Without adoubt, though,
the Coherence and Cadence are solid
members of this elite class.
Sonic differences can be heard even
among the best preamps, yet it's all too
easy to exaggerate such differences
when describing what often amount to
subtle shifts of timbre, dynamic shading,
transparency, and image perspective
between otherwise top-tier products.
When evaluating products that strive
for genuine neutrality and are solidly
engineered — such as the Coherence
and Cadence —it's also easy to attribute
Stereophile, September 1999

Coherence/Cadence
qualities to the preamp that properly
belong to other components or variables in the record/playback chain.
Ironically, there's often more to say
about the sound of those models —
some of them very costly — that use
subtle colorations for euphonic appeal,
and about second-class products in
which budget restrictions place an audible cap on performance.
My impressions of the Coherence
apply in full to the Cadence as well.
However, the Cadence made its own
mark as easily the quietest and most
dynamic phono stage I've heard. Indeed, with my ear to the tweeter and no
material being played, it was as quiet as
my digital processor! This fact is all the
more impressive because much of Honolulu, where Ilive, is notorious for
strong RFI/EMI fields. In my experience, the Coherence/Cadence rig took
the brass ring as the most consistent performers in their class, particularly in
such tough environments.
Good bypass tests can ferret out and
confirm subtle variations between competing products, while adding acritical
measure of proportion that helps tether
one's perspective to terra firma. In this
case, Iachieved ahealthy 86dB SPL at
my listening chair by directly connecting the 2V output of aMuse Model 296
24-bit/96kHz processor to the active
crossover of my Audio Artistry Beethoven Grand speakers. After repeated

listening to familiar tracks, the preamps
under test were reinserted and precisely
matched to the direct digital source,
with only ashort interconnect as asecond variable. This technique eliminates
the attenuator and/or impedance variations possible when using apassive line
controller, or aCD player with built-in
volume control, as a"bypass" setup.
Under such scrutiny most preamps
quickly reveal aloss in transparency,
shifts in image perspective and/or focus,
and masking of low-level harmonic
decay. Poorer models even show evident timbral colorations and ablunting
of the leading edges of transients. That
said, it's surprising just how small in
scale these anomalies are among the
better preamps I've auditioned.
'There was avery faint loss in transparency when the Coherence was
added to the chain during these tests,
and though Ieasily heard extremely fine
levels of decay detail through the preamp, the direct bypass mode made subtle decay characteristics slightly more
immediate. However, it took multiple
attempts to sort out these variations
with certainty, and resolution of the
leading edges of transients and harmonic timbres remained remarkably consistent with that of the direct sound, varying only with a small increase in
smoothness and the richness of broadband timbre with the Coherence in the
system. However, the big surprise —

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Immedia RPM-2
turntable and unipivot tonearm,
Lyra Da Capo and Sounds of Silence
Crown Jewel cartridges.
Digital sources: Transports: Muse
Model Eight (DVD/CD), Resolution Audio VT-960 (CD), Sonic
Frontiers Transport-3 (CD), Pioneer
DV-500 (DVD/CD). Processors:
Muse 296 (DVD/CD), Sonic Frontiers Processor-3 (CD), Muse Model
Two-Plus (CD), Resolution Audio
D-92 (DVD/CD).
Preamplification:
Z-Systems
RDP-1 digital preamp, BAT VIC-40,
BAT VK-3i, Muse Model 3 Plus,
Audio Research LS22, Sonic Frontiers SFL-2, Jeff Rowland Design
Group Consummate.
Power amplifiers: Jeff Rowland
Design Group Model MC-6 sixchannel amplifier, battery-powered
Model 6monoblocks, two All AT-
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1504 four-channel amps, two prototype LFD four-channel amps.
Loudspeakers: Audio Artistry Beethoven Grand, quad-amplified system.
Cables: Interconnects: Cardas
Golden Reference. Speaker cables:
Cardas Neutral Reference. Power
cords: Cardas, Audio Power, Mango
Reference. Digital cables: Digital
Axioms 13W3 I
2S, Cardas AES/
EBU, Kimber Select AES/EBU,
DH-Labs Silver Sonic BNC and
AES/EBU.
Accessories: Arcici Suspense isolation stand, Symposium Ultra and
Super Platforms and Rollerblocks,
Audio Power Ultra Wedges, Vibraplane pneumatic isolation platforms,
Townshend Seismic Sinks, Signal
Guard platform. Acoustics' First
Ceiling Cloud and custom Bermuda
Corner Traps.
-Shannon Dickson

and afirst for me —was that the Coherence actually sounded better to my ears
than the direct digital source in two key
arcas: agreater sense of envelopment by
the music; and agreater solidity, or
"body," to sonic images.
Perhaps these subtle improvements
over the direct source were due to the
reduction of high-frequency artifacts
from the processor's output by the lowpass filtering and CMR qualities of the
preamp's input transformers. While I'm
speculating here, that's one plausible
explanation. Your mileage may vary, depending on your source components
and electrical environment. Nevertheless, the Coherence was the overall winner in these revealing bypass tests — one
reason it's still my reference preamp.
But as illuminating as A/I3 tests are,
they don't fully convey the musical impact of agiven preamp in agiven system. Only extensive listening to awide
variety of familiar material can do that.
And it was over the long haul that the
Coherence and Cadence really shone.
Enduring sonic characteristics of the
Rowland rig included crystal-clear
boundary definition of the soundstage
combined with an uncannily seamless
resolution of acoustic space within those
borders. This gear conveyed such ahigh
degree of transparency and transient dexterity that Icould easily identify faint
recording nuances and the finest imprints
of source components. Delicate harmonic textures were vividly preserved during
their journey through the preamp, and
both the leading edges and decay tails of
transients were cleanly delineated with
seductive effortlessness, yet without suppressing the rhythmic drive of music or
making it sound overly recessed. Indeed,
the Coherence portrayed outstanding
broadband dynamic contrast.
But perhaps most striking was a
unique combination of two of the
attributes mentioned above. When Ilistened to good recordings through the
Coherence, Iheard adeep, expansive
soundscape anchored by superb lowfrequency grip and extension, along
with a powerful sense of being enveloped by both the music and the recording venue. In my experience of
components that convey good depth,
the soundstage usually starts afair distance behind the speakers and extends
back from there, lending the sound an
overall laid-back perspective. Through
the Coherence, the soundstage and instrumental images were spread across
the breadth and depth of the room
behind the speakers, while asubtle yet
tangible sense of the venue's acoustic
89

Bigger is
Better.
75" Hx27" D
Synergistic is aY2K compliant company

15" W;

Istrongly endorse
this dynamic duo to
anyone who insists on
the very best across
the board, including a

ShieldingTm

bulletproof interface

• Enhanced
performance
levels throughDiscrete
ShieldingTm

to the outside world.

• A free guide
for matching
cables to your
systemExplorer's Guide
2nd EditionTM

(For bass that is.)
While some speakers
attempt to get low bass out of
small enclosures by using ports,
vents, or the like, which can
result in aboomy, muddy bottom end, Dunlavy Audio Labs
knows that in order to get bass
that is fast, tight, and extremely
accurate, aproperly sized and
damped sealed enclosure is •
required.
So if you want deep, realistic bass, there's no substitute for
big.

• Free Cable
Matching ServiceOn-Line Cable
Diagnostic
Program TM
• Lifetime
upgrade programLifetime Passport
Protection Plan TM

"You owe it to yourself to listen to this speaker (SC-V) to
hear how tight and deep bass
can go and how clean it can
be."
Anthony Cordesman, Audio,
March «99

Synergistic Research
501 Superior Ave.
Tel: 800.578.6489
Fax: 949.642.2900
Intl: 949.642.2800
Net: www.
SynergisticResearch.com
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Wrap-up
Regardless of the actual cause-and-effect
relationships that led to the stellar performance of the Coherence/Cadence,
there's no denying that the system constitutes atour de force of preamplifier

330 lb. each

• A new
state-of-the-art
backward
compatible
technologyActive

Newport Beach CA

extended beyond the front of the speakers, embracing me with apowerful sensation of presence. Obviously, the
speakers and the rest of the system must
be up to the task, but this appealing
amalgam of sonic illusions really stood
out with the Coherence at the helm.

CID

e
e
e

DUNLAVY AUDIO LABS, INC.
PO Box 49399
Colorad() Springs, CO 80949
l'hone:719-592-1159
Fax:719-592-0859
email:102365.2026@compuserve.com

www.dutilavyaudio.com

design. However, though this combo's
sound quality has not been surpassed or
equaled in my living room, at least two
other line-level models pending review
have come close enough — and for considerably less than $17,800 — that Ican't
make a blanket recommendation if
sound quality is your only criterion.
Ido, however, strongly endorse this
dynamic duo to anyone who insists on
the very best across the board, including
abulletproof interface to the outside
world to ensure rock-solid stability
regardless of your environment and
associated gear, who expects robust reliability for long-term, trouble-free performance; who demands true referencequality sound without the preamp
adding adominant signature of its own;
and who places high value on superb
workmanship, and an aesthetic design
in which form and flexibility of function
are beautifully and uniquely realized.
If this describes you, it's imperative to
audition the Coherence before choosing
anew preamp to anchor your reference
system. Likewise, for analog devotees
who wish to hear all of the wonders
buried in their favorite wax, the Cadence
belongs at the top of the wish list. Even if
this system's hefty price puts it beyond
your consideration, every audiophile
should take aserious listen to the Coherence and Cadence, should the opportunity arise. You'll surely be enriched. CI
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AudioPrism Mana Reference
monoblock power amplifier

V

ictor Tiscareno and Byron Collett of AudioPrism are known in
audiophile circles for their complete line of power-conditioning products. (See Barry Willis' omnibus review
in the December 1998 Stereophile.) Their
intimate knowledge of the ever-capricious electrical supply has resulted in a
series of front-end components bearing
the company's logo. The flagship Mana
Reference monoblocks, under consideration here, represent AudioPrism's collected wisdom and engineering savvy
taken to its logical extreme.
The Mana is afine blend of good
looks and contemporary circuit design,
even though it sports aclassic, if somewhat quirky, 6L6/5881 tube array. (The
6L6 is most often associated with guitar
amplifiers and is said to be good for
about 10,000 hours.) When Imentioned
this to Victor at HI-FI '99, he screwed on
his best whatever-do-you-mean-of-aunewe-do-it-that-way look. And when he
explained the what and why of it, Ihave
to admit, it all made alot of sense.
The 20/20
As you'll see from the photo, the Mana
Reference is good-looking, almost architectural. All decked out in burnished
golden hues, the monoblock pair makes
astrong fashion statement. Despite all
the brightwork, the amplifier looks anything but vulgar. There's agratifying,
unified wholeness to its design that I
found very appealing.
Atop the broad expanse of the upper
deck, in front of the slotted transformer
covers, the tiny phase-splitter tube sits in
its own beveled well at the back of a
curved, raised console set between the
tube arrays. (Cages to protect the tubes,
not to mention little fingers and curious
pets, are available.) Below the phase-splitter tube is the biasing meter, set into a
gracefully radiused oval with arotary control below it to select the tube to be biased.
The front panel's nicely weighted Operate
knob is set into abeveled strake with a
subtle LED showing operating status.
Around back, Cardas speaker terminals sit in aconvenient vertical array behind the output transformer. Speaker impedance can best he matched to 2, 4, 6,
Stereophile,
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AudioPrism Mana Reference monoblock power amplifier

and 8ohm taps, aneutral tap between
each making wiring chores asnap. The
neutral taps also facilitate biwiring, all taps
are driven, so the user can tailor the output impedance for the associated driver.
This is not so remarkable in itsel£ but it's
one of the Mana's many thoughtful and
well-implemented design elements.
Input is available on single-ended
RCAs or balanced XLRs (pin 2 hot),

selected via atole; another switch tips
the amps from ultralinear into triode
mode. The switch next to that is for toggling between grounding options: Float
disconnects the audio circuit from the
chassis ground, Ground reconnects
them. One setting should prove quieter
than the other.
An IEC power-cord receptacle is
tapped into the center of the rear panel.

Gain: 26.5dB. Distortion: 1% THD at
Description: Monoblock tube power
amplifier with switchable ultralinear full rated power, 20Hz-20kHz. Power
consumption: 400W average, 600W
or triode output stage. Tube complefull power, 125W auto-bias standby,
ment: eight 5881/6L6, four 6SN7,
75W standby.
one Raytheon or WE 5842/417A.
Dimensions: 15' W by 8.5" Hby 25"
Bias: class-AB1 fixed bias with indiD. Net weight: 68 lbs each.
vidual adjustment, 6dB global differSerial numbers of units reviewed:
ential feedback (first stage not in
98103001, 98103002.
feedback loop). Specified output
power: 100Wpc into 8, 6, 4, or 2 Price: $15,000/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 15.
ohms (20dBIN), 115-130W at visible
Manufacturer: AudioPrism, 2729
clipping (ultralinear); 55Wpc into 8,
152nd Avenue NE, Redmond, WA
6, 4, or 2ohms (17.4dBVV) (triode).
98052. Tel: (425) 869-8482. Fax:
Input impedance: 110k ohms single(425) 869-1873.
ended, 200k ohms balanced. Voltage
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It's achunky number meant for Hubbell
20A IEC-320 connectors rather than
the 10A fittings found on most high-end
gear. AudioPrism's own ACFX power
cords with EMI/RFI filtering modules
were supplied; Imade good use of them
running Poor Man's Balanced Power, as
described in the May "Fine Tunes."
Tiscareno's way
We begin at the power supply, where
it's said the quality of any gain stage is
ultimately defined. AudioPrism uses 14
precision regulated supplies to energize
all circuits, including the high-voltage
and high-current output stages. There

are two separate regulated DC supplies
for the tube filaments, and the input
stage gets its own filament supply.
Next, for those of you coming in single-ended, the signal is split into an
opposite-polarity pair with zero gain.
The Mana's splitter is based on aRaytheon 5842 single high-transconductance triode tube, with the Western
Electric 5842/417A a $250 option
when available) for each amplifier
($500/pair). The phase splitter sits right
at the input but significantly outside the
6dB global differential negative feedback loop. Tiscareno explains that this
reduces noise and improves signal in-

tegrity and linearity. Once the signal is
split into two phases for push-pull operation, each phase is fed to two gain
stages using the highly regarded 6SN7
dual-triode octal-based tube. A pushpull driver couples to the low-impedance grid circuit of the eight 6L6 power
tubes. The 6SN7s supplied were Philips
JAN (Joint Army Navy) WGTAs, the
power tubes Sovtek 6L6WXTs.
Balanced input signals bypass the
phase-splitter completely; that's one
fewer tube and amore direct signal
path — what could be wrong with
that? Exactly nothing, and that's how I
used the Manas for most of the evalu-

23.7dB (ultralinear) and 22.4dB (triode).
With an unbalanced input signal, the gain
increased by around 5.5dB, presumably
due to the phase-splitter action. (While
each output half of the splitter is the same
level as the input, the two halves produce
two signals in antiphase, giving atheoretical gain of 6dB.)
The output impedance from the 8
ohm tap was very high, at 33 ohms (triode) and 3.7 ohms (ultralinear) over most
of the band, rising to 4.75 ohms and 5.5
ohms (respectively) at 201cHz. Using the
4and 2ohm taps, the output impedance
dropped to 1.7/0.9 ohms (T) and L9/1.1
ohms (U) at 11cHz, but these are all high

enough figures to give significant frequency-response modification with real
loudspeaker loads.
This can be seen in fig.1, which shows
the response into 8ohms, 4ohms, and
Stereophile's simulated speaker load from
the 8 ohm tap. Into pure resistances,
there is some extra HF rolloff into the
lower loads, with the response 1dB
down at 201(Hz. But note the large variations into the simulated speaker —
these will be audible. Note also the vestigial peak at 551cHz.
Even from the 2ohm tap (fig2), the
response variation will still be audibly significant. But from this tap some peaking

Measurements

B

ecause of the Mana Reference's wide
variety of configurations—four output transformer taps, ultralinear or triode
output tube/transformer operation, balanced and unbalanced inputs—I carried
out acomplete set of measurements on
the amplifier only with balanced input
and ultralinear output. Idid check some of
the performance parameters in the other
modes, however But if no input or output
modes are mentioned, assume it's balanced and ultralinear, respectively.
Before Idid anything, Iwarmed up the
amplifier at one-third power into 8ohms
for 60 minutes, after which Ichecked that
the bias current for the output tubes was
correctly set to 45mA each in ultralinear
mode. The input impedance measured
95k ohms single-ended and around 400k
balanced (the exact figure is hard to specif)', as the voltage-drop method Iuse gave a
change of only acouple of millivolts with
this high an impedance). The A-weighted
noise level was low, the S/N ratio (ref.
1W into 8ohms) measuring 72dB. However, unweighted with awide, 10Hz500kHz bandwidth, the S/N worsened
to 54c1B due to out-of-band noise. Voltage
gain into 8ohms with balanced drive was
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Fig.2 AudioPrism Mana Reference, 2ohm
tap, ultralinear mode, frequency response
at (from top to bottom): 2.828V into
simulated loudspeaker load, 8ohms,
and 4ohms (1dB/vertical div).
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Fig.4 AudioPrism Mana Reference, small -signa
lkHz squarewave into 8ohms, 4ohm tap,
triode mode.
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Fig.1 AudioPrism Mana Reference, 8ohm
tap, ultralinear mode, frequency response
at (from top to bottom): 2.828V into
simulated loudspeaker load, 8ohms,
and 4ohms (1dB/vertical div.).
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Fig.3 AudioPrism Mana Reference, 8ohm
tap, triode mode, frequency response
at 1W into 8ohms, balanced (top) and
unbalanced (bottom). (1dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.5 AudioPrism Mana Reference, small-signal
10kHz squarewave into 8ohms, 4ohm
tap, triode mode.
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ation period. When Idid listen to a
single-ended input, Iswitched between the standard-issue Raytheon
and the WE phase splitter, and, no
surprise, Ipreferred the WE. It's not
something to get neurotic about, as
the Raytheon is no slouch. If you can
afford it, close your eyes, hold your
nose, and go for the more costly tube.
Better still, go in balanced with adifferential signal and fuhgedaboudid.
The transformers aren't huge, but you
can bet they're anything but mn-of-themill. They feature proprietary dual ultralinear primary windings, astandard-configuration secondary, and a"special" ter-

tiary winding. This last supplies adifferential feedback circuit that, Tiscareno

posits, works significantly better than the
global-feedback topologies found in

other designs. The Mana Reference
operates in ultralinear "partial triode" at a
conservatively rated 100W, and switches
easily to all-triode operation, with the
output dropping to 55W. Tipping the
amplifiers into ultralinear to match the
music or my mood was asnap. just mute
or lower the gain of the preamp, exhale,
bend way over (4), and flip the toggle
switch on the rear apron. No muss, no
fuss, and aquick beeline back to the Ribbon Chair. (The gain rises by 1.5dB in
ultralinear mode and the bias bumps up
2mA per tube.)
Each pair of Manas is burned-in at
the factory for 100 hours and tested

can be seen in and above the top two
octaves of the audioband, reaching
+0.75dB at 30kHz. However, there is
now no sign of the 55kHz peak In triode
mode (fig3) there is no peaking at 30kHz
or 55kHz, but there is at 87kHz, more so
with balanced drive than with unbalanced. This damped but still apparent
ultrasonic behavior can also be seen in the
Mana's squarewave responses (figs.4 & 5).
Even with just 6dB of loop negative
feedback, the Mana is very linear from the
bass through the mid-treble (fig.6), but less
so in triode mode (fig.7). The harmonic
content of the distortion is heavily second

and third harmonic (fig.8), which will
tend to be subjectively benign. The third
harmonic is alittle stronger in triode
mode (fig.9), but the ultralinear mode has
more higher harmonics (fig.10) —which,
all things being equal, will make it sound
less sweet. Intermodulation performance
in either mode was only fair (fig.11), as expected from the low feedback and less
good HF linearity. This graph was plotted
at 21.6W, just below the point at which
clipping was visible with this very
demanding signal.)
With continuous drive, the Mana more
than met its output power specification

when the output transformer was
matched to the load, with about 115W
available at 1% THD+noise in ultralinear
mode (20.6dBW), 70W in triode
(18.5dBW). Iexplored the Mana's clipping behavior in some detail using the
Miller Audio Research Amplifier Pnafileç
which drives the amplifier with alowduty-cycle toneburst that more closely
resembles the dynamic demands of areal
music signal. Fig.12 shows how the amplifier's distortion changes as the output voltage increases into 8, 4, 2, and 1ohm (2
ohm tap, triode mode). The same pattern
can be seen into each load: a linear

Steve... 140. 110.... 0.11

The Mana operates in
ultralinear "partial triode,"
conservatively rated 100W,
and switches easily to
all-triode operation.
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Fig.6 AudioPrism Mana Reference, 4 ohm tap,
ultralinear mode, THD+noise (%) vs frequency at (from top to bottom at 2kHz):
4W into 2ohms, 2W into 4 ohms, 1W
into 8 ohms, and 2S3V into simulated
loudspeaker load.
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Fig.8 AudioPrism Mana Reference, 4ohm tap,
triode mode, IkHz waveform at 3.4W
into 4ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).

Fig.10AudioPrism Mana Reference, 4ohm
tap, ultralinear mode, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 67W into 4ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7 AudioPrism Mana Reference, 4ohm
tap, triode mode, THD+noise (%) vs
frequency at (from top to bottom at
2kHz): 4W into 2ohms, 2W into
4ohms, and 1W into 8ohms.
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Fig.9 AudioPrism Mana Reference, 4ohm tap,
triode mode, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1kHz, at 67W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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AucroPrism Mana Reference, 4ohm

tap, ultralinear mode, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 21.6W
into 4ohms (linear frequency scale).
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AudioPrism
before the final biasing operation. All
tubes are matched and set for lowest distortion in each amplifier, then marked
for placement in the corresponding
sockets on the top deck. The clearly
marked tube positions and bias-adjustment legends so blend into the overall
design that you don't notice them until
you need them — and suddenly, there
they are before you. Setting the bias, if
required, is asnap, even for those as
heavily ldutzed as I. The 6L6 proved a
robust performer that held its 45mA
bias with little or no drift.
Four operating modes can be selected with the front-mounted control

knob: Off simply means B'bye, and
Standby puts the amplifier into quiescent mode with the tubes in bias cutoff
and the output muted. If you continue
rotating the knob to the Operate position, aone-minute timer holds the amp
in Standby to avoid unseemly tuberelated thumpage. When the amps
come up from Standby they make a
low-level electronic burp of sorts. Tiscareno explains that this frisson of sound
is anot aflaw but afeature. Hey, think
positive. But the amps have impeccable
manners; the relays, for example, are
quiet and silky-smooth in operation.
The final Operate position, Auto-

Mana

Reference

Mute, is interesting and convenient in
that it mutes the audio and switches the
bias on the output tubes into cutoff after
one hour of no signal. The amps disengage the mute within three seconds of
signal reappearing. The result is less heat
and power consumption, and so longer
tube life. As all other voltages remain up
while quiescent, the amp is quickly
ready to give of its sonic best.
I'm impressed — it's all well thought
out and neatly implemented.
Sorcerer, thy name is Mana
Considering its overall character, the
Mana Reference impressed me right

Measurements
increase in THD+N as the voltage wish from their speakers, trading off earity and amore neutral frequency
—John Atkinson
increases, followed by acritical output ultimate loudness against improved lin- response.
level at which the amplifier suddenly
becomes considerably more linear This is
then followed by clipping propel which is
slower into the higher impedances. The
magenta line in this graph shows the 1%
distortion point, which we normally
define as "clipping."
The actual maximum power available
under these dynamic conditions was not
significantly greater than with continuous
drive, presumably due to the highly regulated nature of the Mana's power supplies.
But as can be seen from fig.13, the amplifier is not comfortable driving loads below
the nominal tap value, and is particularly
unhappy in ukralinear mode (fig.14).
The maximum current delivery was
quite high for atube amp: 52A, 7.9A,
and 12A from the 8ohm, 4ohm, and 2
ohm taps, respectively (3% THD+N).
Nevertheless, Mana owners should use
the lowest-impedance tap that will give
Fig.12AudioPrism Mana Reference, 2ohm tap, triode mode, distortion (%) vs burst output voltage
them the sound pressure levels they
into 8ohms (black trace), 4ohms (red), 2ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).

Fig.13AudioPrism Mana Reference, 4ohm tap, triode mode, distortion
(%) vs burst output power into 8ohms (black trace), 4ohms (red),
2ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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Fig.14AudioPrism Mana Reference, 4ohm tap, ultralinear mode, distortion
(%) vs burst output power into 8ohms (black trace), 4ohms (red),
2ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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AudioPrism

Mana

Reference

away as the spiritual heir to the Jadis JA200, which Ionce owned and used as
my reference. This was especially so in
ultralinear mode (the Jadis, too, is an
ultralinear design). While the JA-200
uses massive hand-wound transformers
and point-to-point wiring to scale the
audiophile heights, the Mana does it
with the intelligent fusion of traditional
tube values and innovative circuit design and support systems.
Aside from triode operation's sweet
highs, huge draughts of tonal color, bags
of air and harmonic luslunent —as if all
that weren't enough — the bass proved
unusually fine for something on the
order of 50W or so. It was pretty stunning as long as the volume control wasn't cranked too far into the red — where
K-10 likes to peg it! One memorable
evening she bashed the woofers with
"Looking Down on London" from
Komputer: The World of Tomorrow (Mute
9047-2), atribute to Kraftwerk that's
more enjoyable than you'd imagine. The
peppy, thonky bass line kept the whole
sonic construct up on its toes, moving it
forward with heft, power, and oomph.
The midrange was delightful, full of air,
detail, and smoothness, with acomplete
lack of grain. The highs were sweet and
engaging without ever sounding rolled
or euphonic. Vee vill dance now!
Triode also offered up more air and
stunning palpability than Iknew what
to do with. The bloom, in every good
sense of the word, was totally remarkable yet never overdone. Try Fascinoma
(Water Lily Acoustics WLA-CS-70CD), Jon Hassel's striking new release,
engineered by Kavi Alexander and featuring Ry Cooder, Jacky Terrasson, and
Ronu Majumdar. "Secretly Happy" left
me ... well, secretly happy deep inside

whenever Ilistened to it. The ambience
and air were delicious, and the huge
soundstage wafted out like abedsheet in
the breeze to settle gently over the listening chair. The haunting, mysterious
tones and rhythms of the music developed into an Audiophile Encounter of
the Third Kind: Contact!
But triode mode eventually lost its
grip when Icranked the volume to acritical mass of stomp and drive. The onset

The Mana uses the
intelligent fusion of
traditional tube values
and innovative circuit
design to scale the
audiophile heights.
of max headroom made itself known primarily in the bass, which became fat,
congested, and way overripe. Switching
to ultralinear kept the big, lightweight
sawndwich-technology woofers of the
JMIab Utopias under much better control right out to and beyond the legal
posted limit. Okay, not like the giant
VTL Wotans or practically any of the
hulking, high-power, solid-state giants
we've auditioned lately — but still low
frequencies of an admirable quality.
When spinning such overdrive bass
masters as Leftfield's Leftism (Hard
Hands/Columbia CK 67231), Ididn't
even bother with triode mode. Some recordings are made to be played loud, and
this baby is one of them. You might say
it's a combination of Ladyship Black
Mambazo and Art of Noise, with hefty

Associated Equipment
Analog source:Judith Spotheim La
Luce turntable/Se toneann, Koetsu
Rosewood Signature Platinum phono
cartridge.
Digital source: Forsell Air Bearing
CD transport, Burmester 989 CD
transport, dCS 972 Sample Rate
Converter and dCS Elgar converter
at 24/192, direct output to the amps
or into the preamp.
Preamplifiers: Classé Omega, BAT
VK-50SE, Burmester 808 Mk.V,
YBA Signature 6Chassis.
Loudspeaken: JMIab Utopia.
Cables: Synergistic Research De-
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signer's Reference Discrete Shielding,
XLO The Limited, TARA The One.
Power cords: AudioPrism ACFX,
huge twisty Synergistic Designer's
Reference Master Couplers Squared.
Accessories: API Power Wedge Ultra
and Enhancers, Accuphase PS-1200
Clean Power Supply, ASC Studio
Traps, Argent RoomLenses, PolyCrystal equipment racks, cones, and
cable towers, Signal Guard platforms,
Black Diamond Racing shelves and
cones, AudioPrism 'so-Bearings, Bright
Star Air Mass/Big Rock combo.
—Jonathan Scull

handfuls of trip-hop and ska thrown in —
high-voltage world music, if you need a
label. The bass was big, chunky, and
moved alot of colorful, vibrantly charged
air. The leading-edge transient information, even down below, was beautifully
rendered in the way tubes do so well. It
seamlessly blossomed into aharmonically
rich and fully pitch-differentiated lobe of
acoustic energy, dying back into the noise
floor's dusky embers. Not as deep and
tight as the aforementioned hugely muscular power plants, but still entertaining,
evocative, and extremely palpable.
Let's turn to Alternesia (M'A Recordings/Series Momentum M3), composed,
performed, and recorded by Stereophile's
very own webmaster, Jon Iverson. It's
spiritual, ethereal music with dollops of
Loop Guru and world-music influence.
Running in ultralinear on the 4ohm taps
controlled the deep and abiding bass produced by some of Iverson's massive collection of Balinese instruments.
And the midrange? Don't ask. Last
year, while visiting JI and his (far) better
half, Corinna, on the Left Coast, Kathleen and Iwriggled in pleasure to the
sweet, vibrant tones produced by the
beautiful Balinese instruments in the
music room. Chez 10, that bell-like, captivatingly harmonic acoustic developed
in practically the same way. Especially in
triode, the decay into the noise floor
was jaw-dropping. Damn, these AudioPrism amps sounded good.
Female vocals were asensual delight
in either mode, though triode was agood
deal more seductive and sexy. Listening
to the recent Cassandra Wilson CD,
Traveling Miles (Blue Note 854123 2), or
Sara K.'s fab new No Cover (Chesky
JD185), proved revealing and viscerally
enjoyable. Inoted that while ultralinear
sacrificed acertain bloom and ambient
decay and sounded slightly drier than triode, the additional power was just what
the JMlab Utopias needed to fully develop the soundstage, and especially the
acoustic bass. There was acertain precision evident in ultralinear that served to
improve the focus quite noticeably. Ididn't miss it when enjoying the rounder,
less sharp-edged imaging and tonal
plushness of triode mode, but Iappreciated it when Iswitched back. Strangely,
while more focused, ultralinear was
somehow less palpable than triode! But
either mode delivered ahuge, well-populated soundstage.
How about the boys? Try Mighty
Sam McClain belting it out on Soul Survivor (AudioQuest Music CD1053). The
album was produced by Joe Harley, of
course, recorded in analog at 30ips direct
Stereophile, September 1999

to two-track, then mastered by Bernie
Grundman in Sony's Direct Stream Digital process, everything wired up with
AudioQuest cables. The result is, simply
put, magnificent. Mighty Sam does me
righteous with "When the Hurt is
Over." You just have to experience the
way he warbles "Baby you hoit me." My
notes: "His intonation is amazing, the
deep feeling in his voice, the pain and
the hurt, the longing echoed by the deli-

Irecommend the AudioPrism Mana Reference
most vociferously to all
tube-friendly audiophiles.
cate, low-key guitar work. Unbelievably
3-D and palpable, the air and smoothness are remarkable. There's some quality of acoustic seamlessness that DSD
gets right that goes down to what seems
like the molecular level." And this nugget from Joe Harley's liner note: "Performing for Sam is not about `showtime;
it's about reaching deep within and giving apiece of himself every time." Well,
you can hear ir, this is one damn fine
recording. And this is one damn fine
amplifier system through which to experience the richness and meaning contained therein.
Mana from heaven
Overall, the AudioPrism Mana Reference proved less powerful and transparent than the tour de force that is the
(similarly priced) 845-powered Nagra
VPA. On the other hand, the Mana Reference is certainly more romantic and
colorful than the Swiss amplifier, with
more roundness and body to the imaging and more texture and velvet
throughout. My sample pair always
proved perfectly engaging, and ajoy to
experience music through. They deployed alush midrange, apowerful and
fulsome bottom end, and a sweetnatured, airy treble that seduced eye and
ear alike. Best into afairly efficient
speaker (88dB sensitivity and up, I'd
guess), they're sure to bring musical
delight to any lucky owner's system.
Irecommend the AudioPrism Mana
Reference most vociferously to all tubefriendly audiophiles. And, given its easyto-live-with nature, Irecommend it as
well to all of you who haven't so far considered tubed amplification. It was a
bummer sending them off to Santa Fe
for measurements.
Stereophile, September 1999
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winner you can actually
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BEST PRODUCTS! BEST PRICE!
BEST SERVICE! GUARANTEED!!
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TIME OFFERS!!
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Sampling of the Latest & Greatest Hardware tit Accessories For Summer 99
$449.99

BENZ-MICRO MC CARTRDGES

$499.99 with
Harmonic Recovery System

RUBY II 0.3 or 0.6mV «ALL W/ TradeSCALL
REFERENCE 0.4mV.. SCALL W/ Tratle$CALL
MC I-120; MO.9; L0.4. SCAM. W/ Trade$CALL
MC GOLD 0.4mV
9350 W/ Trade$CALL
MC SILVER 2.0mV
9310 W/ Tracle$CALL
MC-20EII 2.0mV
1"
LUKASCHEK PP-1 PHONO STAGE
SCALL

Improves
Dynamics!

.1>

Restores
Harmonics!

"Blacknite"
Power Cord

THE GLIDER
Factory

Authorized
Trade -in Sale!

Lo&
2.0ine

Benz/Aesthetbc
-F
Aeryone
Canride
who's intoDemagnetizer
analog is sm klt ,
. $ cAL$750 Or
L .With Trade

Output
Available
sure to want one sil the cuts
-"" ' The Glider Never Sounded So Good For So. Little/
battery-powered cartridge
SCall
'This is akiller cartridge....more lifelike,
demagnetimrs thim Aestlictut.'- r......
morc holographic, more involving.... more musical.
...the Glider is way recommended." lbdoord 1 It ,, ee beende limunr11.
Siterey•Aele +eon V.4 NH
Ed«
Lonnie Brownell, Merrophile. Aug. 96. 1,1,1.1908

30 Day Money Back Guarantee!
improves dynamics of any stereo/home theater system.
HRS makes your CD's sound better than ever by providing ahigher level of
focus, timbre, texture & dimension. Installs easily between your CD player or BASIS Turntables & Accessories
Preamp & your system. Experience what the reviewers are raving about.
Models 1400, 2000 Biro 2800 and Debut.
"The sound was richer, fuller, more dynamic. The soundstage was wider &
Available with Rega RB250, 300, 900 and
deeper -more dimesional. I'm keeping the HRS & have asecond unit on order."
Graham 2.0 Tonearms. Package prices are
Sam Tellig, Stereophile, Aug.'98, Vol. 21 #8
Modell4fX)
available for all models!
$Ceill
"It adds alevel of vibrancy & substance to the music that is completely intoxicating"
Sound Stage Magazine... July '98
"It unlocks the music! Favorite recordings sound like new found treasures!"
HW- 191R Turntable w/ Audioquest PT-6 Arm': SCall
Nathaniel Rosen... world famous Cellist
Restores harmonies &

ANALOG SALE!!!

•Add Sumiko Blue Pt. Special": $Call
Flu ex pert
•Add Benz-Micro Glider': SCall
cartridge installation
Add The LIFT & get it installed for FREE!
upon request

"The mat works in alitg way.
Idid not have to strain to hear
the improvement. Improved
definition. detail, dynamics, a
more analog-like soundstage.
"The improvement was astonishing" To tell you the truth.
Dick Olsher. Stereophile. Mar 90, Vol. 1.3 M3
I...hegged Victor for amat on
S111.990. /3 OR MOR $14.11110a
UII.d Timm
the spot." SUM Tv-Gig,
Men
Sale Mad $34.99 Stereophile. Ape '96 Vol. I
9#4
View Guide, ChuI0Mose FIllers, %worn» Foundation 1, 2 & 3 Power FillemSCALL
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available
Solid Oak Cabinet
or 220v version.

rotation, slide-out waste fluid tras:
NITTT OMITS CD MASTIC
Vinyl Woodgrain Cabinet-ITEM #-ANIT1.5....$CALL
Cleaner)
839.99
MODEL 1.0110 - Auto fluid application. scrubbing, & rotation. Vinyl Woodgroin Cabinet
sttsce41iV
REM 8-ANIT1.5FI
SCALL
1
1
MOD L MIN1.,0
1 .- Wet scrubs & vacuums both sides simultaneously
Vinyl Woodgroin Cabinet
ITEM 8-ANIT1.5FI
SCULL
Record Brush,Vac or Caps tan Kit: ... $14.99- PurlfierlitiOlni-Fluirrleoz.
Dust Covers:
$15.99
ifs. ,$22.99 lk $38.99 1/2 gal. Pure 2-$36.99 /1gal.Pure 2 559.99

TNT SERIES 3 & 4 -The ultimate in turntable technology. Analog product of 1997.

(CD

THE LIFTrm

Ultra Clgri ter:
Limited Time

Protect your stylus! Lifts
n
i
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;:
,
ohrann autiiinatiteyl

$99.99
Chime
$89.99
ven'? The Iter $39.99
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"...hove found the 11W-16,5 to be an outstanding
inIfonner. The record surfaits are microscopically clean & are so pristine they look new!" Audio Magazine

SCALL
SCALL

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
E-MAIL: ElusDisc@ool.com
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
FOR INFO (765) 778-2715

Cooling fan

ACCESSORIES:

av

Ltd. Time Offer!!!

POWER LINE CONDITIONER -Speed controller and power filter GALA/ UPGRADE!!
$399.99
SYNCHRONOUS DRIVE SYSTEM -New flagship speed controller and power filter.
SCall
HW-19 STAND ALONE MOTOR
SCALL SWOBE DISC -Set turntable speed .$17.99
CARTRIDGE ALIGNMENT GAUGE$14.99 CROSS CHECK LEVEL(Newl)
89.99
WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF VPI SPARE PARTS, UPGRADES AND ACCESSORIES,'

SUMIKO CARTiancE &

$21.99

$20/100 JPN Resealable -$30/100

Features: Selkomtained liquid pump; Applies
liquid and scrubs record at same time: Bidirectional cleaning; pushbutton controls; 'The
most deluxe record cleaner um the market!"

-SCa11111
FAV-17F 220v -SCall
Fully automatic, Bidirectional cleaning!!

I4W-16.5 -$Call!!!
110 or 220voh
Semi-Automatic
Ltd. Time Offer!!!

The ultimate brassis and demagnetization Disc! traineet3e

1022 ROLLING BARREL RD.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

$CALL

CLEANING MACHINES: Igweb

CD Clarifier:
.19

Creek Phono Stages: OBH-8/8SE and OBH 9
SCall
Purist Audio System Enhancer Disc
NOW ONLY $129.99

RECORD SLEEVES INNER -$30.1100 Quin

SCALL

SPECIAL LIMITED TIME SALE!
UP TO 50% OFF JMW TONEARM!

Interconnects available Jade, Turquoise, Topaz, Ruby, Opal, Emerald 8, Lapis.
Speaker Cables available Type 2, 4, 6, indigo, Crystal, Midnight, Forest, Argent, Clear, Sterling 8
Dragon.
All Digital & Video Cable also available!
PT-6 & PT-8 Tonearms
Binding Post Wrench
$7.99
UltraConnect 2: (w/cleaners) Ultra-high-purity contact cleaner No residue
$29.99
Record Brush: Anti-stat Carbon Fiber
$14.99
RF Stoppers: RF & Digital Noise Filter (set of 4).Juniors: $31.99
Seniors: $49.99
S-4 Silver Tonearm Cable: NEW" ,
All Power Cords also available!
SorboGel Little Feet (set of 4) $39.99 New!
SorboGel Big Feet.(set of 4) 659.99 New!

stemore
improves sound. removes static, improves tracking, records and styli last longer

SCALL

TONEARMS:

aucJiotruth fit audioquest cables!

Gruv-Glide II -

SCALL

THE JMW MEMORIAL -VPI has designed on all-out affordable
tonearm reference that is extraordinary in its ability to extract information from an LP's grooves. Soundstage is wide & deep with air &
separation between instruments. Feeling of solidity of images & top
to bottom coherency is unmatched. Also available in 12' version for
TNT. 5-star rated in TAS issue 1061
$CJU.1

99.99
S

ALL VPI Tarntable Models!

Men
ARIES -Near TNT performance in an HW-19 sizel Requires only a 22' x 16' space,
Features TNT 3/4 platter, bearing & motor. Beautiful black acrylic finish! Upgrodable!
TNT JUNIOR Huge sound stage is balanced by o solidity only available from supe,
tables. Now affordable to a larger audience. 21 lb. Stainless steel motor assembly.
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HIM.19 JUNIOR -A totally dead-solid acrylic planer, precision machined for direct
coupling to records, with reflex clamp and dustcover.
Fully Upgrodeoble to HW-19 Mork III ($599) /HW-19 Mork IV ($ 1199)
1112-.19 MARX Ill -Stainless steel chassis, acrylic motor & armboard, block acrylic
10Ib platter and spring suspension
HW-19 MARK IV -TNT bearing & spindle assembly. 20 lb block acrylic plotter.

"I've tried better tables, arise., cartridges, preamps, cables, and isolation
schemes, ...none have tier given nie the kinds of impros ',mews in noise
reduction, clarity, and elimination of mid-to-treble ringing that dime record-

MODIL 1.0 - Manual tipplicatioit offluid.
brushing & rotating while vacuuming.

Please ask about OW POtkoge Pnces

TURNTARLIS:

CARTRIDGES:
Blue Point Special Cortiidge
Blue Point Cartridge

z

1,„.•Iturn

"ALL In-Stock orders shipped in 24 hrs!"

SALE!!!

SCALL
SCALL

150+page is3°° U.S.A. /s5°° lNTÏl
CATALOG J FREE WITH ORDER!!

VISA
LI,

TURNTABLE

TURNTABLES:
SCALL IPro-Ject 6.1 Turntable
SCALL Pro-Ject 1.2 Turntable

eel.

DOMESTIC SHIPPING:
UPS Ground/Priority Mail: 1-4 Items $5 (ode items .50e ea.)
/3-Day Select: 1-3 Items $7 lodtl. Items SI ea.) /
2nd Day Air: 1.3 Items: 58 (odtl. Items $1.25 ea.)
INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING: CALL OR FAX!
CANADA: 1st Item $7.00 (adtl. items $1
)

Equipment

Report

Larry

Greenhill

Mark Levinson No.334 power amplifier

M

yfather

couldn't resist
buying electronic and
photographic gear. As
soon as he heard about anew Polaroid camera, or weather radio,
tape recorder, or television, he'd go
shopping. He was even more eager
to buy an updated version of what
he already had. He'd buy one for
himself, and sometimes he'd give
me and my three brothers one as a
birthday or Christmas gift. (I often
thought he took more pleasure
from giving to us than he did from
getting his own.)
Dad would have loved the new
Mark Levinson No.334 amplifier.
The 125Wpc No.334 is the second
generation —introduced four years after
its predecessor, the 100Wpc No331 —
of the company's smallest 300-series
dual-monaural amplifier. Even if he had
been aNo331 owner, Dad would have
wasted no time in purchasing the 25%
more expensive No.334. He'd have
pointed to the No331's and No333's
positive reviews in this magazine (Vol.19
Nos.1 and 12, respectively) and their
Class A standings in "Recommended
Components." He'd mention that the
No.334 uses components and technologies derived from the $19,950/pair
Mark Levinson No.33H monoblock
(reviewed in Vo121 No.1), which won
Stereophile's 1998 Joint Amplification
Component of the Year award. And he'd
itemize the Madrigal accessories: the
rugged white handling gloves, the optional Madrigal Balanced Bridging
Adapter Kit ($375), and the No.331.5
cyanate-ester voltage-board update
($1950) for No331 owners.
Opening the carton
Even at 112 lbs shipping weight, the
hefty Mark Levinson No.334 power
amplifier is the baby in Levinson's 33series dual-mono solid-state amplifier
family. Its bigger brothers are the
250Wpc No335 (155 lbs, $7900) and
the 350Wpc No336 (165 lbs, $9500).
Stacking the No.334 atop the No331
was the only way Icould tell them apart.
The newer amplifier's subtle external
cosmetic changes include rounded edges
Stereophele, September 1999

Mark Levinson No.334 power amplifier

on the heatsink fins and curved silver
faceplate, and aperforated grille in the
top cover plate. All units are certified for
sale in Europe, and therefore come with
an AC mains switch, which can be used
to disconnect the control circuit power
supply from the AC mains without having to unplug the amp itself. My father
would have delighted in the three control ports set just below this switch: the
remote turn-on trigger jacks; the Mark
Levinson Communication Link Ports,
which allow the amplifier to be controlled by a30/300-series Levinson preamplifier, and two PHASTrm-compatible ports for two-way communication
with ahome automation controller.
Inputs to the amplifier can be managed
via single-ended RCA or balanced XLR
connectors — U-shaped shorting plugs

Description: Solid-state dual-mono
power amplifier. Frequency response:
20Hz-20kHz, ±0.1dB. THD: ≤0.5%
(FTC). Power output: 125Wpc into 8
ohms (21dBVV), 250W minimum continuous into 4 ohms (24dBW),
500Wpc minimum continuous into 2
ohms (27dBVV), 500W into 8 ohms
bridged (27dBVV). Input impedance:
100k ohms balanced, 50k ohms single-ended. Voltage gain: 26.8dB. Input
sensitivity: 130mV for 2.83V output,
1.44V for full output. Output impedance: ±0.05 ohms, 20Hz-20kHz.
Damping factor: >800, 20Hz-20kHz

connect pin 1(signal ground) to pin
3 (signal, inverting) in each rearpanel XLR input to reduce noise
pickup during single-ended operation. (These must be removed for
balanced operation.) The Madrigal
bridging input adapter uses the
XLR inputs and short lengths of
CZ-Gel cable to reconfigure the
two channels of the 334 into asingle, more powerful amplifier rated
at 500W RMS into 8ohms.
The No.334's output stage carries a 25% greater continuous
power output rating per channel
than the 331's. Its bipolar output
power transistors are packaged in
small plastic cases instead of the
No.331's more microphonic metal
TO3 cans, and are clamped to the
heatsinks with an aluminum bar. The
result is an output stage with lower
noise, lower THD and IMD, and better squarewave performance.' The protection circuit has been upgraded to
prevent damage to the output stage if
the amplifier is switched from standby
to full operation when there is ashort

1Because the No331 was designed for the widest openloop bandwidth, Madrigal's engineers selected an underdamped system. &myrtle's test bench confimied this via
arise in ultrasonic response, with a1.5,111 peak at 100kHz.
There was sonic mild overshoot and asingle cycle of ringing on the 10kHz squarewave response. Maaribul didn't
feel that this related to the amplifier's sonic performance,
but in the redesign of the No334's output stage, they
applied compensation to critically damp the amplifier's
Ultia50111C respinne.

into 8 ohms. S/N: >80dB (ref. 1W).
Power consumption: typically 260W
at idle, 110W in standby.
Dimensions: 17.56" (446mm) W by
9.3" (237mm) H by 18.85" (479mm)
D. Shipping weight: 112 lbs (50.9kg).
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
1194, 1252.
Price: $5900. Approximate number
of dealers: 70.
Manufacturer: Madrigal Audio Laboratories, P.O. Box 781, Middletown,
CT 06457. Tel: (860) 346-0896. Fax:
(860) 346-1540. Web: www.madri
gal.com.
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circuit at the speaker terminals.
Space doesn't allow afull description
of the design features shared by the
Nos331 and 334; for that, consult the
original review in Vol.19 No.l. Briefly,
the dual-mono configuration features
large independent power supplies with
two 801VA toroidal transformers, one
for each channel, oriented to cancel stray
magnetic fields; and balanced circuit
technology derived from the No33 and
No33H reference monoblocics. The circuitry includes two triple-bypassed,
44,000g, low-ESR electrolytic filter
capacitors per channel; asoft-clipping

circuit to reduce the audible effects of
amplifier clipping or overload; adaptively biased output stages that are intended
to provide much of the benefits of classA operation without generating huge
amounts of hear, and independent regulation of all voltage gain-stages.
The No.334 includes the exotic "S"series printed circuit board material — a
cyanate-ester composite — used in
Madrigal's Reference No.33 and
No33H amplifiers. These PCBs have a
lower and more stable dielectric constant, resulting in better electrical isolation of circuit stages and improved

sound. Madrigal's David Nauber explained that if the dielectric constant is
too high — as it is with fiberglass — the
PCB signal traces, separated by dielectric configuration, can store energy like
acapacitor and cause the circuit board
"to sing along with the music." The two
avocado-green cyanate-ester voltagegain (VG) PCBs that lie just under the
334's top cover cost Madrigal 10 times
more than the No331's original darkgreen fiberglass VG boards. Because
Madrigal attributes much of the
No334's sonic improvements to the new
boards, they are available as adealer-

The slight overshoot visible on the leading edge is quickly damped, and risetime is excellent. The lIcHz squarewave
(not shown) is similar, with the overshoot also visible (but only just).
Fig.3 plots the small-signal THD+
noise percentage against frequency. This
result is typical of well-designed solidstate amplifiers. The 1
kHz, THD+
noise waveform at an output of 40W
into 4ohms is shown in fig.4. (The distortion is largely obscured by noise at
the lower power readings we usually
use for this measurement.) The second
harmonic dominates, but the waveform's slight triangularity indicates the
presence of higher-order harmonics.
This is more pronounced into a2ohm

load, less so into 8ohms. (Neither of the
latter is shown.)
The distortion spectrum resulting

Measurements

A

complete set of measurements of the
Mark Levinson No.334 was made
in the balanced configuration. Selected
readings were also performed in unbalanced mode. Unless otherwise noted, the
results here refer to balanced operation.
Following its one-hour preconditioning test, the Mark Levinson's heatsinks
were hot, but could still be touched without discomfort. The amplifier's voltage
gain into 8ohms measured 27dB, balanced or unbalanced. The input impedance measured 98k ohms balanced,
50.7k ohms unbalanced. The DC offset
was avery low 1.5mV in both channels.
The No.334 is noninverting at its unbalanced input, pin 2of the balanced input
is positive. The unweighted S/N ratio at
1W into 8ohms measured 792dB over a
22Hz-22kHz bandwidth, 58.1dB balanced from 10Hz to 500kHz, and
81.6dB A-weighted. The broadband, unweighted result is unusually high for a
high-performance amplifier. All possible
grounding schemes were tried, with little
change. The unbalanced S/N measured
only asmall fraction of adB higher. Most
of the noise is above 801cHz; it is unlikely
that it will be audible.
The No334's crosstalk was so low as
to be irrelevant. The measured output
impedance of the No.334 varied from
0.014 to 0.022 ohms —inconsequential
values. (The highest reading was at
20kHz.) This amplifier's frequency response should not vary with the loudspeaker load. Fig.1 shows the No.334's
frequency response. It is so flat to our
normal measurement limit of 50kHz
that Icontinued the curve to 200kHz.
As you can see, it remained essentially
flat to 100kHz with all of our test loads.
The unbalanced result (not shown) was
virtually identical. Fig2 shows the amplifier's 10kHz squarewave response.
100
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Mark Levinson No.334, THD+noise (%)
vs frequency at (from top to bottom at
10kHz): 4W into 2ohms, 2W into 4 ohms,
1W into 8 ohms, and 2.83V into simulated
loudspeaker load (right channel dashed).
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Mark Levinson No.334, frequency response
at (from top to bottom): 1W into 8 ohms,
and 2.828V into simulated loudspeaker load
(0.5dB/vertical div., right channel dashed).
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Mark Levinson No.334, IkHz waveform at
40W into 4 ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched out
(bottom, not to scale).
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Fig.2

Mark Levinson No.334, small-signal 10kHz
squarewave into 8 ohms.

Fig.5

Mark Levinson No.334, spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC-1kHz, at 167.5W into 4 ohms
(linear frequency scale).
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Mark
installed upgrade kit to No.331-333
owners for $1950 (see sidebar).
Setup
I began listening the day the first
No.334, apre-production model (serial
no.1194), arrived. Two weeks later,
Madrigal shipped me afull production
model (serial no.1252) that differed only
in the addition of two diodes to its softclipping circuit. Because one can never
have too many amplifiers, Iexpanded
my listening tests to include both amplifiers, used in bridged or biamped mode.
Setting up most two-channel stereo

from a50Hz input at 167.5W into 4
ohms is shown in fig.5. All artifacts are
below -80dB (0.01%), an excellent re0444.4
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Fig.6

Mark Levinson No.334, HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 67.7W
into 8 ohms (linear frequency scale).
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No.334

amplifiers doesn't require reading a rigal strongly advises aminimum of
two people remove it from its shipping
manual. Not so with the No.334. If you
carton. The manual warns that the
No.334 should be "handled with exMadrigal strongly advises
treme care to avoid injury." Icompletely agree — this dense, sharp-finned,
aminimum of two people
handleless, 108-lb mass of steel proved
very tricky to steer behind speakers
remove the No.334
without lots of planning. That's why
two pairs of white knit gloves — for
from its shipping carton.
two unpackers — are shipped with
each new 300-series amplifier. These
gloves bear the Madrigal insignia on
don't read p.6 of the 38-page manual —
the back, and have arough, nubbledand you should before unpacking this
rubber palm surface that gives them
amplifier — you won't know that Mad-

suit. Fig.6 shows the 19+20kHz intermodulation spectrum at 67.7W into 4
ohms. (Visible signs of clipping start to
appear at higher levels with this signal.)
The highest-level artifact is -78dB
(about 0.012%) at 18kHz. At 125.5W
into 4ohms (not shown), the IM distortion is lower: amaximum of -833dB
(about 0.007%) at 18IcHz.
The No334's THD+noise vs output
power curves are shown in fie, while
the discrete clipping levels are shown in
Table 1. With the low AC line voltage,
the amplifier doesn't quite meet its specified power into the lower impedances,
though the shortfall is inconsequential.
John Atkinson also measured the
No334's maximum output power using
the Miller Audio Research Amplifier
Profiler and a low-duty-cycle 1kHz
toneburst to avoid loading down the AC

line and the amplifier's power supply.
The result is graphically shown in fig.8.
Though the amplifier did meet its specification into 4 ohms with this signal
and one channel driven, there was a
very slight shortfall into the demanding
2 ohm and 1ohm loads. Into these
impedances, 492W and 829W were
available, these powers equivalent to
output currents of 15.7A and 28.8A,
respectively. Note the very low levels of
distortion in this graph, particularly into
8and 4ohms, up to the point where
the amplifier starts to clip. There is then
a relatively gradual rise to the 1%
(-40dB) clipping point due to the
No334's soft-clipping circuit.
With the exception of the unweighted noise floor which should be inaudible, this is asolid set of measurements.
-Thomas]. Norton

0.

100

Fig.7

SOD

Mark Levinson No.334, distortion (
0/o) vs
continuous output power into (from
bottom to top): 8 ohms, 4 ohms.

Table 1 Mark Levinson No.334 Continuous
Clipping(1% THD+noise at IkHz)

Load
ohms

Both Channels
Driven
W (c181/V)
(L)
(R)

One Channel
Driven
W (dBVV)
(L)

8
139.9 (21.46) 139 (21.43) 140 (21.46)
(line)
113V
114V
114V
4 243.4 (20.86)239.5 (20.79)260.8 (21.16)
(line)
112V
2
430 (20.33)
(line)
112V
8

112V

486 (26.87)

(bridged)
(line)
112V
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Fig.8

Mark Levinson No.334, distortion (%) vs burst output power into 8 ohms (black trace), 4 ohms
(red), 2ohms (blue), and 1ohm (green).
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Madrigal's No.331.5 Update Kit for the No.331
ving heard the No334's strong
bass response and dynamic contrasts, Icouldn't wait to try Madrigal's MLC780 VG No331.5 Update
Kit on my own No.331 dual-mono
amplifier. At $1950 it is an expensive
modification, especially when you
consider that the difference in retail
cost between the No.334 and the
discontinued No3331 is only $1000.
Madrigal claims that the two cyanateester voltage-gain boards account for
most of this cost. Besides these PCBs,
the kit supplies a new blackanodized "No331.5" nameplate for
insertion into the front panel; anew
rear-panel stick-on label stating
"No331.5, Factory Authorized Update," with the serial number; a
Whia slotted 2.0x40 precision electronic tool for unlocking the XLR
connectors; and instruction sheets
with color photographs. Similar upgrades are available for the No332
and No333 amplifiers.
Madrigal's David Nauber explained that the update kit was designed for dealer installation, apolite
hint that Iignored as Irequested a
kit. (Installation by an authorized
Madrigal dealer is mandatory, or the
warranty will be voided.) After four
hours of work, three phone calls, and
one trip to the hardware store, Ihad a
functioning No331.5. Swapping VG
boards and front-panel nameplates
was easy, but unscrewing and then
re-screwing the 62 Allen-head bolts
securing the top plate, output device
covers, heatsinlc dress bars, VG
boards, bottom plate, and front panel
to install the replacement parts was
demanding, risky, occasionally frustrating, and eventually rewarding.
Demanding? The job required a
clean surface, excellent lighting, keen
eyesight to seat the four sizes of Allen
wrenches required, strong muscles to
rotate the amplifier during the job, a
Philips screwdriver, a1
/
4"nut driver,
and apower drill with areinforced
cutoff wheel and mandrel to notch a
stripped bolt holding the powderfinished bottom plate to the chassis.
The instruction booklet's photographs were excellent, and Madrigal's
service staff was very helpful and
most responsive by telephone.
Risky? The No.331's blue elec-
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trolyric filter capacitors held asizable
charge, even after the amplifier had
been unplugged from the AC mains
for two weeks. Working inside a
metal chassis, using metal wrenches
to unscrew metal bolts less than an
inch from an electrolytic capacitor's
positive terminal, and rescuing metal
washers when they fell into the chassis provided lots of tension and
drama. For safety, Icovered the electrolytics with a rubber mat while
working inside the chassis.
Frustrating? The screwposts of the
new No331.5 nameplate turned out
to be too short to hold down my
amplifier's on/off circuit mounting
block —a standoff to keep the turnon circuit away from the metal
nameplate—so Ihad to reinstall the
original (No.331) nameplate. Investigations back at Madrigal discovered
that early-production No331s (my
unit's serial no.: 1114) used the
No33's thicker mounting block. The
service department express-mailed
me athinner piece the next day, and
the problem was solved.
Rewarding? For me, the cyanateester VG board's sonic improvements were worth all the effort. The
added bass heft was heard right away
when playing Massive Attack's Unfinished Symphony (Circa VVBRX2).
The soundtrack from My Cousin
Vinny (Varèse Sarabande VSD 5364)
had much more slam, punch, and
drive, like Popeye after afresh can of
spinach. More transparent mitts and
highs, grain-free and open, were also
present. All told, the update brought
my old No.331 amplifier more than
halfway up to the No334's level.
However, the 331.5 kit did not
transform my amplifier into afullblown No.334. While certainly improved, deep synthesizer notes did
not growl, shock, or surprise as they
did when played over again-matched
No334 —which produced awider,
deeper soundstage, greater dynamic
contrasts, more headroom, and more
transparent midranges than did the
No331.5. Owners who like the sonic
performance of their No.331 but
would like improved bass response
will benefit most from this upgrade.
—Larry Greenhill

terrific gripping power while protecting hands from being cut by the
heatsinks.
Turning on the amplifier properly also
requires astudy of the manual, which
explains on p.15 that the No.334 needs a
minimum of 10 seconds — about four
cycles of the slowly blinking front-panel
indicator light — before its power supply
is fully charged and its circuits are stabilized. The No.334 ignores those who
repeatedly push its front-panel standby
button —like my 21-year-old son, who
tried to play his didgeridoo album while I
was at work? Turning off the amp by its
rear-panel AC mains switch instead of
using the standby button generated a
spray of static in the speaker from the
pre-production No.334, but not in the
production model.
The 100A-rated, insulated loudspeaker terminals didn't accept my
Qudos QED speaker cables, which terminate in banana plugs.3 As aresult, I
had to use spade-lug-tipped PSC Pristine R50 biwired speaker cables. The
amplifier was driven in single-ended
mode from aMark Levinson ML-7A
preamplifier using Levinson interconnects via RCA inputs, and in balanced
mode from aKrell KBL preamplifier
using balanced PSC Pristine R30 Silver
Alloy interconnects via XLR inputs.
Listening
The good news is that the No.334
played with clarity, liquid mids and
highs, stunning transparency, and an
ability to render dynamic contrasts not
evident in listening to the No.331.
Whether driving the Dynaudio Contour 3.0, Quad ESL-63, B&W 805
Nautilus, or Revel Salon speakers, both
Mark Levinson No334s did asuperb
job — Iheard no differences between
the pilot and production units. The
No.334 was ultra-clear, transparent, and
in complete control. Midbass, midrange,
and highs were very, very smooth.
Slightly brighter with the Quads than
comparison amplifiers, the No.334 was
second to none in infusing them with
dynamic impact, transparency, and lowfrequency solidity.
2According to the manual: Switch on rear-panel AC
mains; push the front-panel Standby button to bring
the amplifier from Off to Standby; wait 10 seconds as
the indicator light slowly flashes; them push the Standby
button asecond time. If this procedure has been followed, the internal relays will make anumber of soft
cricket clicks, after which music can be played.
3"CE-certified" products are designed so that speaker terminals will not accept dual banana plugs. The AC mains
cables sonic European countries use resemble dual
bananas, which means that they can s. accidentally —and
disastrously — plugged into amplifier pe.dter terminals.
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The biggest improvement the No334
wrought in dynamic loudspeaker systems was in bass impact. Up till then,
along with the discontinued Krell KSA250, the Bryston 4B-ST stereo amplifier
had been my bassmaster, coaxing slam
and bass heft from just about any dynamic loudspeaker. All of asudden, Iknew
there was anew kid on the block. Pow-

ASC TUBE 'ApTM pmseintik
Components that give the room aremarkable performance.
Cleaner Bass,
Higher
Definition
for your
Hi Fi & Home
Theater System

Powered by the No.334,
even the diminutive
B&VV 805 Nautilus two-way
bookshelf speaker tracked
the deepest synthesizer
notes, producing powerful,
subterranean bass.
ered by the No334, even the diminutive
B&W 805 Nautilus two-way bookshelf
speaker tracked the deepest synthesizer
notes, producing powerÑl, subterranean
bass from IChing's "Silk Road," from Of
the Marsh and the Moon (Chesky W0144).
Its bass slam and definition enabled
the No334 to convey jaw-dropping dynamic contrasts. This effect was much
more than just extra headroom. Through
the Revel Salons, the No334 resolved
what seemed to be the most subtle
dynamic differences, whether the speakers were driven to lease-breaking levels
or played softly. When Ilistened to "The
Hand-Off," from the Sneakers soundtrack
CD (Columbia CK 53146), explosive
piano scales jumped out of dead-black
silence to send chills up my spine.
Don Dorsey's use of synthesizer
chords in "Ascent," from Time Warp (Telarc CD-80106), thrilled me again. Although I'm familiar with this piece, Ihad
not anticipated how the much the
Salon/No.334 combination would intensify my emotional reaction to the
music. The sledgehammer bass and
transparent highs sent me on an emotional roller coaster, as Dorsey's synthesizer erupted out of total black silence
with arun of bells, pulses, whooshes,
and high-pitched tones like those produced by running your finger over the
rim of aglass — all sweeping back and
forth across the soundstage at what
seemed an infinite number of different
loudness levels. The end — a whipcracking shot followed by adeep, subterranean rumble — was eerie, tortured,
and unnerving. On live concert vocals,
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Mark
the Salon/No334 combination developed such powerful rhythmic drive and
pace that Ijumped out of my seat and
began dancing when, on Spyboy (Eminent EM 25001-2), Emmylou Harris
broke into achorus from "Born to Run."
As aresult of such dynamic contrasts,
the No334 was able to develop extraordinary instrumental timbre and resolution of fine detail. Iheard this while listening to "The Mooche," from Jerome
Harris' Rendezvous: Jerome Harris Quintet
PlaysJazz (Stereophile STPH013-2). I've
used this track to review four different
loudspeakers; past notes describe Duke
Ellington's composition as "a somber,
recessed, dark, blurred, and distant tune,
like atrain passing in the night." Putting
the No.334 in the audio chain brought
forth the most dramatic, focused, and
stunningly transparent presentation I'd
heard. The amplifier best captured and
reproduced the opening cymbal work —
a shimmering, metallic sound rather
than something that lesser amplifiers
turn into soft, hissing static. Switching
from gain-matched comparison amplifiers to the No.334 widened the soundstage and revealed the different tensions
of the tom-tom heads in Billy Drummond's drumkit. The kick drum, previously afaint shadow, took on an oppressive, solid heft. Trumpet and trombone
solos blossomed into the full, biting,
"brassy blattiness" that J. Gordon Holt
claims can be heard only on the finest
high-fidelity systems.
Although Ireached very positive con-

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Linn Sondek LP12
turntable with Lingo power supply,
Ittok tonearm, Spectral moving-coil
cartridge.
Digital source: Krell MD-1 CD
transport, Adcom GDA-700 processon
Tuners: Day-Sequerra FM Reference Classic, Rotel RH-10, Fanfare
FM-1, Magnum Dynalab MD-108/
Model 205 Sleuth RF amplifier,
Myryad T-100.
Preamplifiers: Krell ICBL, Mark
Levinson ML-7A with L-2 phono
section, Duntech MX-10 head
amplifier.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson No.331, No.334s (2), Bryston
4B-ST (stereo), Bryston 7B-ST
(monoblocks).
Loudspeakers: Snell Type A Reference, Dynaudio Contour 3.0, Quad

Levinson

No.33 4

elusions about the No.334, in one area it
left me unfulfilled: power. The Revel
Salon loudspeakers sounded best when
Igunned the volume control. Only the
biggest monoblock amplifier Ihad to
hand — the Bryston 7B-ST, rated at
965W into 4 ohms — could play fullvolume percussion music into my large
listening room without compression. At
the volume levels Ilike, asingle No.334

deliver enough power to play percussion? Yes —by using two No334s in a
vertically biamped system. This involved using aY-connector to feed both
inputs of aNo.334 from asingle channel's interconnect. The left and right
pairs of speaker cables from each
No.334 were configured to drive different parts of asingle Salon.
Listened to in this biamped configuration, the percussion opening of "Tito"
remained uncompressed and free of
The No.334's bass
glare at much higher volume —enough
so that Iwas startled and electrified by
response is the best
exploding timbale rimshots and staccato
brass notes erupting out of ablack backI've heard from
ground, and could easily hear the buildaMark Levinson
ing crescendo in the opening drum solo.
Headroom seemed endless, and the
stereo amplifier.
soundstage was very deep, wide, and
rich. All the soundstaging space, transchoked during the opening timbale solo
parency, grain-free midrange, and wellof "Tito," from Arturo Sandovars Hot- defined bass heard in the stereo configuhouse (N2K 10023). The soundstage
ration were present, with added headnarrowed, and the gunshodike timbale
room and enhanced dynamic contrasts.
cracks were softened. Bridging the two
The performance of these amplifiers
No334s brought back the high sound- was awesome!
pressure levels and width of soundstage
Ienjoy with this selection, yet bridged
Summing up
No334s had aslight glare and sounded
The No.334's minor physical changes
abit two-dimensional. A single No.334
gave me no hint of its major sonic imin stereo produced a deeper, more
provements over the No.33, but the
three-dimensional soundstage, greater
more powerful No.334 turned out to
dynamic contrasts, and the most satisfybe far superior in bass slam, dynamics,
ing timbres of musical instruments.
and definition. It accurately conveyed
Was it possible, using Revel Salons in
instrumental timbre, provided resoluahuge listening room, to get the purity
tion of fine musical detail, and created a
of the No.334's stereo mode and still
"lush, opulent, billowing soundstage."
Its bass response is the best I've heard
from aMark Levinson stereo amplifier.
It will be a sad day here when the
No.334 amplifiers leave.
ESL-63, B&W 805 Nautilus. SubUnabashedly expensive at $5990, the
woofers: Velodyne FSR-18, ParaNo.334 proved its worth in coaxing the
digm Reference Servo 15, Snell
very best performance from different
SUB-1800 (2).
loudspeakers in my listening room. My
Cables: Interconnects: Bryston Balenthusiasm was not diminished when a
anced, Krell CogelcoYellow balsingle No.334 ran out of steam playing
anced, PSC Pristine R30 silver-alloy
percussion music on apair of Revel
balanced, Randall Research singleSalons. For large loudspeakers in deended, Mark Levinson HFC (with
manding listening rooms like mine, one
Camac connectors) single-ended, 75
could purchase two No.334 amplifiers
ohm Silver Starlight digital coax.
for biamplification, or choose the more
Speaker cables: Levinson HFC-10,
powerful, 350Wpc No.336. But for
PSC Pristine R-50 biwired double
most music, asingle No.334 in stereo
ribbons.
had more than enough bass slam.
Accessories: Madrigal CZ Gel-1
The No.334's higher power rating,
Balanced Y-Adapter Bridging Kit;
increased ability to render dynamic
Madrigal single-ended Y-adapters
musical contrasts, and outstanding build
(for biamplification); Ardd, Sumiko
quality have earned it astrong Class A
Franklin & Lowell stands.
rating from me. I'm certain that it would
—Larry Greenhill
have made my father smile.
4 From JA's description of the sound of the Wadia
27ix/270 CD player in Stereophik, April 1999, p.165.
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Ayre V-1 power amplifier

Il

've heard my share of Krells, Levinsons, Rowlands, and the like in other
people's systems — expensive solidstate amplifiers are not my usual beat.
With the exception of an inexpensive
Adcom afew years back, for more than a
decade I've owned and reviewed only
tube amps. In fact, until the $7500 Ayre
Acoustics V-1 showed up, I'd not had
one in my system. Similarly, I'd had only
tube /ramps until Ireviewed the Ayre
K-3, which so impressed me that Iasked
to hear the more expensive K-1 —and
ended up buying it.
So Ayre's Charlie Hansen was quite
comfortable having me review his big
baby, the V-1. Or as comfortable as a
compulsive can be. Hansen, who has a
degree in physics and who designed
Avalon's well-regarded Eclipse loudspeaker, is definitely compulsive about
his designs, the parts used in them, what
cables they should be hooked up with —
even about what his amp sits on.
For instance, Ineeded aset of 15' balanced interconnects. While Hansen was
sure Ishould use Cardas, since that's
what he's used inside the V-1, he obsessed over whether Neutral Reference
or Golden Reference would be best in
my system. Iended up with both, and
finally decided on the Golden. Hansen
sent along aset of wooden Jenga blocks
(child's toys), which he suggested Iput
under the V-1's heatsinks to support the
100-lb amp. Itried that, but ended up
using three large Walker Audio Valid
Points embedded in three Walker lead/
resin discs. Iadded apair of discs on top
to damp the chassis.
Design
The V-1 is afully balanced zero-feedback design. Among the reasons Hansen avoids negative feedback is his belief
that, when you route the signal at the
output back to the input, the speaker
cable ("a large antenna," he calls it)
induces ahealthy dollop of RE Throw
RF back to the input and, depending on
the amplifier's intrinsic response, you
will amplify it.
In order to make that interesting
combination of fully balanced and zero
negative feedback work as planned,
Stereophile, September 1999

Ayre V-1 power amplifier

every transistor in the circuit must be
individually tested and matched in sets.
That must add at least $5 to the final
price of the amp — there are 64 output
MOSFETs alone!
Rated at 200Wpc continuous power
into 8ohms and twice that into 4, the
V-1 should have no trouble driving
most loudspeakers. The power supply
features atwo-stage choke input filter
that includes a huge toroidal transformer and two pairs of chokes (one
each for the input- and output-stage
power supplies), plus abank of filter
caps. The choke/filter-cap combo filters
RF from the AC line, and the chokes
also store energy in their magnetic
fields, so there's amore continuous
source of power supply current, according to Hansen. A conventional chokeless power supply charges the reservoir
caps with quick pulses, which can act as
an internally generated source of RF.
The power supply also features discrete
rectifiers instead of arectifier bridge in
order to use the fastest devices available.
The input stage is acascoded complementary-differential circuit that directly
drives the complementary source-follower output stage. Very basic. This
same circuit is used in the K-1 and K-3
preamps, with different-value parts and,
of course, different voltages: ±15V vs the
V-1's ±60V. The input connectors (a
pair each of XLR and RCA jacks) are
directly soldered to the input board,
which is attached to the inside of the
rear chassis wall. The boards are the
same high-speed ones used in the K-1.

Two pairs of Cardas speaker terminals
(for biwiring) are connected via short
runs of Cardas wire to the output circuit
board. The terminals are not in parallel,
as they are in most amplifiers. Instead,
separate pairs of wires run from the output board to the terminals.
There is no servo in the circuit to
remove DC. DC offset is minimized at
the factory via tiny holes in the back of
the chassis — these allow adjustments
to be made with the top on, so the

Description: Solid-state, stereo
power amplifier. Output power:
200VVpc into 8 ohms (23dBW),
400Wpc into 4 ohms (23dBW).
Voltage gain: 26dB. Input impedance: 10k ohms per signal phase
(10k ohms unbalanced, 20k ohms
balanced). Frequency response:
not specified. THD: not specified.
Power consumption: 30W in
standby mode, 300W in operating
mode, no signal.
Dimensions: 18" W by 7" H by
18" D. Weight: 95 lbs.
Serial number of unit reviewed:
4E001 F.
Price: 87500. Approximate number of dealers: 30. Warranty: 5
years parts & labor, transferable.
Manufacturer: Ayre Acoustics,
Inc., 2300-B Central Avenue, Boulder, CO 80301. Tel: (303) 4427300. Fax: (303) 442-7301. Web:
www.ayre.com.
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amplifier is at normal operating temperature. According to Hansen, the V-1
is a"true DC amplifier": 1V of DC into
the circuit will yield 20V DC out. Of
course, when the amplifier "secs" DC,
power is removed from the output
stage and the V-1 reverts to warm-up
mode. There is no microprocessor in
the protection circuitry.
Parts and build qualities appear to be
extremely high, though the fins on the
heatsinks will Veg-A-Matic your hands
if you're not careful.

The sound of tubes?
If you do not currently have or are not
planning on buying abalanced preamplifier, Iwould suggest looking elsewhere for apower amplifier. For one
thing, you'd be paying for circuitry you
won't use. For another, the V-1 sounded
listless with single-ended drive —it just
didn't get up and go. When Iquestioned Charlie Hansen about this, he
admitted that he'd never listened to the
V-1 in unbalanced mode.
Not abig problem —I don't believe

many audiophiles buy balanced products to use unbalanced. Sure enough,
running those Cardas cables from the
K-1's balanced output to the V-1
brought the amplifier to life. For the V1, "life" did not mean the speedy, crystalline highs and faster-than-live transients some listeners associate with
solid-state amplifiers. Nor did it mean
ironfisted bass. At least not in my room
and system.
Nor were the V-I's frequency extremes "tubelike" — not that tube amps

Measurements

A

complete set of measurements was
effect on the V-1's frequency response
performed on the Ayre V-1 in the
into real-world loudspeaker loads. This
balanced mode, with selected readings
can be seen in fig.1, which shows the
repeated in the unbalanced (singlemodification of the response with our
ended) configuration. Except where
simulated speaker load, along with the
noted otherwise, the following results amplifier's response into fixed resisrefer to balanced operation.
tances of 8and 4ohms.
Following its one-hour preconditionFig2 shows the V-1's 10IcHz squareing test, the Ayre's heatsinks were quite
wave response: There is aslight rounding
hot, but could be touched for several
of the leading edge (very common) and a
seconds with no discomfort. The DC
short risetime. The lkHz squarewave
offset was 82mV in the left channel,
(not shown) is nearly textbook-perfect.
9.0mV in the right. The V-1 is nonin- The V-I's crosstalk (not shown), was very
verting at its unbalanced input; pin 2of low, at better than -100dB over most of
the balanced input is wired as positive.
the band. The channel separation deThe S/N ratio (at 1W into 8 ohms)
creased above 31cHz, reaching astillmeasured 89.6dB over a22Hz-22kHz
excellent 72ciB at 50kHz, due to capacibandwidth and 88.4dB from 10Hz to
tive coupling between the channels.
500kHz, both unweighted, and 933dB
Fig.3 plots the small-signal THD+
A-weighted. The unbalanced S/N meanoise percentage against frequency, a
surements were, in each case, less than
1dB higher than the balanced figures.
The voltage gain into 8ohms measured
25.8dB, balanced or unbalanced.
The Ayre's input impedance measured 20.9k ohms balanced and 10k
ohms unbalanced. Its measured output
impedance varied from 0.32 to 0.47
ohms, the higher figure at 20kHz into a
4 ohm load. These are higher figures
than we normally see in solid-state
amplifiers (though far lower than in
Fig.2 Ayre V-1, small-signal 10kHz squarewave
most tube amps), and will have asmall
into 8ohms.
000
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respectable but not unusual result for a
good solid-state amplifier. With unbalanced drive, the THD+noise figure was
slightly higher. Balanced inputs do not
invariably have lower distortion than
unbalanced ones. In fact, the opposite is
often the case, though the differences in
linearity are usually small. The 1kHz
THD+noise waveform at 2W into 4
ohms is shown in figA. The distortion is
heavily third-harmonic, plus noise. The
third harmonic also predominates into 8
and 2ohms (results not shown).
The distortion spectrum resulting
from a50Hz input at 268W into 4ohms
is shown in fig.5. Note the dominance of
odd-order distortion products. At 150Hz
(third harmonic) the distortion is 50.9dB,
or about 03%; at 250Hz (fifth harmonic)
it is -733dB, or just under 0.025%. The
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Fig.4 Ayre V-1, IkHz waveform at 2W into
4ohms (top), distortion and noise
waveform with fundamental notched
out (bottom, not to scale).
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1PO

Ayre V-1, frequency response at (from top to
bottom): 1W into 8ohms, and 2.828V into
simulated loudspeaker load (0.5dB/vertical
div., right channel dashed).

100 0

111

Fig.3 Ayre V-1, THD+noise (%)
at (from top to bottom at
2ohms, 2W into 4ohms,
and 2.83V into simulated
(right channel dashed).

vs frequency
21(1-1z): 4W into
1W into 8ohms,
loudspeaker load
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Fig.5 Ayre V-1, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1 kHz, at 268W into 4ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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these days have to sound "tubelike"
either. While some listeners might find
the V-I's top end to be somewhat reticent, Ididn't. Rather, it was essentially
etch-free and smooth, clear of grain and
hash, but not in the sense that good
tube sound is — it wasn't that kind of
sweetness or purity. Transients and sibilants didn't "come to rounded points"
and melt away as they do with good
tubes, nor did they come to impossibly
spiky and clean points as they do with
some solid-state amps. Rather, they hit

amidpoint between the two.
Deep bass response was outstanding, as
you'd expect from aformidably powered

solid-state amplifier, but it wasn't the kind
of tightfisted control some solid-state fans
expect and demand. Though not particu-

larly well controlled compared to some
other amps I've heard, the V-I's bass was
rich and fully fleshed-out — though,
again, not tubelike. And it was somewhat on the lethargic side, and not as
well focused as I'd like.
Where the V-1 exceeded my highest
expectations was in its midrange, which
was airy, sweet, and delicate, and projected an involving, tubelike sense of space.
During the review period Ireceived
some of Classic Records' new 45rpm
reissues, including old standbys like Bela-

19+20kHz intermodulation spectrum at
243.5W into 4ohms is shown in fig.6.
(Visible signs of clipping begin to appear
with this signal at higher power readings.) The highest-level IM artifact is
-39.9dB (just above 1%) at 18kHz. At
125.5W into 4ohms (not shown) the IM
distortion is lower: a maximum of

-42.7% (about 0.75%) at 18kHz.
The V-1's THD+noise percentage vs
continuous output power curves are
shown in fig.7, with the discrete clipping
levels shown in Table I. While the amplifier easily meets its specified power into 8
ohms, it doesn't do so into 4 ohms,
though the line voltage during the test
was slightly lower than normal. (Such
doubling capability is rare among power
amplifiers.) In order to test the amplifier
using continuous test signals into 2ohm
loads, we had to replace —at Ayre's recommendation — the V-1's internal 10amp resistor-fuses with 15A versions. The
10A fuses would blow at high power into
2ohms with sinewaves, though Iwould
not expect this to be aproblem with normal program material, which can be seen
in fig.8, the amplifier's clipping performance with just one channel driven but
now driven with alow-duty-cycle 1kHz
toneburst (10 cycles on, 40 cycles off).

Strangely, less power was available with
this signal than acontinuous sinewave —
161W vs 233.6W at 1% THD+N —
though now it did double every time the
load impedance was halved, with 1020W
(equivalent to amaximum current of
31.9A) available into 1ohm. Other than
with the punishing 1ohm load (green
curve), the clipping was gentle, reminiscent of tube amplifier overload. (The
magenta line in fig.8 shows the usual 1%
THD+N (-ea) limit we define as the
clipping point)
The slightly high distortion levels and
high output impedance of the V-1 relative to many comparable solid-state amps
are typical of low-feedback designs. It's
something of an audiophile mantra, if a
controversial one, that very low negative
feedback grants sonic benefits — but it
rarely makes for wowie-zowie measurements. Despite this, the Ayre's test-bench
results are good.
-Thomas J. Norton

Table 1 Ayre V-1 Clipping
(1% THD+noise at 1kHz)

Load
ohms

Both Channels
Driven
W (dBW)
(L)
(R)

One Channel
Driven
W (dBIN)
(L)

8 233.6 (23.68) 234.2 (23.7) 250.4 (23.99)
(line)
112V
112V
112V
4 350.9 (22.45) 351.8 (22.46) 404.8 (23.07)
(line)
109V
109V
111V
2
555.5 (21.45)
(line)
109V
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The V-1's bass was rich
and fully fleshed-out.
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Fig.6 Ayre V-1, HF intermodulation spectrum.
DC-22kHz, 19+20kHz at 243.5W into
8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.7 Ayre V-1, distortion (%) vs continuous
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fonte At Carnegie Hall and Dave Brubedc's
Time Out. Without comparison to any
other amplifie solid-state or tubed, the
V-1 impressed on these classics.
Paul Desmond's alto sax on "Take
Five" sounded rich, round, and well
focused, but had the breathy, almost
raspy quality areed instrument must
have to sound real — the V-1 didn't
gloss over the horn's important harmonic and textural qualities. Joe Morello's bass drum was fat and springy, not at
all overdamped or brittle, and Brubeck's
piano struck afine balance between the
instrument's percussive and reverberant
qualities: the felt hammers hitting metal
strings, the sounding board reacting.
Not too dry, not too effusive. With the
V-1, Ifound Icould forget what amplification technology Iwas listening to
and just enjoy the music.
Yet whatever Iplayed, LP or CD, I
felt the amp sounded abit sluggish, abit
too warmed-over, as if Hansen had tried
to emulate atube amplifier with solidstate parts. Iliked the V-1 — Iliked
many of its qualities, enjoyed listening
to it, never felt its seams were showing,
never lost interest in what Iwas listening to — but it didn't excite me. It
lacked solid-state's usual vibrance and
tube's usual lushness. That middle
ground can lead to ambivalence.
Ambivalent is how Ifelt.
ESP, image, and adirty little secret
Maybe Iwas sending out ambivalent
vibes, because just about then Charlie
Hansen called to ask if he could visit.
He showed up afew days later, listened
for awhile, and what he then said was
what I'd been thinking. He had two
requests: that he might up the V-I's output stage bias from 30mV to 35mV, and
that Itry to get acompeting amplifier
from one of the "prestigious" solid-state
names, like Krell or Mark Levinson.
Then I, atube enthusiast, could compare his work with theirs, instead of to
my tube references.
As for the bias request, Isaid "Go
ahead." After making the adjustment, the
V-1 ran somewhat hotter and lost its
lethargic quality without becoming
hyper. The change was immediately
obvious: more punch but not more edge.
"So why'd you set the bias where it
was to begin with?" Iaxed.
Well, some manufacturers have to
alter their products for different markets and different tastes. While the V-1
is azero-electrical-feedback design, the
customer feedback from overseas does
get in the circuit. Based on overseas
reactions, Hansen had been setting the
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bias abit on the low side, which emphasized smoothness at the expense of
rhythm, pacing, and focus. But he'd also
been listening, experimenting, and
fine-tuning, and had decided to up the

While the V-1 is a
zero-electrical-feedback
design, the customer
feedback from overseas

design is more pedestrian (while still
being attractive).
Itold Hansen I'd get hold of one of
those "badge" products, do the comparison he sought, and let the sonic chips
fall where they might. Imanaged to
borrow a Mark Levinson No.335,
which is aclose match to the Ayre V-1
in terms of price ($7495) and power
(250Wpc), and alarger version of the
No334 reviewed elsewhere in this issue
by Larry Greenhill. Carrying the 155-lb
Levinson down aflight of narrow stairs
was such fun.

does get in the circuit.

Ayre vs Levinson
After allowing the Mark Levinson
No335 to warm up sufficiently (with
bias in future production. What Inow
music), Ibegan the head-to-head. Iused
had, with bias tweaked to 35mV, was
DCCs reissue of Nat Cole's Love is the
the V-1 as it would be delivered — at
Thing, MoFi's Getz/Gilberto, Classic's
least in America.
45rpm editions of Pictures at an Exhibition
The issue of finding acompeting and Time Out, the late Mel Tormé's Mel
solid-state product was abit more com7brmé and Friends Live at Marty's, and the
plicated. Hansen allowed that he was
Rolling Stones' Tattoo You —all on vinyl.
frustrated when competing head to
Ialso auditioned the incredibly finehead with some of the bigger brands;
sounding HDCD gold CD reissue of
his dealers tell him that some conPatricia Barber's Café Blue.
sumers buy by the label instead ofjudgFirst up was the Barber CD through
ing the products on their merits. We
the Levinson. I've never heard an amplithen got into abig discussion about fier control the bass on my Audio Physic
marketing and image — something I'm
Virgo speakers as the Levinson did. On
familiar with, having spent over a "Ode to Billy Joe," the bass focus and
decade in advertising.
intonation were astounding. The fingerThough we audiophiles think of oursnaps projected well in front of the
selves as purists, snob appeal does come
speakers, with anice sense of flesh. Barinto play; some people buy names. Ayre
ber's voice was also extremely well
doesn't have the advertising or marketfocused, though abit cool, and the 335's
ing budget at this point to indulge in the
ability to control her sibilants was
kind of heavy-duty image-making
unparalleled in my experience: cleanly
needed to play on the same level as
delivered, without etch. The midrange
Krell or Levinson. The money goes into
was somewhat laid-back but nicely balthe R&D and build quality, where I anced. Overall, the 335's physical and
think Ayre does play on the same field as
timbral presentation was on the cool,
the others, even if Ayre's industrial
restrained side, but organizationally it

Associated Equipment
Analog sources: Graham 2.0,
Irmnedia RPM2, Rega RB600 tonearms; Crown Jewel SE, EMT TU,
Lyra Parnassus D.C.t, Grado Statement cartridges; Simon Yorke, Kuzma Stabi S, Basis Debut turntables.
Preamplification: Ayre K-1 fullfunction preamplifier; Audio Research Reference, Musical Fidelity XLP2phono sections.
Power amplifiers: Mark Levinson
No335, KR Enterprises VT 8000.
Loudspeakers: Audio Physic Virgo,
Sonus Faber Amati Homage.
Cables: Yamamura Millennium

6000, Cardas Golden Reference,
Electraglide interconnects; Yamamura Millennium 6000 speaker
cables; Yamamura Quantum, Electraglide AC cords.
Accessories: Sounds of Silence
Vibraplane active isolation platform,
VP! SDS and Walker motor drives,
Finite Ekmente Pagode and Zoethecus equipment stands, A.R.T. Q
dampers, DJ. ICasser Black Diamond
Racing cones, Walker Valid Points,
Harmonix feet, ASC Tube Traps,
Shakti Stones.
—Michael Premer
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was sensational — ironfisted. The picture, while somewhat compressed from
front to back, was locked in place. In
fact, what Irealized after that very first
cut was that the Levinson made my Vir-

The Ayre's overall
presentation was not
nearly as well organized,
but it had an organic
vitality the Levinson

achieving asense of seamless sonic stability, though in asomewhat cool and
reserved way. The Ayre scored points
with arich, palpable, three-dimensional
midrange that seemed to reach out to,
grab, and draw me into the emotional
center of the music. The Levinson went
for the head, the Ayre for the heart.
Despite its name, the Levinson was the
WASPier-sounding amp, the Ayre
more the hand-gesturing Jewish- or
Italian-sounding amp.
Two great products. Two different
sounds. One offensive analogy.

Conclusion
Charlie Hansen's purist approach to
did not match.
designing asolid-state amplifier — zero
feedback, simple circuit topology, highquality parts, hand-matched transistor
pairs — has resulted in a solid-state
gos sound like Revels! Or perhaps I amplifier with impressive midrange liqshould say that the qualities Iwas hear- uidity, ease, and listenability. The V-1's
ing I'd heard before —at Revel demos, overall sound is as relaxed and fluid as
I've heard from asolid-state amplifier.
which use Levinson amps exclusively.
When Iswitched to the Ayre V-1, the The plush, nonmechanical-sounding
presentation was totally different. The midrange drew me in while helping to
standup bass was not nearly as physical- create an airy, three-dimensional soundly focused in space or as rhythmically stage of enormous depth.
It's at the frequency extremes where
taut, but it had timbral and textural
qualities that were lacking through the opinions will diverge. No one will fault
Levinson. The finger-snaps were not as the V-1's bottom-end extension, but
tightly focused, but had abit more flesh some will be disappointed with its
on them. The overall midrange presen- somewhat diffuse bass focus and lack of
tation was more liquid and upfront, slam compared to other solid-state
which put Barber's voice more in my amps. On top, some will appreciate the
face, but the transient delivery on her V-1's smooth, natural, etch-free highsibilants was clearly sloppier. In fact, the
frequency performance (though sibioverall presentation was not nearly as lants aren't always tamed), while others
well organized, but it had an organic will yearn for amore crystalline presvitality the Levinson did not match. I ence. But no one auditioning the V-1
could easily hear where some listeners should be less than thrilled by its excepwould prefer one over the other. There tionally rich, liquid midrange.
What's most important is that the
was no clear winner.
When Iswitched to Classic's simply overall sonic picture, from top to botawesome-sounding 45 of Mussorgsky's tom, is cut from whole cloth. In other
Pictures at an Exhibition, the results were words, the V-1 paints a complete.
basically the same. The Levinson was involving musical picture, not aseries of
cooler in the midrange, which resulted disjointed musical parts. Overall, the
in less reverberant glow around the V-1 is asolid-state amplifier that should
trumpet but better focus. There was less grab even the most hardened tube devo"grip" and texture to the strings, but tee and give him or her an impressive
phenomenal resolution of detail. Dur- musical ride.
What's dangerous for the manufacing the explosive orchestral crescendos
the Levinson's ability to portray the turer of such aproduct is that tube
wide dynamic swings was awesome, but devotees might like what they hear but
slightly steely in character at the peaks. be unwilling to switch, while solidThe Ayre's renderings of the same staters, used to hearing amore cryscrescendos were somewhat more re- talline top and tauter bottom, will be
strained but more liquid, and more tim- unimpressed in aquick listen.
The V-1 demands some long-terni
brally consistent with the less taxing
attention. If you have an opportunity to
parts of the music.
From disc to disc, so it went: The hear it, leave your preconceptions at the
Levinson excelled at controlling the pre- door, sit aspell, and listen. This amii
sentation, focusing the picture, and breaks barriers.
Stereophtle, September 1999
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Award-Winning
Five Gold Star CD Player:
Musical Fidelity X-Ray
Experience your CDs in awhole new light. Don't just
play them, X-Ray them with Musical Fidelity's new 24bit X-Ray CD player. This aptly named innovation is
incredibly transparent, revealing every last angstrom
of musical detail.

Inside the gracefully styled cylindrical metal chassis,
the X-Ray boasts an advanced Sony laser transport and a
state-of-the-art Burr-Brown PCM1716 24-bit processor.
The internal circuit offers remarkable 0.0025% total harmonic distortion and unbelievable 140 dB dynamic range.

What Hi-Fi?'s "Supertest" Verdict

Both coaxial and Toslink digital outputs are included
along with afull-featured remote.

Once each year editors of England's What Hi-Fi? magazine put their brains (and ears) together to decide which
CD player is the overall best value. This year's winner?
Musical Fidelity's exceptional X-Ray.

Outstanding X-RAY
The X-Ray stood out—both visually and sonically—from
the rest. "Theres' no restraint or softness in the way the
X-Ray plays music—instead you get the kind of insight
that ensures the machine lives up to its name—but at
the same time theres' never that apprehension that it's
all about to go horribly wrong. The music pours forth
in ahighly addictive manner," reported What Hi-Fi?'s
editors in February 1999.
"What the X-Ray has, in keeping with its oh-so-apt
name, are fabulously naked, Zeiss-inspired transparency,
the sort of detail retrieval which would make aHornsby
collector swoon, and top-to-bottom consistency which
means I'm making the X-Ray my sub-$1,700 reference,"

Summary: Don't Let The Money Burn
"This is aplayer that does music—it's as simple as
that —and does it across ahuge range ofgenres and
in awide variety of systems," raves What Hi-Fi? "It's
also superbly built and we love the looks: if we had
($1,300) burning awhole in the corporate pocket,
this is the player with which we'd be going home."

Order X-Ray With No Risk!
You won't find the X-Ray in any store in the US, but
it's very easy to get one. Call toll-free (800) 942-0220 and
tell us you want to "x-ray" your CDs. We'll send you the
amazing X-Ray for only $1,295 plus $19.95 shipping in
the US.
If you're not thrilled by the ultra-revealing sound of the
X-Ray, let us know within 30 days and you can return the
X-Ray for afull refund of the purchase price.

adds the howled-over Ken Kessler in Hi-Fi News &
Record Review, October 1998.
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Soliloquy 5.3 loudspeaker
os'ta qet my hands on these!"
Before the 1999 CES, I
had never heard of the
Soliloquy 5.3, but "this slim, 38"-high
obelisk was among the most open- and
transparent-sounding speakers at the
show," as Isaid in my April '99 CES report. As Islogged from room to room,
never able to spend enough time with
things (and people) that entertain and
inform, and rarely able to avoid exhibits
of even minimal interest, it was absolutely wonderful to stumble on something both novel and satisfying.
Skimming Soliloquy's website, I
learned that Dennis Had of Cary Audio
Design put about four years into the
development of the original Soliloquy as
alabor of love, and in an effort to allow
his electronics to fully express their talents. Not wishing to divert focus from
his electronics business, Had sold his
interest in the design to Bernie Byers,
who then established the Soliloquy
High Fidelity Loudspeaker Company.
Idon't know how much of ahand Had
had in the 5.3, but its family resemblance
to its forebears is clear. Other models I
saw on the website included the 5.2
(stand-mounted, 5" low-mid, 1" silkdome HF) and 82 (floorstander, 8" lowmid, the same HF dome). The 53—a
floorstander with two 5" midrange/
woofers and the 1" dome —seems to be
their offspring. All Soliloquies have narrow faces, that silk HF dome, and rearported enclosures. Moreover, I'm told
that all have been developed via an arduous, reiterative process of "design-produce-listen-redesign... repetitions."
(Now, where have Iheard that before?)
Setup and break-in
The 5.3s arnved double boxed. Un-

packing and maneuvering was easy —
the tall, slim cabinet can be slid or
walked on its steel base plate. The cabinet itself is pretty solid, its rosewood finish is beautifully matched on all visible
surfaces, and, with or without the grilles,
the 53 slips graciously into domesticity.
Fit and finish are above reproach.
Once the speakers were in place, I
screwed down their massive, beautifully
machined spikes through the base plate
Stereophile,
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Soliloquy 5.3 loudspeaker

Description: Two-way, magnetically
shielded, floorstanding dynamic loudspeaker. Drive-units: one 1.125" coated, silk-dome tweeter, two 5.25"
poly-fiber-cone bass-midrange units.
Crossover: 18dB/octave at 2.4kHz.
Frequency range: 35Hz-20kHz. Impedance: 8ohms nominal. Sensitivity:
90dB/W/m. Recommended amplification: 8-300W.
Dimensions: 38" H by 7.5" W by 11"
D. Weight: 80 lbs each.

Finishes: Curly maple, cherry, rosewood.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
S530030LR/RR.
Price: $1895/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 25.
Manufacturer: Soliloquy High Fidelity
Loudspeaker Company, 2613 Discovery Drive, Building A, Raleigh, NC
27616. Tel: (919) 876-7554. Fax: (919)
876-2590. Web: www.solspeak.com.
E-mail: info@solspeak.com

VMPS Ribbons
The new line of VMPS Ribbon speakers
are now available. From the "Ribbon
Monitors" to the "Special Ribbon
Edition" models they represent
tremendous value in modern loudspeaker
technology. For example, their $16,000
ST-III/SRE uses the same 72" ribbon as a
popular $40,000 model from their
nearest competitor. The FF3/SRE for
under $7000 uses a52" version of the
same Ribbon! Woofers are Phase-Plugged
Woven Carbon Fiber. They also are very
serious about box construction with
baffles as thick as 3" on some models!
The crossovers are hand made using
capacitors from Wondercap and Solen,
and wired with quality silver plated cable.
Bottom line: For the ten years we've been
carrying VMPS they have been afavorite,
always representing great value. With
their new Ribbon Series they've taken it
to anew level... They've combined value
with State-Of-The-Art sound and
technology. A task that we feel is truly
remarkable!

ONIX Electronics Closeout

ENGLAND

A-60 Integrated Amplifier 60/60 watts $299.95 (List $500)
A-120 Integrated Amplifier 120/120 watts $419.95 (List $700)
A-2150 Power Amplifier 150/150 watts $349.95 (List $700)
P-3000 Remote Control Pre Amplifier $299.95 (List $500)
A-21 50/P-3000 Amp/Preamp Package $599.95 (List $1200)

Platinum Closeout
Studio 3 $998.00 pair (List $1700)
Studio 1 $598.00 pair (List $1000)
PT-808 $498.00 pair (List $800)
PT-801 $248.00 pair (List $400)

VMPS Ribbon Series
Start at under $1500rair

•
oudequest 3111.1
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•Spread Spectrum Hybrid Design
•FPC-6 Copper & FPS Silver
•Single BI-Wire or Standard Prep

Argent+ Speaker Cable
New MSRP Only $539
6' Terminated Pair

Very Limited Quantity!

PLATINUM
Closeout on Target Stands gel
GR5 32" Tall 5-Shelf $197.50 (List $395)
TT5T/II 37" 5-Shelf $239.50 (List $395)
TT5/II 29" 5-Shelf $175.00 (List $350)
TT3/II 29" 3-Shelf $129.50 (Listt$
4
2
5
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)
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Forest+ Speaker Cable
B5/G
B5A/G33"
33"5-Shelf
5-Shelf$279.50
$279.50(List
(List$455)
New MSRP Only $299
B6/G 40" 6-Shelf $339.50 (List $500)
6' Terminated Pair
LRXT5G 42" 5-Shelf $319.50 (List $465)

•Spread Spectrum Hybrid Design
•FPC Copper & FPC-6 Copper
•Single BI-Wire or Standard Prep

Creek Headphone Ampeer Audio Technica Phono Cartridge
Buy the Creek OBH-11 For •Gold Plated Beryllium Cantilever
$199 and gel upgraded to
•0C9/ML Moving Coil
the Olid1-2 l'ower Supply
Stylus
plus a FREE Mogami •mlicro
headphoneemension cable.

New CV4 seriously outperforms
everything under the Forest!

CV4 Speaker Cable
New Model $119
6' Terminated Pair

•Spread Spectrum Design
•PSC Copper Conductors.
•Standard Prep. Green PVC jacket.

HCM

Audio

112

$199

t

pr ,,r S4110

$169

audiolechnica.

Arcici •Audio Magic •API •AudioQuest •
Audio Technica •Bag End •Blue Point •Chang •Creek •
Fladine •Grado •Hafler •Lightspeed •Mogami •
Musical Concepts •Musical Design •Music Hall •
Music Metre •Nordost •Onix •Platinum •Pro-Ject •
Sumiko •Target •Tice •VMPS •WBT

Get the rest of the deals on the web at: www.hcmaudio.com

800-222-3465 • 530-345-1341 • Fax 530-345-7269
2725 Hwy 32 West, Suite C, Chico, CA 95973
e-mail: sales@hcmaudio.com
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Soliloquy
to ensure asolid, level footing. Even
with the spikes in place, Icould still
move a5.3 by carefully tilting it onto
one spike at atime and walking it about.
The 1" silk-dome tweeter is near the
top of the front panel, the two 5" drivers
directly below. The internal crossover is
third-order (18dB/octave) at 2.4kHz. Interestingly, the 5.3 is said to have an electrical phase response within ±450 over
the entire audible bandwidth. The largediameter port on the enclosure's rear
extends to within 2" of the front panel,
which, in the visible area near the port,
appears undamped. This close proximity
of the front panel and the input of the
port suggests high-pressure loading of
the port. Polyester stuffing is just visible
above and below the port. A nicely inset
identification and connection panel toward the bottom of the rear panel bears
four heavy-duty, gold-plated five-way
binding posts. Gold-plated jumpers are
provided for use when not biwiring.

By the time the 5.3s arrived, Ihad forgotten almost everything about them
except that it was Iwho'd written so
favorably about them in my CES report.

The instruction manual
does say that 500 hours
of break-in are needed.
After that break-in period,
the Soliloquy 5.3 was
an absolute delight.
Whether Ihooked them up to the hotrodded McCormack DNA-1 or the
Sonic Frontiers Power-2 via apair of
Straight Wire Maestro II cables, the 5.3s
sounded bright and boomy. There certainly was evidence of clarity and resolution, but the highs seemed excessive. At
the other end, the bass was overripe, and

5.3

the lower mids tended to bark when
driven at anything approaching useful
levels. Radio announcers were more difficult to tolerate than usual. Clearly, Ihad
made an error ofjudgment at the show,
the guys at Soliloquy had somehow
screwed up, or —just mebbe — these
babies were too new to be housebroken.
The instruction manual does say that
500 hours of break-in are needed. While
you might not be able to put off listening
to your new acquisitions that long, please
reserve judgment for afew hundred hours.
Over the course of the next few
weeks Imoved the 5.3s closer together,
then farther apart, all the while experimenting with their distance from the
listening scat. Itried to reduce the bass
bark by stuffing their rear ports with
polyester batting. Nah — that only
muffled the bass. Besides, the Soliloquies demonstrated their disdain by
blowing the batting out with an emphatic PFOOOT! Finally, thinking that

Measurements
he Soliloquy 53 was fractionally less
sensitive than specified, my BT
weighted estimate coming out at 88dB/

2.83V/m, but the speaker is still alittle
above average in this respect. It is also relatively easy to drive, its plot of impedance
Surreor,e5...e..4,-.4..1...e....emeebeva(meMr
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Fig.1

Soliloquy 5.3, electrical impedance (solid)
and phase (dashed). (2 ohms/vertical div.)

(fig.1) indicating agenerally mild electrical phase angle, and amagnitude that
remains above 8ohms for most of the
midrange and treble and drops below 6
ohms only in the midbass and lower
midrange. Relatively low-powered tube
amplifiers should work well with this
speaker, though if they have ahigh output impedance, the large changes in impedance magnitude might result in atooforward upper-midrange balance.
The saddle in the impedance curve at
40Hz indicates the tuning of the port,
and implies moderate LF extension. The
very slight kink in the curves around
150Hz might be associated with acabinet resonance, but the Soliloquy's enclosure was actually well braced. The

only mode Icould find was around
350Hz (fig2), which is probably too high
in frequency to be subjectively irksome.
Fig3 shows the individual outputs of
the drive-units and port. The port's output is the bandpass curve centered on
the tuning frequency of 40Hz, and
while there is asevere notch between
200Hz and 300Hz, this is inconsequential. The woofers' output peaks alittle in
the upper bass, but is otherwise flat in
the midrange. The crossover to the
tweeter features steep rollout slopes and
appears to be set alittle lower than specified at 1.9kHz. Residual cone-breakup
modes in the woofer's output are well
suppressed by the crossover, but the
tweeter's output appears to be somewhat boosted on-axis.
This can also be seen in the Soliloquy's overall response, averaged across a
11111111
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Fig.2 Soliloquy 5.3, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to front baffle
beneath woofers. (MLS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Soliloquy 5.3, acoustic crossover on
tweeter axis at 50", corrected for
microphone response, with the nearfield
and port woofer responses plotted below
300Hz and IkHz, respectively.
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the drivers might be wired out of
phase, Iremoved the jumpers from the
binding posts and biwired the 5.3s for
easy phase reversal. This only made
things worse.
Not knowing how to live without
music, Ileft the 5.3s biwired to the
Power-2, but with the recommended
phasing. At this point the 5.3s stood
more than 9' apart and less than 3' from
the front wall — significantly farther
from each other and the listener than is
usual for speakers in my listening room.
Toe-in was minimal, at about 5°. Other
large reflecting or absorbing objects
were kept well away.
Weeks passed. Gradually, it dawned
on me that WQXR's announcers no
longer seemed to be swallowing their
mikes, and surface noise from my
thrift-shop LPs seemed smoother and
less obtrusive. After seven weeks, the

5.3s had matured enough for me to
remember why they'd so impressed me
in Las Vegas.
Listening
After that break-in period, the Soliloquy
5.3 was an absolute delight. The immediate impression Igot was of great transparency and space. With the spatial trickery of the Willow soundtrack (Virgin
90939-2), the 53s put the pan flute front
and center, spread the strings widely
across the room, hurled the percussion
from various directions, and summoned
up the chorus from somewhere back in
the Meadowlands of New Jersey. (When
listening, Iface west.) Imaging was stable
and natural, but not "pinpoint."
James Homer's less varied score for
Glory (Virgin/Classic DAD 1008) has
benefited from full 24/96 treatment, its
rolling drums and ethereal chorus seem-

ing entirely liberated from the equipment. There was no "sweet spot" — I
could get up, walk around the room,
stand up, or sit down, and transparency
and tonal balance remained constant Bass
was not Stygian, but adequately extended.
The magic was not restricted to contrived recordings, but was lavished equally on voices and instrumental ensembles.
Itried all my standard voice tests, from
Diana Krall and Holly Cole to Jerry
Hadley and Thomas Hampson, and the
53 presented them as purely and naturally as any speaker yet to visit my listening
room. Latin flavors, from The Buena Vista
Social Club to Los Lobos' Kiko, were pungent and incisive. Jazz ensembles were
particularly well served by the 5.3s' generous soundstage and lack of coloration.
Dick Cary's Tuesday Night Friends'
Catching Up (Clavier KD-77024) seems
to have taken up permanent residence in

lively room, the slight flare in the presence region (due to the tweeter's wide

dispersion at the bottom of its passband)
will compensate for aslight lack of on-

Measurements
30° angle on the tweeter axis (fig.4). In
fact, the response has adistinct double
hump, the on-axis boost in the top two
octaves being balanced by asimilar
energy excess in the bass. When well
handled by the designer, the result can
sound musically balanced — witness the
classic BBC LS3/5A. When carried to
excess, the result is as KR describes on
first hearing the Soliloquy 53 in his listening room. That the speaker sounded
more acceptably neutral after its long
break-in means that it must have been
even more peaky out of the box. Note
that about 3dB of the apparent boost in
the bass will be due to the nearfield
measurement technique, but that, even
taking that into account, the speaker
will easily sound boomy if care is not
taken with room placement
Fig.5 shows how the 5.3's balance
changes to its sides. In anormal, not-tooIII
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Soliloquy
one of my CD transports - Ican't resist
playing it almost daily. This disc is a
model of how to record ajazz band with
the rich, warm brass retaining the bite.
On my favorite cut, "Recado," the 5.3
deliciously delineated all the brass and
woodwind counterpoint while maintaining ensemble cohesion. The interplay of
keyboard, bass, and percussion was clearly revealed, as the bass performance of
the 5.3 extended down to near 40Hz.
And George Faber's "Count the Tears,"
from Sure Beats Workin' (PopeMusic
PMG 2032-2), had all the requisite slam.
The two cone drivers handle everything
up through the midrange, so there were
none of the discontinuities that so plagued
the Coincident Super Conquest Series II
(StertvphileJune 1999). Thus, although the
Super Conquest had more extension and
power in the lowest bass, the 53 had more
useful impact and kick in the range just

axis energy in the same region. The
silk-dome tweeter may have an on-axis
peak in the top octave, but it has very
narrow directivity in this region: the
exact high-treble balance in-room can
be managed by experimenting with the
speakers' toe-in to the listening position. Note that the woofers are more
1

1

I

5
Mowers

above - especially notable on piano
recordings. Throughout the rest of the
range, it was no contest-the 53's transparency made it super seductive.
It was harder to compare the 53 with
the newly arrived PSB Stratus Goldi The
PSB has arichness and asolidity, without
boom, that the much smaller 53 could
not approach. On the other hand, Iwas
more conscious of the presence of the
PSB, from both visual and auditory cues,
than Iever was of the Soliloquy, which
seemed to disappear into the music. But
take that last comment with abig grain of
salt - I'm only beginning to become
familiar with the PSB.
The use of small drivers in asmall
enclosure means that the Soliloquy is
limited in how much air it can move. It
couldn't blow me away with huge symphonic and choral monsters, as can the
Stratus Goldi. In fact, my Paradigm Re-

directional at the top of their passband
than might be expected from their
small radiating diameters and the narrowness of the baffle. Vertically (fig.6),
the perceived balanced does not
change significantly as long as the listener's ears are between the top of the
cabinet and the upper woofer axis.
In the time domain, the Soliloquy's
step response (fig.7) indicates that the
tweeter is connected in inverted
acoustic polarity, with a complete
cycle in its output preceding the positive-polarity step from the woofers.
The 5.3's cumulative spectral-decay
plot (fig.8) is basically free from treble
resonant problems - KR did note
how grainless the speaker's presentation was.
-John Atkinson

Fig.7 Soliloquy 5.3, step response on
tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time window,
30kHz bandwidth).
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ference Esprit/BP, with a pair of
165mm drivers but with a60% larger
enclosure, is more capable of shaking
the timbers than is the 5.3. But when
listening to Mahler, as is my habit, I
found the Soliloquy ever-so-nearly excellent. It handled everything in Symphony 4(Salonen/LAPO, Sony Classical SK 48380) with aplomb, and did
just fine with Symphony 3 (Horenstein/LSO, Unicorn-Kanchana UKCD
2006/7), because the scoring is pretty
open. The denser, deeper Symphony 2
(Rattle/CBSO, EMI 47962) and 6
(Zander/Boston Philharmonic, IMP
DMCD93), however, simply demand
more weight than the Soliloquy could
load into my room.
The 53/Power-2 combination was
quite refined in its depiction of detail, harmonics, and miaodynamics, but macrodynamics were merely okay. It wasn'tjust a
matter of SPLs -switching to the hotrodded DNA-1 afforded more volume
and punch, but no more heft. Besides, the
5.3s were simply succulent with the
Power-2. In Eta, the 53s were so good and
so coherent that I'd hesitate before gambling on asubwoofer. (Soliloquy does offer
one, along with acenter-channel speaker
to fill out ahome-theater setup.)
The Soliloquy had only minor failings. Because my listening room is fairly
warm, the 5.3's slight prominence in the
lower treble (approximately 6kHz) troubled me but little - placed at the live
end, the speakers effectively balanced
that warmth. (If your room is abit hard
overall, you should audition the 5.3 at
home before purchase.) Bass-rich sources
can still evoke abit of abark from the 53.
For example, when listening to music at
healthy levels on well-miked FM broadcasts, Ioften had to jump up and quench
the volume when the close-rniked announcer came on. Both of these characteristics seemed to fade with continued
use, but Iwonder if the low-end characteristic could be caused by turbulence in
the duct system. Finally, the 53s needed
breathing room. Their bass became
thumpy, and their image depth compromised, when Imoved the Stratus Goldi's
down to the same end of the room.
A truly lovely recording is Flamenco
Mysterio (FIM GSCD 016), featuring
Gino D'Auri on guitar, accompanied by
percussion (tabla!), strings, and assorted
keyboards. It's far from traditional flamenco, but nonetheless exudes style and
spirit. Recorded by Stephen Hill and remastered by Doug Sax, the recording
presents D'Auri's instrument with lifelike
presence, precise transients, and warm
resonance. Over the Soliloquies, D'Auri
115
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sat across the room from me, the sounds
of his fingers on strings and fingerboard
just audible under the rich tones emanating from the gut and wood. Igot up and
walked over to him. Remarkably, the
balance between the sounds produced by
the instrument and those directly on it
shifted as Isat down directly in front of
him. Although Imoved, he was still in
the same relationship to the supporting
instruments in the nicely reverberant
soundstage. This rare experience was
made possible by the Soliloquy 5.3s —
speakers with little if any grain, and with
extremely fine resolution.
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Conclusions

Ihave avoided discussion of price, since
the remarkable Soliloquy 53 deserves to
be judged solely on the basis of its superb
performance and construction, and on its
suitability for your room. Its spatial presentation is excellent, and voice and
instrumental balances are natural and satisfying. Mated with asympathetic amplifier and decent source material, the 53s
can be an open window into the recording venue. Their dynamic limitations are
a bit restricting with post-Romantic
blockbusters, but that is merely concomitant with their size.
So it ain't perfect, but neither is any
other small speaker in that regard. Otherwise, it's as good (and as good-looking) as you can get for the price, not to
mention afair bit more.
"Gotta get my hands on these!"
I'm very glad Idid.
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Digital sources: Burmester 970/
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er, Mark Levinson No360 DAC,
Theta Miles CD player.
Preamplifiers: Klyne 6L33P, ZSystems rdp-1.
Power amplifiers: McCormack
DNA-1 (with Rev.A mod), Sonic
Frontiers Power 2.

Loudspeakers: Coincident Super
Conquest Series II, Paradigm Reference Esprit/BP, PSB Stratus Goldi.
Cables: Cardas Cross and Golden
Cross interconnects, Straight Wire
Maestro H speaker cables.
—Kalman Rubinson
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S2500

er'

"Scary how good this bargain sounds. Get one and
you'll be hooked on vinyl." Borderline Class B.
Stereophile Rec. Comp. Class C SSS 4/99 Planar 25
Michael Fremer
Planar 9 Class B SSS
.. .$2750 Exact Cartridge
$595
Planar 25 Class C SSSS ...1275 Elys Cartridge
$225
Planar 3 Class D SSS
$695 Super Bias Cartridge
$175
Planar 2 Class D
$499 Bias Cartridge
S125
Turntable Wall Shelf
S159 Spacers 2 or 4 ml S15/Wrench Si

SUMIKO THOR215 Lehmann

_

.1--

..."It is among the finest cartridges I've ever heard at any price-"
-Stereophile 3/99 p. 41 The Statement Michael Fremer
"The finest fixed-coil cartridge I've ever heard, and one of the finestsounding cartridges I've ever heard-especially in the midrange-regardless of design," said MF -Stereophile Rec. Comp. 4/99 Reference
Reference Class B SSS
41200 Prestige Silver
$150
Master
S800 Prestige Red
S110
Sonata Class C
$500 Prestige Blue
S80
Platinum Class C SSS
S300 Prestige Green
S60
Prestige Gold
S180 Prestige Black
S40

SHURE'

audio

The Return Of A Legend

'Nrrry

GRITTY

RECORD CARE

pRooucrs .

New Tables
Pro-Ject 1.2
$319
Includes Oyster Cartridge
Pro-Ject Model 2
$495
Includes Oyster Cartridge
Pro-Ject Wood Classic .5749
Beautiful Maplewood Plinth
Pro-Ject Perspective ..$995
Clear Acrylic Base Plinth. Fully
Suspended
raudiotedinica 411i
0C-9
List $400
Sale $200
audialechnica tidiF
440ML
List $220
Sale $100

ortofon

MC 25 Fl
List $4450
Sale $225
MR1.5
l
TD-295
List $999"
Sale $799"
1
.(2CC LPs

e

i

22-

Anniversary
Special!

$695

TD-190 plays 33,45,78 RPM
List Price
$570
Anniversary Price .. .5449-

"You won't believe
your ears."

M-280 MK IV
List Price
$540
Anniversary Price . 5399"

Comp. Class B SSS 4/99

Turntables
JA Michell Mycro
.51395
Basis 1400 package .$1995
Kuzma Stab! Basic .41700
Sofa Moonbeam
$399
ThomesTD-325
$1180
Techniques SLBD22
.$199
Techniques SLBD20 .5179
Teac PA 400
$149
Gemini PT-2000
$369"
Gemini PT-1000
$299"
Gemini XL-500
$199"
Gemini XL-400
$149"
Gemini XL-100
$99"
Kenwood KO 492 . _5179"
Kenwood KD 291 ..5129"
Cartridges
Sumiko
Blue Point Special . .5295
Blue Point
$195

-Stereophile Rec.
Michael Fremer
Pearl
Black Pearl
Oyster
Benz Glider
Benz Gold/Silver
Benz MC20E
Denon DL-160
Denon DL-110

$95
$75
$45
$750
$350
$150
$180
$140

Goldring 1042
$249"
Dynavector 10X4
$325
Clear Audio Beta-s
.$450
Phono Pre -Amps
Ear 834P Chrome
.51195
Ear 834P Black
$895
Ear &34P MM Only
$695
Ear MC3 Step-Up
$995
Ortofon T-20
$450
Creek OBH8
$200
Creek OBH8SE
$325
Creek OBH9
$249

X5-MC
$270
X3-MC
$220
XI-MC/MCP Class D . 5135
0M-30 Super
$225
0M-20 Super
$150
0M-10/OMP-10
S75

V15VxMR
$275
Stereophile Rec. Comp.
Class C 555 4/99
Shure M97HE
$100
Shure M94E
$65
Shure MP94E (T4P) . .565

0M-5/OMP-5
0M-3/OMP-3
FF 15XE

$50
$35
535

Shure M7OBX
$25
Shure M92E (T4P)
$25
Shure M785 (Mono) ....560

Mini Pro Fully Automatic$649
1.5FI Semi Automatic .4449
1.5 Semi Automatic .. $375
1.0 Manual Operation .5229
Record Master
$245
CD Master
$56
-Stereophile Rec. Comp 4/99
Mini Pro 2, 2.5FI, 1.5FI, 1.0
SSS

Parasound PPH-100 . .5120
Music Hall MM-Fl
..599"
0.E.D Disc Saver.
$79"
B-Tech BT-26
$49"
Record Mats
AO SorboGell Mat
$95
Ring Mat
590
Ultra Mat Anti-static
$
-12
Gemini Mat
$6
Record Care
Last
'1 Power Cleaner
$28
-1Power Cleaner
$152
'2 Record Preservative .$28
'2 Record Preservative $158
'3 Record Cleaner
$17
'3 RCM Machine Fluid
$50
'4 Stylus Cleaner
$15
'5 Stylast Preservative .$23
'1 & '2 Combo Kit

'2 & '3 Combo Kit
540"
'4 & '5 Combo Kit
$34"
Record or Stylus Brush ..$2"
Disc Doctor
$19" pint
Disc Doctor ....$30" quart
Disc Doctor
.549" 1/2 gal
Disc Doctor Brush ..534" pr
Discwasher Brush
.519"
Discwasher Record Fluid $4
Discwasher Stylus Care se
Discwasher Stylus Fluid .53
&fifty Zerostat Gun
$50
AO Brush
$20
Hunt EDA Brush
$25
Deeca Brush
$25
Gruv Glide
$25
Allsop Orbitrac
$40
Record Clamps
Sota Reflex Clamp . .5189
Sota IClamp
$66

JA Michell Clamp
$5
Protractor 8, Misc.
DB Protractor
54 r
MoFi Geo Disc
S3 r
Cardas Sweep Record. $2
Tweezeres
KAB Strobe & Light ...58
SME Stobe Disc
55 r
Stylus Force Gauge
Shure SFG-2
52
Tone-Arm Wrap
Tone-Arm Wrap
$20
Cartridge Demagnatizer
Benz ABCD-1
5199
XL0 Burn-In CD
$30
Tone-Arm Cables
Kimber Kable Tak
$350
AO S-4
$275
SW Maestro II
$180
XL() PRO
5130

For Information
On Hundreds Of
Products Visit
Our Web Site!

JERRY RASIONS
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VIBRA POD

.." Opal

VIBRAPOD

KIM3ER KABLE

S1

$6 each

i/IBRAPOD Isolators Improve Bass

$195 1meter pair

Extremely pure solid FPC-6 copper
(99.99997%). RCA plugs are welded on using 8,000 amperes of current commingling the molecules.
actual
size

Definition and Depth Dynamics,
Detail Resolution Ambiance, Clarity
Soundstaging Video Images
"A KR favorite. ...Vibrapods isolate
and enhance performance. Ikeep a

21 awg FPC-6 Copper
-Air-Hyperlitz Insulation
--Polypropylene Isolating
Polypropylene Jacket
Foil/Mylar Foil Shield
Silver Plated Drainwire
PVC Jacket

box of them around so that no component goes without".
-Stereophile Rec. Comp. 4/99

Monocle
Monocle
Monocle
Monocle

XL
XL
X
X

S880
S655
$660
S580

8 foot pair
5 foot pair
8 foot pair
5 foot pair

Monocle Loudspeaker Cables
The most intimate union of amplifier & loudspeaker.
Twenty years of avant-garde manufacturing and engineering enable
Kimber Kable to offer the most significant sensible loudspeaker cables in

High End audio.
This collection of loudspeaker cables features many technologies develExtremely pure solid FPC copper oped during the Black Pearl - project. Now, we unite the performance and
(99.997%). RCA plugs are welded ideals uncovered in that project with cost effective materials and proceon using 8,000 amperes of current dures without sacrificing quality. The new cables are a statement of our
commingling the molecules.
relentless pursuit of performance, quality and value.
Ruby

Anniversary

actual
size

Special!
Free $180 Kimber Kable Silver
Streak with purchase! The Silver
creates a magical synergy.
Planet Class B SSS
5795
-Stereophile Cover Story 2/98
"But at a whisker under $800, it
is an astronomical highend bargain." - Stereophile Rec. Comp.
Class B SSS 4/99 JA

One of A Kind Items!
Rega Brio 35w Integrated amp .$399"
Denon DCD 1650 CD player ...$699"
Audio Prism Foundation 11... 5399"
Vansevers Model 11 Digital . 5229"
AMC CD-6 CD player
$199"
AO Diamond .5 meter pair ... $399"
AO Quartz 1.5 meter past.
$109"
AO Quartz 2 meter pair
AO Ruby 3 meter pair

audio cable world. The level of engineering, technology and beauty this
cable provides are without equal, especially considering its price. Monocle
Polypropylene Insulation offers increased dynamic range with greater speed and acceleration.Timbre,
- Foil Shield
space, detail, intimacy; the Monocle delivers the musical nuances and col'
PP Filer
PVC Jacket
or with emotion, truth and realism.
We are proud to feature German made WBT connectors as standard
equipment. WBT incorporates uniquely functional designs and superior
materials to produce the finest connectors the world
has to offer.
Topaz
$79 1meter pair
WBT's new spade lug incorporates an elastomertype
Extremely pure solid LGC copper damper for excellent contact and dramatic reduction
(99.97%).
of vibration. The bimetal spade is fully insulated and
...uncolored at an affordable price. CE compliant. Sandwich spades offer the highest
Great value." -Stereophile Rec. fidelity and are strongly recommended.
Comp. 4/99

actual
size
— 22 awg LGC Drainwire
22 awg LGC Copper
—Polypropylene Insulation
-- Foil Shield
— PP Filer
PVC Jacket

Monster M1.5 Spk. Cables 6' pr .5169
Monster M.75 Spk. Cables 8' pr .539'
Goertz Sapphire 2m pr
829.5"
Goertz Triode Quartz 6m pr . $299"
Goertz Tourmaline 1.5m pr .. $299"

y

uu

•

•

u

Monocle Series-designed specifically for standard loudspeakers.Technology,
performance, sensibility.These words accurately describe the new Monocle
Series. Monocle brings an unprecedented price to performance ratio to the

Silver Plated Drainwire

AQ Turquoise 4 meter pair
$39"
AQ Turquoise 5 meter pair
$44"
AQ Type 6 Spk. Cable 4 pair ..

Uj

ov

22 awg FPC Copper

$124"
$99"

XL0 Type 4 Digital Cable
$69"
Kimber Kable PBJ 1.5m Pair . 549»
Kimber Kable PBJ 2.5m Pair ..
Vampire Dual Banana Pair
$14"

$125 1meter pair

Turquoise
Jade

8TC
4TC

$224 8 foot pair
$160 8 foot pair

A double run of 8TC greatly improves the sound, feels DO. Excellent bass.
-Stereophile Rec. Comp 8TC SSS & 4TC SSS 10/98 p. 135

"You can rest assured of two facts: You can afford Kimber 8TC or 4TC. And,
if you do choose to buy Kimber, no one on the block will own anything that
545 1meter pair beats it. Just go out and buy some!" -The Audio Observatory VoL 2# 10
$29 1meter pair Paul A. Cervantes

t,,res are representations of products.

We are the world's
largest supplier of
audiophile
84 CDs

Call 1-800-716-3553 for your FREE full-color catalog
with covers and descriptions of more than 2,500 items.

1(

Visit us at www.acousticsounds.com we're always open.

Acoustic Sounds, Inc. • 1000 West Elm, Salina, KS 67401

• Phone 785-825-8609 • Fax 785-825-0156
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tmost world-music festivals in
this post-Craceland, globally
economized world, the name
of the game is now cross-cultural collaboration. Hang around long enough
and you're sure to see American guitarist Ry Cooder, the one-man Mt.
Olympus of planetary musicality, mixing it up with an African girot or an
octogenarian conguero.
The more diverse the flavors, it
seems, the better: Madagascar meets Indonesia; Delta blues on National steel
guitar mixed with song-stories plucked
out on the gourd-and-gut-string hora
from West Africa; ballads and dance
tunes all mashed into the same jam. Best
of all are the stage announcements in at
least three languages.
Although Cooder, notoriously shy
(and, according to breathless festival
gossip, notoriously difficult), wasn't
there, Isaw and heard any number of
"We Are the World" meetings during
the weekend Ispent at the 32nd edition
of one of this hemisphere's premier
world-music festivals, the Festival D'Été
de Québec, held in Quebec City two
weeks of every July.
The festival, which has hosted the
North American debuts of artists ranging from Italian soprano Cecilia Bartoli
to African singer Ismael Lo, is still a
secret worth getting in on. Unlike most
summer music festivals, which are
crowded and increasingly pricey, Quebec remains an appealing, low-cost mix,
with agorgeous European-style setting,
manageable crowds, and local hospitality galore.
After five days of mostly African and
Quebecois music — as well as anumber
of one-world musical pairings played in
aFrench-speaking city in an Englishspeaking country just north of an egocentric colossus obsessed at that moment
with the disappearance of aKennedy —
my patois-babbling brain was set awhirl. While Fm all for world peace, not
to mention ART, there's something pretentious and offputting about the quickening pace of cross-cultural, multi-continent "world music" projects.
First, there's that record-store label,
"world music." This condescending
Americanism has become auniversally
Stereophile, September 1999

Baird

Brosman. Brosman has written abook
on National steel guitars, was once
signed to Rounder Records, and currently couldn't get arrested in his homeland
(though that may soon change). As the
festival's unofficial Artist-in-Residence,
Brosman was very prominent — at times
too much so. The weekend Iwas there
he collaborated onstage with Okinawan
guitarist Takashi Hirayasu; the great
René Lacaille, aguitarist/accordion player from Réunion Island in the Indian
Ocean (who played in an odd 6/8 time);
and Jali Musa Jawara, asinger from Guinea who's also mastered the kora, the
harp/lute instrument mentioned earlier.
After witnessing several of Brosman's
What, no "Beer Barrel Polka?" Accordionist
impromptu jams, Icame away imJoaquin Diaz from the Dominican Republic
pressed and nonplused — which might
cuts loose at Quebec's Festival D'Été.
be the point. No matter how intellectuaccepted tag in North America and ally intriguing or musically combustible
Europe for any music that comes from such global music summits might look
anywhere else — the frontier, it seems to on paper, or how right the initial imsay, beyond the reach of civilization. Of pulses to do them, many of these sescourse, you do have to wonder: If sions simply did not jell. The talent was
certainly there, but the lack of any cothey're the world, what are we?
During my weekend at the festival, I herent material that all players could
decided to turn the "world" music tables relate to was aproblem. Isuspect lack of
and ask several participants, many from rehearsal time was another. On top of
the Francophone countries of Africa, that, many forms of folk music just do
not blend well with others — they're
what they called music from America.
"Rock'n'roll" and "jazz" were the most almost too pure to work in any context
common responses, followed by "pop," but their own.
That said, there were several breath"bad," and "From where?" So much for
that vaunted (and/or condemned) Yan- taking sessions involving Brosman and
Lacaille in which both players fell into
kee cultural superiority.
While cross-cultural experiments can aconversation that produced fascinatbe beautiful when they work — the ing sound combinations and inventive
superb series from Water Lily Acoustics solo trading. Brosman later remarked
(see "Record Reviews," p.162) and the that his playing was forever changed by
Grammy-winning Buena Vista Social the experience, which in itself is reason
Club (with Ry Cooder) are obvious enough for these combinations.
In the end, Icame away with my
examples— most of these situations
where an American/European musi- cynicism much reduced, realizing that
cian tries to add something, anything, the inherent nature of today's ubiquito aforeign (for them) musical form, tous Cuba-meets-Clarksdale experifail to achieve much musical validity ments, certainly for the listening audibeyond being acuriosity or an etluio- ence, is hit or miss: high highs and low
musicological experience. Such efforts lows, with almost no gray area between
may revitalize acareer in need of inspi- rare triumph and flat dud. The key I've
ration (le Paul Simon), yet they in- learned: Patience.
Or, as the Festival D'Été de Quebec's
evitably feel like side projects.
In Quebec this year, most of the programming director, Jean Beauplanned East-meets-West happenings chesne, replied when he was asked
involved guitars, and most revolved about the festival's future collaborations:
around American slide guitarist Bob "I'm listening."
121
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Call us with any model

VISIT US ON-UNE FOR THE MOST EXTENSIVE
SELECTION OF CABLES FROM AUDIOQUEST, IRO, AND
TRIBUTARIES CABLES AVAILABLE ON THE INTERNET!

number you are
looking for at
1-800-432-0007

We've got the selecilon:
A/V Racks....No one has abetter selection! We carry the best brands such as, Atlantis, Bellojgetti, Lovan
Sanus, Salamander, Alphason, Studio Tech, Altra, Tivoli Design, BD! and More! To see the lull line of product
From manufacturer, visit us on the web @ wwwsoundcity.com
Atlantis Hantiony
Component Rack

Loran Pro 4
4-Shelf
Component
Rack
2'

Ill
j.

4
4,I

Willire:Mins J.
"
,omi. tIL,
1
1"

Horne Theater System leaturog sohd wood and tempered safely rfl

Full Line Available

Can

Full Line Available

CINEPIRO The Exper ien cc
Cinepro has been supplying home theater enthusiasts with
amplifier products since 1989, and is now recognized as aleader
in home multi-channel amplification. Conepro has quickly become
aleader in performance audio components for anumber of
reasons Our customers demand quality and, to exceed their
expectations, our team of dedicated professionals has
established certain business practices, with an emphasis on
offering superior quality at an affordable price.
•- '

Chum Power Station I
Complete System Power Control Center
•
.21.1, •
;
,
•
Fun sake and surge potence
•
Single heavy duty illuminated system power switch
-Omet grade, swrtched, heavy duty outlets
•
20 LEDbar graph system operating voltage deploy
•
Tell slide-out Punnet or lamps with dimmer
•
*0 1e. heavy tv AC ,ne oo•g!

ME! 150
Now Only
'199

can For The Full line IN Cineoro Products
Entech [rector A114.1
Input Source Se lector s,tei
.,:.,.kodlputs. and 4left and

CALL

reb

Philips CDR765R and Marantz CDR630 Available

Add Remote Control Ca •abihties To Your Powered Sub!

Chase Technologies WC-1
Remote Line Controller
•
••

Ong

.149

equipped stereo syst•
.6 Pont panel red LED hdrators •
FA 20Hz•20kHz •
Switched
AC power Outlet Mho 500 watt capacity •
Features pogi,
on, of f, volume up, down balance, rime, bass axl treblu
hput switching for 4line level sources

The Best Selection of MID
I
wmgrmigaw

Sony OW Players

•
DVP-C6500 •
OVP•57700 •
PV8030

Panasonic END Players

By Ban WB
Chase Technologies. Inc of St Petersburg. Florida. 'snow in receivership The coma.
ny manufactured an inexpenave
pre-arip, the
xvhich last yea was
eaxily advertised eStereophile and other publications Designed and marketed as a
-onrcally transparent remote-controlled adeon for older systems. the PIP enables
users to control volume, balance, bass and treble, to select between fax line-level
'puts. aid 10 fade between two amplifiers ddesired .
all ,4,3 the remote The unas.
•urning little box. With amonolithic IC I
the Fhlips 16563201 at the heart of its croar-y won asat of underground f
ollowing among budget COOStrOUs audiophiles Its
sent transpaancy also lent n
adegree of reverse-snobbery appeal My own extended use of the Fli.C•tconvinced nie of its value

•
DVD•K520 •
OVO-150

NC OVO Players

DVO

Toshiba OW) Players
Pioneer OVO Players

VIDEO

100 ER-11111)3 Component Video
resolution[VCI connec

Man Sun Ness On« Vim treporbr Commmls

P.

.

rillillhee-. C1111
•

•Mom, I»

Munn IMO MI
loMMOIMMIRM

1MM •IM

•

Parasound SCUP
Signal Controlled Amp Power

•283 IIn MM.

1•129.Comes•OMYee.
beee•AV41..tnaenrime

•su, 16 Modu

si.i

- CALL
•
Two AC owlets can be
activated with audio
co DC voltage
•
2internal 15 amere relays

•HY IMM MUM Mil
•emoMM

4a-luilae—aF—i

Virtual Dolby
Digital Headphones

construchon

•
Avalable et Bell Chef ry wood finish

.stereo «ha «I dual video outputs
•
3,...; .. ;r.,:.:.,.; ,;,,,:‘,; dà Set by the Imagng Science Foundation IISF
•
r?" y8" rod.!eotaltfn rum chass,s

Sony MDROS5000

Socs

• ..âscs can be re-recorded up 1°1000 trnes

CALL

•..

Beloggeth WU-300C
•
internal Clearance 6"ricr /.8 ri x1925 WoOS

Phdips Œ1B880
CD-R,SW Recorder

The Bes tNames

oho

'
Maybe
dasychaned

4. 59

in

Digital Camcortiers

CALL it

mg
SONY W,,
Panasonic "' 1 1

no Type 11M Audio Interconnect

Originally 5330

Now Only

5149

)(1.0 Type 12M Audio Interconnect

Originally 5425

Now Only

5189

111.0 Type 51M Reference Composite Video Cable
Kin PTO 150 1/2M Audio Interconnect

Originally S150

Now Only

S89

Originally 560

Now Only

536

Now Only

539

Now Only

S179

Cal For Pncing

Now Only

S99

And Amiability

In0 Ultra 41/2M Digital Coaxial Cable
Originally 564
)(1.0 Type 2.1 1. 12M Signature Balanced Analog Cable Originally S490
1(1.0 Type 21/2M Reference Cable with XLRs
Originally 5225

JVC

Authorized Internet Dealer For:
a/d/s/ • Acoustic Research • Atlantis • Authobuest • RIM • Rell'obbetti • Gekko • Harman/KartIon • WC
REF • [Ewan • Monster Cable • OnnuMount • Oniwo • Plateau • Power Acoushk • PS8 • Salamander
Sanus • Sennheiser • Sony • Soundstream • Tice • Thorens • Tnbutanes • KW • More To Come!

To Order Call 1.800.432.0001

SHOP US ON-UNE
vvww.soundcity.com

Shop Soc, 1000 Prodools Oohne 11 sSale and
Easy' Order 24 Hours a Day 7Days A Week

„

mail

ill a'

I

CALL
US

Visit Us on the web at

Sound City is proud to carry T10E A.C. Power Conditioners, the only product that can
dramatically improve the perlomiance of every component in your Authoilluleo system!

www.sounitity.com
and check out our

TICE Audio, well known tor uioneering breakthrough technologies in

monthly specials

A.C. line filtering, has consistently pushed the envelope - when it comes to
innovative, cost ettective line conditioners. All models exemplify "aero-

ICE

space build quality" and truly

bent sog lopes Smug together. mv system went beyond what Iconsidered Its limits,
111111b11.01-09 Meal -ottelottre your system's potential Get fiCtnr•

with aspeed and enortlessness that let the

The Fide dramatically improves sound and
picture quality while providing the ultimate
in surge and spike protechon.

The elegantly contoured Solo Senes otters

;0.

performance improvements in picture and
sound quality at an aftonlahle unce .
•
6Outlets •
2d0OW capac,•..
•
Designed far big poste. arr.
•3Pons spike tsurge aot••:,•
•
TP technology for increase:
soundstage and video color ac,
•
lifetean warranty
•
ar- •
•

vide° si gnals gain
ana c
olor

aubso gams greate
gunension
r

Solo AN- CALL

Solo HC- CALL

ABM

exhibit what can be achieved through hand

crafted pedormance.

•
TP technology for increased soundstage aro video cola accuras
•
3Individually filtered muds
•
Matadi filter circuit for dual male amplif ers(61de 41
•
c
.
cm panel system control
• ph accuracy, dual scale AC volt meter
•
Separate circuit for digital. weir; s1 ,-and power amplif ens
•
Lifetime ware*/
•
()mensal .
9
0n19"W

"The most awesome thing the Elite offered was
improved low-level resolution., bass reproduction
was better controlled...even in avery good system,
improvement can be significant."
Play Magazine, Spring 1997

Elite 3- CALL

Elite 4- CALL

Play Maganne, Spnng 1997

The Power Block U Cis two transtormerless
power conditioners in one common chassis.
'THE POWER BLOCH Ill WILL NOT LIMIT CURRENT
WHEN USED WITH HIGH POWER AMPLIFIERS
•
Dual 8* OPT treated ponse'
•Independent indeoMOPII0' '
.6 Pont •
spike& surge protection
•
2Independent high current omits
•3 Independent circuits for
sauce compare t
slolallsni 1100W
•
VVeres 51; •• •
•
Dimensit•
e••

available in
wortuttve Dower
c°flrigu rannris

"...the Power Block III must be recognized as the final
component of the finest audio systems... Gorgeous
consstruction and build quality.., the Tice Power Block
Ill stands alone in defining the state of art"
Audio Observatory, Volume 3, No. 9

Powerblock Ill- CALL

"The most obvious improvement the PC-3 brought about
in my reference system was quicker, more natural
transient effects..."
Play Magazine, Spring 1997

The Solo Power Line Enhancer provides
parallel AC line enhancement to improve
video Quality as well as soundstaging
width adepth.

Help your equipment reach its full potential

•
rroir,oes hl. lasa ennanceme to aeq cacolt the; t
sa olvgad uso
.8 Outlets 1815W capanty
•
TP technology fa increased soundstage and urden color accuracy
•
Provides enhancement even s1 rnmonnams art,not oltmert
•
Dimension 5dx95
Dy .•

mill the value priced PC-3 AC Power Cable
•
nosata pia:let:dug
•
Proprietary TPT treatment for enora.,;:
soundstaang

Solo Power Line Enhancer-CALI

Improve the 30's
(detintlion, detail,
adynamics) of
your system with
the Infinite Speed
A.C. Power Cable.
This AC cable eliminates RF and has
complete surge and spike protection along with a
lifetime warranty!
"In my system, it improved amplifier performance the
most. .improved both the definition and the depth of
the soundstage."
Play Magazine, Spring 1997

Infinite Sneed- CALL

PC-3 Power Cable- CALL

Sound City specializes in products that provide an outstanding price/performance ratio, and TICE Audio
proudly continues that tradition. From an entry level home theater system to astate-of-the-art audiophile
music system, TICE has ahigh performance line conditioner or A.C. power cable starting at $159.
Tice Offers aLifetime Warranty On All Products. Tice line conditioners and power cords offer
aunique window into the world of high end audio and video. By dramatically reducing
the noise and distortion found in all AC lines, these conditioners allow fine
A/U components.to reach thear full performance potential
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Retail Store: 89 Route 46E
Denville NJ 07834 973-627-0083
Mail Order: 45 Indian Lane East
Towaco, NJ 07082 973-263-6060

check out our catalog online at

http://www.amusiodirecb.com
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PATRICIA BARBER:
MODERN COOL
After the wild success of Patricia Barber's
Café Blue (Record to Die For twice' —available on Music Direct LP or CD), the dreamy
chanteuse follows with Modern Cool Its
Barber's clear-headed reductionism at its
finest CD, $14.99, or 180-gram LP, $29.99.
Patricia Barber Cafe Blue
Cafe Blue (Gold)

Benz Glider cartridge
Disc Doctor record brushes

Audio Prism Ouretline Fillers
Audio Prism Power Foundation 3
Audio Prism CD Stoplight

$24 99
$599 99
$16 99

Black Diamond Racing cones 131
Custom Power Cord Co Model 11
An incredible power cord value

$59 99
$269 99

Ultimate Field Optimizer
This is the one audio tweek you cannot do
without' The UFO dissipates the magnetic elec-

MSB Technologies Link DAC

highly recommended accessory . UFO $299 99

Nordost ECO3 anti-static sway
Rega Planet CD Player
Rightway Audio Suspendors (each)

$39 99
call
$29 99

trostatic ghosts that inhabit all audio equipment and cabling One treatment restores your
system's high frequency extension, dynamics
and transient response Music Direct's most

analog

$24.99

Music Direct carries the best in analog

feature ells

accessories. Call for products not listed.

Don't Smoke In Bed
Temptation
Girl Talk
Airto Morerra Killer B's (British)
Dead Can Dance (British)
Into The Labyrinth

Audio Prism Waveguide
This incredible sonic advance from Audio
Prism eliminates cross channel noise on
power cords, interconnects and speaker

$21 99
$21 99

The Lonely Heart (Nairn)
Audroquest
Chesky Records
Clarity Recording
Classic Records Gold CD Sale
DCC Gold COs
Donan xCDs

$17 99
$12 99
$13 99
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JVC XRCDs
Mobile Fidelity Gold CDs
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Reference Recordings
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Milty Zerostat
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Music Hall MMF-2 turntable
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Nitty Gritty 10record cleaning mach 6219.99
Record Research Labs LP-9
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Ringmat 330XLR

$79,99

Shure v15VxMR
Shure Stylus Force Gauge

call
$16.99

Surniko Blue Point Special
Sunk° HS-12 Headshell

cam
$29,99

the fine print
In addition to items featured here, we
carry aone of the country's largest rnventones
of domestic and import vinyl, CDs, and other
products from Acoustic Disc, Analogue
Productions, Alto Edition, Audroguest,

cables down to DC frequencies. The Waveguide is light-years ahead of ferrite-based noise
eliminators. $99.99
Grado The Statement phono cartridge

Toward The Within
Charlie Haden/Chris Anderson None But

99
99
99
99
99

outside North America, refundable on your
first order.

$18 99 ea

Treasure (limited)
It Happened One Night

$19
$84
$29
$25
$694

We're open Monday to Friday, 9to 6central
time, Saturday, 10 to 3. For acatalog, leave
your name and address on our voice marl.
There is a$5 charge for catalogs mailed

The following domestic and import CDs
are just asampling of what we carry.

(Holly Cole Canadian Pressings)
Dear Dark Heart

Hunt Brush
KAB Speedstrobe
KAB Record Grip
LAST record preservative
Lehmann Black Cube phono stage

VP) 165 Record Cleaning Machine ..$429.99

accessories

$14.99
.

Disc Dr Miracle Record Clog Fluid $19 99/Pt
Grado Reference Platinum cartridge
call
Gruv-Glide II
$21 99
HiFi News Test LP
$24 99

Ensemble Tubesox
$64.99/pr
Highwrre Powerwrap
$49 99
Lightspeed 6400 line conditioner
call
McCormack Micro Headphone drive $794 99
back in production'
$349 99

.call
$34 99/pr

SCE Harmonic Recovery System

$449 99

Sennheiser HD600 headphones
Sennheiser H0580 headphones
Shakti Stone
Shakti On-Lines
Signet Cleaning Tools Ipkg of 4)
TDS Passive Audiofile Processor

$349 99
$199 99
$199 99
$99 99/Pr
$11 99
$394 99

Teknasonic C-T Vibration Absorber
Vans Evers Pandora power cord

.$99 99
$299 99

XLO TPC wipes Ipkg of 101
3M Vacuum Tube Dampers

$9 99
$3 49 ea

3M Damping Sheets

$4 99 ea

John Grads introduces the finest fixed coil phono
cartridge Ill the world' (and maybe the finest
cartridge of any design) This low output
(.75mV) cartridge delivers alush, warm tonal
balance that is exceedingly natural without

Chesky, Clarity, Classic Records, DCC,
Decca, Delos, DMP, Donan, First Impressions
Music, GAP, Harmonra Mundr, Mapleshade,
John Marks Records, JVC XRCD, MCA
Heavy Vinyl, Mercury, Mobile Fidelity, Nano,
OJC, Reference Recordings, Sheffield Lab,
Sony Legacy, Telarc, Water Lily
Music Direct also features accessories
and hardware from: Arcrcr, API, Audio Prism,

being bloated Its high frequency extension
is the equal of any moving coil. Best of all, you
can tryout The Statement with Music Direct's

Audroguest, Bedini, Benz Micro, Black
Diamond Racing, Bright Star Audio, Creek,

unique cartridge demo program $2499 99

Echo Busters, Grado, Last, Lightspeed, Man-

Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
Allsop Orbitrac 2

go, Monster Cable, MSB Technology, Nitty
Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, Rega, RingMat,
Roomtune, Sennherser, Shakti, Shure, Solid'

$179 99
$34.99

steel, Sovtek, Sunk°, Svetlana, Synergistic,
Target, Vans Evers, Versalab, VPI.

musicdirect
long-playing records
compact disks
audio system accessories

Triphazer Every audio system regardless of price suffers from the
same basic physics problem called frequency skew This distortion
of frequency over time causes smearing of images, production of
non-musical artifacts and thin bass. The incredible new Treaters

Bedini Ultra Clarifier II This new and improved Ultra Clarifier uses
adual magnetic beam to direct twice the clarifying power to your
compact discs. CDs treated with the Clarifier sound fuller and richer
with more top end information. The table-top design is easy and

restore this skew to its proper place in time by delivering the high,

convenient to use and includes abonus CD cleaning kit. Attention
current owners of Ultra Clarifiers! Call Music Direct about our

mid and low frequencies to your equipment in step. The result is
precision 3-D imaging, lower noise floor and incredible dynamics
A must have for music lovers Triphazer Level 2, $599.99/Or
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Clarifier trade-in program Bedini Dual Beam Ultra Clarifier $179.99

800.449.8333

1327 W. Washington Blvd.. suite 102
Chicago, Illinois 60607
in Illinois. 312 433-0200
fax 312 433-0011
e-mail md©amusicdirect.com
http.//www.amusicdirect.com
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Tom Waits

I

naparallel universe, the words "acquired cute" or "cult artist" might signify Tom Waits. He and his music
aren't for everyone, particularly in the past
decade, when his records have grown
progressively uproarious and noisy
But for those who've stayed abreast of
this inimitable singer/songwriter/pianist/actor/provocateur's varied career,
and have been converted to his cancerous timbre, his rushing, whispered beatnik poetics, and, over the past five years,
his increasingly assaultive, self-indulgent
approach to whipping up amusical din,
Waits remains arevelation —one of the
few musicians alive who entirely defines the creative universe in which he
lives and works.
At the core, Waits and his music are a
sly, crooked combination of maudlin
sentimentality and shaggy, perverse anarchy. Rolling drunk in the gutter and
wowing the longhairs at Carnegie Hall
with his intellectually tortured monologues are equally important to this fry
cook in minstrel's clothing. On stage
and on record, he's as interested in your
tears as in your belly laughs.
No one since Fats Waller and the
great Harlem rent-party pianists of the
early 1930s and '40s has carved out a
more distinctive identity, using just a
piano and abristly singing voice as primary weapons. Waits' endless stream of
risky artistic ideas could only have come
from him. Beyond that, few musicians
are capable of the kind of mid-career
artistic transformation that Waits sprang
on the world in the early 1980s.
Born in the San Diego suburb of
National City — in, he claims, amoving
taxi — Waits was influenced as achild
by the music of George Gershwin,
Stephen Foster, and Bing Crosby. To
that he later added alove of bebop and
the works of beat writers like Jack
Kerouac and Charles Bukowski. Once
he began to write melodies and lyrics,
Randy Newman was ahuge influence,
as was '50s jazz talker Babs Gonzales. In
the late '60s, the teenaged pizza-parlor
employee (a job later immortalized in
song) moved to L.A., where he began
playing the Troubadour, among other
venues, and living in the famed rockStereophile, September 1999

star haunt of the Tropicana Hotel.
Under the direction of his then-new
manager Herb Cohen, Waits recorded
his first demos in L.A. in 1971, for Frank
Zappa's Bizarre/Straight label. (Cohen
also managed Zappa.) Although mercilessly pummeled by the same critics
who can't fawn fast enough over his
later, quirkier work, the two volumes of
Tom Waits: The Early Years (Bizarre/
Straight/Rhino R2 70557 and Bizarre/
Straight/Manifesto PT3 40602) are
oddly, amusingly charming, if for no
other reason than the innocence and
earnestness that the 22-year-old aspiring
singer/songwriter so tentatively displays. Waits' singing voice is nasal, and
his falsettos (at the close of "Poncho's

In aparallel universe,
the words "acquired taste"
or "cult artist" might
signify Tom Waits.
Lament") are hilariously wobbly
hound-dog cries. Those who've heard
only his later work won't recognize these warblings: these
demos aren't anywhere near
his best work. But there's
nothing quite so precious
as the debut recordings of
asinger/songwriter: one
guitar (and, in this case, one
piano), one voice, and abatch
of shiny songs vs the world.
Best of all (or worst, if you
must be serious) are his embryonic lyrics. Volume One is atreasure trove of stubbed lyrical toes.
In "Had Me aGirl," after the gem
of "I had me agirl from Mississippi
/Boy, she was kippy," he rhymes
his way out of apoetic corner with
"I had me agirl from Toledo /Boy,
she sure was neato." In the ridiculously love-sick "Little Trip to
Heaven" (which sounds like acastoff
from anauseatingly sappy Broadway
With his eye on the prize, ayoung
Tom Waits wonders how long it will
be until fate smiles upon him.

musical), these couplets —"I don't need
to take no trip to outer space /All I
have to do is look at your face /Before I
know it I'm in orbit around you / I
thank my lucky stars Ifound you" —are
followed by out-of-tune whistling!
Finally, in "Frank's Song," Waits sings,
"I had afriend, his name was Frank /
He walked on the water now, lord he
sank /We used to go stag /But now
he's got ahag /It looks like Frank's got
abrand new bag." Ouch.
Had Waits never progressed from this
point, such gaffes wouldn't be so funny.
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But considering the subsequent arc of his î
caree it's nice to hear that even this consummate musician had to learn the hard
way. It's also worth noting that many of
these songs —"Virginia Avenue," "01'
55," "Old Shoes," "Grapefruit Moon" —
ended up, in better-played and -arranged versions, on Waits' first album.
Waits signed with Elektra in 1973,
and Closing Time (Elektra 5061-2) was
the first blossom of what would become
avery fruitful relationship. It set the pattern for the half-dozen albums to come:
three or four yearning, lovable loser ballads sprinkled among the more upbeat
styles of blues-piano growlers, jazzy,
out-on-the-town whisperers, and, beginning with the later Elektra albums, a
fearless, imaginative obsessiveness with
feathering his increasingly experimental
vision with all kinds of sounds, no matter how abrasive or tangentially musical.
But Closing Time was still tentative, if
not as much so as the Early Yeats demos.
Waits on home ice - apiano, acigarette, and an empty bar near closing time.
It was also Waits' only attempt to cut a
straight folk album, and established
"Shiver Me Timbers"; the first appearright from the opening track —"01'
"01' 55" established a
ance of spoken-word numbers, in this
55," still one of his most accessible and
case "Diamonds on My Wuidshield" and
appealing melodies — that anew and
pattern that haunts
"The Ghosts of Saturday Night"; and
very gifted songwriter had arrived.
finally, the deliberate creation of Waits as
"01' 55" also established another patWaits to this day:
a greasy, disheveled, piano-noodling
tern that haunts Waits to this day: his
his most famous tunes
metaphysician —cigarette perpetually lit,
most famous tunes have become so via
hiply epigrammatic flummery pouring
cover versions by the likes of Bruce
have become so
out, fedora or newsboy cap pulled conSpringsteen, Rod Stewart, Marianne
spiratorially low. This image, reinforced
Faithftill, and, in the case of "01' 55,"
via cover versions.
by his rakish live performances, endured
The Eagles, who included it on their
until his final Elektra album, 1980's
1974 album, On the Border.
Heartattack and Vine
Gazed at through the clear lens of Closing Time is also distinguished by
Waits' next collection — Nighthawks
being perhaps the one time when Waits
hindsight and Waits' established career,
at the Diner (Elektra/Asylum 2008-2),
actually sang throughout an entire
Closing Time, produced by Jerry Yester
released in 1975, the year of Springrecord. No growls. No guffaws. No gut(who joined Lovin' Spoonful after their
steen's Born to Run —was aclassic illtural hollers.
early hits), remains asolid songwriting
fated attempt to break Waits out to a
That serious singing trend continues
effort. The woozy, boozy "Virginia
unabated on the Bones Howe—produced
larger record-buying audience via alive
Avenue" and Waits' second stab at the
The Heart ofSaturday Night (1974, Elektra/ album full of those rambling, often comTin Pan Alley-esque "Little Trip to
ical club performances. Recorded in a
Asylum 1015-2). Song by song, you can
Heaven" (complete with aMiles-esque
studio with an audience present, this long
practically hear Waits gaining confimuted trumpet accompaniment), are
set (originally released as adouble LP) is
dence as ahipster rapper/singer as he
two of his more successful ventures into
either overblown and self-conscious as
hones his persona of smoke-ringed barajazzier mode. The swingin', R&Bhell or, if you suspend your disbelief, a
room philosopher. The smoky, laid-back
inflected "Ice Cream Man," which prerevealing slice of Waits' Bukowski-esque
"Semi Suite" may be the best example
dates the current swing boom by more
rantings, egged on by the captive crowd's
ever of his overtly jazzy side. With its
than 20 years, still holds its own.
hot jazz clarinet accents and solo,
laughter and applause.
"Martha" is proof of Waits' prodigious
After a faux intro to this gig at
melodic gifts. And "I Hope That IDon't "Fumblin' with the Blues" is his best
"Rafael's Silver Cloud Lounge," Waits
Fall in Love with You" is the first in a piano/vocal blues to that point. And the
launches lustily into such babble as
long line of heart-rending ballads that title track remains aWaits favorite, hav"Hubba-hubba, ding, ding, ding, / I
ing been resurrected most recently (and
have, over the years, become the deepvery effectively) by Shawn Colvin.
said, baby, you got everything" ("Emest, most fertile channel in Waits' songotional Weather Report"). For the first
But Saturday Night is most notable for
writing stream. The album's spare protime on Elektra's current set of cheaply
the increasing proportion of purplish,
duction style — in most cases just Waits,
stream-of-consciousness lyrics, such as packaged midline CD reissues, the lyrsinging and playing piano —is occasionics and list of musicians are printed in
ally and tastefully augmented by modest "The clouds are like headlines /on anew
front page sky /my tears are salt water / the booklet. If there were ever acandistring sections that add sweep and body,
date for afirst-class remastering and
particularly to his yearning ballads.
and the moon's full and high," from
Stereophile, September 1999
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Unlimited Praise

Basis Model 1400 ($1,200, pictured top)
"How inexpensive...the entry into Basis ownership. ''not a
Basis wannabee." Ken Kessler, HiFi News, 2/99
Graham Nightingale ($3,800, lower inset)
Integral cartridge/armwand, acollaboration with Immutable
Music, manufacturer of the Transfiguration Temper
Supreme, Spirit and Esprit cartridges.

Benz Glider
($750, upper inset)
"A little masterpiece...
assertive, dynamic... big,
weighty... sweet and,
above all, musical..."
James M. Hughes,
HiFi News, 7/98

Basis Debut Vacuum Mk V
($ 10,600, pictured bottom)
Graham 2.0 Pickup Arm
($3,000, pictured bottom)
Editor's Choice * * *
The Absolute Sound, Issue I16

L..1D10
Audio Unlimited
"Best stereo store, coolor than cool selection of
high end from around the world." Unlimited Magazine, 2/99

Accuphase, Aesthetix, Airtight, Audio Artistry, Avalon Acoustics,
Cabasse, Cary, Graaf, Joseph Audio, Koetsu, Muse, Nagra, Pathos,
Spendor, Tannoy, Transfiguration, YBA, XLO and more...

UriLIMITED
DENVER

Featuring Conrad-Joh

Call John Barnes 303.691.3407

Building
reissue job — not to mention aboxed
set —it's Tom Waits.
The band, led by tenor saxman Pete
Christlieb, meanders behind Waits' Beatpoet raps and piano accompaniment. If
wordplay makes you smile, then this is
the Waits disc for you, and in small doses
it's genuinely funny. In "Eggs and
Sausage," the self-proclaimed "pioneer of
the palate" tiffs on cheap late-night eats
in L.A. —"the veal cutlet came down
and tried to beat the shit out of my cup of
coffee and my coffee wasn't strong
enough to defend itself." And in "Better
Off Without a Wife," Waits comes
home after adate with himself and by
2:30am has "taken advantage" of himself
by "makin' the scene with amagazine."
And in the intro to "Foggy Night," he
sums up the album's overall aim: an
"improvisational adventure through the
bowels of the metropolitan region."
By 1976's Small Change (Elektra/
Asylum 1078-2), Waits had cranked out
an album ayear for four years, in the
process working hard to enrich and
expand the by-now familiar songwriting
modes that had become integral parts of
his mad poet/nighttime denizen personality. "Step Right Up" is a rapid-fire
stream of Madison Avenue TV-commercial catchlines, peppered with peculiar Waitsisms like "Change into anineyear-old Hindu boy and get rid of your
wife." His long-simmering Randy Newman influences burst into the open with
"I Wish IWas in New Orleans," and
another Big Easy musical model, Louis
Armstrong, begins to be discerned in
Waits' mugging stage presence and
rounded, emphatic vocals. His spokenword groove reaches anew height in
"Pasties and aG-String," where "I smell
like abrewery, look like atramp /ain't
got aquarter, got apostage stamp," and
where, watching astrip show, he gets
"harder than Chinese algebra."
Finally, his lonely-guy, drink-himselfunder-the-table aesthetic finds its finest
expression in apair of tunes that push
Small Change over the top as Waits' best
recorded effort of the '70s: the slow,
repetitive "The Piano Has Been Drinking (Not Me)," and "Bad Liver and a
Broken Heart," at the beginning and
end of which he briefly quotes "As
Time Goes By" on the piano and sings
"I don't have adrinking problem /except when Ican't get adrink."
After that high point, Foreign Aja.irs
(1977, Elektra 1117-2) was astep back,
and the first sign that Waits had begun
to repeat himself. The singles-bar chitchat duet with Bette Midler, "I Never
Talk to Strangers" (which presaged his
Stereophile, September 1999

duets with Crystal Gayle on the One
from the Heart soundtrack), is the highlight of side 1of the original LP. But
side 2, with the spidery spoken-word
"Potter's Field" and the spare, dreamy
"Burma Shave," is what makes this disc
worth having.
Perhaps sensing that he needed a
change, Waits made several course corrections on his next annual installment,
1978's Blue Valentine. The piano is deemphasized in favor of Waits
just singing to minimal accompaniment, or electric guitar
played by Waits, Roland
Bautista, or Harold Battiste.
The song-story of "Christmas Card from aHooker in
Minneapolis" and the kool,
loungey, hipsterese of "Romeo is Bleeding" are this
album's two best-known
cuts. A trio of blues tunes —
"$29.00," "Wrong Side of
the Road," and "Whistlin'
Past the Graveyard" — show
that Waits still featured that
seminal genre prominently
on record. The singer's graceful, inexorable heavy-heartedness returns in
the gorgeous ballad of "Kentucky
Avenue," on which Bones Howe employs atasteful flight of strings. And
the very next song, "Sweet Little Bullet
from aPretty Blue Gun," is the first
fragile sprig of the noisy Waits thickets
to come.
After atwo-year break —
during which he appeared
in his first film, Sly Stallone's Paradise Alley —in
1980 Waits released Heartattack and Vine (Elektra 2952), which became a milestone in his career for a
number of reasons. It was
the last of seven albums he
recorded for Elektra/Asylum. (He signed with Island
Records in 1982.) It was also
the last album for which he
had an outside producer,
Bones Howe. After Heartattack, Waits split from longtime manager Herb Cohen. And this album was
the end of Waits' lounge piano-player
persona.
As farewells go, though, this one was
sweet. The orchestra- and piano-filled,
Randy Newman—influenced "Saving
All My Love for You" is one of his finest
ballads. The organ-led "Downtown" is
as close as he's ever come to having a
radio hit. And of all his hundreds of
original songs, "Jersey Girl," which
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Building
Springsteen later made into an anthem,
is perhaps Waits' best-known tune —
the single song that sums up all he'd had
tried to accomplish, musically and lyrically, in the preceding decade. After
Small Change, this is the other essential
album from the Elektra years.
The last and, paradoxically, most
mainstream gasp of Waits' loungesinger persona and Tin Pan Alley songwriting homages came with his Grammy-nominated score for Francis Ford
Coppola's ill-fated musical, Onefirm the
Heart (Columbia KC 37703). In aseries
of straightforward duets with Crystal
Gayle (Bette Midler, Waits' first choice,
was unavailable), Waits vamps through
jazzy ditties ("Little Boy Blue"), spoken-word bits ("You Can't Unring a
Bell"), and utterly saccharine numbers
like "I Beg Your Pardon." It's afitting
irony that he made the most mainstream record of his career just as he
was poised to swing in the exact oppo-

site artistic direction.
From the plinking/plunking opening bars of "Underground," the first cut
on 1983's Swordjishtrombones (Island
422-842 469-2), it's clear that Waits
had become the ringmaster of anew

It's afitting irony that Waits
made the most mainstream
record of his career just as
he was poised to swing
in the exact opposite
artistic direction.
musical world. Since the release of One
from the Heart, he'd married playwright
Kathleen Brennan and moved to New
York, where he wrote songs with the
leader of the Lounge Lizards, John
Lurie, with whom he was to
star in Jim Jarmusch's 1986
film, Down By Law.
The sound of Swordfishnombones was so different that it
made the Elektra albums sound
as if they'd been recorded by
someone else. Elektra in fact
had been offered the disc first,
and their refusal ended Waits'
tenure on the label. Odd
time signatures, closemiked percussion of
every imaginable sort,
and shouted, Howlin'
Wolf—like vocals replaced
the strings and loungey
jazz-cat mannerisms. There
were plenty of exotic instruments —bagpipes, glass harmonica, and Balinese percussion. Chief influence Randy
Newman had now been supplanted by Kurt Weill, Captain Beefheart, Charles Ives,
and Harry Partch. In every
way, this disc was ahuge
artistic leap forward.
In a recent interview in Mojo
(April '99), Waits
described
the
changes: "I was
trying to find music that felt more
like the people that
were in the songs,

a Library

rather than everybody being kind of
dressed up in the same outfit. The people in my earlier songs might have had
unique things to say and have come
from diverse backgrounds, but they all
looked the same."
The reception among fans and fellow
musicians was surprise, followed —once
they got used to the volcanic changes —
by awe and cultish adoration. In Patrick
Humphries' biography of Waits, Small
Change (1989, Omnibus Press), Elvis
Costello says: "I was envious, not so
much of the music, but his ability to
rewrite himself out of the corner he'd
appeared to have backed himself into. It
was an audacious thing to do, and Ithink
that anyone who can't recognize the
quality of that music really doesn't have
their ears on the right way 'round!"
The one familiar element on Waits'
Island debut were the ballads, at which
he continued to excel, and best represented here by the short, gorgeous
"Joluisburg, Illinois." The very next cut,
however —the aggressively howled "16
Shells from aThirty-Ought Six" —was
the new Waits in purest form. In the
half-spoken, half-sung "Shore Leave"
there's asailor in port on atwo-day pass
who "shot billiards with amidget until
the rain stopped" in a new hybrid
between the monologues of the past and
Waits' prickly new musical vision. A
brass band, complete with glockenspiel,
backs Waits on the deliciously sweet
(music) and sour (lyrics), "In the
Neighborhood." Three instrumentals,
headed by "Just Another Sucker on the
Vine," break things up in abeneficial
way. "Down, Down, Down" is frantic
funk, and in "Frank's Wild Years," Frank
Leroux, who would later become the
subject of an entire album, makes his
first appearance, driven crazy by Carlos,
ablind Chihuahua with askin disease.
All in all, Swordftshtrombones is the kind
of fresh, oblique album that routinely
inspires critics to pant and gush about
"embarrassments of riches." Prismatic in
the extreme, it gets better —or at least
different —with each listen. Elektra followed the success of this album with the
Anthology (Elektra 60416) compilation,
which collects many of the best tracks
from Waits' years on that label.
Rain Dogs (1985, Island 90299-2) continued the experimentalism of Swordfishtrombones. Cacophony had now become
the end, not the means. The Weillisms
increased, as did the jarring rhythms and

Waits puts the whammy on another tale of
abad liver and abroken heart.
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Building
bizarre juxtapositions of instruments.
The marimba-led "Diamonds & Gold"
quotes "Chim Chim Cher-ce." Waits
bangs away at the banjo in "Gun Street
Girl." The title tune opens with
Phantom-of-the-Opera organ lines
played on accordion. Guitarist Marc
Ribot, anew and quickly essential addition to the chaotic Waitsian world, adds
amplified noise and intricate guitar figures to "Jockey Full of Bourbon" and
other tracks. Guitars, in fact, are predominant again, with high-profile guest
Keith Richards adding accents to the
Stones-like sax-led honk of "Union
Square," the cracked country twangin' of
"Blind Love," and "Big Black Mariah."
Although more expansive and necessarily less surprising than its predecessor,
Rain Dogs is still tethered to earth
(although the strings were loosening) by
conventional rock/pop songs with
melodies and verse-chorus-verse structures — songs like "Hang Down Your
Head" and the absolutely superb
"Downtown Train," arguably Waits' last
intelligible pop song. This record and its
predecessor, added to the earlier Small
Change and Heartattack and Vine, form
the quartet of essential Waits discs.
From this point on, the plentiful
eccentricities of this increasingly eccentric artist began to take over, making his more recent Island albums a
challenging listen.
Franks Wild Years (1987, Island 422842 357-2) — also the title of asong on
Swordjishtrombones and of astage play
Waits wrote with his wife —is amoody
exploration of sound and texture that
continues his tributes to German
cabaret while moving further away
from conventional song structures and
any notion of "accessibility." Waits himself described it as "a cross between
Jacqueline Susann's The Love Machine
and the New Testament." Waits' vocals
are often run through aprocessor, and
musical instruments are picked at or
bashed on. Whiffs of the old reverence
for Randy Newman appear only on
"Train Song." Even the tender "Innocent When You Dream (Barroom),"
reprised as the final cut with avocal
processor, is marred (or, depending on
your taste, brilliantly distorted) by an
odd, wobbly arrangement.
Many singularly inventive moments
of previously unheard experimentalism
are woven in — the horns of "Way
Down in the Hole," the skating-rink
pump organ of "I'll Take New York,"
and the doo-wop/accordion combination of "Cold Cold Ground" —but overall, Waits has here moved from being an
Stereophile, September 1999

artist who grabs you in the gut to one
who tries the patience of the uninitiated
while aiming squarely for the intellectual respect of his longtime fans.
The amount of difficulty in Waits'
music directly corresponds to the rise of
his career as afilm actor. Since 1982 he's
appeared in anumber of Coppola projects —Rumble Fish, The Cotton Club, The
Outsiders, and Bram Stoker's Dracula (as
Renfield) — as well as Down By Law,
lronweed, and Short Cuts. Is he now
spending less time on music and more
on the silver screen?

From this point on,

the plentiful eccentricities
of this increasingly
eccentric artist began
to take over, making
his more recent
Island albums a
challenging listen.
A film was the inspiration for his next
album, the live Big Time (1988, Island
422-842 470-2), which serves as agreatest-hits-so-far sampling of his Island
records. Not particularly exciting or even
well recorded, Big Time was the soundtrack album for the confused concert
film of the same name. Another minor
work —although any Waits album is still
leagues above what most musicians
dream of, let alone are capable of—is his
soundtrack music for Jim Jarmusch's
1992 saga of taxi divers the world over,
Night on Earth (Island 314-510 725-2).
It's fitting that Waits' monument to
outright noise, 1992's Bone Machine
(Island 314-512 580-2), also won him
his only Grammy Award for a solo
album. Of all his records, this is not the
one to play for novices. For one thing, as
in his late-70s work, Waits here begins
to repeat himself Experimentalism and
laziness mix seamlessly. Shrill, clamorous
soundscapes like "Such aScream" and its
follow-up, "All Stripped Down," are
more self-indulgent jabber than anything musical. Most foundries are quieter than "In the Colosseum" or "Goin'
Out West," and even ballads like "Who
Are You" or "Whistle Down the Wind,"
normally his saving grace, sound bloodless. Only in the falsetto wailing of
"Jesus Gonna Be Here" and the sinu-
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ously menacing "Murder in the Red
Barn" does Waits hit the mark in the
crazier material. Any way you slice it,
Bone Machine is Waits' most difficult
record; it makes Small Change sound like
The Sound ofMusic
All the annoying tendencies of Bone
Machine—and afew new ones he obviously thought up on the spot —came to
fruition on 1993's Black Rider (Island
314-518 559-2), which is as close to a
genuinely bad record as Waits has made.
The score for his successful theatrical
collaboration of the same name with
Robert 'Wilson (Einstein on the Beach)
and writer William Burroughs, this
hopefully was Waits' final catharsis of
Weill-like Germanic cabaret song
obsession. While there are enough
touches to hook his true fans — the
theremin that opens "November,"
Burroughs' spoken asides — much of
this incredibly self-indulgent disc of
music and spoken word suffers mightily
from the lack of the accompanying visuals, and is simply not worth listening to.
Minor, very arty Waits in the extreme.
Fortunately, the story doesn't end
there. After another compilation,
Beautiful Maladies: The Island Years
(Island 314-524 519-2), Waits again
switched labels, from Island to
metal/rap indic Epitaph, and again was
reinvigorated. His first Epitaph disc,
1999's Mule Variations (Epitaph 865472), is areturn — almost — to the quality
of inspiration shown on his first stellar
pair of Island albums. In other words,
noisy percussion, processed vocals, and
experimentalism predominate. But this
time out — seven years after Bone
Machine—first-class tunes like "Hold
On," whose melody and simple but
effective approach echoes "Downtown,"
and apair of knockout ballads ("House
Where Nobody Loves" and "Georgia
Lee") make the album a success.
"What's He Building?" is ahilarious
spoken-word monologue. And even
some of the clangorous numbers are
fun: "Eyeball Kid" and "Filipino Box
Spring Hog" (with Charlie Musselwhite
on harmonica).
If there's a problem with Mule
Variations, it could be that Waits, who
once before almost completely reinvented himself musically, seems in need
of repeating that nearly impossible feat.
Can he do it?
Don't bet against it. As he said in Mojo
when asked if he and his old stage persona were the same: "You mean am I
Frank Sinatra or am I
Jimi Hendrix? Or
am I
Jimi Sinatra? It's aventriloquist act,
everybody does one."
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hat would it be worth to
spend an hour with aman
who learned the blues from
Charlie Patton? Who hung out with
Robert Joluison — was there the night he
was poisoned? Who recorded for Alan
Lomax during his epic search for the
real bluesmen in the '40s, recorded for
Sam Phillips at Sun Studios in the '50s,
was working for the Chess brothers in
Chicago when Muddy Waters came up
from Stovall's Plantation, toured with
Joe Williams, and played with Sunnyland Slim and Sonny Boy Williamson?
To ablues fan like me, that would be
like hanging out with the guy who kept
Homer's wineglass filled while he recited
his great epics. It would be beyond price.
That's what the Honeyboy Edwards
DVD is. In addition to the music tracks,
which are also available on CD, the
DVD includes generous video footage
of Edwards reminiscing about his life in
the blues. And what alife it's been —
like the blues, Edwards was born on the
Delta, and he learned the form at the
feet of its first acknowledged masters.
And with this DVD, he has been recorded on nearly every commercial recording format, from 78s on down.
The 84-year-old still has it, too. The 13
tracks featured here are the real thing—
raw and not at all slick, but filled with
power and bite. The 24-bit/96kHz
recording captures Honeyboy's vocal
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quaver and the bright tang of his Delta
slide work. He's accompanied by Madison Slim on harmonica and, on some
tracks, by co-producer Jimmy D. Lane,
who also prompts his reminiscences
during the long video interview as only
an old family friend—and musical
companion — could do.
The video portion of the disc isn't
fancy. What you see is Honeyboy seated
in Blue Heaven Studios — recording the
music, holding aguitar as engineers adjust microphones, or just responding to
Lane's questions. But it doesn't need to
be fancy. It's real.
Eomot RaSun is aharmonica player
who plays acontemporary, hard-rocking version of the blues. He's joined on
Three days Walkin' by Jimmy D. Lane on
electric guitar, Bob Stroger on bass, and
Sam Lay on drums — that's aband that
knows how to flat-out romp. Which
they do on this disc.
Sam Lay's mighty drumming is the
backbone here, laying down abeat with
Stroger that allows Eomot to simply fly
into fusillades and fandangos on harp.
Lane's interplay with 'Mot is great
stuff— hard-driving but intensely melodic at the same time.
The sound is incredible. It's loud and
complex, but engineer David Baker succeeded in keeping all the elements under
control. Lay's drums have tons of heft, as
well as an airy cleanliness that suits his
tasteful, melodic style. RaSun's harp is,
quite simply, the best harmonica sound
I've ever heard on record. He produces
loads of tonal color, all of which is used
to great effect in this recording.
'This one's astone killer.

siena Vista Social Club was one of
those CDs that even the hardestcore analog-only devotees had to
like. It featured superlatively natural
sound (it was Stereophilds "Recording of
the Month" for January 1998), and
boasted some of the most joyfully relaxed, not to mention addictive, musicmaking of the last decade.
Recorded in analog at Egrem Studios
in Havana, Social Club was anatural for
Classic Records to give the full treatment — except that it seemed like too
much to hope fot But the Nonesuch guy
in charge of disappointing hopeful
record-lovers must have been on vacation
—BVSC is now available as atwo-LP set
Everything that made the CD great
has survived to the LP transfer, but try as
Imight, Ican't hear substantial differences between the two. This is not a
slam at the record — the CD was one of
the best I've heard, and is awfully hard
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going electric — packaged with the
same concert's acoustic first half, also
(officially) previously unreleased. As
much as I'd always wanted acopy of the
famous electric half (with The Band, no
less), it turns out that Dylan's solo
acoustic set is the real star here. It's some
of the best live Dylan ever recorded —
warm and conversational, and thankfully free of his later, mannered reworlcings
of these classic songs. (Of course, back
in 1966 he hadn't yet been playing them
for 30 years.)
None of that prepared me for Live
1966's appearance as atwo-LP box from
Classic. Just as an object, it's remarkable.
I'd barely noticed the CD's booklet,
although it has some wonderful photographs I'd never seen before. But when
it's blown up to 12" by 12", you can't
ignore it! I'd spend the $60 price of the
set just to get acopy of the booklet in
this format. If you love the sumptuous
It took me a while to understand feel of albums and the album art from
Sketches of Spain —I kept confusing it the golden age of the LP, this one will
with its source material, Rodrigo's slight make you drool.
The master for the set was athreeConcierto de Aranjuez But then, I'm not a
great artist and improviser, as Miles track safety that was assembled for the
Davis was. Where Iheard aclassical digital transfer to CD, but Ihear only
work as ephemeral as apop song, he the slightest difference between the LP
heard moments of sustained beauty and and CD versions. If pressed, I'd say that
the LP surrounds Dylan's voice with
mystery. Now Ihear them too.
This LP suggests that Classic is going slightly less murk on the electric sides.
to be able to get access to some of the This is not audiophile sound, but aretrue treasures in Columbia's vaults, and markable document of atime when
that alone would be great news. But Dylan was stretching as an artist and disSketches is also asubstantial improvement covering his true voice, which is more
on the LP version that's been available at than enough for me.
Lady in Satin is hard listening. Ray Ellis'
least since the '70s — and perhaps even
back to the late '50s. Idon't have an orig- arrangements are in the easy-listening
inal pressing, but critics have never rated mode, and I've heard that Billie Holiday
the record as one of Miles' best-sound- said it was her favorite recording — but it
ing. The Sony CD sounded dry and fiat, was her last record, and, at 43, she
although the version in Sony's boxed set sounded tired and used up. Her voice
of Miles Davis and Gil Evans' The was acroak drenched in despair and loss,
Complete Columbia Studio Recordings has and the material fits the mood —"Glad
to Be Unhappy," "You Don't Know
extremely good sound.
Classic's remastering is filled with What Love Is," "I Get Along Without
detail and space, and has aphenomenal You Very Well." I've always found this
sense of depth. The bass and brass have record creepy, almost cruel.
bodies that are almost corporeal, and
there's more detail and HF openness—
compared to my "six-eye" copy, at least.
That detail and HF sparkle come without the relatively high degree of tape
hiss present on my older copy as well.
The release last year of The Bootleg
Series, VoL4: Live 1966, The "Royal Albert
Hall" Concert was one of the high points
of this Dylan fan's year. It made available
the most widely bootlegged of all Dylan
performances (known as "The Royal
Albert Hall Concert" despite its having
taken place in Manchester) — one
where he was booed and heckled for
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to improve on. Ilike having the package
in 12" format, and I'd buy it for that
alone. You might feel differently, and
the price difference certainly favors the
CD. But if you've got agood turntable,
it's mighty nice having something as
good as BVSC to play on it.
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Some people think it's her masterpiece — an artist's victory over adversity.
They also find the disparity between
Ellis' swooping strings and wordless female choruses and Lady Day's ruined
husk of avoice abrilliant artistic statement that simply deepens the mood of
disillusionment. Idon't think it's a
mood — Ithink the disillusionment is
real, and Ifind it painful to contemplate.
But Ican't deny that the sound of this
record is impressive. Holiday is very
closely miked, but the instrumental
sound is lush and extremely natural, featuring surprisingly deep bass. The
soundstage, too, is vast.
If you're looking for acopy of Lady in
Satin, this reissue is a remarkable
achievement — it sounds better than
any copy of the disc I've ever heard before. That's what Classic's job is, and
they've done it well. But what adepressing record.
Iimagine that Columbia thought
they were being incredibly generous
when they told Classic they could reissue Born To Run. It was Springsteen's
breakthrough album and it sold aton of
copies, but for all that it remains asonic
mess. Besides, it's not exactly hard to
find used — although finding a mint
copy is admittedly alot harder with a
popular record like BTR.
I've always assumed Jimmy Iovine
had acontrol on his mastering console
labeled "Murk," and he just pegged it for
BTR. I'd much rather have had anew
pressing of The Wild, the Innocent and the E
Street Shuffle; but that wasn't my call.
It probably wasn't Classic's either.
They've done what they could with what
they were given, and it does sound better
than the original Columbia pressing (and
alot better than the half-speed-mastered
"audiophile" pressing CBS released on
their "Master Sound" label in 1980,
which actually sounded worse) — deeper
bass, better highs, and abetter perspective, but still not exactly aclean window
onto a great moment in rock'n'roll.
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Be Of Sound Mind.

Quarter
(Note to all Springsteen fans, including
Robert Baird, their lizard-king: This is not
acriticism of the music on BTR. Ijust
happen to be acranky audiophile who
always thought it sounded like caca and
wished it didn't.)
In celebration of the 50th anniversary
of the LP, Classic has reissued the first
12" 33'/3rpm recording, the (monophonic, need I mention?) Milstein/Walter
performance of the Mendelssohn Violin
Concerto in ethat was released around
July 1, 1948. It's adelightful performance,
filled with charm and astounding playing. The orchestral sound is somewhat
plummy, which certainly lends aperiod
charm, but the violin tone is vivid.
Classic has also released the
Heifetz/Reiner Tchaikovsky Violin
Concerto — one of the most revered of
all RCA Living Stereo recordings. The
musicianship has been praised so frequently that there's not much Ican add.
The sound is simply glorious.
This may be the single best-sounding
reissue that Classic has ever done. It has
all the space, all the power, all the color,
and all the dynamic subtleties of the original —and, compared to my pressing,
manages to extract even more of each
from the tape. If you buy only one LP
this year, it should be this one. 'Nuff said.

Groove Note
ROY GAINES: IGot the T-Bone Walker Blues
Roy Gaines, guitar, vocals; Will Miller, trumpet;
Clifford Solomon, George Parker, tenor sax; Brently
Learns, violin; Al Velasco, pedal steel guitar; Andy
Kaulkin, piano; Bill Stuve, acoustic bass; Steve
Magulian, drums
GRV 2002/GRV 2002-2/(LP/gold CD). 1999. Ying
Tan, Sebastian Koh, Joe Harley, prods.; Michael C.
Ross, eng. AAA/AAD. TT: 53:09

Where'd this come
from? I'd never heard of Roy
Gaines before, but his tribute
to T-Bone Walker is an absolute gas.
Gaines played for Walker as a14-yearold, and impressed him with his mastery
of Walker's signature style. Me too — on
ow!
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this recording, Imean.
Gaines certainly has Walker's sound
down pat, but that's just the starting
point for arecord that reminds us of
how joyful and fresh Walker could be at
his best — he sounded alot like this. But
Gaines brings something of his own to
the table, and that makes all the difference. He's having aball and, as aresult,
the record is flat-out fun to listen to.
It sounds fantastic, too, whether on
LP or CD. What would you expect with
Joe Harley producing, Michael C. Ross
recording, and Bernie Grundman mastering? What we get is arecord with big
bass sound, lots of air, and detail that pinpoints exactly where on the snare head
Steve Magulian places each brush stroke.
We could use alot more stuff like
this.

M.11 Recordings/
Series Momentum
10N IVERSON: Altemesio
WA/Series Momentum M3 (CD). 1999. Jon Iverson,
prod., eng. ADD. TT: 46:23

es, this is arecording by Stereophile's webmaster.
Alternesia is rooted in Jon's love
of Balinese Gamelan. With the exception of asmall amount of sampled bass
"in just acouple of tiny spots," some
flute (played by Robert Rich, who mastered the recording), and asmidgen of
direct-injected bass guitar, all of the
sounds here are percussion — drums and
idiophones — recorded directly to 2"
analog tape on amodified MCI JH100
16-track deck.
The disc opens with asubtly swelling
wash of gong overtones as fat as pillows,
before embarking on apulsing, relentless march through different percussive
landscapes — think of Steve Reich's
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Drumming without the phased decay
element and you'll be in the very general neighborhood, akhough Jon hearkens
as much to Brian Eno's sonic explorations as to the rules of third world or
classical music.
The sound is massive—that sampled
bass is "small" only in terms of duration.
In terms of sheer output, it'll get you out
of any leases you'll ever need to break.
Think rolling thunder. The delicate
decays of the various chimes and gongs
are rendered with extraordinary detail,
however, so Altemesia is no one-trick
sonic pony. However, since it was constructed one track at atime, it does lack
the clangor between and abrupt collisions of overtones that result when playing untempered instruments simultaneously in the same acoustic. This might
even be considered aplus, since such
discords produce adverse physical reactions in some listeners; Ifind 'em thrilling, myself Would Ilike Ahernesia better if it included them? Idoubt it. That
would have created a different sonic
world, one that obeyed the physical laws
of this one and, therefore, was ever so
slightly less exotic.
Ilike traveling to Jon's world. Igo
there often, and look forward to taking
many more trips with him.

Review System
The recordings reviewed in this installment of "Quarter Notes" were
auditioned on the following system:
Analog source: Linn LP12 /
Lingo/Cirkus/Ekos/Arkiv.
Digital sources: Meridian 50824
CD player, Denon DVD-3000 DVD
player.
Preamplifier: Musical Fidelity NuVista.
Power amplifier: Musical Fidelity
XA-200 monoblocks.

Loudspeakers:
B&W
Silver
Signature, Dynaudio Contour 1.1.
Cables: AudioTruth Lapis x3 interconnect, AudioQuest Dragon speaker cable.
Accessories: OSAR Selway Audio
Racks, Audio Power Industries
Power Wedge Ultra 116 AC line conditioner.
Room treatment: ASC Tube Traps,
Slim Jims, Bass Traps; latibulizinous
cat.
-Wes Phillips
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horn playing sound so alive. Armstrong's
solos here are gems of concision and conLIFT TO THE SC AFFOLD
e a'
a
trol —his tone is bright and brassy
THE COMPLETE ORIGINAL R
E
COMINGSMILES DAVIS: Ascenseur pour l'échafaud (Lift to
The record also proves that you don't
the
Scaffold):
The
Complete
Original
need fast tempos to swing—not asong
Recordings
Miles Davis, trumpet; Barney Wilen, tenor sax; René
here is played faster than midtempo, but
Urtreger, piano; Pierre Michelot, bass; Kenny
it's one of the hardest rockin' records
Clarke, drums
Fontana/Speaker's Corner 0660213 (mono LP).
you can imagine. It's ajoyful occasion,
1957/1999. No original prod., eng. credited. AAA.
one that my minor sonic cavils won't
TT: 46:00
ELLA FITZGERALD/LOUIS ARMSTRONG: Ella and
keep me from playing alot.
Louis
Getz/Gilberto was Verve's best-selling
Ella Fitzgerald, vocals; Louis Armstrong, vocals, trumjazz record ever —proof, some critics
pet; Oscar Peterson, piano; Herb Ellis, guitar; Ray
Brown, bass; Buddy Rich, drums
claimed, that quality could sell — and it
Verve/Speaker's Corner MG V-4003 (mono LP).
has been reissued several times, most
1956/1999. Norman Grant, prod. AAA. Tr: 54:12
STAN GETZ/JOAO GILBERTO: Getz/Gilberto
recently by Mobile Fidelity. You've
Stan Getz, tenor sax; Joào Gilberto, guitar, vocals;
never
heard it like this, though.
utes
of
music
in
six
alternate
takes,
Antonio Carlos Jobim, piano; Milton Banana,
After years of hearing Milton Banana
drums; Astrud Gilberto, vocals
most of which end abruptly. This extra
Speaker's Comer/Verve V6-8545 (LP). 1963/1999.
music does demonstrate the highly on the left and Jobim on the right, I
Creed Taylor, prod.; Val Valentin, Phil Ramone,
improvisational nature of the sound- nearly fell down when Icued up the
engs. AAA. TT: 33:36
OSCAR PETERSON TRIO: Night Train
track, however, as each take is quite dif- Speaker's Corner LP and heard exactly
Oscar Peterson, piano; Ray Brown, bass; Ed Thigpen,
the opposite! Ichecked my MoFi LP
ferent from its mates.
drums
Verve/Speaker's Comer V6-135313 (LP). 1962/1999.
(MFSL 1-208) and CD (UDCD 607),
The sound is good mono. The bass
Norman Grant. prod.; Val Valentin, eng. AM. TT:
has startling solidity and heft, while as well as The Bossa Nova Years (Verve
4519
BEN VVEBSTER: SouMlle
Miles' trumpet rings clear and bright. He 823 611), and they all matched: Banana
Ben Webster, tenor sax; Oscar Peterson, piano; Herb
uses the Harmon mute, which overlays a left, Jobim right. Icalled Chad Kassem,
Ellis, guitar; Ray Brown, bass; Stan Levey, drums
distant, edgy quality to his tone — an Speaker's Corner's distributor, who put
Verve/Speaker's Comer MG V-8274 (LP). 1957/1999.
Norman Granz, prod.; Val Valentin, eng. AAA. Tr:
effect that adds to the atmospheric qual- me in touch with Kevin Gray, who mas41:16
ity of the pieces. Kenny Clarke's drums tered the disc.
BACH: A Musical Offering
Karl Münchinger, Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra
Gray says that he mastered according
are crisply recorded, allowing his dyDecca/Speaker's Comer SXI. 2204 (LP). 1976/1999.
namic expressiveness to shine through to the channel directions on the master
James Mallinson, prod.; James Lock, eng. AAA. TT:
52:26
nicely. This disc sounds substantially bet- tape's box. He said that he, too, had
ELGAR: Cello Concerto, Sea Pictures
ter than the mid-'80s Japanese reissue of noticed that all the other versions posiJacqueline du Pré, cello; Janet Baker, soprano;
the soundtrack LP Icompared it to, tioned the channels differently, but he
London Symphony Orchestra, Sir John Barbirolli
EMI/Speaker's Comer ASD 655 (LP). 1965/1999.
which sounded flatter and compressed, decided that the original session producRonald Kinloch Anderson, prod.; Christopher
er and engineer knew how it was supand had much noisier surfaces.
Parker, eng. AAA. Tr: 53:39
Ella and Louis was the first of many posed to sound. He also said, "Steve
scenseur pour l'échafaud (released in Fitzgerald/Armstrong pairings, and Hoffman told me that he'd looked into it
the US as Le to the Scaffold) was a while none of them ever demonstrated and was told that they reversed the chanLouis Malle movie that probably the sort of raucous interplay that you nels on the original pressing and that by
wouldn't be remembered much these just know the two were capable of, this the time they noticed it, they'd pressed
days had Miles Davis not provided the one comes closest. Hearing Ella mimic too many records to do it over. Since
score. Film critics have praised the sound- Pops in the closing bars of "Tenderly" is then, everybody's just followed the origitrack lavishly, some going so &r as to ahoot, and "Stars Fell on Alabama" is nal release, figuring it had to be right."
Which way's right? Beats me —I'm
claim that Miles' introspective music gave alone worth the price of admission.
This is another mono recording, used to it the old way, but it's not like
the film amuch deeper emotional subalthough one with avery vibrant sound— there's acorrect way to arrange ajazz
text than it would have otherwise had.
However, I've always thought the perhaps too vibrant in places. Armstrong group, the way there is for an orchestra.
(Yes, Iknow — there are several "corpieces sounded fragmented, and lacked tended to get really close to the mike
the linear logic of Miles' work before when he sang, and you can hear him rect" ways.)
The Speaker's Corner reissue has a
and after this recording. To put things smacking his chops here. And his voice
in perspective, Miles recorded Miles is astoundingly sibilant — in "Tenderly," lot more HF information than the old
Ahead in May 1957, Ascenseur in De- when he responds to Ella's mimicry, it Verve or MoFi, though. This makes it
cember, and had formed his extraordi- comes out "You took my chopssss away sound brighter than I'm used to — and
it puts Banana's cymbal work much
nary sextet and recorded Milestones by from Popssss."
Maybe this is one of those cases of the higher in the mix. It can be argued that
April 1958. Sandwiched between his
first collaboration with Gil Evans and right hand giving while the left hand I'm just reacting to how much better the
the first incarnation of the band that taketh away. While original pressings had recording chain is in this new one (that's
produced Kind of Blue, this soundtrack only atouch of Louis' vocal sibilance, exactly what Chad Kassem claims), but
Ifind it unnerving.
mine, at least, also lacks much of the
just isn't all that compelling.
But that doesn't mean I'm right, any
Speaker's Corner has reissued The high-frequency sparkle that makes his
more than the people disturbed by the
Complete Onginal Recordings rather than
bright colors in the recently cleaned
the original Fontana soundtrack, which
1This music was also reissued on a variorum 1988
presented only the 10 cues that appear Fontana CD, including all of the alternate takes, plus all Sistine Chapel are correct that the fresof the takes that appear in the movie, both with and
on the film soundtrack.' This version without the huge amounts of reverb used on the coes looked better dirty Once you get
used to something, it can be hard to see
— RL
includes more than 19 additional min- soundtrack.

Speaker's Corner
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(or hear) it differently. Getz/Gilberto is a
great album; if you don't have acopy, and
if you haven't been conditioned to what
sounds "correct," you should strongly
consider this reissue.
Night Train, the story goes, is dedicated
to Oscar Peterson's father, asleeping-car

attendant on the Canadian Pacific Railways, so you could argue that it's atheme
record. But the theme isn't trains, but
memories —or possibly just times past.
It's arocking record, with uptempo
versions of "C Jam Blues, "Georgia On
My Mind," "Things Ain't What They

Notes

Used to Be," and "I Got It Bad and 'That
Ain't Good." The last two songs, however, take the disc out of its gently rocking
mode and send it into new territory —
Ellington's "Band Call" features passionate playing from all three musicians, and
Peterson's own "Hymn to Freedom"

The Art of Classical Orchestral Recording
LISZT: Les Préludes
DVORAK: In Nature's Realm, Carnival, Othello
Wolfgang Sawallisch, Philadelphia Orchestra
Water Lily Acoustics WLA-WS-66-CD (CD). 1999.
Kavichandran Alexander, prod., eng.; Simon
Woods, prod.; Chris Rice, ed. AAD. TT: 55:16
BERNSTEIN: Orchestral Music
Overture 8Suite from Candide, Three Meditations
from Mass, Five Songs, Divertimento for
Orchestra
Eiji Oue, Minnesota Orchestra
Reference Recordings RR-87C0 (HDCD). 1999. J.
Tamblyn Henderson, prod.; Scott Terrell, asst
prod.; Keith O. Johnson, eng.; Paul Stubblebine,
ed. DIM. 17: 6506

I

es tempting to look back at the
1950s and '60s as the golden age
of the art of classical orchestral recording. Yet these two CDs—both
recorded this past February by two
masters of microphone placement,
Keith Johnson of Reference Recordings and Kavi Alexander of
Water Lily — rank with the best recordings produced 30-40 years ago
by Decca and EMI in England, and
Mercury and RCA in the US. But
when you consider that musical honesty is the primary goal of both
Alexander and Johnson, it's strange
that these discs sound about as different as it is possible to sound.
Kavi Alexander has come along
way since he engineered the first two
Stereophile classical recordings. His
recording of the 1993 Ry Cooder/
V.M. Bhatt collaboration, AMeeting by
the River (Water Lily WLA-CS 29CD), not only achieved commercial
success, but was also featured in the
soundtrack of Dead Man Walking. Surprisingly enough, this Philadelphia
disc is his first full-scale orchestral
recording, and was made possible
only by the fact that, for the first time,
the Philadelphia Orchestra is without
arecording contract.
Using asingle-point MS (MiddleSide) mike technique, with all-tube
electronics and a 1", two-track tape
machine from Tun de Paravicini, Kavi
has captured with breathtaking clarity
the sound of the orchestra in its regular concert venue, Philadelphia's Aca-
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demy of Music. From the opening
-30dB string passage of Les Préludes to
the peaks of the beautifully defined
timpani, the dynamics are stunningly
wide, meaning that you'll have to turn
up your volume control more than
you're used to. (I grow weary of audiophiles who complain that a quietsounding recording has "restricted
dynamics"; the opposite is the case.)
But this clarity also reveals that the
Academy of Music's ambience is not
as supportive of the orchestral sound
as that of the venue where they used
to record with Ormandy and Muti.
When the acoustic is lit up by the
horn call around 11 minutes into the
Liszt, or the triangle and tambourine
in the Dvorák overtures, you can
clearly hear the Academy's walls, but
you can also hear that the hall's sound
is unsuitably dry. In fact, as the excellent booklet text points out, the
Academy's acoustics were intended
for productions of opera; the necessity for clarity and articulation defied
the architects to design in the longer
reverberation times that are optimal
for performances of the standard orchestral repertoire. As in Sheffield
Lab's 1986 recording of Stravinsky's
The Firebird, the hall is just not up to
the high level of the performance, or
the verisimilitude of the engineering.
But this is still aCD to be purchased and enjoyed. For what it's

worth, the Super Audio CD transfer
that Iheard at HI-FI '99 sounded
more vividly real, with even more
precisely defined soundstaging.
The Reference Recordings CD —
the seventh the company has produced
of the Minnesota Orchestra under Eiji
Oue — has the same stable, wide, deep
soundstage as the Water Lily disc, with
solo instruments pinpointed as they
would be in real life (horns excepted, as
these are never well localized in concert, due to the fact that their bells are
aimed at the rear of the stage). But
Orchestra Hall in Minneapolis is much
more supportive of the orchestra than
the
my of Music; in fact, it is this
disc that continues the tradition of lush
balances that were the trademark of the
Philadelphia ensemble's recordings.
Assuming the HDCD-encoded
Minnesota recording is correctly decoded on playback, the discs have
similarly wide dynamic ranges. But
while the analog-mastered Water Lily
trades off bloom for articulation, the
all-digital Reference preserves the
clarity and adds a rich, enveloping
ambience. The balance is not that
"wet," but the lower strings in particular sound rich and powerful. And on
the few occasions that the score calls
for a bass-drum whack, the Minnesota sound may not start and stop
quite as quickly as on the Philadelphia
recording, but it nicely substitutes
majesty for speed.
Quite simply, Ithink this is the best
orchestral recording yet to come from
Keith Johnson.
System: Mark Levinson No.31.5 CD
transport, No.30.6 processor, No32 Reference preamplifier, No.33H monoblock
power ampleers, Wadia 27ix processor, ZSystems RDP-1 digital control unit, B&W
Silver Signature and Mirage MR111-1
loudspeakers, Audio Quest Sterling loudspeaker cable, Audio Quest Lapis x3 and
Madngal CZ-Gel balanced interconnects.
—John Atkinson
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Acurus
Adcom
Aragon
ASC /Tube Traps

an, there's
no boundary line to art."
- Charlie Parker

Audio Research
Audioquest
Avalon
B&W*
Basis
Benz
Clearaudio
dCS
Faroudja
Grado
Graham
Krell
Lexicon
Loewe
Magnum Dynalab
Martin Logan
McCormack
MIT
NHT*
PHAST

progressive 33 C110

Pioneer Elite
ProAc
Proton
PSB

The passion for perfection has earned Progressive Audio

Rega

acclaim as the best in the business. We've befriended

Runco

top-shelf manufacturers, the technological pioneers, and

Sharpvision

i

most importantly, our customers who are comfortable

SigTech
%
2.

approaching us from the first "just looking" handshake to

Spectral

the phone call made years after the sale.

Sunfire
Theta Digital
Thiel

Visit our inviting 15 room store -in reality, one of the biggest
specialty electronics facilities on the U.S. Bring your

VAC

favorite CD or DVD and see if we don't make you a lover of

Vandersteen

perfection too.

Velodyne
Vidikron
VPI
j

Wilson Audio
Zoethecus

add

tel

1764 N. High Street

614 299 0565

Columbus, Ohio 43201

www.progressiveaudio.com

fax

I614 299 6587

Ivveh
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Quarter
closes the album with a luminescent
performance and the suggestion that the
past is, we all hope, only aprelude to
better things to come.
The playing on this disc is first-rate.
Thigpen, Brown, and Peterson give one
another all the room a soloist could
need — an invitation Peterson seldom, if
ever, declined. The sound lives up to the
playing: Brown's bass is prominent in
the mix, ringing forth meatily and
mightily; Thigpen's drums are crisp and
well placed, and the recording emphasizes his finely tuned sense of dynamic
flow; and OP's piano is solidly out front
(but not too far), with lots of rumbling
low notes and zingy highs — not to
mention everything in between. (It's
inevitable that, if you have agood recording of Peterson's piano, you also
have agood recording of him grunting
and moaning as he plays. If this bothers
you, any OP record will be atrial.) Night
Train may not be the best OP record, but
it's in the running, and Speaker's Corner
has given us areissue that does it justice.
Soulville is awonderful recording that
showcases Webster in amost congenial
setting — Peterson on piano, Ray
Brown on bass, Herb Ellis on guitar, and
Stan Levey on drums. The performances smolder with restrained passion.
Actually, by 1957, "restraint" was Ben
Webster's watchword. After the late
'40s he rarely recorded at anything faster
than alope, but then again, he didn't
need to — he rocked harder slow than
most young players can full out. And
Soulville does rock hard, in a 3amSunday-morning kind of groove.
Everyone seems to be having such a
great time that it's hard not to wish you
were there for these performances.
The recording gets you awfully close,
though. Webster's sound is huge —
which it was — and made alittle more
so by the close milting, which lets you
hear alot of air spilling from his embouchure. His tenor is sweetened by
some artificial reverb, but not to the
extent that it bothered me. Peterson's
piano sounds crisply articulate and, as is
OP's wont, he grunts away while soloing, obviously comping yet another
melodic line in his head. Ellis' tone is a
shredded wonder, filled with overtones
and some of the most finely judged distortion you'll ever hear. (When people
think "jazz guitar," Ellis' sound on this
recording is the Platonic ideal they envision.) Brown's bass sounds huge yet
agile, and Levey's drums are dynamic
and incisive.
Idon't have an original to compare
with this reissue, but Ido have the old
Stereophile, September 1999

Notes

response perfectly matched this music's
poignant disillusionment, and her spontaneity and delicate touch made the
CILIO
fe°
ELGAR
most of the simple lyrical forms comprising the work. Her talent was not so
much in just being able to extract the
most from each phrase, but in making
each phrase apart of amuch longer line
of thought. Great musicianship in the
service of great music.
The B-side, featuring Janet Baker's
performance of Elgar's Sea Pictures, is
also first-rate, although the piece lacks
the emotional depth of the Concerto.
And it all sounds fantastic. EMI gave
Verve CD (Verve 833 551-2), and it's a the orchestra wonderfully atmospheric
pale shadow, sounding dynamically com- sound. The soundstage is immense —
pressed and noisy. Verve's recent Master both wide and deep — and the orchestra
Editions reissues prove that they can ex- is in perfect proportion to du Pré, which
tract alot more fidelity from their tapes happens alot less frequently in concerto
than their early CDs indicated — Soulville recordings than it should. The cello
hasn't been re-released yet, but it's bound sounds marvelously rich, with deep,
to be eventually, so don't give up if CD is ringing overtones and just the right
your preferred medium. If your taste amount of bite. Dame Janet was also
runs to LPs, however, Speaker's Corner's extremely well recorded.
The surfaces are easily the match of my
Soulville is asolid winner.
So too, is Karl Münchingees perfor- original pressing, and the tonal match is
very close. The reissue sounds ever so
mance of Bach's A Musical Offering,
which uses modern instruments but em- slightly brighter when compared directly,
ploys aharpsichord as keyboard. This although I'd have never noticed without
does sound strange compared to prevail- A/B-ing them.
ing performance practices, but the reading is stylish, intelligent, and full of life.
The recording is bright and detailed,
with lots of air surrounding the individual instruments. The instruments themselves are supported by aslightly reverberant, quite lively acoustic. This is a
sunny-sounding record, in keeping with
We Make Coming Home
the music's playful, punning nature.
Better Than Going Out
This reissue sounds far better than
my late-'70s London LP (CS 7045,
CUM MEMBER *
"Record Imported from England"). It
has more detail and abrighter, more colorful tonal palette, and the surfaces are,
overall, quieter. However, the groove
noise on the Speaker's Corner LP has
more hiss content than that of the London. It's not very noisy, but it's not silent
either. Others may be more bothered by
this than I, but Ithink the gains are
The Leading Audio, Home Theater,
worth the tradeoff, I'll listen to the SC
&Automation Specialist
reissue when Iwant to hear this music.
•AERIAL ,tCOUSTICS •AD S•ARCAM •ARCID •ATLANTIS
.6ASIS• t•BENZ MICRO. BUY EIAGS• BOW TECHNOLOGIES
If you don't know the Elgar Cello
•CLASSÉ •CLEARAUDIO •CRESTRON •DISCOVERY •DRAPER
•DUNLAVY •EGGLESTONWORKS •ELAN •EOUkTECH •ESP
Concerto, you're missing one of the
•FANFARE RA •FAROUDJA •FUSION DESIGNS •GOLDEN TUBE
most beautiful and passionate musical
•GOLDEN alEATER •GRADO •GRAHAM •JEFF ROWLAND
•KIMBER SaECT •MERIDIAN •MYRYAD •PHILIPS •PIONEER
works of this century. Just go out and
ELITE •POLY alYSTAL •PSB •EEL •REGA •SONANCE •SONIC
FRONTIERe tSTEWART • SUMIKO • THETA DIGITAL
buy it — you'll thank me for it. But
• TOWN
•TRANSPARENT CABLE • VIBRAPLANE
don't buy just any recording (although,
•VIDIKRON• WREATON TRIPLAN» •Z-SYSTEMS •AND MORE
come to think of it, Ihaven't actually
310-440-5522 Fax 310-440-5526
heard abad one). Buy this one.
Rhein 10 -7 Sat 10 -5:30
This performance established Jac2337 Resessors Rd. Ste. 6. Bel Air, CA 90071
queline du Pré's reputation as agreat
VISIT OUR WERSITE: www.ambrOSia.COM
artist, and not as merely atalented inInformation & large selection of pre-owned electronics
strumentalist. Her intensely emotional
OM.
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Available at these fine dealers.
mbrosia Audio
Angeles, CA
11114 ,2-7980

MCD500 CD Player
NINO° Pre Amp
MAI» Power Amp

P.O. Box 455, 3‘ illiston, VT 05495
Tel. (514) 631-6448 •Fax 1514 t631-1212
www.artech-eleetrunies.corn
Email: info@artech-electronies.com

ASL Sy stems
San JONC. CA
t4(110 281-((417

Audio (*(ensultants
Chicago. IL
131'21642-595))

Audio Consultants
Evanston. IL
18471864-9565
Catania Sound
Santa Rosa. CA

Audio Consultants
linsdale. IL
1630) 789-1990

Audio Consultants
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1847) 382.5594

Butternut Audio
Essex Junction. S'T

(7usmophonic Sound
NCI1V York. NY

Digital Sound
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Digital Visions
Pittsburg. PA
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(412)561-1115

Goodwin's Audio

Northampton Audio
Northampton. MA

(508) 791-8200

Hoffman's
Cleveland. OH
(44))i 461-37(7

(413) 584-9547

Westminster. CA
(714) 891-8944

udioshop
Montreal. QC
(5141871-0091

Audio Two
Windsor. ON
(51)) 979-711)1

Creative Audio
Winnipeg. MB
(204) 452-5950

Dynamic Audio
Regina. SK
3081537-7528

Executive Stereo
Toronto. ON

Globes Sound Studio
Dartmouth. NS

KAS)' Audio

Main & Matrix
Vancouver. BC

(416) 927-1400

(902) 434-5511

Calgary. AR
14031244-8111

National Audio Video
Edmonton. AB
1780 i454-4288

Sound Advice (11.0. Hwy.)
Victoria. BC
12501474-222S

Sound Advice (Yates)
Victoria. BC
(250 388-5779

Shrew sbury. MA

802) 879-39181

17070526-7555

Goodwin's Audio
Boston. MA
(617) 734-88)1)

Top Audio

6)0)878-6232
Trutone Electronics
Mississauga. ON
(905)270-3440

THE PHILADELPHIA ORCHI
gang

Nature's

Satual

s'cit,

Conductor

Realm

LISZT
Les Préludes

The First Analogue All-lithe Coincident
Miked Orchestral Recording in 20 Years!

DVORAK
Three Concert Overtures
In Nature's Realm
Carnival
Othello

Gold Alloy Compact Disk (16bit /44.1 Khz PCM
24 Karat Gold Compact Disk (16bit /44.1 Khz
-DVD Video Standard Audio Only Disk (24b1t /

PLUS
THE ALL NEW SONY Direct Stream Digital Dery
Compact Disk (1 bit /2.8 Mhz Delta-Sigma) $30.00
Please include a$2.50 postage and handling f
Residents of PA add 6% sales tax
This exclusive recording is available on th
www.philorch.org.
The new standard for realism in orchestral recording!
One of the greatest orchestras in the world has been
recorded with a naturalness and purity of
timbre that is seldom heard today.
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The Philadelphia Orchestra Media Institute, 1420 Locust Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102
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Reviews

Recording of the Vonth
Miller romp of "Ain't Love aLot
Like That," which, while still anovelty song — he's got aweakness for
'em — is on a par with "'White
Lightning" and some of the other,
better silly songs he's turned into hits.
The ballad "Our Bed of Roses"
ogey's career ended with The
returns to aflower that Jones has
Harder They Fall. Marilyn
often sung about, most affectingly in
Monroe's final film was The
his mid-70s hit "A Good Year for
Misfits. Marlene Dietrich finished
the Roses." Best of all, though, is
with Just a Gigolo. An artist's final
another ballad, Max D. Barnes'
work often has away of cutting to the
"Day After Forever." In it, Jones
heart of his or her talent.
plows the fertile I'm-out-theCold Hard Truth—something George
door-(and-damned-sad-about-it)
Jones avoided during much of his
ground he's made acareer of.
tumultuous life — was almost the singThrough it all, of course, is "The
er's epitaph. The disc was completed
Voice"— one of the most distinctive
days before his near-fatal auto accident,
instruments in the history of the
the urge to discern adeeper meaning in
music— the male equal of Patsy
every line is all too tempting.
Cline's. Although huskier than
Still, compared to Jones' work for
when he was young, it still has
MCA/Nashville over the past decade, Cold Hard
astounding punch and nuance. In
Truth does dig deeper, both in terms of pointed, selfreferential lyrics and stunning vocal performances. Ac- "Real Deal," Jones takes his still considerable upper range
cording to the liner notes by Asylum Records president for asmooth, unbroken ride, and near the end throws in
Evelyn Shriver, Jones was given carte blanche to do "the one of his trademark real low-spoken asides, àla the title
record he would have done 20 years ago if he had been line in "White Lightning."
While Truth features the usual A-list slate of CMA
sober." The result: Excepting greatest-hits discs and compilations like Cup of Loneliness: The Mercury Years (PolyGram "Instrumentalist of the Year" nominees—guitarist Brent
522 279-2), Cold Hard Truth is Jones' best record since Mason, pianist Hargus M. "Pig" Robbins, fiddler Stuart
Duncan, pedal-steel player Paul Franklin—they actually
1980's IAm What IAm (Columbia CK 36586).
Although Jones and producer Keith Stegall have assem- manage to emote more than usual, and often find ahigher
bled adass group of songs by an all-star list of songwriters, gear during solos and ensemble parts.
When Stereophile editor John Atkinson and Isat down to
Jones has in many ways been making the same album ever
since he cut his first single for Pappy Daily and Starday review the candidates for September's "Recording of the
Records back in 1954: acouple of upbeat, boot-scuffing Month," his comment on this disc was that it was "the
dance numbers, an ill-chosen novelty tune or two, and then essence of country music." Iagree. From the very first
the knockout blow of ahandful of elegantly tendered ballads. track, it's clear that Stegall was determined to keep that
Cold Hard Truth is no exception. It gets off to aporten- essence intact, both in terms of not candy-coating the overtous start with its first single, the gorgeously paced, fiddle- all production — the Achilles' heel of many past Jones
led "Choices." Here Jones fesses up to his sins (a charac- albums — and in keeping the singer's spot-on, emotionally
teristic ploy), ticking off specifics and repeating the chorus engaged vocals front and center. In other words, Stegall had
kicker, "Living and dying with the choices I've made," a the sense not to shave off the sessions' rough edges and turn
line made that much more poignant given his subsequent this record into yet another overmanicured Nashville studio creation. Sonically, this disc is an example of how far
brush with the grim reaper.
As the disc that he would have made 20 years ago had Nashville has come as arecording center — it's alive and
he been able, this collection of tunes, not surprisingly, warm, with excellent depth of imaging.
The one-two shock of this album's release and the artist's
echoes many of the highlights from Jones' 40 years in
music. The title track, for example, has more than afew near-fatal accident have snapped into sharp focus the quesmoments —particularly in the way the verses unfold — tion Jones once asked, very memorably, in song —"Who's
that recall his biggest hit, "He Stopped Loving Her Today." gonna fill their shoes?" Despite his past decade of less than
Jones revisits his honky-tonk roots with the upbeat stellar albums, this one tells you that, when it comes to
"Saints and Sinners" and the delightful Mark Collie/Dean George Jones, the cold hard truth is: No one. -Robert Baird
GEORGE JONES: Cold Hord Truth
Asylum 62368-2 (CD). 1999. Keith Stegall, prod.;
John Kelton, eng.; Mark Nevers, Brady Barnett,
Steven Crowder, John Stolpe, asst. engs. MD?
TT: 34:16
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****1/2
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SIDIONME LP, CD & AUDIO DPD $AW!

We will match all
competitors
advertised prices!

BEST MUSIC BEST PRICE!
BEST SERVICE! GUARANTEED!!

A Sampling of the Latest at Greatest LP's, CD's dlt DVD's For Fall 99!

GROOVE NOTE RECORDS PRESENTS:

xrcdiStxrcd2

Japenese Imports now available!

0201 XRCD2:

0202
0203
0204
0206
0207
0046
0051
0043
0038
0039

98 " 'A Blues classic is born!"
Jacintha/Here's To Ben
Roy Gaines/I Got The
GRV1001
T
Bone Blues GRV1002

"Best Album of HIFI

1st ever

release on CD!

Illinois Jacquet/Birthdoy

Party GRV-1003

These all-analogue, direct to 2track albums, recorded on vintage
Neumann tube microphones are available as 180g 2 LP Sets
(1 LP cut at 45rpm) for $29.99 or as 24K/24Bit Gold CD's for $24.99
NW INIEUE:Jay Mahonn/Vehot A wonderful World GRV-1005
Elusive Disc Exclusive North American Distributor /Dealer inquires invited.

Vivante Productions 180g Import LP's
VPLP003 Muddy Waters/Folk

Singer

$19.99

The Legend is back!

Best Blues LP ever! Don't miss this classic recording!

VPLP002 JJ. Cale /Naturally
This is Li's finest album. The
"Blues-Master" singer/songwriter at his best! teketisits trietede: Call Me
The Breeze. After Midnight, Crying Eyes, River Runs Deep. Bringing It

;It.u.uunkte,

Back, Magnolia. Call The Doctor & more.
VPLP001 Al DiMeola. John McLaughin & PacoDeLucia /
Frida Night In San Francisco live! Best Guitar Lp ever!!!

LP SALE!! $29.99
OR 4 FOR $100

ce
three blind nu-

25th Anniversa Celebration Numbered Ltd. Ed. 180's
MI MI
It/I//r I?
TBM-6
e. Horn section, prono, bass, drums, guitar & xylophone.
TBM-2
Nowl: Bluenote bebop at its best! Piano, bass, drums & sax.
TBM-19
Morning Flight: Great standards! Piano trio + 2 trombones.
TBM-63
Black Orpheus: Classic piano trio playing great standards!
TBM-25
Blues World: Blues & standards! Guitar, organ, boss, drums.
TBM-39
Green Caterpillar: Masaru 'moda Trio + 2 (guitar & congas).
TBM-35
You Are MySunshine: G. Otsuka Piano Trio plays standards.
IBM-24
Blue City: Isao Suzuki Quartet + Kazumi Watanabe (guitar).
IBM-43
Conversation: Nakamura Duo. Standards (guitar & boss).
IBM-30
Misty: Yamamoto Trio. Late night piano trio iazz at its finest!
TBM-15
Blow Upl: Isao Suzuki Quartet. Standards & originals will leave you breathless!
TBM-23
Midnight Sugar: Yamamoto Trio. An incredible mix of blues and standards. Wow!
TBM-1005 Scandanovian Suite: Big band jazz like you have never heard before ,

SONY MASTERSOUND GOLD CD'S
All titles now OUT-OF-PRINT!

64413
66226
64368
52944
64426
64274

—

Janis Joplin: Pearl
Carole King: Tapestry
Frank Sinatra: The Voice
Robt. Johnson: King of the Delta Blues...
Roger Waters: Amused To Death $40.00
Duke Ellington: Black, Brown & Beige

23.99

Order Before The 're Gonell

64212
57206
64408
53814
64411
64425

Santana: Santana
CALL FOR
Willie Nelson: Stardust
COMPLETE
Dave Brubeck: Time Out
LIST
Billy Holiday: Lady In Satin
Bob Dylan: Blonde On Blonde
Stevie Roy Vaughn: Couldn't Stand We...

PREMONITION RECORDS e CD's: $14.99 / LP's: $27.99
PREM-1919 Patricia Barber .Split (CD & 180g LP) (1ST ALBUM)
PREM-737
Patricia Barber: Cafe Blue (CD & 180g LP) STEREOPHILE R2D4
PREM-741
Patricia Barber: Modem Cool (CD 8« 180 !)LP WW1!

Sampler
John Coltrane: Settin' The Pace
Modern Jazz Quartet: Concord
Soroh Vaughan: Crazy & Mixed Up
Basie & Peterson: The Time Keepers
Tiger Okoshi: Co/or Of Soil
Miles Davis: Bags Groove
Bill Evans Trio: Sunday At The Village..
Steve Miller: The Joker
Sarah Vaughan: How Long Has This...
Johnny Griffin: Little Giant

0045
0036
0047
0048
0049
0031
0050
0044
0052
0054
0055

2059
2067
N.A.
2066
2061
2060
2065
2062
101/
2069

/1126
/ 1130
/ 1133
/ 1129
/ 1127
/N.A.
/1128
/N.A.
101
/1132

Jethro Tull: Original Masters
Judy Collins: Best Of....
Metalico:Master Of Puppets
Von Halen: Van Halen
Nat King Cole: Greatest Hits •
Paul Simon: Paul Simon
Linda Ronstodt Greatest Hits Vol 2
Paul Simon: There Goes Rhymin' Simon
Frank Sinatra: 57' In Concert'
Joni Mitchel: Blue
102/ 102 FSinatra: The Summit*

e

The following DCC Gold CD titles are now OUT-OF-PRINT!!! $25.00
This is your last chance to order these great titles at alow price! Order nowt,'
GZS-1031
GZS-1056
GZS•1070

736
734
737
732
743
723
730
744
746
748
536
577
574
532

CCR: Cosmos Factory
Pat Benatar: In The Heat 01 The
CCR: Willie & The Poor Boys

MOBILE

GZS- 1062
GZS-1064
GZS-1053

739
735
741
742
745
747
733
749
750
751

Squeeze: East Side Story
Tom Petty: Full Moon Fever CATSTEVENS
John Hiatt: Slow Turning
1«...5.1 Th ,14 ,•••
13,S&T: Child Is The Father..
Jethro Tull: War Child
Toto: TotolV
Loggins & Messina: Full Sail
The Pointer Sisters:The Point
Counting Crows: Recovering The Sotallites
Joe Satrioni: Surfing With The Aliens

MFSL Out-Of-Print Gold CD Sale!!! $29.99
Elton John: Hooky Chateau
Albert King: Born Under A Bad Sign
Aretha Franklin: INever Loved A ....
Rod Stewart: Every Picture Tells A Story

570
564
565
548

Eric Clapton: Eric Clapton
Moody Blues: To Our Childrens...,
Mood Blues: Threshold Of A Dream

218
249
217

1022 ROLLING BARREL Ro.
PENDLETON, IN 46064

Emerson, Lake & Palmer: Trilogy
Boston: Boston
Albert Collins R.Cr
•Showdown

Classic Record.', Audio DVD's Only $29.99/4. 46.99
Lou Dona
on: Lou
es •
DAD1011 Jo n Lee Hoo er:
•rze Boom
Kenny Drew: Undercurrent
DAD1012 Earl Hines: Blues & Things
Prokofiev: Alexander Nevsky
DAD1013 Sam Phillips: Cruel Inventions
Rochmoninoff: Symphonic Dances
DAD1014 Terry Evans: Blues For Thought
Dr. John: Plays Mac Rebennack
DAD1016 Hank Mobley: Roll Call
John Coltrane: Blue Train
DAD1017 Dr. John: Brightest Smile in Town
John Lee Hooker: Mr Lucky
DAD1018 Gershwin Collection:(2 Disc Set)
Glory: Original Soundtrack
DAD1019 Freddie Hubbard: Open Sesame
Antill: Corrobree
DAD1020 Muddy Waters: Folk Singer
Ravel: Works For Orchestra(2 Disc set
DAD1022 C. Adderl :Somethin' Else

PAP1026

DAD1024
DAD1021
DADI004
DAD1023
DAD1028
DAD1007
DAD1008
DAD1029
DAD1025

Classic Record's

LP/CD Sale! S12.99 or 10 for S100

P[C PDS

CSCD6009 Stravinsky Petrushka
CSCD6012 Rimsky-Korsokov: Tole of Tsar..
CSCD6013 Debussy: Iberia
CSCD6023 Ravel-Debussy: Mo Mere L'oye
CSCD6038 Tchikovsky: 1812 Overture
CSCD6079 Debussy: La Boite A Joujoux
CSCD6191 Mendelssohn: Symphony •3
LSCD2225 Witches Brew
LSCD2313 Venice: Solt,
LSCD2322 Shostkovich: Age of Gold...
LSOCD6007 Harry Belefonte: Retums..Hall
LSPC01445 Alex North: North of Hollywood
LSPCD2438 Paul Desmond: Desmond Blue
LSPCO2527 Sonny Rollins: The Bridge
LSPCD2612 Sonny Rollins: Our Man
LSPCD2712 Sonny Rollins: Meets Hawk
VSCD4053 Ella Fitzgerald. Clap Hands
VSCD8358 JohnnY
11 1-. , A Pf '" 11,

1
150+pagels3"

U.S.A. /55" INTL.
CATALOG 1 FREE WITH ORDER!!

ORDER TOLL FREE:
1-800-782-3472
ORDER BY FAX (765) 778-2669
E-MAIL: ElusDisc@aol.com
WEB: www.elusivedisc.com
FOR INFO: (765) 778-2715

Joni Mitchell: Wild Things Run Fast
Robert Croy: Strong Persuader
Tom Petty: Hard Promises
B.B. King: Live At The Regal

MFSL Out-Of-Print 200G LP Sale!!! $34.99
220
253
215

I

1

Blondie: Parallel Lines
CCR: Green River
Frank Sinatra: Duets

FIDELITYGold CD's:$22.99*

Joe Cocker: Mad Dogs & Englishman
Jethro Tull: Songs From The Woods
Moody Blues: Question Of Balence
Simon & Garfunkel: Bookends
Tony Bennett & Count Basie: In Person
Stevie Ray Vaughn: The Sky Is Crying
Tears For Fears: Songs From The Big..
Mohovishnu Orch: Inner Mounting...
Jimmy Buffet: A hite sport Coat &....
Guns & Roses Gn'r Lies

auchoquest

41

Ernie Watts: The Long Rood Home
The Bill Evans Trio: At Shelly Mann's Hole
Miles Davis Allstors: Walkin'
Kenny Burrell & John Coltrane
Kenny Dorhom: Quiet Kenny
Ello Fitzgerald: Take Love Easy
Wynton Kelly: Kelly Blue
Tina Turner: Private Dancer
Hiroko Kokubu: Bridge
Ernie Watts: Classic Moods
Sonny Rollins Quintet: Ploys For Bird

Over 105 titles now available including 24 titles from the Three Blind Mice label,
35 Japanese imports and more on the way! Contact us for acomplete list.
LP
/Geld CD
1800 LP's & Gold CD's Now Only 522.99'

LSC1831 Brahms. Piano Concerto #1
LSC2134 Reiner: Overture! Overture!
LP' s
isc2135
Prokofiev: Cinderella Suites
LP's ARE IN SHORT SUPPLY! O RDER N OW!!!
LSC2150 Stravinsky:Lt. Kije(Reiner/CSO) COS
[044 Terry Evans & Ry Cooder: ome to
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Conductors attempting Beethoven's dramatic, prescribed acceleration have, at
best, given the impression of atrain running away without them. With Zinman,
it's like asports car going into overdrive,
BEETHOVEN
the shift facilitated by his lean sound.
Symphony 9, Missa Solemnis
In the final movement, the unusually
fast Turkish-band section not only has a
Symphony 9
delightfully wacky humor, but glides
Ruth Ziesalç soprano; Birgit Remmert, alto; Steve
Davislim, tenor; Detlef Roth, bass; Schweizer
effortlessly into the rest of the moveKammerchor, Zürich Tonhalle Orchestra,
ment. Throughout, Zinman does
David Zinman
Arte Nova 65411-2 (CD). 1999. Chris HazeII,
far more than merely execute
prod.; Simon Eadon, eng. ODD. TT: 72:34
Beethoven's long-ignored inPerformance
structions. Iparticularly love his
Sonics ****1/2
double-bass recitative at the beSymphony 9
Melanie Diener, soprano; Petra Lang, alto;
ginning of the fourth movement:
Endrik Wottich, tenor; Dietrich Henschel,
Treated
here with alighter touch,
bass; La Chapelle Royale, Collegium
it has never spoken with such
Vocale, Orchestre des Champs Elysees,
Philippe Herreweghe
witty persuasion. The soloists
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901687 (CD). 1999.
aren't first-class, but are far more
Jean-Martial
Golaz,
Jean-Philippe
Rousseau, prods. DDD. TT: 62:29
than adequate.
Performance ****1/2
One element of the Ninth that
Sonics *****
historically
informed perforSymphony 9, Missa Solemnis
mances have never quite conveyed
Eileen Farrell, soprano; Nan Merriman, alto;
Jan Pearce, tenor; Norman Scott, bass;
is the sublime spirituality of its
Robert Shaw Chorale, NBC Symphony,
third movement, and this is the
Muro Toscanini
RCA Red Seal 55837-2 (2 CDs). 1999.
one disappointment of Zinman's
Edward Houser, reissue prod. ADD. Tr:
performance. Happily, it's the hall2:15:26
Performance ****
mark of Philippe Herreweghe's,
Sonics **
The frontrunner in the Beethoven sweepstakes? David Zinman
which overall is afar more convenmakes aconvincing case for his ascendency.
tional performance. But if there's a
trange as it may seem, there
happy medium to be found
are people who never liked
between historic authenticity and the
Beethoven's Symphony 9until the meticulously wrought, Gardiner's reearly-music movement came along. cording of the Ninth expresses little possibly spurious 20th-century tradition
of Beethoven performance, this is it.
more than aggression.
Such individuals — mostly academics —
In contrast, David Zinman achieves Minding the letter of Beethoven's score
specifically had problems with the joyous
movement, finding it so discursive the impression of lighter textures and often seems to have distracted musicians
and overblown as to be annoying. This buoyant rhythms, even though he from the more poetic elements of persounds crazy to those who find irre- doesn't use authentic instruments. (I formance, but few wind players have
sistible its joyful message of universal did, however, detect the presence of phrased their solos in the third movebrotherhood and daredevil quantum some baroque bows in the string sec- ment as gracefully as in Herreweghe's
leaps in symphonic form. But as histori- tion.) Also, the engineering — excel- recording, and with such alovely bedlent but conventional — doesn't have rock of vibrato-free string sound.
cally informed conductors work with the
Elsewhere, the performance is typical
piece, the more this and the other move- the kind of fancy spotlighting of perHerreweghe, full of unfussy thought and
ments knit together and make sense in cussion that lends extra force to the
care as to what every phrase means withways that longtime admirers never Gardiner recording.
Zinman makes the most convincing out compromising the music's flow.
expected but can nonetheless enjoy.
case yet for the idea of the Ninth as a Tempos are still brisk — his first moveAmerican conductor David Zinman —
who works well outside the British and Haydn-era symphony with arhetorical ment is almost as fast as Zinman's.
Dutch early-music axis — would hardly power and breadth that Haydn never Others clock in at two to three minutes
seem apromising candidate for deliver- imagined. It's remarkable how elegantly slower, which, given Herreweghe's biging new revelations in aBeethoven per- and concisely the music in this reading ger sound, makes sense. The final moveformance, but anyone who followed his makes its points by staying dear of the ment is more episodic than Zinman, but
the choruses and soloists are so good that
work with the Baltimore Symphony tougher; conventional-instrument sound.
But the most intriguing feature of these nonacademic listeners will hardly notice.
Orchestra in the early 1990s knows
A fascinating counterpoint to these
otherwise: He could have made agreat performances is the tempos. Beethoven's
Beethoven cycle with that orchestra. metronome markings, long thought two recordings is anew reissue of aperLuckily, it's finally happening, though impossibly fast, have been taken with formance by Arturo Toscanini, who was
with the Zürich Tonhalle Orchestra, increasing seriousness in recent years, but among the first modern conductors to
and the recordings are the pride and joy to my knowledge Zinman is the first to consider Beethoven's metronome markof RCA/BMG's Arte Nova label. Be- accept them unconditionally and make ings, perhaps because they sat well with
sides sounding vital and distinctive, them sound natural —even in the middle the increasingly speedy tendencies of his
these recordings signal important section of the second movement, where old age. As one who often finds Tosbreakthroughs in Beethoven perfor- they have always raised the most skepti- canini brusque, Ididn't fall to my knees
mance that can't help but put Zinman's cism among scholars and listeners. on hearing this remastered 1952 recordBAITIMORE SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA

predecessors in the shade.
Historically informed performances
tend to be highly disposable — recordings
that once astonished now seem badly
played or strangely mannered. Even John
Eliot Gardinees Beethoven symphonies
on DG Archiv (439 900-2) —which I'd
always admired for their daring and virtuosity but never much enjoyed — are
less satisfying when revisited. However
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ing, taped live at Carnegie Hall. That
said, this performance has athrillingly
strong pulse, afirm singing line, an elemental sense of power, and agreat sense
of tension and release, particularly in the
first movement. The final movement's
philosophical content was obviously
close to the maestro's heart, and it shows
in the performance's evangelistic fervor.
The soloists are excellent and operatic;
in fact, were it not for everyone's robust
sound and big vibratos, this might pass
for amodern performance, though the
1952 sound, still improved greatly over
past issues, would give it away.
The 1953 Missa Soktrinis that fills out the
disc is, unfortunately, the kind of performance that gives late Toscanini recordings a
bad name. Though cleanly deployed, it
simply sounds rushed, areminder that finding the right tempo does not necessarily
mean articulate performance.
—David Patrick Stearns

CHOPIN
Piano Music
Sergio Fiorentino, piano
Newport Music Festival 3 (CD). 1999. Dr. Mark B.
Malkovich Ill, prod.; James Donahue, eng. DDD.
Tr: 74:15
Performance *****
Sonics ****

5

ergio Fiorentino should have
been one of the best-known
pianists of the 20th century — he
was headed in that direction in the late
1940s and early '50s. After he won first
prize at acompetition in Monza, the
president of the jury, Arturo Benedetti
Michelangeli, said of Fiorentino, "There
is only him and me." He played in most
of Europe, and made asuccessful debut
at Carnegie Hall in 1953.
The following year, Fiorentino was
severely injured in a plane crash in
South America. By the time he recovered, his career had evaporated. Forgotten by music management, Fiorentino settled into aquiet career teaching at San Pietro aMajella, the school in
Naples where he had been astudent.
Fiorentino played few concerts during these years but made a lengthy
series of LPs for various obscure, mostly bargain labels in England. One of
these, a Beethoven "Appassionata"
Sonata, was so shoddily produced that
the finished LP went on sale with a
false start at the beginning of the music.
A few of these records were reissued by
other discount labels in the US. Some
collectors were hip to this great pianist,
and one of them turned me on to his
playing early enough so that Imanaged
to collect more than adozen of his LPs.
Stereophile, September 1999

Eventually Fiorentino retired from
San Pietro and began to play more concerts. A German fan, Ernst Lumpe,
arranged for asmall tour of Germany in
1993, and made amateur recordings of
the performances. The Appian label
issued aselection of these concert recordings (APR 7036), and that disc
alone should be enough to convince the
listener that Fiorentino was one of the
greatest pianists of the entire recording
era—the passion, poetry, and one-take
near-perfection of his Schumann Fantasia are truly astonishing.
Mark B. Malkovich HI, afirst-rate
piano scout, brought Fiorentino to play
at the 1996 Newport Music Festival,
then presented him in concert at Alice
Tully Hall in New York in 1997. The
Tully Hall concert was poorly attended,
but those of us who went heard amemorable evening. Fiorentino returned to
Tully Hall and to Newport in 1998, and
died suddenly in August of that year at
the age of 70.
This disc presents amidnight Chopin
recital recorded at Newport on July 13,
1997. Every performance is Chopin
played on the highest level: superlative
interpretations, impeccable technique,
and extremely beautiful piano tone. In
the famous Waltz, Op.18, Fiorentino
brings back the spirit of Sergei Rachmaninoffs magnificent recording, with
the same kind of poise, brio, and effortless execution. During two Nocturnes,
the music almost seems to bring time to
a halt, so intensely does Fiorentino
evoke the calm of Chopin's lyrical inspiration. And the drama he brings out of
the A-flat Major Ballade, Op.47, is al-
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most nerve-wracking. You can't live on
that level of intensity for long.
This is truly indispensable Chopin.
Fortunately, it was also recorded realistically, with avivid sense of presence that
captures the piano, the space around it,
and the nearly silent audience.
—Leslie Gerber

DONIZETTI
Mary Stuart
Dame Janet Baker, Mary Stuart; Rosalind Plowright,
Queen Elizabeth I; David Rendall, Leicester; Alan
Opie, Cecil; others; English Opera Orchestra 8
Chorus, Sir Charles Mackertas
Chandos 3017(2) (2 CDs). 1982/1999. John Fraser,
prod.; Stuart Eltham, Michael Sheady, engs. DDD.
TT: 2:16:06
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ****

D

onizetti's Maria Stuarda was
buried as deeply as his Roberto
Devereux and Anna Bolena until
more than halfway through this century.
Callas brought Bolena back in 1957, but
Stuarda— though aCal as performance
followed in 1958 — had to wait until the
late '60s, when soprano Montserrat
Caballé sang it in New York. Caballé
was followed by L,eyla Gencer, Beverly
Sills, and others. Recordings —all socalled "pirates" —exist of Caballé, Joan
Sutherland, Sills, and Edita Gruberova
in the title role; all of these sopranos are
exciting and worth hearing.
But it is this recording, taken from
four live performances in London in
1982, in which Janet Baker sings the title
role in amezzo version (often her vocal
line is exchanged for Elizabeth's, which
sits lower and is normally cast with a
mezzo), that carries the biggest wallop,

REISSUE OF THE MONTH
BEETHOVEN &BRAHMS
Triple & Double Concertos
David Oistrakh, violin; Mstislav Rostropovich, cello;
Sviatoslav Richter, piano; Herbert von Karajan,
Berlin Philharmonic (Beethoven); George Szell,
Cleveland Orchestra (Brahms)
EMI 5 66954 2 (CD). 1969/1999. Peter Andry,
prod.; Allen Stagg (Beethoven), Carson Taylor
(Brahms), engs. ADD. Tr: 70:08
Performance
Sonics ****

T

he Triple Concerto is not considered major Beethoven, but it nearly makes the grade when played
by Kargjan's Berlin Philharmonic and
three of the leading Russian artists of the
century. The playing is wonderfully alive
and convincing, all three showing the
assurance and technical expertise that
characterize the finest Russian instrumentalists. No apology need be made

for the sonics, so long as you like sitting
in the front row. The soloists are very
prominent, the orchestra alittle distant
The Double Concerto, Brahms' last
orchestral work, evokes an autumnal
mood and hides its virtuosity. Szell is
fabulous in the gritty sections of the
opening movement, and urges all-out
playing from soloists and orchestra alike.
Iwould have liked more serenity in the
slow movement and alighter touch in
the finale, but the legendary fame of this
recording is certainly well deserved.
Again the soloists are too dose, so
they sometimes overshadow Brahms'
substantial accompaniment. Overall,
though, the sound is very fine, and compares quite favorably with the LP.
— Paul L Althouse
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despite what Isee as adrawback.
That drawback is that the opera is
sung in English translation. At the risk
of sounding provincial, I've gotta tell
you that the bel canto composers, perhaps more than any others, require the
mellifluousness of the Italian language
to be effective. And Idon't feel that this
is true only in the cantilenas; even in
the spectacularly brutal confrontation
scene in Act II, wherein Elizabeth
insults Mary and the latter calls her a
"vil bastarda," the Italian endings are an
integral part of the sound, and they are
sacrificed here. Add to that the fact that
only every third word is intelligible, and
what one winds up doing is working
too hard to understand.
Off my soapbox, however, Imust acknowledge how much I've always liked
this performance, and how re-hearing it
has underscored all that is good about it.
Baker is asuperb Mary — proud but injured, enraged and indignant, pious and
noble. Her handsome mezzo and native
musicality are impeccable, and one is
left with atowering reading that smacks
little of the prima donna. Rosalind
Plowright, with avoice as acidic and
wild as Baker's is not, is acruel Elizabeth,
implacable and jealous —and, indeed,
their showdown is a beaut. David
Rendall's English is understandable, but
just that quality is a drawback — he
sounds prissy at times, and is no match
for Pavarotti (with Sutherland on London). Granted, the role of Leicester, the
servant of two difficult mistresses, is a
tough one to make an effect in, but that
unfortunate impression remains. Alan
Opie is wonderful as Cecil.
Madcerras is asuperb leader, and the
orchestra and chorus are at their best for
him: The fact that these were live performances adds to the passion for all concerned. The sound is dazzlingly good,
with fine balance among all parts, vocal
and instrumental.
Iwouldn't want to be without this
performance, but it still sounds stilted for me: In the best of worlds, it
would have been sung in Italian, and
just as thrillingly.
-Robert Levine
VIVALDI CHÉDEVILLE
Les Saisons Amusantes
Palladian Ensemble
Linn CDK 070 (CD). 1999. Philip Hobbs, prod., eng.;
Lindsay PelL eng. DOD. TT: 59:53
Performance ****
Sonics ****

S

o, let's see, what have we got in
our review pile this week? Oh
look, The Four Seasons on bagpipe and hurdy-gurdy with continuo!
Stereophile, September 1999
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Just what we needed! But wait, this
one is authentic. No, no, Idon't mean
that Vivaldi scored it this way. The
French did it...
Okay, start from the beginning. In the
18th century, when Vivaldi was writing,
the French were off on this big rustic
thing. It sort of reached its peak later on,
with Marie Antoinette tripping around
the Petite Trianon dressed as ashepherdess. (Of course, unlike Little Bo
Peep, if Marie's sheep happened to stray
she could issue lettres de archet and have
them committed to the Bastille.) Naturally, if you were going to play at being
peasants, you needed some quaint music,
which is where M. Nicolas Chédeville
(1705-82) came in. His favorite instrument appears to have been the musette
(aka cornerneuse), the peasant smallpipes
common throughout Europe. He had
prominent instrument-makers whip up
appropriately Baroque versions (chromatics and all that), and set himself to
creating suitable repertoire. Naturally, he
hit upon The Four Seasons.
Now before both of you stop reading
entirely, Ihave to get to the point this is
absolutely wonderful. When this CD arrived at my house, it had the usual audition in the mighty Kitchen System. (In
addition to its thundering Amplified
Subwoofer, it also has abuilt-in clock
radio and 40W counter light.) The review then had to wait until Icould pry
the disc out of my spouse's clutches. This
took some time. The combination of
Vivaldi's great chestnut, afine Baroque
ensemble, and Chédeville's inspiredly
silly orchestration is asheer delight. Not
only do we have the bagpipes (and the
Palladian Ensemble's brilliant addition of
the hurdy-gurdy), but there is also the
fact that Chédeville happily mixed up or
left out whole movements. This is The
Seasons as you've never heard them before, and certainly never will again.
The Palladian Ensemble consists of one
tonsorially challenged gentleman (Wil-
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liam Carter) and three not-unattractive
ladies (Rachel Podger, Pamela Thorby,
and Susanne Heinrich), who once
issued an album entitled An Excess of
Pleasure. Obviously, they are well suited
to this music. Having no resident
hurdy-gurdyist (or whatever one calls
them), they have brought in Nigel
Eaton, along with Jean-Pierre Basle on
musette and Richard Egarr on harpsichord. Everyone plays to afare-theewell, and leaves us to mourn the
unfortunate fate of M. Chédeville,
who, like the English composer
Tobias Hume, apparently died in
great poverty and want. He deserved
far better.
Lirm's sound is splendid, if you can call
any reproduction of the hurdy-gurdy
"splendid." Listening to this disc after
many acommercial release from pop (or
pop classical) musicians will remind you
of why you are an audiophile and they
are not. Enjoy!
—Les Berkley

rock
JACK LOGAN
Buzz Me In
Capricorn 314 538 925-2 (CD). 1999. Kosmo Vinyl,
prod.; Phil Hadaway, eng. AAD? TT: 42:28
Performance ****
Sonics ***1/2

0

illy aman who has spent the
days of his life repairing motors
and who has saved his true passion for his nighttime obsession with
rock'n'roll could write averse like the
one Jack Logan uses to open "Hit or
Miss": "The bearing in the ceiling fan is
drying up /Ilet it shriek 'cause it's too
hot to turn off /Sounds like music if
you listen long enough."
Logan's day job — which he's finally
left to become afull-time rocker — is
worth mentioning, since few artists are
as astute as he is at opening up arock
song to rewind its armatures and replace
its bearings. Logan has a knack for
knowing which words fit precisely and
still tell astory, while keeping the rotor
whirring at avaried pace, powered in
turn by weeping country, bluesy folk,
and full-tilt rock'n'roll.
To an outsider, it might seem that
Logan is more concerned with quantity
than quality. After all, his debut album,
Bulk, was an unheard-of double-disc set,
a42-song selection plucked from the
hundreds of demos Logan has amassed
over the years. (His current song count
is in the 900s.) He's released several
more albums, eventually resorting to his
153
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lonesome losers, procrastinators, and dreamers. To some,
that may seem like the m.o.
for Logan himself, who didn't get around to chasing his
rock'n'roll dreams until after
he'd turned 40. In fact, he's
among the most prolific of
American songwriters, a
published cartoonist who
draws for Flagpole (an Athens,
Georgia weekly), and did his
own animation for the video
of "Tombstone." Besides, if
Logan's in your town and the
motor on your swimmingpool pump suddenly dies,
who you gonna call?
— Daniel Durchholz

own Internet-only label, Backburner, to
get his songs and side-projects before
the public. Capricorn rescued Buzz Me
In, which sat in limbo for two years after
Logan's former label, Restless, refused
to release it.
Buzz Me In, as it turns out, is anything but lo-fi. Fleshed out with background vocalists and an array of keyboards, horns, even strings, this is the
first Logan album that sounds as good
as his songs deserve. The choogling
driving song that opens the album, "I
Brake for God," seems like asimple
reverie of the open road, but screeches
to ahalt in the final verse when Logan
reveals that the devil is riding beside
him in the passenger seat. "All Grown
Up" is afurious Stones-like rocker driven by raging guitars and ahonking sax.
"Hit or Miss," meanwhile, is elegantly
backed by apiano and string quartet.
Elsewhere on the album are countrystyle plaints ("Melancholy Girl,"
"Anytime"), lush pop ("The Possibilities"), Appalachian-style folk ("Pearl
of them All"), and hard-hitting rock
("Weren't Gone Long").
The wisdom that Logan more often
than not squeezes into athree-and-a-halfminute sermon is sometimes astounding:
"Worldly Possessions" is adramatic, meditative tune about aman who trades his
friends for material gain, while "Diving
Deeper" is about taking chances in life.
On "Glorious World" Logan encourages
listeners to find life's pearls amid amountain of oyster shells, and cuts loose with a
heretofore hidden sense of humor: "Your
neck smells like peppermint /Come on
baby, let me pay your rent." And later:
"Pay no mind to the city stench /people
here are ruder than the French."
Buzz Me In's few funny lines go down
well; most of the songs are populated by
Stereophile. September 1999

THE NEVILLE BROTHERS
Valence Street
Columbia CK 68906 (CD). 1999. The Neville Brothers, prods.; Tommy Sims, assoc prod.; Martin
Woodlee, eng. AAD? TT: 59:20
Performance**
Sonics****

5

orne things were just never meant
to be, apparently: the Cubs winning aWorld Series, taxes going
down, and the Neville Brothers making
atruly great album.
The Nevilles have corne close afew
times—most notably with 1981's Fiyo
on the Bayou, and Yellow Moon in '89 —
but they've never hit the mark, usually
missing because of lapses in judgment in
choice of material and/or lousy production. (Think of their cover of the insipid
"Fly Like an Eagle" and the dead sound
of the live Neville-ization) Aside from
Aaron's few solo hits and his collaborations with Linda Ronstadt, in 40-some
years in the music business the Nevilles
haven't sold tons of records. But if you
ask New Orleans musicians who they
went to see and who they listened to
while growing up, invariably the name
of the Neville Brothers cornes up.
Because the Nevilles grew up on
Valence Street in uptown New Orleans,
the title of this first album on Columbia
lights up hope that they're digging in their
roots again. Unfortunately, on Valence
Street, Aaron, Art, Charles, and Cyril
sound as though they're trying to find a
home in adult contemporary radio, and
are mostly uninterested in further exploration of their roots. Maybe they're tired
of being critics' darlings while remaining
strangers to most people. Speculation is
easy: Are they trying to please the new
label by being safe for mass consumption?
Do they need astrong producei as they
had in Daniel Lanois for Yellow Moon?

Reviews

Could it be that they're simply bored
with the business of making music?
There are no simple answers.
But there is easy listening, and at
times Valence Street comes very close to
giving it to us. "Utterly Beloved" is scarily typical: asoft bubbling of musical
and lyrical clichés that succeeds only in
being asong in which no chances are
taken. In theory, it's safely "soulful" to
those with fond memories of Motown,
and it's cautionary "romance" for folks
who miss Harold Melvin and the Bluenotes. In reality, it feeds on memories
while being unable to create any of its
own, and winds up offending precisely
because it's so deliberately inoffensive.
The same tone, or lack of it, infiltrates
Charles' ballad, "Until We Meet Again,"
Aaron's "Little Piece of Heaven," and
Art's "The Dealer" — all made with
good intentions, no doubt, to be soulful,
romantic, even funky, and all waylaid by
alack of musical conviction.
While Valence Street is overly safe, it
isn't acomplete bust. "Tears" is reminiscent of the lush voodoo-funk of Yellow
Moon, and if you enjoy Aaron's shimmering ballads, there's afeast of falsetto
in the aching balladry of "Give Me a
Reason." The best of the lot just might
be the cover of Richard Thompson's
"Dimming of the Day." But this gospelinspired wrenching of the heart is a
cover of acover — the Five Blind Boys'
nearly identical treatment of the song
on the Thompson tribute album preceded this version by afew years. It's
hard to believe that even the most moving song on aNeville Brothers album is
tainted by alack of vision, but it's true.
The questions and doubts raised by
Valence Street will be answered and, hopefully, laid to rest by the disc that follows
it. After all, it's just possible that the
Cubs and the Nevilles will both win the
big one next year.
-Michael Metzger
OLD 97'S
Fight Songs
Elektra 62373-2 (CD). 1999. Andrew Williams, prod.;
Bradley Cook, Tom Lord-Alge, engs. MD? TT:
43:19
Performance ****1/2
Sows ****

T

he news just keeps getting better
and better when it comes to the
Old 97's. With each new album
everything improves: the playing's tighter, the vocals are richer, the melodies are
more winning, and the arrangements
pack in more and more hooks.
All this progress adds up to aband
that's outgrowing its roots. While they
still spice in the countrified influences
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Record
that have made them one of the most
promising acts to come out of the alternative country/No Depression ranks,
these Texas boys are now apop band,
sure and simple. Get out the guitars, turn
up the drum mikes, and let's sing about
girls, girls, and... oh yeah — girls.
Actually, that's not quite true. This
versatile quartet makes pop for adults, as
opposed to the white-punks-on-soul adolescent variety peddled by any number
of lowest common denominators. To
emphasize that, Fight Songs opens with
"Jagged," the kind of bow-to-or-Neil
sludge-guitar fest that has become arite
of passage for all American guitar bands
with any country leanings at all.
From there the album goes on atear,
piling up strong tunes in abreathless
rush. Having obviously gained confidence in their songwriting, the group's
now pushing the envelope, varying
styles and tempos, stretching and searching for new ways to spell "pop."
A country honk for the '90s par
excellence, "Indefinitely" has abouncy
guitar line and the kind of chorus that
defines that overused but indispensable
adjective, "infectious": "I don't mean no /I
don't mean maybe /I'm indefinitely /Fm
in indefinitely." Close behind is another
polished bauble, "Busted Afternoon." And
then there's "Oppenheimer," agalloping
road song about "me and this girl" that
turns grandiose and Springsteen-esque
thanks to dramatic, slashing choruses that
use chimes for emphasis.
Perhaps the most impressive piece of
songwriting here is the tightrope act that is
"Crash on the Barrelhead." Riffing off the
Louvin Brothers' classic "Cash on the
Barrelhead" —a tune that later became a
holy relic because St Gram Parsons included it on GP, one of his two revered solo
albums —the cheeky lads of Old 97's
both spoof and pay tribute to the man
who started country rock in avery deft
piece of artistry.
Better with repeated listenings and
brimming with singles, Fight Songs is the
kind of album that could drag the stillfringe alternative country movement out
into the mainstream light. -Robert Baird
SHAVER
Electric Shaver
New West 011 (CD). 1999. Ray Kennedy, prod., eng.
MD? Tr: 43:04
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2

L

istening to Shaver (the band) in
action puts one in mind of agrizzled stroller being dragged through
apark by aparticularly rambunctious
Stereophile, September 1999
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His wizened face says it all: Billy Joe Shaver's hardscrabble songs are from real life — his life.

pup. Billy Joe Shaver, erstwhile country
outlaw and country songwriter par excellence, is the guy with the leash. His boy,
Eddie, is the supercharged whelp.
The aptly titled Electric Shaver finds
the 60-year-old father and his twentysomething offipring plugging in again
after the acoustic respite that was 1998's
reflective country-gospel outing, Viaory.
This time out, Billy Joe turns his progeny loose on electric guitar, with to-beexpected rewarding results.
While not quite as stunning as Victory
(one of the best country albums of
1998) or the earlier electrified Tramp on
Your Street, Electric Shaver nevertheless reflects acollaboration that's consistently
well above par. Billy Joe's ragged-butright vocals can still stand up to the din
created by Eddie and company. Meanwhile, the man who's penned tunes for
the likes of Elvis Presley, Waylon Jennings, and Johnny Cash remains nearly
as irascible as ever, and certainly hasn't
lost his way with words.
"Thunderbird" kicks things off in
high gear, with the elder Shaver musing
about the good old days of cheap wine
and true love. "You Wouldn't Know
Love (If You Fell in It)" is akiss-off with
just enough hurt counterbalancing the
humor to ring true. "People and Their
Problems" finds Eddie sounding more
neo-metal than country as the old man
rails impatiently against needy acquaintances. Elsewhere, the duo explore
more pensive terrain, but it's the rowdy
rockers that rule the day.
Electric Shaver is less atestament to perfectionist record-making than astatement

of what afather and son can accomplish
by finding acommon group —and making their differences work for them.
—Steven Stolder

TEXAS
The Hush
Mercury/Universal UD-53261 (CD). 1999. Johnny Mac,
prod, eng.; Kenny Macdonald, Sharleen Spiteri,
Eddie Campbell, Richard Hynd, engs. MD? TT: 50:45
Performance ****
Sonics ****

A

long with hope and tenacity,
some deep connection to funk
obviously springs eternal in
Scotland, as evidenced most these days
by the band Texas.
Back in the late '80s, this gaggle of
Scots, led by winsome Sharleen Spiteri,
decided to commit the cool-in-the-UKbut-inexplicable-in-the-States move of
naming themselves after America's
"whole other country." They then embarked on astylistic journey that wound
through folky country rock, rock-guitar
rock, and finally, in the closing days of the
decade, aretro form of slick funk-lite.
Now, building on 1997's breakthrough
album, White On Blonde, Texas takes their
new pop/soul identity for avery satisfying
flight Forget the guitars—the object now
is smooth, sure, very commercial pop,
often with the phrase "get up and dance"
pounding subconsciously beneath every
line. Keyboards and drums (both human
and hard-driven) predominate. Layered,
filled, and iced like the "pasties" no sane
person can resist when north of Hadrian's
Wall, this is music to be enjoyed —if not
for its irresistible, rolling meringue of
157

Surf and turf. Vocalist Sharleen Spiteri and the Scottish band, Texas, have gone from washed up to
riding awave.

hooks, then for the sheer pleasure of
gobbling down such fluffy cake and reveling in the halo of crumbs and stickiness
ringing your blissful smile.
The lush opener, "In Our Lifetime,"
adds aChinese melodic accent to its sinuous, breathy, multitracked choruses,
and is the first hit on an album full of

monster singles. Close your eyes and
you can hear any of them on the radio
or the dance floor.
The first of many Prince influences
crops up via Spiteri's falv-tto vocals on
track 2, "Tell Me the Answer?' And by the
time the chimes and huge house beat of
"Summer Son" sweep across your speak-

AUDIO NEXUS
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ers, it's time to surrender: This is beach
music, the soundtrack to endorphincharged nights, an anthem to youthful
confidence lost, wasted, or long gone.
Four tracks into this aural elixir you
encounter the smoky, slow "Sunday Afternoon," which is Spandau Ballet mixed with
George Michael's "Father Figure." Again,
no way to resist this kind of pillowy vocal
and keyboard lusciousness.
To show they've done their homework — and presumably to attract afew
less youthful codgers like themselves —
Texas includes akiller tribute to the old
Berry Gordy formula for sweet soul success: "When We Are Together." (Is that
a Motown title or what?) Sounding
every bit like ayoung Diana Ross, Spiteri
stretches out and makes Motown her
home. The very next track, "Day After
Day," is the kind of tune Al Green was
born to sing. Returning to the current
day, the title song adds enough vocal
phasing and dub-beat backing to suggest
that the conventions of electronica are
not Greek to these Scots.
Like most dance/pop discs, this one
sounds alittle bright. But in general, it's a
speakerful even at half volume. Turn it up
and it spreads so fast that you'll feel like
you're living in acloset
—Robert Baird
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THIS NOTE'S FOR
YOU TOO!
A Tribute to Neil Young
Innerstate/Inbetweens 5002 (2 CDs). 1999. Various
prods., engs.; conceived/compiled by Jos Starmans. AAD? Tr: 2:22:40
Innerstote Records, P.O. Box 411241, Son Francisco,
CA 94141. Web: www.innerstote.com.
Performance ****
Sonics ***

O

nce upon atime, tribute albums
actually meant something. A deserving cult artist such as Captain Beefheart was put in the spotlight,
established heroes like the Stones or
Kinks were given idiosyncratic treatments in order to bring out heretofore
unexamined stylistic nuances, or an uncategorizable icon was simply paid due
tribute. (Stand up and be counted if you
remember the left-field 1977 Phil Spector tribute album, Bionic Gold.)
Nowadays, tribute albums are pathetic displays of musicians' egos and managerial muscle-flexing. Hard to say
what's worse — listening to abunch of
Steve Vai clones readjusting the socks
stuffed down the front of their trousers
on the umpteenth Hendrix trib, or having to endure the tortured bleatings of
aspiring one-hit alterna-wonders who
couldn't land one of those lucrative
film-soundtrack slots.
Which is to say, it's always nice to hear
the occasional exception that hews to the
imperatives put forth in Paragraph 1in
order to prove Paragraph 2's rule.
Technically, This Note's for You Tho! is
the fourth Neil Young tribute album.
The other three are last year's Pickin' On
Neil lining, bluegrass interpretations;
Bon-owed Tunes, a1994 double-disc collection of Canadian artists; and The
Bridge, from '89, which included the
likes of Sonic Youth and the Pixies and,
to date, is the only one given the official
seal of approval from the Neil Young
camp —it was a benefit for Young's
official charity, the Bridge School for
severely disabled kids. The compilers of
This Note's for You Too! are also donating
artists' royalties and record-company
profits to the Bridge School, but for unexplained reasons were prevented by
Young's management from using the
charity's name. In addition, the Young
camp tried to block the tribute's title —
no small irony there, considering it's derived from Young's classic anti-commercial tune "This Note's for You." But,
as Innerstate Records head honcho Pat
Thomas observes, "You can't copyright
an album or song title."
Thankfully, the combined forces of the
Innerstate (US) and Inbetweens (NetherStereophile, September 1999
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Luminarios revisit "Like aHurricane,"
not along the expected anthemic lines
but as asepulchral study in contrasting
electric-acoustic moods. And unknowns
the Golden Watusis, by substituting a
harmonica (treated to sound like aMelodica) for a well-known guitar riff,
grimly cast "Hey Hey, My My" as rock's
rotting corpse: once you're gone, you
definitely ain't coming back. Except in a
boxed set.
A number of the artists aim for the
jugular and draw blood, including Eric
Ambel in arambunctious "Revolution
Blues," the Walkabouts' desolate "Albuquerque," Bevis Frond's wall-of-sound
"I've Been Waiting for You," the Continental Drifters' grandly anthemic
This Note's For You Too
"When You Dance ICan Really Love,"
and Shane (Cheepskates) Faubert's ornate piano on the ballad "Running Dry."
It's interesting, too, that some of the
best tracks are from alumni of Paisley
Underground, aloose '80s aggregation
of American psych/roots combos,
many of which acknowledged their
indebtedness to Young from the outset.
Present are contributions from True
West's Russ Tolman and Richard
McGrath, Rain Parade's Matt Piuchi
and Steven Roback, Dream Syndicate's
Steve Wynn, Long Ryders Tom
Stevens and Sid Griffin, and Naked
This Note's for You Too! begins with a Prey's Van Christian. Significantly, it's a
Paisley alumnus who delivers the best
version of the earliest known extant
tribute. Chris Cacavas (late of Green
Young recording, "Aurora" — one side
On Red), playing all the instruments,
of a1963 single released in Canada by
singing in a creepy-creepy quavery
the Squires, Young's teenage garage
voice and joined by afemale backing
combo. It's performed here by Holland's Treble Spankers, fittingly as a singer for "Tonight's the Night," captures the tune in all its blood-splattered,
kind of surf/jungle instrumental reminiscent of Young's early guitar hero,
syringe-strewn ghastliness, part public
service announcement and part chemiHank Marvin. The tribute closes with
cally induced dementia. Kids, please
Texas roots loonies Slobberbone lurching and crunching through a rousing don't try this tribute thing at home —
but if you must, first listen to This Note's
take of "Piece of Crap," originally found
-Fred Mills
on the Young/Crazy Horse '94 epic for You Too!
Sleeps With Angels. In fact, one of this
compilation's subtle touches of genius is
its sequence of tunes, which appear in
chronological order: you move from the
Squires, to Buffalo Springfield, to
RAY DRUMMOND
Young's eponymous debut album, and
onward through his multifaceted, three1-2-3-4
decades-and-counting solo career.
Ray Drummond, acoustic bass; Craig Handy, tenor
Sonya Hunter's "Expecting to Fly" is
8, soprano sax; Stephen Scott, piano; Billy Hart,
dreamily incandescent, her trembly
drums
warble unexpectedly bringing atragic Arabesque Jazz Al0141 (CD). 1999. Ray
Drummond, prod.; James Farber, eng. DDD. Tr:
edge to what was one of the more sur67:06
Performance ****
real, druggy Springfield songs. Likewise,
Sonics ****1/2
Tom Rapp, late of Pearls Before Swine,
offers amoving, slightly baroque "After
any postmodern jazz bassists
the Gold Rush"; it's avocal duet with
love to chirp, skip, and whir
in their upper registers. Not
Naomi Yang (of indic folk-psychsters
Damon & Naomi). Rich Hopkins & Ray Drummond. 1-2-3-4 is acelebralands) record companies persevered, as
this collection really gets at the heart of
Young's artistry. It's not perfect, as one
might expect of asprawling, two-disc, 37artist assemblage. It should also be noted
that you'll encounter the entire spectrum
of medium- and hi-fi source materials
here, from demo-ish bedroom recordings
to live takes to products of 48-track studios. To the compilers' credit, afair consistency of sound has been achieved, suggesting that great care was taken in the
mastering stages. And the tribute has
spunk and spirit to spare, charting all of
Young's myriad moods (and adding afew
mood swings along the way).

jazz
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cooks handily on the medium-fast
tion of what the bass does best: î
tide track, one of four blues here.
make thunder and deep primal
His rhythm is assured, and his good
whispers, to touch the soul where
note choices land where they
upper frequencies can't reach.
should. He tells aheartfelt story on
The few bassists who choose to
the slow blues, "Hot Box," as does
be bandleaders are in agood posijourneyman pianist Lou Gregory,
tion to understand group form.
while bassist ElDee Young scores
They know the shifting relationon the equally soulful "Messy." "It's
ships between accompanists and
Cha Time!" has abright Latin feel,
soloists, between foreground and
and "Once in aWhile," often done
background. Ray Drummond's
as aballad, here has apersuasive
concept for his eighth album as a
medium bounce.
leader is implied by the title. He
Of the vocals, "Here's Bruz,"
creates aspace in which four musidedicated to Freeman's other
cians explore limitless possibilities
brother, the drummer, is aspiritby aligning and realigning themed winner. "And She Left Me"
selves in configurations of from
isn't bad either.
one to four players.
Detailed information is included
It works because Drummond's
as to the recording process; eg, vinensemble contains only musicians
tage Neumann and AKG tube
who have been leaders themFire in the house! Jazzman George Freeman doesn't need to
mikes, reverb from an EMT 140-S
selves. Craig Handy doesn't get as
play with matches when his guitar's handy.
plate with aLexicon PCM-41 as
much press as other reed players
pre-delay, etc. Occasionally there's
of his generation, like Joshua
a
solid
soundstage with good depth and
Redman or James Carter, but he's just
GEORGE FREEMAN
focus, agood midrange, and appealingly
as important, if not quite as flashy. On
George Burns!
live presence. But there are also many
soprano (Wayne Shorter's "Ana Maria"
George
Freeman,
guitar; Von Freeman, tenor sax; Lou
moments where the players are relegatand Drummond's "Driftin"), Handy is
Gregory, Bradley Parker-Sparrow, piano; ElDee
ed
to the speakers, the sound unnaturalcapable of finely spun melodicism; and
Young, bass; Phil Thomas, drums; Ron Cooper,
ly separated. And Freeman's guitar is
Joanne Pallatto, vocals
on tenor ("Nefertiti"), his complex
0057 (CD). 1999. Joanne Pallatto, prod.,
recorded inconsistently, with the volsolos start from lines of compelling Southport
eng.; Bradley Parker-Sparrow, prod. ODD. IT;
ume shifting slightly, even dramatically,
clarity. But the intensity of inner neces63:03
Performance ***1/2
between tracks.
-Zan Stewart
sity always overwhelms his designs,
Sonics **1/2
and he rasps and breaks. On "Goin'
Home," his ideas narrow to asingle
BENNY GREEN
corge Freeman, the 71-year-old
guitarist who is brother and
note, and he lays on it so long he risks
These Are Soulful Days
uncle, respectively, to saxophoneverything.
Benny Green, piano; Russell Malone, guitar; Christian
ists
Von
and
Chico
Freeman,
is
one
of
Stephen Scott is an impeccable
McBride, bass
pianist, always coming in on the micro- many Rodney Dangerfields in jazz: atal- Blue Note 499527 2(CD). 1999. Bob Belden, prod.;
Jim Anderson, eng. ODD. TT: 4458
second. In the trio pieces ("Willow ented fellow who gets no respect.
Performance ***1/2
Weep for Me," "Little Waltz"), his first Though the Chicagoan once recorded Sonics ****
assignment is to support the lead voice with Charlie Parker and was alongtime
of Ray Drummond. But when Scott sidekick of tenor giant Gene Ammons,
hile it would be a misnomer to bill These Are
solos, his natural, clean percussiveness he's made hardly any noise outside of
Soulful Days as a"super sesflows into lush lyricism. Billy Hart, one the Windy City. 'Tain't right.
George Burns! has the good-time feel sion," the lineup on Benny Green's latof the great living drummers, is put to
excellent use. On John Coltrane's "Mr. of arelaxed set at aChicago jazz club est Blue Note recording qualifies as an
P.C.," an epic bass/percussion duet, like the Green Mill. There's no audi- all-star jazz trio, as it includes guitarist
Russell Malone and bassist Christian
Drummond hammers the theme like a ence applause, but you can almost sense
mantra as Hart works his skittering the folks there in the studio, so con- McBride — two of jazz's finest session
vivially and warmly do Freeman and men, and young leaders in their own
magic with time.
right. Their aim? To mark Green's 10Drummond is the energy source and colleagues strut their stuff.
With the exception of the free-for-all year stint on the label by covering sevthe checkpoint throughout, and most
arrangements quickly clear aspace for his "Tee-Hee," there's nothing about the eral tunes the pianist chose from the
rapt solos. One piece, "Prelude to aKiss," music that's especially complex —or catalog of Blue Note, which is celebratis Drummond alone, and it is complete. modern, for that matter. It's just ing its 60th anniversary.
Blue Note president Bruce Lundvall
meat-and-potatoes
That dark voice, ponderous yet strangely straightforward,
articulate, tells stories with adignity and jazz: sincere, unpretentious, swinging, came up with this album's concept, just
with adeep blues core. Within that as afew years back he conceived "Covpoignance no horn can touch.
James Farber's exceptional digital re- framework, there's plenty of variety to ers," aseries in which Blue Note artists
cording gets the texture of Drum- maintain interest, as well as cameos by rendered jazz interpretations of classic
mond's bass right through to the bottom brother Von and singers Ron Cooper rock/pop albums. (The series was only
partially successful.) Green's last
octave. 1-2-3-4 will tell you in ahurry and Joanne Pallatto.
George Freeman has around, ringing album, Kaleidoscope, was born of the
how low your speakers will go.
sound in the Wes Montgomery vein, and leader's desire to explore adventurous
— Thomas Conrad
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ensemble improvisations of his own
compositions, and was one of his best.
So how does Green fare in manifesting Lundvall's vision? While Green
makes no staggering statements in
covering tunes by Horace Silver,
Joe Henderson, Dexter Gordon,
\
and Lee Morgan, he does embrace
them as his own and, with the help
of his colleagues, succeeds in deliver- \
ing atasty mainstream set. The overall feel is one of old friends hanging
out and having fun with the music.
(McBride and Malone have gigged
with Green in the past.)
Two Silver tunes bookend the eightsong collection, which opens with a
men Bud Shank, Dennis
jaunty take on "Virgo" and closes with Budimir, Gary Peacock, and Louis
"Come On Home," here treated to are- Hayes. Today, given the efforts of
laxed groove. In addition to mid- to Shankar, Yehudi Menuhin, John
uptempo numbers, the trio scores on Handy, Ali Akbar Khan, Zakir Hussain,
the slow songs, especially Bobby Hut- John McLaughlin, and the brothers L.
cherson's "Summer Nights," which is Subramaniam and L. Shankar, it's rather
given awistful, heartfelt reading. Green quaint to revisit these tentative but
shows his speed with tasteful tumbles of earnest early efforts at an east-west
notes on such tunes as the title track and accommodation, if only because the
Henderson's "Punjab," yet balances his spirit of improvisation and of cultural
keyboard blitz with easy-flowing swing rapprochement has since become, if
sections. Likewise, Malone sprints and anything, second nature to many musieases, and sounds especially strong in his cians and listeners.
blues-tinged guitar excursion on MorIn his unparalleled devotion to Cargan's "Hocus-Pocus." Perhaps because natic and analog traditions, producer/rehe was content to stabilize the rhythm cording engineer Kavichandran Alin this drummerless trio, McBride does- exander has fashioned an adventurous
n't play as adventurously on the acoustic catalog of post-modern musical enbass as he does on his own albums. But counters for his Water Lily Acoustics
that's atrifling criticism for what is over- label — one that that stands in stark conall an impressive and — as its title trast to the conservative repertoire of
denotes —soulful recording of Green's some audiophile imprints. Employing a
favorite Blue Note tunes. —Dan Ouellette wide array of vacuum-tube mikes and
triode electronics (including acustombuilt 1", two-track tube tape recorder
courtesy of Esoteric Audio Research's
Tim de Paravidni), Water Lily recordings are notable for their extraordinary
TWO WATER LILIES
harmonic detail, dynamic range, and
expressive ambience. Alexander's reKADRI GOPALNATH/JAMES
cordings
of mohan vina player V.M Bhatt's
NEVVTON/P. SRINIVASAN:
collaborations with guitarist Ry Cooder
Southern Brothers
and banjo master Béla Fleck garnered a
Kadri Gopalnath, alto sax; lames Newton, flute; P.
Grammy and aGrammy nomination,
Srinivasan, mrdangam
respectively; these latest releases achieve
Water Lily Acoustics WLA-CS-56-CD (CD). 1999.
Kavichandran Alexander, prod., cog. MD. TT:
an even more organic sense of spiritual
47:45
unity and musical purpose.
Performance ****
Sonics ****
Southern Brothers is an epic series of
L SUBRAMANIAM/LARRY CORYELL: From the
chanting exchanges between two masAshes
ter wind players, depicted against a
L Subramaniam, violin; Larry Coryell. guitar
luminescent cathedral backdrop of infiWater Lily Acoustics WLA-CS-59-CD (CD). 1999.
Kavichandran Alexander, prod., cog. MD. TT: 45:09
nite space. Alto saxophonist Kadri GoPerformance ****
palnath is aremarkable musician; it's
Sonics ****
surprising to hear an instrument we asnthe fall of 1961, sitar master Ravi sociate so strongly with western jazz
Shankar penned a composition, sound so right in the context of the
"Fire Night," for one track on a Indian vocal tradition. Gopalnath naviWorld Pacific session featuring jazz- gates the vocalized scales of the raga and

etc.
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the incantatory rounds of Indian
rhythmic cycles with a sweet,
steely articulation that is dead on in
pitch and timbre. But in aclassic
case of role reversal, it is flutist
James Newton who makes the most
extensive use of microtonal ornaments. This linebacker-sized virtuoso varies his articulation to reflect
the instrument's classical dimension
and avian possibilities, then suddenly
swoops out of the sky with shrieking
Hendrixian hollers, Dolphy-esque percussive effects, and hollow, breathy
screams that recall Roland Kirk and
Mongolian throat singers. Together, he
and Gopalnath create aspiraling melodic light show, whether floating in free
space or grooving over mrdangam player
P. Srinivasan's understated backbeat.
From the Ashes features violinist L Subramaniam and guitar virtuoso Larry
Coryell in aslightly more devotional vein,
plumbing the depths of the drone in
search of deeper and deeper melodic
insights. Subramaniam's melodic lines
have alyric, cosmopolitan air, and he has
an ease of execution worthy of Stéphane
Grappelli. His range of articulation is
astounding — from an earthy purr to
aqueous glissandos, from reedy cries to
whistling overtones— and the tube gear
employed throughout the signal chain
captures the rnicrodynamic complexity of
his bowing with breathtaking transparency. On "Alone by the Ganges," Coryell
answers Subramaniam's fervent cries with
fluttering hummingbird filigrees of
chords and swiftly picked melodic retorts.
One feels as though the entire dynamic
range of his guitar playing has been captured with stunning immediacy, from
Djangoish rhythmic &ailing to jangling
curtains of iridescent harmonics. On
"Beyond the Flames," Coryell employs a
nylon-string guitar to great effect, and
Subramaniam responds with some of his
most haunting lyric effects, eschewing the
use of the drone (presumably alittle electric box that simulates the four strings of
the tamboura). The instrumental presence
on this track is especially vivid.
These two recordings are not merely
state-of-the-art aural dog-yununies for
high-end rigs, but illustrate the commonality of purpose between improvising pilgrims, whether their spirits live on the
banks of the Ganges or the Mississippi
Delta. Such musical encounters point
toward the type of cultural and stylistic
accommodations that will distinguish the
evolving musical forms of the 21st century, as we abandon parochial niches in
favor of abold new synthesis of ideas.
Everyone into the pool!
—Chip Stern
Stereophiie, September 1999
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Manufacturers'
Paradigm Reference Servo-15
Editor:
Our sincerest thanks to Stereophile and
Larry Greenhill for reviewing the Paradigm Reference Servo-15 subwoofer.
Larry's comments about the Servo-15
delivering "low distortion, ultra-clean
deep-bass output, and outstanding tonal
accuracy" highlight the advanced engineering that the Paradigm Reference
design team put into the Servo-15!
We especially appreciate Larry's comments outlining the match-up of the
Servo-15 with forward-radiating speakers — we designed it for use with our own
high-end Studio Series models. As such,
the Servo-15/Studio combination does
indeed deliver the "great timbre" and
"precise pitch definition and articulation"
that Larry reported.
Larry's concern over slam in large listening rooms can also be easily addressed
by using two Servo-15s. This costs only a
few hundred dollars more than the 18"
model he reviewed, and will deliver far
greater output, along with the additional
benefit of breaking up room bass modes.
By breaking up these standing waves,
pitch definition and bass resolution will
also be further and quite dramatically
improved. We are certain this will provide
aseamless blend with Larry's electrostatic
dipoles. Perhaps he would like to try this
in aFollow-Up...
Thanks again for afantastic review.
WA. VanderMarel
Director, Sales &Marketing
Paradigm/AudioStrearn

Comments

because of those crappy, high-SPL watts?
Imagine standing on the bank at
Niagara Falls and taking apicture. The
impact and power are overwhelming. You
have used the finest camera ever designed.
Photo finishing is performed, and you
have amemory of the emotional experience. No matter how large you have the
picture blown up and framed for display
in your home, will you re-create Niagara
Falls in your home? Hopefully, what you
have created is the emotional impact of
the original experience.
The same is true with music. The emotional impact of the music is the key.
Forget attempting to re-create the original
performance. It simply isn't possible.
Sam, Iam with you ... may all our watts
be great!!!
Dennis J. Had
President, Cary Audio Design

VPI SDS
Editor:
Michael, thank you for again mentioning
the SDS in your column. There are afew
things that need to be cleared up so your
readers will understand the true value of
the SDS. The SDS was designed to work
with synchronous-motor turntables of
less then 25W. VPI has been producing
synchronous-motor turntables since 1981.
There are well over 20,000 VPI turntables in existence; thus it seemed logical to
make the SDS work perfectly with our
designs. VPI believes aturntable motor
should be large enough to start the platter
in aconsistent and timely fashion. Some
turntables do not live up to these criteria
and will cause the SDS to balk at its being
used with them.
Audio Electronic Supply SE-1 2A3
The reason MF enjoyed the liquidity
Editor:
of the SDS is the supreme stability of the
Sam Tellig, you have captivated rue again
frequency and waveform driving the
with your exactness: "Better five great
motor. Liquidity and sweetness are a
watts than 100 crappy ones!" Ilove it!
Many audiophiles simply do not have a function of smooth motor rotation.
Dynamics is afunction of energy transclue as to how many amplifier watts, and
fer from the motor to the platter when
of what quality, are truly necessary to conthe stylus is tracking hard transients. At
vey the emotional impact of recorded
96V, more power was smoothly delivmusic in the home. If one were interested
ered, giving the feeling of greater apparonly in re-creating the exact sound present dynamics.
sure of musical performances in their
With almost 400 SDSes shipped, a
home, if the truth be known, an amplifipattern is developing in regard to which
er of about 2000W would be necessary.
turntables work well with this unit. So
Believe me, those 2000W would be
far, the only problems seem to occur
"crappy." How many prospective audiowhen listening to the Simon Yorke and
philes have been turned off by the loud,
Well Tempered Reference. Both of
brash, ear-bleeding sounds of "crappy"
these turntables are not what you
watts? In my opinion, untold numbers —
would consider standard loads. The
especially wives. How many of our wives
SDS doesn't have any problem driving
have come to depredate our music hobby
Stereophile, September 1999

my DVD or CD players. Both of these
sound significantly better, and the DVD
player produces abetter picture.
Hany Weisfeld
VPI Industries
Walker Audio Precision Isolated
Power Motor Drive
Editor:
Mr. Fremer is absolutely correct in his
assessment of the sound he heard. In our
haste to prepare for the Stereophile show in
Chicago, we built three units for testing
purposes, using different capacitors in the
power supply. Two values of the new
capacitors were marked incorrectly and
mistakenly installed in Mr. Fremer's
review sample.
We did not discover the mistake until
after the show, when the units were tested
and we realized that Mr. Fremer had
received aunit with the wrong capacitors
installed. In tests, we, too, found the sound
to be grainy.
Unfortunately, we were unable to get
in touch with Mt Fremer in time to let
him know what had happened before his
review was completed. We apologize to
Mr. Fremer for the mix-up, and would
very much like the opportunity to replace
the incorrect capacitors and resubmit the
unit to Mr. Fremer for his review.
Lloyd Walker
President, Walker Audio
Jeff Rowland Design Group
Coherence & Cadence
Editor:
Iwould like to take this opportunity to
thank Stereophile and Shannon Dickson for
the insightful and thorough review of the
Coherence preamplifier and Cadence
phono-suge combo. Shannon's in-depth
technical discussions and explanations of
lesser known or understood design concepts demonstrate his commitment to
informing and educating the audio world
at large. His ability to explain complex or
abstract technical concepts in a form
understandable to the layman is quite
commendable and should be encouraged.
A great amount of effort was expended
in the development phase of the Coherence, for we do indeed live in athick
"soup" of RF and EMI energy in this postindustrial information age. Only by paying
serious attention to RF immunity in the
design of all audio products can we hope
to preserve the spirit of music in "real
world" environments. Your "new"
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"The Moon P-5 has transparency,
very low noise and flexibility of
control.., and should be considered among the finest line
preamps available today... The
Moon W-5 is one of those few
amps that can convey areal
'jump' with no loss of detail or focus."
Kalman Rubinson -Stereophile -March 1999

"SimAudio deserves recognition as asolid state
brand of first rank, alongside well known
muminaries such as Jeff Rowland, Krell and
Levinson... The bottom line is that the SimAudio
flagship electronics can hold their own against
competing flagship electronics costing 6times
more, even surpassing these competing units in
some sonic respects." MOON P-5/W-5
lmemationnal audio review #80
"I can enthusiastically recommend the Moon
l-5 one of high-end audio's undiscovered gems."
Robert Harley -Fi Magazine February 1999
"I found the smoothness, coherency, holography
and overall tonal balance to be
remarkable." P-5 /W-5
les Turoczi Audiophile Voice
vol.4 no.6 1998.

"The 1-5 is ahigh-quality integrated amplifier that will
appeal to anyone looking for ataste of the best"
SoundStagel -Doug Schneider -May 1999.
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Manufacturers'
CMFtR test should be added to your battery of technical measurements on all
applicable equipment tests in the future.
Dramatically different results will be
obtained when "real-world" differential impedance imbalances of a few
ohms are inserted into the testing procedure, as mentioned in the main body
of the review. Thank you for adding
this test parameter to your technical
measurements.
On behalf of everyone involved in the
design, manufacture, and marketing of the
Coherence preamplifier, Iwould like to
express my gratitude to Stereophile for
reviewing this product and publishing this
review.
l
Presider:4g Rowland Design Group

_
e-Rowland

AudioPrism Mana
Editor:
We at AudioPrism want to thank
Jonathan Scull and John Atkinson for
their thorough evaluation and review of
the Mana monoblock amplifiers.
Although AudioPrism is well known
for its audio accessories and powerline filters, we have been manufacturing vacuum-tube preamplifiers and power amplifiers since 1992. We have used the 20
years' experience gained in RF and
power-quality engineering to maximize
the performance of the circuit configuration used in the Mana amplifier. We
believe that carefully regulating each tube,
stage, and phase is alarge contributor to
the sonic qualities found during the review.
We are pleased that Jonathan found
our Mana amplifiers musically fulfilling,
and that he recommends other audiophiles consider it for their own systems.
Thanks again for the opportunity to
comment here.
Byron Collet
Director of Marketing
Victor liscareno
Director of Engineering
AudioPrism
Are V-1
Editor:
Ever the optimists, we at Ayre were hoping to convert confessed longtime tube-ophile Michael Fremer with our power
amplifier, as we did with our preamplifier. While I'm not sure we have completely succeeded with Michael, at least yet (it
took him several months to spring for our
K-1 preamplifier!) we appreciate that he
discovered that "this amp breaks barriers."
For the past six years we have exclusively been building zero-feedback
amplifiers for an exceptionally important
reason: the achieved degree of absolute
neutrality allows for all types of music (as
well as all quality levels of recordings) to
"draw [onel into the emotional center of
the music." In Martin Colloms' "A Future
Without Feedback" (Stereophile, January
1998), he finds the musical benefits of
zero feedback to be so compelling that
Stereophile, September 1999

"engineers need to rethink how audio systems should be designed."
Just as acircuit's measured performance
can be dominated by the application of
feedback, so can its sonic performance.
Michael heard this effect in acompeting
product that "made my Virgos sound like
Revels." In other words, the sonic signature of that amplifier was strong enough
to make different brands of loudspeakers
sound alike. This is precisely why we at
Ayre have instead chosen the less-traveled
path of zero feedback rather than merely
"low" feedback.
The resultant transparency level of the
Ayre V-1 allows one to immediately ident
ify the sonic attributes of the other components in one system, in addition to
revealing expressive musical details inherent in each recording. One example of
this effect is the difference that Michael
encountered between unbalanced and
balanced operation. Our experience indicates that these variations were largely due
to sonic dissimilarities in the different
brands of cables he used for each mode,
rather than meaningful differences in the
amplifier's performance.
As Michael points out, "the V-1 demands
some long-term attention." It is not aimed
at the casual listener or first-time buyer of
separates looking for aquick thrill. Instead, it is intended for the serious music
lover buying asecond (or perhaps ninth!)
amplifier. The ability of the Ayre V-1 to
paint "a complete, involving musical picture," coupled with its capacity to drive
virtually any loudspeaker to realistic listening levels with complete reliability, is
unparalleled.
Many thanks to Michael Fremer for his
insightful review, and especially for going
the extra mile in schlepping multiple
behemoth amplifiers up and down his
flight of narrow stairs! We at Ayre urge
everyone to go the extra mile and also
dare to compare.
Charles Hansen
Research Director, Ayre Acoustics
Soliloquy Model 5.3
Editor:
When Kalman Rubinson requested apair
of our Model 53s for review after the
1999 CES, we were delighted and offered
him the actual pair that had caused his
"gotta get my hands on these" feelings. To
Kal's credit, he requested afactory-new
pair in order to experience the entire
break-in process, just like aSoliloquy consumer. His accurate descriptions of the
break-in changes, quite common with
high-quality drivers, echo our own experience. Our customers report a rapid
improvement over the first two days of
continuous play, and increasing enjoyment
over the next 200 hours of play. Iam
pleased that Kal persisted in believing his
original impression of the Model 5.3 from
the CES to be true, and that he found the
"mature" Model 5.3 "remarkable."

Comments

Judging aspeaker purely on its sonic
merits without reference to price becomes a wonderful compliment. Kal's
description of his "rare experience" with
the Model 5.3 and the D'Auri recording is
very rewarding because it is this "you are
there" experience that we feel all Soliloquy loudspeakers can deliver to music
lovers of all types.
When Kal visited our website earlier
this year, we were selling the two models
originally purchased from Cary Audio,
the Model 52 and Model 82. In April of
this year the decision was made to suspend production of both models. Our
website now features five new models
developed by Soliloquy since we became
our own company 1997. Kal is correct,
however: The new models, like the 5.3,
do reflect many of the same qualities of
those original Soliloquy designs.
Kars conclusion about the Model 5.3
accurately mirrors our design and business priorities: 1) "Superb performance
and construction"; 2) "Open window into
the recording venue"; 3) "As good (and as
good-looking) as you can get for the
price, not to mention afair bit more."
Our sincere thanks to Kal Rubinson
and Stereophile for taking an interest in
Soliloquy and reviewing our Model 53.
Bernie Byers
President, Soliloquy Loudspeaker Company
Acarian responds
Editor:
Richard Hardesty ("Letters," July 1999,
p.10) raises many disturbing questions
regarding the Alón Circe, the Genesis
500, and the Wilson MAXX, in addition
to questioning the subjective reviewing
process, Stereophiles methods, and the
quality/competence of Stereophiles reviewers. Also, he questions the intent of
Acarian Systems in its motives for producing the Circe and its pricing policies. He
then somehow tries to tie up all his complaints, then plants them on our shoulders
as proof that we are the cause of the current malaise of high-end audio! Wow!
This is amazing! While Icannot speak for
the other two target companies, Iwill
respond on behalf of our company.
First of all, let's get some of the measurement issues he raises out of the way.
Hardesty places great faith in the "measured frequency response" as an indication
of accuracy. This is fine as far as it goes.
Unlike amplifiers, preamplifiers, and CD
players, etc., loudspeakers do not have a
set of output terminals from which to
measure the response. John Atkinson has
measured more loudspeakers than anyone
Iknow. He tends to measure loudspeakers
on the tweeter axis. However, the design
axis for the Circe is lower —between the
midrange and tweeter — as the tweeter is
relatively high. On this axis the response
will measure flatter than Stereophiles curve
because we do not use sharp-slope
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Manufacturers'
crossovers. Also, the Circe uses a very
well-defined bass alignment, as it is asecond-order infinite baffle with a Fo of
39Hz and aQ of 0.85. This yields abassresponse profile with essentially no peak
and an anechoic response that is only
—5(1B at 28Hz. Due to the slow rolloff,
natural room support will extend the
response to 20Hz.
The Circe's low-frequency response is
completely determined by the Thiele/
Small parameters. The published nearfield
low-frequency measurements, however,
show an artificial bass boost of about 5dB
due to the proximity effect. Nearfield
measurements are used because not
everyone has an anechoic chamber accurate to 20Hz. Incidentally, we have all
heard this proximity effect at work on
some radio stations, where the mike is
placed tight next to the announcer's lips to
produce this effect of very deep bass.
Now, if you take these two factors into
account, the Circe measures ±2112dB,
28Hz-20kHz, anechoic.
Hardesty's comment regarding the
waterfall plot also deserves mention. Since
the Circe is atrue dipole speaker in the
midrange and highs, it tends to scatter
sounds to the rear. These sounds can be
reflected back at the microphone. When
this happens, it will cause hash to appear
in the waterfall plot. However, as pointed
out by John Atkinson, the only resonance
in the plot is the tweeter at 25kHz. I
would like to know which of Hardesty's
favorite speakers could pull this off!
Now let's get to some serious criticisms.
Alón has always priced its products for
exceptional true value to the customer.
This started with the Alón IV in 1991,
which was basically a$6000 loudspeaker
we retailed for $3500. The Circe uses only
alnico magnet systems in all three drivers.
No one in the industry, to our knowledge
(except Tammy in a$30,000 speaker), uses
this superior but very expensive material
for magnets. We developed along-throw
10" alnico-magnet bass driver for the
$22,000 Phalanx system, and this is the
same driver we use in the Circe. This driver is much faster and more detailed compared to 12" or 15" bass drivers.
So let's just understand that a 15"
woofer with aceramic magnet is a lot
cheaper than a10" alnico driver — witness
all the cheap powered subs on the market.
We could build the Circe for alot less
with ceramic magnets — but then it
would not be the Circe. We could leave
out the steel braces, the external crossover
assembly, the three separate hardwired
(no PC board) crossover boards, dipole
tweeters with dual alnico ring magnets,
the separate isolated mid/tweeter baffle,
triwiring, solid copper posts, solid cherry
cabinetry, etc. — but then it would not be
the Circe. We are the only manufacturers
of true open-baffle speakers. These are
extremely labor-intensive, and therefore
Stereophile, September 1999

much more costly to produce than abox
speaker. Idefy anyone to produce aCirce
for $4000/pair retail!
Hardesty then proceeds to attack Wes
Phillips for his description of the Circe's
mid/high-frequency purity as being
"magical." Clearly, Wes was responding to
the perceived quality of the sound. Isn't
this what it's supposed to be about? Or
should it be about Hardesty feeling satisfied with acomputer printout? Quality
can be judged only by listening. Ithought
this was pretty basic. Wes heard the Circe
in four or five different rooms and with at
least six or seven amplifiers before drawing his conclusions. Did Hardesty? Idoubt
it. At HI-FI '98, John Adcinson's comment was that it was "among the very,
very best." Why doesn't Hardesty attack
John Atkinson? Thousands of regular
folks also heard the Circe at HI-FI '98 and
HI-FI '99, plus hi-fi shows in Greece and
Switzerland — all with great approval!
Note also afew of the industry people
now using the Circe for reference: Art
Pfeffer (TAS), Harry Weisfeld (VP!),
Keith Herron (Herron Audio), Fred Cox
(music reviewer), David Elrod (Electraglide), Dennis Had (Cary Audio), and
Robert Reina (Stereophile). If Iam capable of fooling all these people, then
Houdini has indeed been reborn!
Carl Marrhisotto
Acarian Systems
nyNOISE
Editor:
I would like to thank Stereophile and
Jonathan Scull for attending, covering, and
above all appreciating our little underground shindig, the nyNOISE Audio
Design Exhibition [Stereophile, June 1999,
p231. Being reco onized
l
in the "Big Audio
Press" has added to the excitement J.C.
Morrison and Ifeel for music, audio, technology, ideas, building, malcin' the scene,
livin' large, havin' fun, designing, expressing ourselves, catin' bagels, arguing, entertaining each other, getting high-voltage
electric shocks — you know, LIFE.
Thanks, guys!
Time constraints and general stress
kept me from making an important
point about the show in my presentation. The guiding concept of nyNOISE
was simply this:
No Boundaries. No artificial distinctions
between professional and amateur builder.
No preconceptions about what is appropriate in an audio show and what isn't. As
few rules as possible. If you build it, you
can show it. Let's see it! Hear it! Tell us
about it! What were you trying to do? Did
you achieve your original goal, find a
more important one in the process, crap
out totally? Cool! Did you want to have
fun, make dough, amaze people, amaze
yourself? No judgment regarding motives.
Lo and behold, the participants/attendees of nyNOISE amazed me. People
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showed from all over, brought stuff with
'em, made the event a killer. Jonathan
Scull in the front row, rowdy and rocicin',
throwing gasoline on the creative fires.
Voices from the Internet, mano amano for
the first time. Pro super high-end designers like Morrison, Komuro, Berger,
Fuchs, and myself, cheek by jowl with
first-time builders like Epstein playing
their favorite music for the audio patrons
and press on a machine lovingly constructed and tweaked. NYC scenemakers
like Fran Blanche and Mayuko rubbing
elbows with the cream of the Left-Coast
DIY designers and kitmalcers —Bottlehead, LeFevre, Smoothplate Tucker. Mad,
inspired experimenters like Slagle, Danielalc, and Larry Dean Moore making
musical magic. And the music! Petula
Clark, Duke, The Ventures! The envelope was pushed... and we all had fun.
And what did Iwalk away with?
The realization that, the more Ilisten
and the less Ijudge, the more fun Ihave
and the less Imiss.
Oh yeah, and abill for 200 bagels.
[Yiddish accent] Such adeal!
Blackie Pagano
blackie@tubesvillecom
www.tubesvillecom
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Terre Haute
Audio Connection
Stereo/Video
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Bettendorf
Reference Audio Video
(319) 355-3200

Cambridge
Audio Lab
(617) 864-1144
Chicopee
Essential Hi Fi
(413) 533-4700
Needham
You Do It Electronics
(617) 449-1005

Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833
Des Moines
Audio Video Logic
(515) 255-2134
Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737
Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505

North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Norwood
Megaplex Home Theater
Concepts
(617) 769-6400
Pittsfield
H.B.S. Stereo Systems
(413) 443-3434

Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878
KANSAS
Kansas City
Masterpiece Audio
(913) 321-2020
Salina
Acoustic Sounds
(913) 825-8609
Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd.
(913) 341-2222

Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Accutronics
(313) 741-4444

Wichita
Custom Sound
(316) 681-3555
KENTUCKY

South San Francisco
Laser City
(650) 794-9664

Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299
Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408

Van L. Speakenvorks
(3)2) 769-0773
Chicago Heights
Music in Motion
(708) 754-3770

Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771

Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677

Franklin Park
Sound Unlimited
(847) 455-6166

New Orleans
Wilson Audio
(934) 866-3457

Sawyers News
(707) 542-1311
Scotts Valley
Home Theater Connection
(831) 438-5112

Paul Heath Audio Ltd.
(773) 549-8100

FLORIDA

Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848

Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Cameras, Inc Stereo 8Video
(781) 648-8111

Lexington
Barney Miller's
(606) 252-22)6
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(504) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988

Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 465-5500
Kensington
Soundworks
(301) 929-8600
Laurel
Audio Video Solutions
(301) 953-7242
Silver Spring
Sounds So Good
(301) 585-8001
Timonium
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 821-5600

Audio Video Showcase
(734) 669-9600
Dearborn
Almas Hi -Fi Stereo
(313) 584-1860
East Lansing
Quantum Leap
(517) 337-8362
Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
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Kalamazoo
Audio Kiosk (The)
(616) 384-5787
Portage
Home Entertainment Store
(616) 385-9888
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(248) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
Traverse City
Sound Room (The)
(616) 947-4710
West Bloomfield
Soundquest Audio &Video
(248) 737-0005
Superior Sight 8. Sound
(248) 626-2780
MINNESOTA

Westfield
SoundStage
(908) 233-6196
Woodbridge
Woodbridge -Stereo Center
(732) 636-7777

NEW

MEXICO

Albuquerque
Audio Designs
(505) 298-9185
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626
Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
ASound Look
(505) 983-5509

Edina
Master Media
(612) 941-0474
Hopkins
Transportation Electronics
(612) 933-7357
Minneapolis
Needle Doctor
(800) 229-0644
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328

Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933

MISSOURI

Upgrade NV Center
(718) 886-1700
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt'sElectronics
(914) 331-5011

Sedalia
Creative Audio
(660) 826-8280
St Louis
Flips Stereo Place
(314) 842-1600
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thirsty Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
Kalispell
Sound -Decision
(406) 755-7800

NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Audio Systems 8Design
(402) 423-0363

NEVADA

NEW YORK

Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Liverpool
Audio Excellence NY
(315) 451-2707
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
Manhasset
Audio Video Creations
(516) 365-4434
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Dina Magazines
(212) 674-6595
Lyric Hi-Fl
(212) 439-1900

Upper Ear (The)
(702) 878-8212

Magazine Store (The)
(212) 246-4766

Hanover
Dartmouth Bookstore
(603) 643-1233
Nashua
Ensemble
(603) 888-9777
NEW JERSEY
DuneIlen
Home Theater Shop (The)
(908) 424-8680
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Middletown
Stereo Dynamics
(908) 671-1559
Montclair
Cohen's
(201) 744-2399
Palisades Park
Angel Audio Tech.
(201) 313-5551
Ridgewood
Sounding Board (The)
(201) 445-5006
Upper Montclair
CSA Audio
(201) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(973) 239-1799
West Caldwell
Woodbridge Stereo
(201) 575-8264

Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound by Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 246-4766
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Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Charlotte
Cannon Associates
(704) 375-8246
Premier Audio Video
(704) 554-8300
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NEW AND EXCITING

The BAT VK-50 SE
SPECIAL EDITION
Reference Tube Preamplifier
Arcam, Balanced Audio, B&W*, B&W Nautilus 800', Black Diamond, Creek, Denon,
Direct TV Satellite, Faroudja, Grado, Jeff Rowland, Lexicon, Linn Products, Loewe Digital TV,
Mark Levinson, Mark Levinson Reference, Meadowlark, McIntosh', MIT Reference, Nakamichi,
NAIM, Nordost, Pioneer Elite, Proceed, Rega, REL, Rotel', Sennheiser, Sonus Faber, SONY Video,
SONY Multiscan Projectors, Spectral, Spectral Reference, Stewart FilmScreen, Thiel, VAC, Wadia,
Wilson Audio, Zoethecus and more.

•*viable In Moro %cm lark onh.

INNOVATIVE

Sound Concept (The)
(716) 442-6050

NORTH CAROLINA

)

Li
•

I

Queens
T.D. Electronics
(718) 528-4956
Rochester
Fairport Soundworks
(716) 264-0410

Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069

It:

I

Binghamton
1.S.G, Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Brooklyn
Ubiquity Distributors
(718) 875-5491
Flushing
Ultra Hi- (718) 461-4848

Las Vegas
Image &Sound
(702) 876-3401

NEW HAMPSHIRE

«Wine., IMO big«

AUDIO VIDEO SHOWROOMS

212-634-4444 150 East 58 Street, New York 10155
Heights 718.596-0888 77 Clinton Street, Brooklyn 11201

Manhattan
Brooklyn

www.innovaudio.com
THE FUSION OF ART,

WE'RE IN THE BELL ATLANTIC YELLOW PAGES

FORM AND TECHNOLOGY

Watch for the grand opening of our
NEW

Brooklyn Store. Winter-Spring 2000.

Greenville
Home Systems
(252) 353-8091
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Where

to

Morrisville
Audio Broker
(919) 467-6806
Mt. Holly
Television Video Sales &Service
(704) 827-0301
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
OHIO
Boardman
Sound Shop
(330) 629-8191
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Centerville
Look and Listen
(937) 438-4330
Cleveland
Hi-Tech Hi -Fi and Video
(216) 449-4434
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Gahanna
Genesis Audio Ltd.
(614) 939-0802
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Marion
Exotica Car Audio
(740) 383-2559
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(216) 461-3707
Toledo
Jamieson's
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419) 882-1010
OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(918) 252-5300
OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Eugene
Bradford's Hi Fidelity
(541) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(541) 344-2454
Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341

Buy

Stereophile

Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shillington
Elements Audio Video
(610) 775-9325
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Williamsport
Stereo Shoppe
(717) 323-9014
Willow Grove
Sounder
(215) 659-8815
SOUTH CAROLINA
Greenwood
Delta Electronics
(864) 229-3949
TENNESSEE
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771-1141
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312
TEXAS
Austin
Audio by Design
(512) 458-1667
High Fidelity
(512) 454-5833
Bedford
Classic Home Audio
(817) 267-6502
Conroe
lobe Systems
(409) 441-1112
Dallas
Images
(972) 980-2560
Krystal Clear Audio
(214) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421
Frisco
Quest Home Entertainment
(972) 712-9727
Houston
Acoustic Design
(713) 630-0707
Dynamic Audio Visual
(713) 266-4555
NTT Audio Video
(713) 523-3388
Lubbock
Sound Wave (The)
(806) 792-7299
Plano
Audio Home
(972) 429-1541

Salem
Hear No Evil Home &Car
(503) 363-3633

Richardson
Top Communications Services
(972) 231-7777

PENNSYLVANIA
Ardmore
Danby Radio
(610) 649-7002

UTAH
Orem
Relerence Audio Video
(801) 221-9804
Park City
Lifestyle Electronics
(435) 615-1515
Salt Lake City
Audio Design
(801) 486-5511

Chambersburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 263-4960
Erie
Custom Audio
(814) 833-8383
Hatfield
World Wide Stereo
(215) 368-8343
Levittown
Contemporary Audio Video
(215) 702-3600
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(215) 725-1177
Jazzman
(215) 735-7444
Pittsburgh
Audio Gallery (The)
(412) 521-9500
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(412) 366-5055
Triangle Radio &Television
(412) 561-1115
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Audition Audio
(801) 467-5918
VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900
VIRGINIA
Abingdon
Alpine Audio
(540) 628-3177
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Fairfax
Audio Buys
(703) 385-4464
Falls Church
High Tech Electronic Services
(703) 534-1733

Gordonsville
Audio Visions
(804) 975-4434
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Richmond
Audio Visions
(804) 346-0876
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Virginia Beach
Audio Video Installation
(757) 363-7139
Digital Sound
(757) 424-5850
WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Definitive Audio
(206) 524-5198
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Kirkland
Acoustical Magic
(425) 825-8806
Olympia
Desco Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393
Puyallup
Premier Audio 8Home Theater
(253) 445-5414
Seattle
Bulldog News
(206) 632-6397
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609
Madison Audio
(206) 292-9262
University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387
WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(304) 768-7874
WISCONSIN
Appleton
3
1e3ctro
nics
Suesss7E
-64 64
o
Glendale
Sound Investments
(414) 438-1818
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001
Mequon
Sound Designs
(414) 242-5599
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon One
(715) 421-5910
WYOMING
Jackson
Custom Electronics
(307) 733-1600
PUERTO RICO
Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745-7805
Rio Piedras
Stardust OVO Distributors
(787) 274-0146
Rio Piedras Heights
Speaker Warehouse
(809) 274-0927
San luan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870

New Westminster
Royal Book Mart
600 Agnes St.
Richmond
Book Warehouse
6340-9 No .3 Rd.
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W.Broadway
1150 Robson St.
2388 W.Fourth Ave.
674 Granville St.,4th Floor
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morns St.
ONTARIO
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W.
Downsview
Home Theatre Shop
2899 Steeles Ave. W., Unit #26
Kingston
Just Hi -Fi
239 Princess St.
London
London Audio
716 York St.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave.
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1003 Albion Rd.
Thornhill
Brack Electronics North
7616 Yonge St.
Toronto
Brack Electronics
69 Front St E.
Windsor
Live Wire Audio Ltd.
11505 Tecumseh Rd. E.
QUEBEC
Quebec
C.O.R.A.
131-18 Rue E.
ARGENTINA
National Distributor
RJ Martinez
TellEar (54) 1585 1413
AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Queensland
Caxton Street Audio
Tel (617) 3368 3566
Fax (617) 3368 3813
BENELUX
National Distributor
Durob Audio BV
Dept DC Publishing
Tel. 31 (0) 73 511 2555
Fax 31 (0) 73 511 7583
De Hifiwinkel
Tel. 31 (0) 40 211 3388
Fax 31(0) 40 211 7734
The Hifishop
Tel. 31 (0) 13 544 3444
Fax 31 (0) 13 580 1529
De Hifistudio
Tel. 31 (0) 591 61 1111
Fax 31 (0) 591 61 2345
De Hifiwinkel
Tel. 31 (0) 24 684 2091
Fax 31 (0) 24 684 2602
BRUNEI
Jalan Cations
Auvisual Haven
Tel. (673) 244 8840
Fax (673) 244 8841

CANADA

BULGARIA

ALBERTA
Calgary
laW Audio
1424 Fourth St. SW

Sofia
Aries Commerce Ltd.
Tel./Fax (359) 2954 9469
Audio Consult
Tel./Fax (359) 255 4069

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Tel. (349) 6351 0798
Fax (349) 6351 5254

DENMARK
Norager
Hifi Klubben
Tel. (45) 353 64960
Fax (45) 353 68 385
FINLAND
Turku
Hifi Mesta Oy
Tel. (358) 22504 888
Fax (358) 22504 808

SWEDEN
National Distributor
Stockholm
Hifi Art
Tel (46) 86616 300
Fax (46) 86602 207

FRANCE
Quincy-Voisin
Renaissance San
Tel /Fax (331) 6004 6066

SWITZERLAND
G
Hifi Portier
Tel (41) 22 784 0050
Fax (41 22 784 2904

GERMANY
National Distributor
Frankfurt
Eclectic Audio
Tel. (49) 6722 8060
Fax (49) 6722 8067

THAILAND
National Distributor
Bangkok
Music World Co Ltd.
Tel. (662) 276 5190
Fax (662) 276 2456

HONG KONG
National Distributor
Cenlral
yir Audio Ltd.

TRINIDAD
Curepe
Sanch Electronix
Tel. (868) 663 1384
Fax (868) 645 2205

Tel. (852) 2524 8775
Fax (852) 2845 0746
Kowloon Branch
Tel. (852) 2392 6368
Fax (852) 2392 6328
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca
Sound and Music
TeL (39) 583 55 301
Fax (39) 583 66 790

TURKEY
Istanbul
RED Muzik
TeL (90) 20 241 3411
Fax (90) 212 231 9673

INDIA
Mumbai
Nova Audio Systems (P) Ltd.
Tel. (91) 22 495 4260
Fax (91) 22 496 3465
NBN ZEALAND
National Distributor
Wellington
DR Britton Ltd.
Tel (64) 45688 066
Fax (64) 45688 065

Ipswich
Sevenoaks Hifi
Tel. 01473 286 977

NORWAY
National Distributor
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
Tel./Fax (47) 55 25 62 14

London
Kamla Hifi
Tel 0171 323 2747
Musical Images
TeL 0171 497 1346
Milton Keynes
Audio Insight Technosounds
TeL 01908 604 949
Nottingham
Castle Sound and Vision
Tel. 0115 958 4404

PHILIPPINES
National Distributor
Quezon city
Upscale Audio
tel. (63) 2931 37 42
Fax (63) 2741 28 93
PORTUGAL
Notional Distributor
Amadora
Aiasom
Tel. (351) 1474 8709
Fax (351) 1475 1367
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
Dublin
C
T
ei
lo.n
(
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53
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088 8477
Fax (353) 1283 4887
REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA
Skopje
TP Kodi
Tel/Fax (389) 91 11 83 66
RUSSIA
Moscow
RG Sound, Inc.
TeL (095) 256 5091
Fax (095) 259 2742
Too Bot
Tel. (095) 007 286 5474
Fax (095) 007 150 8324
SAUDI ARABIA
Audio Video Centre
Tel (966) 1416 2230
Fax (966) 1416 2308

Sounds of Music
220 Seventh Ave. SW
Edmonton
Audio 5.1
10326-63 Ave.

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat
Parlatek
Tel./Fax (506) 225 8231

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Stereophile Audio
Tel./Fax (65) 33 66 790

Audio Plus
9934 82nd Ave.

CROATIA
National Distributor

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Burnaby
Book Warehouse
4820 Kingsway #M163

Split
Media Audio
TeL (388) 21 343 213
Fax (385) 21 40 376

SOUTH AFRICA
National Distributor
Alberton
Hill Excellence
Tel. (27) II 907 9092
Fax (27) 11 907 8399

UNITED KINGDOM
Newsstand Distributor
COMAG Magazine Mktg.
Tel. 01895 433 800
Fax 01895 433 801
Dealer Distributor
National Distributor
Wollaton Audio
TeL 0115 928 4147
Fax 0115 928 0625

Oxford
Oxford Audio Consultants
Tel 01865 790879
Reading
Audio T
Tel, 01189 585 463
Scotland
Edinburgh
Music Mill
Tel 0131 555 3963
Tonbridge Wells
Sounds of Music
Tel 01892 547 003
West -Thurrock
Rayleigh Hifi
Tel 01708 680 551
VIETNAM
Ho Chi Minh City
Audio Choice Show Room
Tel (381) II-222 4322
Fax (381) 11-140 689
YUGOSLAVIA
Belgrade
Radix Audio
Tel (381) 36 II III
Fax (381) 36 10 333
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Audio
GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA —Franchised dealer for Nairn, Pink Triangle,
Quad, Spender, Roban, Creek. Rep. Epos, ReVox,
JPW, 1)ynaco, 0C-9, Goldring, Meadowlark, Target,
Sound Organisation, and more. Always lots of used
gear. Established way back in 1979! (805) 658-8311.

AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 —Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon.
Martin-Logan, Vanderstecn, Cardas, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA. Pice/
J
OX (804) 358-5300.

Mart

OREGON'S UNIQUE HI-FI STORE: Quicksilver,
BEL, Audio Physic, EAU, Immedia, Audio Refinement, Lyra, Wireworld, PSE, Castle, Mesa Engineering, VansEvers, Benz-Micro, Klyne, Sound
Anchors, RPM, Sumiko, ART, Yamamura, Townshcnd, XL0, Gallo, Audio-Technica, REL, Vibrapod,
Sanus, LAST, VPI, Bybee Technologies. Needle
Nectar, ASC, Nitty Gritty, and more. Used and demos
available. Trade-ins welcome. Corner Audio, (503) 6437512. E-mail:jweber(Djcomeraudiocom, tounitconteraudiowns.

AUDIOPHILE & SCHOLAR —University Audio
Shop, Madison, Wisconsin —Acorns, Aragon, Audio
Research, B&K, CAL Cambridge. EAD, Golden Tube.
JoLida, Krell, Lexicon, Martin-Logan, Paradigm, Rega,
TARA, Thiel, Totem, '(BA. (608)284-000/.

WE'RE HERE AND YOU'RE NOT! So, call! Tube
audio specialists. New/NOS tubes. Alón, Anthem,
Audio Research, CAL Cary, Diapason, JMIab. Manley,
MS, ProAc, Quicksilver, Ultech, Wilson-Benesch,
Wirevvorld, more! Ask about our Bass Notch Filter!
Arizona Tube Audio, (602) 921-9961, wunetubeaudio.com.

"SOUNI) YOU CAN TOUCH," featuring Audio
Research, CAL, Classé Audio, Zoethecus, Grado, Jeff
Rowland, Kuzma, Magnum 1)ynalab. Martin-Logan,
Mirage. MIT Oracle, PowerWedge, ProAc, Theta, van
den Hul, Vandersteen,JF Woodworks. Audio E.vrellence,
Liverpool, NY (315) 451-2707 Visa/MC/AmEx/Discover.

HIGH-END COMPONENTS AT DISCOUNT
prices — Aerial, 13&0. B&W, Bryston, Cincpro, Classé,
1)ynaudio, LAI), EgglestonWorks, Hales, Lexicon,
Martin-Logan. Meridian, Proceed, Revel, Thiel,
Totem, Krell, and other exclusive audio products. Heins
Music Gmrparry, (888) 519-9800.

ATTENTION
QUAI),
KORA,
ROKSAN,
SPENDOR OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales
and/or service for Quad, Kora, Roksan, Spender, and
Gradient. New ESL panels, new and rebuilt ESL-63
panels, updates, stands, and subwoofers available!
Contact Randy or Mike, QSC-D, (540)372-3711,1;w (540)
372-3713. 1:-snail: asandd@aolcons.
seirimpa.ndd.win.

AUDIO UNLIMITED OFFERS Accuphase, Acoustic Energy, Acrotec, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Avalon
Acoustics, Audio Artistry. Audio Note, Audio Refine-

sound! DVD and CD players: Enigma. Epoch, and
highly rated CI YT-4 transport. Call for our pithy
newsletter! Musical Gmcipts, 49 Jason Gmn, St. Charles,

ment, Basis, Benz-Micro, Cabasse, Cary, Chang,
Electrocompaniet, Ensemble, Fanfare, German Physics,
Graaf, Graham, Joseph Audio, Koctsu, Kuzma, LAT,
Lehman, Magnum Dynalab, Musical lksign, Music
Metre, Muse, Odeon, Onix, Pathos, Rega, Samadhi
Acoustics, Spender, Tannoy, Totem, Transfiguration,
Wheaton Triplanat XL0, YBA, Zoethecus, and more.
Call John Barnes at (303) 691-3407, fax (303) 922-0522.
2341 W Yale Ave, Englewood, CO 80110.

MO 63304, (314)447-0040.

WE ALWAYS PAY BETTER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon. Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral. Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Superex Products, 111C.,
(310) 826-3686, (310) 826-4356 .
lax, Sennie
FANFARE FM TUNER on the Internet. Visit our website at umefittlittereric See the latest FM antenna, (the new
APS-14), plus tips on improving FM reception. Download our product literature. Not on the Net? Call for our
Steno Pilot newsletter at (800) 268-8637, abo (716) 6835451, «v&v is , (716) 683-5421. E-mail to inlà«jartlarr.wen, or
write to iintlare FM. Box 455, Bitikdo, NY 14225-0455.
BUY FACTORY-DIRECT. Now you can afford
incredible state-of-the-art audio cables. Better performance than cables 10 times the cost! Selected demos
available at extra savings. Call or write for information
and reviews. 30-day money-back guarantee. lire Audio
Products, tel (561) 575-757Z fax (561) 575-0302,
W1471!ikteldiO.COM.

HANDMADE SILVER INTERCONNECTS and
speaker cable. Pure solid-core silver wire. Teflon insulation, Cardas silver/rhodium connectors. Low-capadtance, low-inductance design. Interconnects, $1501
meter pair. speaker cable, $100/running meter. Moneyback guarantee. Don't pay more! (770) 457-8748 InlOrr
lOpm EST
WHAT YOU DONT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI! Noise-fighting accessories ($0.50 up),
power-line conditioners ($85 up). Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Write for catalog! Virtual Mode, IOld
Corm; Rd, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876.
PLACETTE AUDIO: Audiophiles around the world
have learned that our remote-controlled 126-step
matrix-type line-level volume controls and preamps are
the most transparent and accurate available today. Uses
only costly Vishay S-102 premium resistors in all signal
paths. Transforms Cl) sound. $1000. Also. 3-input
remote-controlled passive and full-featured class-A discrete-component buffered line stage. Any of these units
will turn your good system into something very special.
No-risk 30-day mal. Once you hear the sparkling clarity of Vishay resistors, you won't have anything less!
(208) 342-6141 or (208) 863-1089, Placetteaudio.cons.
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PREMIUM-GRAI)E PARTS! Absolutely the best selection of audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! InfiniCaps,
liovLind, MIT MultiCips, SCR, Black Gate, Elna,
Nichicon,
Caddock, Holco, Mills, Kivvame, etc.,
capacitors, resistors. All types of connectors, chassis wires,
cabling, Alps, Noble. TKI), Hocked diodes, copper-foil
inductors, tubes, vibration damping sheets, isolators,
1)eflex Panels, hospital-grade AC connectors, tools, accessories, free catalog! Michael Perry, Box 526, (swinge% CA
94937 (415) 669-7181, (415) 669-7558 fIX, mpcny@scn no.
HI-FI EXCHANGE—large selection of quality
used high-end components at huge discounts. We
buy, sell, and trade. Call for inventory list. (7/8) 4230400, or visit our showroonu at 251-11 Northern Bhd,
Little Nale, NY 11363.

RATES: Private, $125 per word; Commercial,
$4.15 per word, $166 minimum on all commercial ads. (A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.)
PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid
with order, either by check or credit card:
MasterCard or Visa. MAIL TO: Stereophile,
Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box 5529,
Santa Fc, NM 87502-5529. FAX: (505) 9836327. ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com.
DEADLINE: Ads are duc on the first working
day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example,
if you want your ad to run in the November
1999 Stenvphile, you must submit it by September I, 1999. Please Note: Phone-in ads are
not accepted. Please plan on faxing or mailing in
your ads on the fonts provided at the end of the
section. No refunds.

MUSICAL CONCEPTS, creating highly regarded
modifications since 1979. Simply awesome Platinum
series with exotic Platinum resistors. Natural Signature
mods with Hyperfast diodes, Blackgate caps, and more.
Md Hyperfasts, Blackgates, Platinums to any component! Specialized mods for Adcom, Audio Alchemy,
B&K, 1)yna (tubes too!) and Haller! Single-ended PA3 front-end boards for Haller amps—unbelievable

WILSON GRAND SLAMMS Series 2, 6months old,
$55,000; Levinson No33 (pair), 522,000. (404) 256-9701.
SNELL MUSIC & CINEMA THX REFERENCE
SYSTEM: two MC Reference Towers with networks,
one MC LC112800 center, two MC SUR2800 surrounds, two MC SUB1800 subwoofers. Very low hours,
perfect, boxes, manuals, warranty, ($30,000) $14,500.
(713) 355-1927
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV1OAL, Thel CS1.5. Chito
C800, Parasound 2003. (323)254-1157, thrienebest.com.
VMPS AUDIOPHILE SPEAKER. 1)ealer for entire
speaker line, including the FF1. FF3, and special ribbon
editions. Ihave the FFIs on hand for audition on Long
Island, New York. My prices are absolutely the lowest
available. Please call for prices and/or literature. Bill,
(516) 826-3791, fax (516) 826-5870.
AVALON ASCENT Midi speakers in quilted cherry
finish, $6000 OBO; VTL lchiban 600 amps, upgraded
to VTL 750 equivalent with Signature transformer and
MIT caps, $7500 OBO. Outstanding sound quality, all
mint, original owner. (7/8) 98/-8938.
MERIDIAN 500 CD transport, current software, original box, ($2000) $750 finn, price includes insured
shipping anywhere.fason, (305)205-5088, 24 hours aday.
URGENT! MUST SELL two complete hi-fi systems!
Speakers: 3A Reference 2002, $9000/pair; Gershman
Acoustics Avant-Garde, $3500/pair. CI) drives: Robin
Rock DPI, $2500; PS Audio Lambda, $2500. D/A: EA!)
1)SP-9000 Pro III, $4500. Wireworld Eclipse cables:
speaker, 2pairs, 4', $1200; RCA. 6pairs, 3. $1500; digital
Gold Eclipse, 2 pairs, 3'. $1000. Amplifiers: SimAudio
Moon WS, $4250; Celeste W4070-SE (2 units), $1600
each. Preamps: SimAudio Celeste P4002, $1600; Moon
PS, $3500. All items in great condition with original manuals and boxes. Prices are negotiable. For additional information and picture, look at my personal website. Allan,
(514) 761-3693 hossu; (514) 574-3693 cellular. E-mail: trialrale@ridevinnt.ea le•b: lutpWpagesinlbrit.neasnaltteil.
COUNTERPOINT UPGRADES—Convert SA12/
100/20/220 into completely new amps! Monoblocks,
balanced inputs, nigged, reliable, tremendous power,
fantastic sound! Custom shop. Used equipment marketplace! Counterpoint's designer Michael Elliott repairs,
upgrades Counterpoint components. (760) 945-0356.
5. umwaltavistaandio.com .fin details!
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BAT VK-5i preamp with remote, ($4500) $2250; Sonic
Frontiers SFD-2 Mk.I1 DAC, ($5250) $2350; Sony
XA-7ES CD player, (13000) $1500; TARA The One
interconnect, 1m. XLR with Isolation Station, ($2490)
$1245; extra Isolation Station, ($595) $295; Kimber
KCTG, 6-strand, 1m, XLR, ($695) $345; Wilson
Puppy Tails v5.1 (can also be used for monoblocks),
transparent, ($695) $345; MIT v5.0, $225; Discovery
Signature, 5m, XLR, ($1010) $500; 1m, XLR, ($450)
$225; HiWire 1100 LSi speaker cable, 23m, spades,
($1274) $625. All items plus shipping. fird@nadelphe
kuscom or (831) 439-5570 ec211.
DIS FOR DENON AVE-3600, AVR-5600, and AVP8000. Now available at Denon Super Service centers. This
factory-designed internal upgrade provides transparent
switching when 1)TS data are detected. (512) 4584292,
www.pyramiti-audiororn; (757)498-8277 www.audio-saviaserm;
(503) 238-1955, wwwinner-soundorm; (717) 397-0509, WWII!
elearosevicescom; (800) 634-8606, wumumitabudiocorn
WHOLESALE PRICES —EXOR's new interconnect
and speaker cables. Also, afantastic preamp with superb phono (see Bound For Sound, 11/96, for glowing
review). Contact physicist/designer Paul Bono at EXOR
Induaries, (913) 384-0731, or e-mail ecorind@aotrom fin. details Money-back guarantee.
MUSE MODEL 2DAC, $900; Model 3preamp with
display, $1650; Model 300 mono amps, $2600. Boxes
and warranties. Call about 24/96 processor and transport. (888)415-3081.
ICRELL AUDIO STANDARD monoblock amplifiers,
Stereophile Amplification Component of 1996,
($35,000/pair) $15,000; Enlightened Audio Designs
DSP-9000 Pro III D/A converter with remote control,
($5800) $2600 OBO. Both excellent condition, like
new, original boxes. NBS Pro interconnect, 4', balanced, $1300; NBS AES/EBU, lm, $900; NBS Pro
speaker cable, 4', 2 sets, $1500/set. Francis, (312) 2252828, 10am-6pm CST

Order High-End
Audio Online!
Order the world's finest high-end audio gear
and accessories from the comfort of home.
Audio Advisor's web site offers detailed inform,'
tion on over 1,500 hard-to-find high-end audio
components, cables, racks, accessories and
more. Secure online ordering is available; or
tour the site and call (800) 942-0220 to order
by phone or consult with an audio expert.
Go to: www.audioadvisor.com/sf
Visit the Audio Advisor web site daily for audio
news, music reviews, new product information
and terrific deals on demos, "B" stock and
discontinued products. All products are covered
by our exclusive 30-day money-back guarantee.
Established in 1981, Audio
Advisor is the world's largest
direct mail and online
retailer of high-end
audio gear.
We ship
worldwide.

Audio Advisor, Inc.
47171 lirointmoor St •Kentwood. MI 49512
Phone, 616-656.9585 •FAX: 1616) 656.9592
wwwdudioadvisor.com/sf
, AA AUDIO ADVISOR and destio art repAlered IradAnuets AI Ave@ Abner Mc
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NBS CABLES AND CORDS! Statement power
cords, all 6', 4used, ($3000) $1825 each; 4new, ($3000)
$2250 each; interconnects, 4', RCA, 1 pair new,
($6000) $4500; 1pair used, ($6000) $3400; digital interconnect, ($3000) $1825; speaker cable, 4' biwirc, 8'
pair, best offer. NBS Signature cables and cords: power
cord, 6', 2used, ($600) $300 each; 1new, ($600) $400;
interconnect, 4' pair, RCA, best offer, speaker cable, 8'
pair, best offer. Tel: 0011-61-246552866 or 0011-61413007054, Australia
REFERENCE LINE PREEMINENCE 1.5 passive
preamp, like new, $650; Theta 1)ata Basic II CD transport, like new, $750. (310) 372-4177 evenings PST
MARK LEVINSON No36 CD processor, mint, $2595;
Levinson No3L5 Reference transport, new, $6395; VP1
TNT 3with IT JMW arm, new, $4895; with Ruby 2cartridge, E6495. (706)638-0577
FALL DEMO/OVERSTOCK SALE! Billy Bags. Black
lhamond Racing, Bybee Technologies, Electraglide,
ESP, Merlin Speakers, Metronome Technologic,
pARTicular Contemporary Design (A/V furniture),

VON SCHWE1KERT VR-4, silver, ($6000) $2800;
BAT VK-60 amp, ($5000) $2500; BAT VK-5 preamp, ($4000) $1700; VAC 23.1 transport, ($2200)
$1200; VAC 23.1 DAC, ($2000) $1000. Boxes included. John, (916) 399-5686.
MEWS MA-333 PREAMP, Stereophile Class A (April
1998), with Pho-tentiometer (no phono), mint,
($4500) $2600. (541) 318-5460.
B&W 805s, SOUND ANCHOR stands; Velodyne,
latest FSR18, mint, boxes, manuals; Chan° Academy 3
Jr, $8000 new, any offer over $2500; Counterpoint
SA220, very good condition; Z-Man signal enhancer.
(904)725-1008, EST
THE LIFT, THE LIFT JR, THE LIFTer —saves your
records and stylus! End-of-record tonearm-lifting
device! Sterrophile "Recommended Component" last
four times! Eight "Walk on Water" reviews, performance for amillennium! Tell afriend, call your dealer,
or call (707)725-7808, rewreorpressmarhiningrom.

Plinius, PolyFusion Audio, Siltech, Synergistic Research,
Lasers (Checkpoint), Totem Acoustics. Quantum Leap
Audio Video, East Lansing, MI. (517) 337-8362, EST

FUTTERMAN OTL-3C output-transformerless
monoblocks by NYAL, George Kaye mods, matched
6LF6 RAM tubes, original owner, excellent condition,
must sell, $3000. Andy, (540) 265-7395.

DYNACO PAS-4 tube preamp with phono, MultiCap/Caddocic/Holco-upgraded, ($1000) $600. (785)
838-3791; e-mail jechevi@yahoo.com.

GENESIS 350 SPECIAL EI)MON speaker system,
made for owner Mark Schifier, only four made, BO.
Levinson No.332 amplifier, best offer. (415) 567-9157

KIRKSAETER PRISMA 200s. Show demos, 4 pair.
$899/pair. Free shipping. Stan's, (717) 397-5200.

CAT SIGNATURE Mk.11 preamplifier, $2475; Crown
Jewel SE cartridge, $950; RoomTune Basstraps,
(606) 581-3763.

WARNING !! !
Be careful with inail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check,
or who offer alarge discount on the same basis.
Be secure—pay by credit card.
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Trade-ins & Specials at
http://www.audio-logic.com
•Audio Research •Bilk Bags •CAL •Chiro
•Definitive Technolom •Dunlavy •Grado •Krell
•Lexicon •Martin Logan •MIT •Monster Cable
•NHT •Pass Labs •Pioneer Elite •ProAc •PS13
•Rega •Sanus •Synergistic Research •Thiel •VPI
•Wadia •Wilson Audio •Z-Systems
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B&W MATRIX 805, black ash, crystalline sound,
pampered speakers, ($1600) $650; Epos ES11, mahogany, gorgeous finish, absolutely flawless, with
stands, ($1350) $550. Negotiable. (909) 883-3404.
SONIC FRONTIERS Line 3preamplifier, mint condition, $3000. Bob, (760)788-9931.
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SNELL CV SPEAKERS, Digital Phase speakers, Pan.
sound PLD- 1500 preawp, Yamaha and JBL shelf
speakers. (610) 627-9753.
WILSON WATT/PUPPY 5.0, purchased 1996, perfect, best offer. Tom, (248) 391-4400 days, (248) 6346619 evenings EST
LINN LK240, I25W MOM) amplifier (240W into 4ohms),
mint, current model, ($1400) $495. (856) 488-2425, EST
PROAC RESPONSE 2.5, exotic yew wood, excellent
condition, Stereophile Class B Recommended Component, (April 1999), ($5050) $3200 OBO. Mark, (512)
347-1648, leave message
AUDIO RESEARCH LS15 preamp with InfiniCaps,
perfect condition, OBM, $1995; AudioQuest Diamond
interconnect, RCA, I.5m, $400. Eric, (718) 424-1002.
INFINITY MODULUS speaker system, piano-black
finish, dedicated stands, and servo 12" subwoofer with
electronic crossover, JA ranked system as Class B
(Stereophile, November 1990), ($3300) $1300. Sony
SSM9I3 speakers, Class B Recommended Component
(Stereophile, April 1999), three months old, black ash,
150 lbs. each, ($4000) $2500. B&K Sonata M200
monoblodcs, $1000/pair firm; B&K PROMC 10 preamplifier with separate power supply, $400 firm. Adcom GCD-700 D/A converter, mint, ($1000) $500
firm; Adcom CD-575 classic budget CD player, $300
firm. Rega 2 turntable with Linn Basik aim and
Swniko Blue Point Special, $400 firm. Please call Paul,
(954) 424-9429 after 6pm EST

SAVE BIG! Krell KAV-300cd CD player, new in box,
($4200) $2700; MIT 350 PP25 push-pull-technology
balanced cable, ($2675) $1200; MIT 750 PPO8 pushpull 8' speaker cable, ($4000) $1800; MIT 750 BW25
2e biwire speaker cable, new in box, ($1650) $850;
MIT PHR 1Reference phono cable, ($2500) $1300.
All in new condition. Buyer pays shipping and handling. (504) 887-4382 between 11
ant and 9pm CST
bobbyb713@execitecom.
NO REVIEWS, NO EDITORIALS, just lots of used
equipment! For over 8years, thousands of audiophiles
have used our publication to buy and sell used audio
gear nationwide. Call today for your free brochure and
sample issue. Audio Trading Times, (715) 479-3103.
SONY —TAE-2000ES PREAMP, $500. MiniDisc:
MD-SJA3ES, $600; MDS-10I, $350; MD-SJA5OES,
$1100; MZ-E30, $225; MZ-R3, $300. CD players:
CDP-XA7ES, $1600; CDP-C87ES, $350; CDPCA9ES, $500; CDP-X303ES, $350. DAT: TCDD100, $600; TCD-D3, $400; DT4-ZASES, $900.
Speakers: SSM9, black, $2400; SSM3, black, $500.
Cassette: TCK-950ES, $550; TCK-A3ES, $575. TAAV650 integrated amp, $500; ST-SASES tuner, $500.
Power amp: TAN-555ES, $350; Digital Image
MVCFD-81, $575; DSC-D700, $1600. Hi8: EVS3000, $800; EVS-5000, $1000; EVS-7000, $1500.
SVHS: SLVR-1000, $700; Beta SLHF-2000, $600. ED
Beta: EDV-7500, $800. 8tnm: EVS-800, $500. Micro
Digital NT-2, $1000.JBL 4412, all walnut, $700; 4408,
$600; 240TI, $900; L-60, $600; LIS, $300; per pair.
Canton CT80 polished gloss mahogany, $975. All in
original boxes, remotes, cords, perfect, some never
opened. (626)796-4310 or (818) 404-6308.

CELLO PALETTE, $4300; Duet 350, $4900. ConradJohnson: Premier 14, remote, ($4400) $2800; PV- II
with phono, $780. Krell: KAS amps, ($35,000) $15,500;
KAS II, $9300; KRC, $2700. C£.C.: TL 0, $7500, TL2X, new, $1850. Genesis: 300, $14,500; V, $6500; APM1, $5600. NBS Statement pro power cord, $1900;
Chart° Academy 3Jr., ($10,500) $4500. (909) 627-3869.

TRANSPARENT AUDIO Reference XL balanced
interconnect, 1m, mint, ($8000) $4100; Transparent
Audio Reference balanced digital interconnect, 05m,
mint, ($900) $450. Frank, (954) 922-0505, 9am-5pm;
(954) 454-9180 evenings.
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The RACKIT - System
since 19841

Stackable, portable oak units
hold all recording formats
and audio/video components
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile1

Per Madsen Design (415) 822-4883
PO, Box 882464
San Francisco, CA 94188
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NAKAMICHI 1000 ZLX Limited cassette recorder, original owner, mint; Conrad-Johnson ART
preamplifier; Panasonic 3800 VHS cassette recorder.
(973) 746-2794.

BRUCE MOORE AUDIO, "Best Tube Gear Today."
Offering aline of tube prcamps and power amps. RJ3.
Electronics, 5492 Linden Street, Dublin, CA 94568. Tel or
fax: (925) 875-1055. Dealers and distributors welcome

BKS SUPREME loudspeakers, art and sound at its
best, hand-made in Denmark by Bent K. Sorensen.
Audio Note's all-new Zero Series, best sound and value
in tube. Imported CD, and more. For information and
reviews: www.hechoice.com.

AUDIO ARTISTRY BEETHOVEN speakers with
double stacked subwoofers, Stereophile Class A (April
1999), Stereophilejoint Loudspeaker of the Year (1998).
Original owner, rosewood, mint, ($28,000 plus $5000
for double subwoofers) $13,995. (309) 682-1233.

GUARANTEED CONDITION pre-owned audio
equipment Amplifiers, preamplifiers, processors, transports, players, analog, home theater, speakers, and
cables. VPI HW19 Jr, Well Tempered Classic, Apogee
Caliper Signature, B&W Matrix 801, Genesis III,
Spendor SP100. Please contact Trevor for questions and
inventory list. Toll-free: (877) 274-9983, oaks@voiœnet.com.

WE OFFER PERFECT CONDITION with warranty: Audio Physic, B&W, Conrad-Johnson, Gershman
Acoustics, Krell, Levinson, mbl, NBS, Sonic Frontiers,
Transparent, Wadia, and many more high-end audio
and video components. Call for inventory list. Tel: (718)
961-8842. Fax: (718) 886-9530. High End Audio.

CDs, LPs, Tapes

PS AUDIO 200CX amplifier, ($2000) $500; EM)
Ultradisc 2000 Reference Standard CD player, latest!
Less than 3 months old! ($2500) $1500. Audio
Alchemy DTI Pro Jitter reduction/resolution enhancer
with latest chip set and PS3 power supply, ($1750)
$550; Sony ST-444E5 Reference AM/FM tuner,
($395) $175; Audio Power Wedge Iline conditioner,
($595) $295; TARA Labs Master Gen.! speaker cable,
8', biwire, ($2000) $900. Buyer to cover shipping. All
with OB&M. Glenn, (909) 793-9667

TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CD and LP collections.
No collection too large! Classical, opera, jazz, rock, alternative, audiophiles (SR/LSC/EMI-ASD). 150,000
titles in stock. Free brochure! Princeton Record Exchange,
20 Tulane St, Princeton, Ng 08542, USA. (609) 921-0881,
www.proccom.

ROWLAND BPS-2, silver face, 4 months old, low
hours, as-new condition, with crate. $1495 plus shipping. (860) 537-9147
McINTOSH C22 preamplifier reissue with walnut
cabinet, flawless, ($2600) $1800. (212) 319-7233,
10am-6pm EST
DON'T CRUSH THAT DWARF, MADAM! Get
thee hence to our Summer's End Sale! Sale! Sale! Sale!
Sale! Featuring: PSB Stratus, Meridian 500 Series,
Meridian Home Theater, Aerial, Classé amplifiers,
Conrad-Johnson, Bryston. Selling at cost: all in-stock
Totem, Anthem, Sonic Frontiers. Please call Audio
Associates, (601) 898-3727
SOLID SILVER CABLES FOR UNDER $100? Interconnects starting at $95. Speaker cables at $225.
Pure-silver ribbon conductors, air dielectric, silver terminations, and superior build quality delivering outstanding performance. Full range of cables and equipment isolation accessories, reasonably priced. Stage III
Conapts Inc, (212) 627-5628. Visa, MC Am«.
SONIC FRONTIERS Power 3monoblodcs, excellent
condition, original packaging, ($10,000) $4800. Robert,
(805) 485-9401
JOLIDA SJ202A integrated amp, new tubes, $395.
(949) 454-0312.

TRANSPARENT CABLE Reference XL: interconnects, 10', ($8800) $3995; 30', ($11,200) $4995; speaker
cable, 10', ($10,200) $4495. Ultra (latest with XL technology): interconnects, 30', ($2900) $1195. All original
owner, latest technology, mint (309) 682-1233.
PERFECT-CONDITION KRELL ICPS-25s, $11,500;
ICAV Standard, $7500; ICRC-HR, $4000; KRC, $2600;
ICAV-250a, $1900; ICAV-250p, $1400; ICAV-300i,
$1600; ICAV-500X5, $3000; KSA-250, $3100; KSA300s, $4500; FPB 350MC, $9400; KAS, $16,000; KAS
II, $9500. (718) 494-7765.
CARY 300SELX20, $4150; 300SEILX20, $2850;
805C, latest, $5900; 3005E Signature, Western tubes,
$3200; 2A3 Signature, latest, $2700. Pass demos: Aleph
12, Aleph P with remote, Aleph 5. }Comoro 845SE,
$3900. Nordost and Gocrtz Alpha-Core demo cables;
Spectron amp, 300Wpc, $1700. (801) 226-1018.

Audio Mart Order Form
RATES: Private, $1.25 per word; Commercial, $4.15 per word; $166 minimum on all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WV/V/ addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
muss be prepaid with order. 'lisa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad
Department, P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502-5529, or FAX (505) 983-6327, or SUBMIT
ONLINE: dassifieds@stereophilc.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card only.) DEADLINE: Ads
are due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the November 1999 Stereophile, you must submit it with
payment by September 1, 1999. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the next available
issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (505) 982-1411.
Enclosed is payment in the amount of $

for

words.

UIprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.
CI Iprefer to pay by U Visa U MasterCard
My card 4,is

Exp. date

Signature
Please run my ad in the following months:
Category heading:

U General

U CDs/LPs/Tapes

D Wanted

U Employment

Copy (Please type or print, attach separate sheet if necessary):

Name

Company

Street
State
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Fax

ROCICPORT SIRIUS 22 turntable, black granite, mint,
($36,000) $19,000. Mileg (925) 321304, 9ant-9pm PST
GENESIS 900 subwoofcr (SGHT 11), ($2500) $1200;
Pinnacle Digital Sub350 subwoofer, (SG HT 17),
($1200) $600; Alón Centris LCR center-channel speaker, ($700) $350; Transparent Digital Link, lm, RCA,
($300) $125. All prices plus shipping. (972) 713-9493.

HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Only collections of 1000+. Call Lawrence
()Took PO. Box 138, Beanville, NY 12409. Tel/fax: (914)
679-1054.

AUDIOPHILEUSA.COM —Addictive website for
LP and CD fans. We e-mail superb monthly lists of
new and used jazz, rock, audiophile, and much more.
Knowledgeable staff, great service. We buy choice
record collections. Free monthly catalogs. Toll-fire orden,
(877) SPIN-LPS.

Wanted
TUBE HI-FI AND SPEAKERS, tube theater amps,
corner speakers, horn drivers, coaxial/triaxial speakers,
crossovers, tubes. Alice, ElectroVoice, JBL, Jensen,
McIntosh, Quad, Dynaco, Scott, Lowther, Fisher,
Heath, Eco, RCA, Tannoy, Leak, Maranta, Western
Electric, etc. Also high-end ARC, Conrad-Johnson,
Linn speakers, etc. Also old guitars and guitar amplifiers. Sonny Goldson, 1413 Magnolia Lane, Midwest City,
OK 73110. (405) 737-3312, fax (405) 737-3355.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Dealer for
AudioQuest, Harman/Kardon, Maranta, NAD, NHT,
Paradigm, Paradigm Reference, Phase Technology,
Speakercraft, Sherwood/Newcastle, Toshiba. Stereo
Trading Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old York Road,Jenkinzown.
PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fax (215) 886-2171.
Website catalog: www.teo.com. E-mail: tuo@uto.wm.
220 VOLTS/60HZ KRELL ICRC-3, FPB 200, FPB
300. New or not, good condition. Fax: (34)945 231364.
E-mail: bestpress@jetes.
a/d/s/ 12030 or L1530. Brian, (888) 353-4052.
SONY TC-880, TC-765, TC-250, or other Sony
reel tape decks in working condition. JBL Paragon,
Sony TAN-77ES or TAN-80ES. (626) 796-4310 or
(818) 404-6308.

Employment
SOUND CITY is seeking highly motivated individuals for full-time sales positions in Audio/Video and
Custom Home Theater. Outgoing person to sell wide
selection of mid-high-end specialty A/V products. Excellent growth opportunity in direct-mail/catalog sales
or custom. North Jersey/NY area. Fax 614W to (973)
334-6115 or tall (800) 888-5343 x300.
IF TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION and the
excitement of the audio/video industry appeal to
you —Tice Audio would like to speak with you! As
aTice Audio partner you will be in astrategic position to build your future with ours as we diversify
into new markets and continue our advancements in
technological innovation. We have created alimited
number of opportunities for "hands-on" partners to
share in our future expansion. If you have marketing
or audio/video knowledge and the necessary financial backing ($1 million minimum), call us at (561)
575-7577, or visit our website, www.ticeaudio.com, for
more information. Serious inquiries only.
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Advertiser
Advertising published in Stenrophile
is accepted on the premise that the
merchandise and services as offered
are accurately described, and are
available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that does not
conform to these standards, or that
is deceptive or misleading, is never
knowingly accepted. If you encounter noncompliance with these
standards, please write to John B.
Gourlay, Petersen Publishing
Company, 110 Fifth Ave., New
York, NY 10011.
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JS Audio
Kimber Kable
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Legacy Audio
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Lexicon
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May Audio
McIntosh
McCormack
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Monitor Audio
Musical Surroundings
Music Direct
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NAD
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New Age Audio
Nordost
Now Hear This

FREE CATALOG
If you like
11-j1100-335-015
to "do-it'Sr7Ure n
yourself"
then the
Parts
Express
catalog is
for you!
It is packed
full of prod•=ree
ucts like
•
...name.»
..•
•
gar".
raw loud=t
*3
M
speaker
drivers from Audax, Aura, Morel.
Dynaudio, Vita, and more. We stock
premium crossover parts, speaker
kits, cabinets, accessories, wire/
cable, and everything you need to
create your own high end speakers.
Build your own and save big!

a.

PAI

JRS

ELECTRONICS & MORE

CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-338-0531
SOURCE CODE, SPM
725 Pleasant Valley Dr..
Epringboro, OH 45066-1158
Phone: 513/743-3000 • FAX: 513/743-1677
E-mail: sales@parts•express.com
Web Site: www.parts-express.com
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Can putting this
device on your
speakers make
them sound
better?
"If it's affirmation you want, here
it is. The Enacom speaker filter
works. It is by far the best under$100 accessory I've owned."
—Kevin Hunt in The Hartford Courant

Yes!
TAURUS AUDIO
5680 Thornton Ave.. Newark, CA 94560
lei. (510) 713-9893
Outside California: (800) 554-4517
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is September, and "Recommended Components" is nigh
upon us. The season that brings
audiophiles to dealers' showrooms, folded-open issues of the October Stereophde
clutched tightly in hand, is nearly here.
Some recent statistics published by the
Consumer Electronics Manufacturers
Association (CEMA) showed that the hifi business typically picks up sharply in
September, with increased/higher sales
continuing through mid-January. Iwas
surprised—you don't begin to hear
about increasing sales from retailers until
October or November.
Could it be that these sales are stimulated by our October issue? Idoubt it
CEMRs figures look at the business as a
whole, which is little influenced by
Stereophile. In fact, even high-end manufacturers report that less than amajority of
their buyers read any magazine about
sound reproduction, even the widely circulated Stereo Review (now Sound &Vuion).
Still, RC has amighty effect, manufacturers tell us —particularly when one of
their products is omitted. It strikes me as
strange: even though Stereophdès April
and October issues enjoy newsstand circulations typically about 25% higher than
those of other months, the knock-on
effect of RC is much greater than that.
But "Recommended Components" consists almost entirely of things we've already said in previous issues of Stereophilti
It's old news.
This anomaly is certainly the result of
condensation. Presenting the same material in ashort, focused format makes
the decision-making easier, thus increasing the potential commercial impact of
what is said. But easy buying decisions
do not agreat-sounding system make.
The map is not the territory.
Our most recent issue of "Recommended Components" stirred up ahornet's nest on rec.audio.opinion. We were
criticized for recommending far too
many products, and the wrong ones to
boot. Our writers, who work hard and
are paid little, were accused of sloth, ignorance, favoritism, and technical laxity.
Iagree with none of these criticisms.
Our writers hear avery large amount of
hi-fi equipment, have no axes to grind,
work hard to get agood sound out of the
178
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products they're sent, can hear well —and
have their subjective observations subjected to comparison to the most rigorous
technical measurements in the business.
I seriously concur, however, that
"Recommended Components" — or
any such rating system — needs to be
treated with the greatest skepticism by
you, the reader. RC, and reviewing in
general, is just an assessment tool, akind
of abstract measurement. You can't listen to everything in the comfort and
relaxation of your home, so you rely on
someone else to listen for you.
But atool is only as good as its calibration, apoint driven painfully home to
me back in the 1970s, when Iwas an
auto mechanic. Pretty much alone in the
community, my garage did its own
wheel alignment. We were exacting
when it came to safety checkups, and
two of the most frequent faults in older
cars are front-end and steering problems.
Every replaced part requires afrontend realignment, and we went to considerable expense to outfit ourselves
with the necessary gadgetry to ensure
that our customers were pointed
straight ahead and up-and-down (actually, alittle pigeon-toed and tilted in at
the top, according to the specs). Other
shops farmed out their wheel alignments, with middling and sometimes
unpredictable results.
But our commitment to excellence
was not without its pitfalls. Early on in
my wheel-alignment career, Ihad problems — customers would return with
complaints that the car pulled to one side
or another. Iwould recheck the alignment and make sure it was absolutely
precise. The problems remained.
Finally, after afew months, one customer returned with serious tire wear,
which made me realize that something
was wrong. After much checking and
rechecking, Idiscovered that the calibration tool we used with our aligne 1999 by Mime.: Publidam: Gunpany, LLC.—li422
Isks9, &rumba. /999, Issue Number 236 Stcrophilc
(ISSN #0585-2544) is published monthl) ,
,$1994 per pur
/Ur.L'S reidems, by Aline,'
LLC•
6420 lllidtin• Bled, Los ,I
,
!eies• C4 " 48.Paiod!'aL`
postage paid at Los Aneelss, Cel and additional "wiling,Ifiees,
Celalia and GSTng. 1/0. R12468-3855. IY11731ASTER:
Send addnss chew wSten.while, PO. i.e 53117, Boulder,
CC) 80322-3117
Printed I,, the U.S.A.

ment rig was itself at fault. The calibrator was in need of calibrating. We corrected the problem and our problems
subsided — but we had at least one customer for whom we had to purchase a
new set of tires.
With cars there are absolute standards: The wheels are toed-in afixed
amount, within narrow limits. The
camber is plus or minus afew seconds
of aminute of adegree, the caster likewise. You can push these specs alittle
this way or that to accommodate different road conditions and tire types, but
not much. Taste does not enter in.
That's where Stereophile's— or anybody's — reviews are different from
front-end alignments. Our descriptions
and measurements are objective, but
our judgments are subjective. Tom
Norton likes speakers with "healthy"
bass and Ilike them with lean bass, so
the heartiness of our recommendations
of aparticular product will differ. Sam
Tellig loves the sound of single-ended
triodes and Ifind them abit colored, if
still magical-sounding in some systems.
Our judgments vary.
Longtime readers will know that I'm
an oenophile — a lover of wine. The
wine world has been bedeviled the last
several years by wealthy, unthinking
wine-buyers who see arating of 95+ in
one of the wine magazines, and rush off
to corner the market. But these people
just collect—they don't drink. The
world is thus triply hurt: prices soar;
good wines, through no fault of their
makers, become unavailable; and, worst
of all, no one derives pleasure from the
product. The collectors don't know what
they own, or whether they even like the
wine they've spent so much to obtain —
the wines are too valuable to drink.
Stereophile readers need to calibrate
their source of recommendations.
Choose aproduct that is available near
you, at afriend's or at astore. Get to
know it. See if you can understand what
the review criticized, and what it praised.
Go through this process again. Do it for
any writer on the basis of whose opinion
you're thinking of making apurchase.
Calibrate your tool — and don't get
stuck with 95-point products to which
you never listen.
Stereophiie, September 1999
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MC-1 Specifications —Inputs:

8Stereo Analog Audio

Pairs (RCA) •8S/PDIF Standard Digital: 5Coaxial (RCA). 3Optical (TosLink') •8Composite Video (RCA) 8S-video. NTSC-M, PAL Standard •
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Lexicon's presence is

the but possibk playback of any

so firmly established in

source, from analog mono to

performances. Fully-equipped

an Emmy:' our mastery

the world of professional

8-channel digital surround.

•

to deliver the liighest quality

of acoustical space has

recording that virtually

Lexicon's new MC-1 Digital

decoding, and loaded with

won

every hit album and

Controller is unique in its abil-

down-to-earth features, it will

major motion picture

ity to deliver the spatial realism

bring your audio/video system
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ur mastery of timebased effects earned us

us 8 TEC"

awards,
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Hi-Fi

Grand Prie awards

soundtrack

is

crafted

film soundtracks and musical

and 3-dimensional envelop- into the next millennium.

and countless other accolades

using our technology. In the
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throughout the audio industry.

home, our processors provide

the full emotional impact of
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Transcend time and space.
Contact your Lexicon dealer.

yww.lexicon.com
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Enhanced Dual-Bit Delta-Sigma 24-Bit AID and D/A Conversion •Frequency Response 10Hz to 20kHz
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0.3dB •THD•Noise Less than 0005°. •Dynamic Range 105dB minimum 110dB typical
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Il AHarman Internahonal Company
Lexicon, Inc. •3Oak Park. Bedford. MA 01730-1441 •Tel: 781/280-0300 •Fax 781/280-0490 •Email: infoelexicon.com
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Was the challenge to make cables that live
le

up to the names of the greatest mountain
and river on earth... or to come up with
names for the greatest speaker cable
and interconnect on earth?

AMAZON

P.O. Box 3060 San Clemente, CA 92674 USA Tel: 949.498.2770 Fax: 949.498.5112 www.audioquest.com

